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1 Introduction
This document describes the Continuous Access P9000 and XP software and the additional files
that integrate the P9000 or XP Disk Arrays with Metrocluster. The document explains how to
configure Metrocluster using Continuous Access P9000 or XP. For more information about the
general characteristics of Metrocluster, see Understanding and Designing Serviceguard Disaster
Recovery Architectures available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs.

Overview of Continuous Access P9000 and XP concepts
Continuous Access is the physical data replication technology that can be used to replicate data
from a XP or P9000 series disk arrays to a different XP or P9000 series disk array, at a far away
location. The Metrocluster with Continuous Access for XP 9000 integrates Serviceguard failover
mechanism with Continuous Access replication and automates application failover across data
centers while appropriately manipulating the replication for different type of disasters. This section
describes the hardware and software concepts necessary for understanding how to use
Continuous Access software for physical data replication in disaster recovery solutions.

PVOLs and SVOLs
Continuous Access allows you to define primary volumes (PVOLs) and secondary volumes
(SVOLs) that are redundant copies of one another, as shown in Figure 1 (page 10). The
relationship between a PVOL and an SVOL is called a pair.

Figure 1 PVOLs and SVOLs

BCs are optional Business Continuity volumes that can be used for point in time local backup of
PVOL and SVOL volumes. Data replication proceeds from PVOL to SVOL. When failover is
necessary, the SVOL can be changed into a PVOL for access by a package on the failover node.

Device groups
A device group is a set of PVOL-SVOL replication pairs between two P9000 or XD disk arrays
(Figure 1 (page 10)). In Metrocluster all the replicated LUNs used by an application are configured
in a single Device Group.
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Continuous Access Synchronous Replication
In Continuous Access Synchronous replication, all write operations on the primary volume are
replicated to the secondary volume before the write is acknowledged to the host. This synchronous
replication mode ensures the highest level of data currency possible. Host I/O performance is
directly impacted by the distance between the primary and secondary volumes.
Continuous Access Synchronous replication supports three types of fence levels: DATA, STATUS
and NEVER for a device group. The fence level of the device group is set when you define it. All
devices defined in a given device group must be configured with the same fence level.

NOTE: Metrocluster environment does not support the STATUS fence level.

Fence level NEVER
The fence level NEVERmust only be used when the availability of the application is more important
than the currentness of data on the remote P9000 or XP disk arrays. In case all Continuous
Access links fail, the application continues to modify the data on PVOL side, however the new
data is not replicated to the SVOL side. The SVOL only contains a copy of the data up to the
point of Continuous Access links failure. If an additional failure, such as a system failure, occurs
before the Continuous Access link is fixed, the application fails over to the SVOL side, and is
forced to deal with non-current data.

Fence Level DATA
The fence level DATA is recommended to ensure a current and consistent copy of the data on
all sides. In the case of Continuous Access link failure, all I/Os on the PVOL side are refused.
The fence level DATA ensures that the data at the SVOL side is always consistent and current.
The disadvantage of enabling fence level DATA is when the Continuous Access link fails, or if
the entire remote (SVOL) data center fails, all I/Os are refused until the Continuous Access link
is restored. To give the PVOL read/write capability even if the SVOL is unavailable with a fence
level of data, PVOL takeover function is used from the PVOL side.

NOTE: If the fence level DATA is enabled and the Continuous Access link fails, then the
applications might fail or might continuously retry the I/Os (depending on the application).

Continuous Access asynchronous replication
In Continuous Access Asynchronous replication, all write operations on the primary volume are
time stamped and stored in the array system cache, also known as the side file, before the write
is acknowledged to the host. The data is then asynchronously replicated to the secondary disk
array and re-applied in sequence to the secondary devices. Data is not always current, but due
to the unique timestamp implementation, data is always consistent. The fence level of the
Continuous Access Asynchronous device group is set to “async”.

NOTE: The P9000 disk array family does not support asynchronous replication using side file.

Continuous Access link timeout
In Continuous Access asynchronous replication, when there is a Continuous Access link failure,
both the PVOL and SVOL sides change to a PSUE state. When the SVOL side detects missing
data blocks from the PVOL side, it waits for the data blocks from the PVOL side until the
Continuous Access link times out (set in the SVP). After the timeout, the SVOL side changes to
a PSUE state. The default Continuous Access link timeout value is 5 minutes (300 seconds).

Consistency Group
An important property of asynchronous mode volumes is the Consistency Group (CT group). A
CT group is a grouping of LUNs that must be treated the same from the perspective of data
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consistency (I/O ordering). A CT group is equal to a device group in the Raid Manager
configuration file. A consistency group ID (CTGID) is assigned automatically during pair creation.

NOTE: Different P9000 and XP models support different maximum numbers of Consistency
Groups. For more information, see the P9000 user guide or XP user guide.

Limitations of asynchronous mode
The following are restrictions for an asynchronous CT group in a Raid Manager configuration
file:

• Asynchronous device groups cannot be defined to extend across multiple XP Series disk
arrays.

• When making paired volumes, the Raid Manager registers a CTGID to the XP Series disk
array automatically at paircreate time, and the device group in the configuration file is
mapped to a CTGID. Efforts to create a CTGID with a higher number ends with the return
value EX_ENOCTG.

• Metrocluster/Continuous Access supports only one consistency group per package.
Furthermore, the number of packages that can be configured to use a consistency group is limited
by the maximum number of consistency groups that are supported by the XP model in the
configuration or the maximum number of packages in the cluster (whichever is smaller).

Continuous Access journal overview
Continuous Access Journal is an asynchronous data replication between two HPE P9500, HPE
XP10000, HPE XP12000, HPE XP20000 or HPE XP24000 storage disk arrays. Continuous
Access Journal uses two main features, disk-based journaling and pull-style replication. These
two features reduce internal cache memory consumption, while maintaining performance and
operational resilience.

Journal volume
When Continuous Access Journal is used, updates to PVOL can be stored in other volumes,
which are called journal volumes. The update data that is stored in journal volumes is called
journal data. The journal volumes are architected and optimized for keeping large amounts of
host-write data in sequence.
When collecting the data to be replicated, the primary P9000 or XP array writes the designated
records to a special set of journal volumes. The remote storage array then reads the records
from the journal volumes, pulling them across the communication link and thus reducing resource
consumption on the primary storage system as shown in Figure 2 (page 13).
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Figure 2 Journal Volume

By writing the records to journal disks instead of keeping them in cache, Continuous Access
Journal overcomes the limitations of earlier asynchronous replication methods. Writes to the
journal are cached for application, but are quickly de-staged to disk to minimize cache usage.
In addition to the records being replicated, the journal contains metadata for every record to
ensure the integrity and consistency of the replication process. Every transmitted record set
includes both time stamp and sequence number information, which enables the replication
process to verify that all the records are received at the remote site, and to arrange them in the
correct write order for storage. These processes build on the proven algorithms of P9000 or XP
Continuous Access Asynchronous Data Replication. The journaling and replication processes
also support consistency across multiple volumes.
For more information, see the guideHPE P9000 Continuous Access Journal User Guide available
at http://www.hpe.com/support/manuals -> storage-> Storage Software-> Storage Replication
Software -> HPE P9000 Continuous Access Software or HPE StorageWorks XP24000/XP20000
Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide available at http://www.hpe.com/support/
manuals -> storage-> Storage Software-> Storage Replication Software -> HPE XP Continuous
Access Software.

Fence level
The Continuous Access Journal has the asynchronous data replication characteristic. The fence
level of the Continuous Access journal is set to “async”, similar to the Continuous Access
Asynchronous fence level.

Mitigation of network problems
In Continuous Access Asynchronous replication, typical issues include temporary communication
problems, such as Continuous Access link failure or insufficient bandwidth for peak-load
requirements. When this happens, continuous access asynchronous replication is suspended
and go into bitmapmode, noting changed tracks in a bitmap for future resynchronization. Recovery
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typically involves a destructive process such as rewriting all the changed tracks, with possible
loss of data consistency for ordered writes.
In contrast, Continuous Access Journal logs every change to the journal disk at the primary site,
including the metadata required to apply the changes consistently. If the replication link between
sites fail, Continuous Access Journal keeps logging changes in the local journal so that they can
be transmitted later, without interruption to the protection process or the application. The journal
data is simply transferred after the network link failure or bandwidth limitation is corrected, with
no loss of consistency. The recovery time might be extended a bit during temporary link failures
or congestion, but the asynchronous replication process does not fail, and the catch-up process
is simple and automatic. Data consistency is preserved.
With Continuous Access Journal, the remote storage system pulls data from the primary journal
volumes over the data replication network as fast as the bandwidth allows while adjusting to
available network conditions. If the available bandwidth does not support optimal replication,
such as during peak-load spikes in transaction volume, the primary journal volumes buffer the
data on disk until more bandwidth becomes available.

Journal group
The journal group is a component of the Continuous Access Journal operations that consists of
two or more data and journal volumes. The data update sequence from the host is managed per
journal group. This ensures the data update sequence consistency between the paired journal
groups is maintained.
Journal groups are managed according to the journal group number. The paired journal numbers
of journal groups can be different. One journal group can have more than one data volume and
journal volume.

NOTE: Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP supports only one journal
group pair per package. Thus, in a Metrocluster, the number of packages that can be configured
to use journal group is limited by the maximum number of journal groups that are supported by
the P9000 or XP in the configuration, or by the maximum number of packages in the cluster,
whichever is smaller.

Continuous Access journal pair state
If the amount of data in the journal cache, in the secondary subsystem, reaches the specified
journal cache capacity, the secondary subsystem stores the received journal data into the restore
journal volume, and then issues the next read-journal command to the primary subsystem. This
suppresses the increase in the cache usage rate.
The Continuous Access Journal retains the PAIR state when the Continuous Access links fail
as long as the journal volumes have enough space while the Continuous Access Asynchronous
switches to PSUE state.
In addition, this allows host write-data to be kept continuously as journal data in the journal
volumes while the updated data is not being replicated to the remote array. Once the links are
recovered, the data replication of the primary and secondary arrays is resumed automatically.
The journal data accumulated in the primary journal volumes is replicated automatically to the
secondary site .

NOTE: If the journal volumes reach full capacity, the pair state is switched to PFUS and the
data written to the data volume is tracked in bitmap.

RAID Manager instance
HPE Storage P9000 or XP RAID Manager (P9000 or XP RAID Manager) is a software that
enables you to configure and control data replication and data protection on P9000 or XP disk
arrays from a HP-UX host. The P9000 or XP RAID Manager allows you to run P9000 or XP
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Business Copy software and P9000 or XP Continuous Access software commands from a HP-UX
host. Every execution of P9000 or XP RAID Manager is known as a RAID Manager instance.
RAID Manager instances running on the local nodes communicate with the RAID Manager
instances running on the remote nodes to get the status of the device group pair.
The following are the additional points to consideration when using P9000 or XP RAID Manager
in a Metrocluster environment:

• When adding a new volume to an existing device group, the new volume state is SMPL.
Run again the paircreate command on the device group. The disk array controller (DKC)
is smart enough to do the paircreate only on the new volume.

• If you change the LDEV number associated with a given target or LUN, you must restart all
the Raid Manager instances even though the Raid Manager configuration file is not modified.

• Any firmware update, cache expansion, or board change, requires a restart of all the Raid
Manager instances.

Command Device
A special volume on the disk array is designated as the command device. The command device
accepts Business Copy Software or Continuous Access Software control operations. The volume
designated as the command device is used only by XP RAID Manager and is blocked from other
user access.

Overview of solution for Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000
and XP
Overview of a Metrocluster configuration

A Metrocluster is configured with the nodes at Site1 and Site2. When Site1 and Site2 form a
Metrocluster, a third location is required where Quorum Server or arbitrator nodes must be
configured. There is a P9000/XP disk array at each site and they are connected to each other
through Continuous Access links.
An application is deployed in a Metrocluster by configuring it at both the sites. The sites are
referred either as primary or recovery site for an application, based on their role. Typically, the
application runs on the primary site. If there is a disaster in the primary site, the application
automatically fails over to the recovery site.
For each application, either synchronous or asynchronous or journal replication is configured to
replicate data between the two sites using Continuous Access device group. In a typical
configuration, more than one application is configured to run in a Metrocluster. Depending on
the application distribution in a Metrocluster environment, some applications can have Site 1 as
its primary site while some other applications can have Site 2 as its primary site.
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Figure 3 Sample configuration of Metrocluster for Linux for P9000 Continuous Access

NOTE: The P9000 disk array family does not support asynchronous replication using side file.

Figure 3 (page 16) depicts an example of two applications distributed in a Metrocluster with
Continuous Access for P9000 and XP environment balancing the server and replication load. In
this example, Site1 is the primary site for application A, and recovery site for application B. Site2
is the primary site for application B, and recovery site for application A.

Overview of Metrocluster Device Group Monitor
In a Metrocluster environment, when you are not actively monitoring the device group state, it is
difficult to find out the time when the application data became remotely unprotected for an extended
period of time. Under these circumstances, the P9000 or XP/Continuous Access device group
monitor provides the capability to monitor the status of the P9000 or XP/Continuous Access
device group used in a package. The P9000 or XP/Continuous Access device group monitor,
based on a pre-configured environment variable, also provides the ability to perform automatic
resynchronization of the P9000 or XP/Continuous Access device group upon link recovery.
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NOTE: If the monitor is configured to automatically resynchronize the data from PVOL to SVOL
upon link recovery, a Business Copy (BC) volume of the SVOL must be configured as another
mirror.
In the case of a rolling disaster and the data in the SVOL becomes corrupt due to an incomplete
resynchronization, the data in the BC volume can be restored to the SVOL. This will result in
non-current, but usable data in the BC volumes.

The monitor, as a package service, periodically checks the status of the P9000 or XP/Continuous
Access device group that is configured for the package, and sends notification to the user via
email, syslog, and console if there is a change in the status of the device group of the package.
The device group monitor runs as a package service. The user can configure the monitor's setting
through the package configuration. Once the package has started the device group monitor, the
monitor will periodically verify the status of the P9000 or XP Continuous Access device group.
If there is a change in the status or the monitor is configured to notify after an interval of no status
change, the monitor will send a notification that states the reason for the notification, a timestamp,
and the status of the P9000 Continuous Access device group.
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2 Configuring an application in a Metrocluster environment
Installing the necessary hardware and software

When you complete the following procedures, an adoptive node is able to access the data
belonging to a package after it fails over.

Setting up the storage hardware
To set up the storage hardware do the following:
1. Before configuring Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP, the P9000 or

XP arrays must be correctly cabled with redundant paths to every node in the cluster that
will run packages accessing data on the array.

2. Install and configure the hardware components of the P9000 or XP arrays, including disk
arrays, SAN switches, data replication link, and so on.
Every P9000 or XP Series disk array must be configured with redundant Continuous Access
links, each of which is connected to a different LCP or RCP card. To prevent a single point
of failure (SPOF), there must be at least two physical boards in every P9000 and XP for the
Continuous Access links. Every board usually has multiple ports. However, a redundant
Continuous Access link must be connected to a port on a different physical board from the
board that has the primary Continuous Access link. When using bi-directional configurations,
where data center A backs up data center B and data center B backs up data center A, you
must have at least four Continuous Access links, two in every direction. Four Continuous
Access links are also required in uni-directional configurations in which you want to allow
failback.

Installing the necessary software
Before you begin any configuration, ensure the following software is installed on all the nodes:

• Serviceguard

• Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP

• MCDREnabler Toolkit

• XP/P9000 RAID Manager
See the Release Notes and Compatibility and Feature Matrix available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPEServiceguardMetrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000
and XP for the required versions and the latest patches available for the above mentioned
software.

Creating the cluster
Create a Serviceguard cluster with components on multiple sites according to the process
described in the Managing Serviceguard available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs.

NOTE: Do not configure a P9000 or XP series paired volume, PVOL or SVOL, as a cluster
lock disk. A cluster lock disk must always be writable. Since it cannot be guaranteed that either
half of a paired volume is always writable, neither half might be used as a cluster lock disk. A
configuration with a cluster lock disk that is part of a paired volume is not a supported configuration.

Site Aware Failover configuration
To use either of these failover policies site_preferred_manual or site_preferred for a
package, the underlying cluster must be configured with sites and every cluster node must be
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associated to a site. The Serviceguard cluster configuration file includes the attributes described
in Table 1 (page 19) to define sites.

Table 1 Site Aware Failover configuration

DescriptionAttributes

To define a unique name for a site in the cluster.SITE_NAME

SITE keyword under the node's NODE_NAME definition.SITE

Following is a sample of the site definition in a Serviceguard cluster configuration file:

SITE_NAME san_francisco
SITE_NAME san_jose 
NODE_NAME SFO_1
SITE san_francisco
NODE_NAME SFO_2
SITE san_francisco
NODE_NAME SJC_1
SITE san_jose
NODE_NAME SJC_2
SITE san_jose

Use cmviewcl command to view the list of sites that are configured in the cluster and their
associated nodes. Following is a sample of the command, and the output:
# cmviewcl -l node

SITE_NAME san_francisco
NODE STATUS STATE
SFO_1 up running
SFO_2 up running
.........
SITE_NAME san_jose
NODE STATUS STATE
SJC_1 up running
SJC_2 up running

You can configure either of these failover policies for both, the regular Metrocluster failover
packages and Site Controller packages. To use these policies, you must specify site_preferred
or site_preferred_manual for the failover_policy attribute in the Metrocluster package
configuration file.

NOTE: For a Metrocluster package, set the failover_policy parameter to site_preferred.

Easy deployment of Metrocluster
Starting with Serviceguard version A.11.20 Patch PHSS_41628, you can use the cmdeploycl
command to create a Metrocluster with sites configured in Serviceguard cluster configuration.
When you run the cmdeploycl command to create a cluster on nodes where Metrocluster is
installed, the system throws a warning in case a quorum server is not specified in its list of
arguments. The cmdeploycl command and options are described below:
cmdeploycl [-t] [-s site ]... [-n node]... [-N net_template ] [-c
clustername] [-q qs_host [qs_ip] | -L locklun] [-cfs]

For Example, to create a two site cluster with nodes n1, n2, n3,and n4, run the following command:
# cmdeploycl -s siteA -n n1 -n n2 -s siteB -n n3 -n n4 -q qs.quorum.com

Setting up the replication
The following procedures will prepare Serviceguard cluster for use with Continuous Access
P9000 or XP data replication in a Metrocluster.
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Creating the RAID Manager configuration
To create the RAID Manager Configuration:
1. Install the Raid Manager software for either P9000 or XP on every host system depending

on the disk array used in your environment.
2. Edit the /etc/services file, to add an entry for the Raid Manager instance to use with

the cluster. Use the following format to add an entry to the /etc/services file.
horcm<instance-number> <port-number>/udp

For Example,
horcm0 11000/udp #Raid Manager instance 0

3. Use the ioscan command to determine what devices on the P9000 or XP disk array have
been configured as command devices. The device-specific information in the right—most
column of the ioscan output will have the suffix-CM for these devices; For Example,
OPEN-3-CM. If there are no configured command devices on the disk array, youmust create
two before proceeding. Every command device must have alternate links (PVLinks). The
first command device is the primary command device. The second command device is a
redundant command device and is used only upon failure of the primary command device.
The command devices must be mapped to the various host interfaces by using the SVP
(disk array console) or a remote console.

4. Copy the default Raid Manager configuration file to an instance-specific name.
# cp /etc/horcm.conf /etc/horcm0.conf

5. Create a minimumRaid Manager configuration file by editing the following fields in the /etc/
horcm0 file created in step4.

Table 2 Raid Manager configuration file fields

DescriptionFieldname

Enter the host-name of the system on which you are editing and the TCP/IP port
number specified for this Raid Manager instance in the /etc/services file.

HORCM_MON

Enter the primary and alternate link device file names for both the primary and
redundant command devices (for a total of four raw device file names).

HORCM_CMD

CAUTION: Ensure that the redundant command device is NOT on the same physical
device as the primary command device. Also, ensure that it is on a different bus inside the
P9000 or XP series disk array.

6. If the Raid Manager protection facility is enabled, set the HORCPERM environment variable
to the pathname of the HORCM permission file, then export the variable.
# export HORCMPERM=/etc/horcmperm0.conf

The RAID Manager protection facility restricts volume control operations to volumes that the
host is allowed to see, with or without host-based LUN security and to volumes that are listed
in the configuration file.
For more information about RAIDManager protection facility, seeHPE StorageWorks P9000
RAIDManager User's Guide orHPEStorageWorks XPRAIDManager User's Guide available
at http://www.hpe.com/info/XPRaidManager-manuals.
If the Raid Manager protection facility is not used or disabled, export the HORCPERM
environment variable.

7. Start the Raid Manager instance by using  horcmstart.sh <instance-#>
# horcmstart.sh 0
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8. Export the environment variable that specifies the Raid Manager instance to be used by the
Raid Manager commands. For Example, with the POSIX shell type.
# export HORCMINST=0

Now, use Raid Manager commands to get further information from the disk arrays. To verify
the software revision of the Raid Manager and the firmware revision of the P9000 or XP disk
array, run the following command:
# raidqry -l

NOTE: Verify for the minimum requirement level for XP/P9000, Raid Manager software,
and firmware for your version listed in the Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000
and XP Release Notes.

Identifying HP-UX device files
Before you create volume groups or disk groups, you must determine the Device Special
Files (DSFs) of the corresponding LUNs used in the XP array. To determine the legacy DSFs
corresponding to the LUNs in the P9000 or XP array, run the following command:
# ls /dev/rdsk/* | raidscan -find -fx

The following output is displayed
DEVICE_FILE UID S/F PORT TARG LUN SERIAL LDEV PRODUCT_ID

/dev/rdsk/c5t0d0 0 F CL3-E 0 0 10053 321 OPEN-3

This output displays the mapping between the legacy DSFs and the CU:LDEVs. In this output
the value for LDEV specifies the CU:LDEV without the : mark.
To determine the agile DSFs that are supported from HP-UX 11i v3 and CU:LDEV mapping
information run the following command:
# ls /dev/rdisk/* | raidscan -find -fx

The following output is displayed
DEVICE_FILE UID S/F PORT TARG LUN SERIAL LDEV PRODUCT_ID
/dev/rdisk/disk232 0 F CL4-E 0 0 10053 321 OPEN-3

NOTE: There must also be alternate links for every device, and these alternate links must
be on different buses inside the P9000 or XP disk array. For Example, these alternate links
might be CL2-E and CL2-F..

Unless the devices have been previously paired either on this or another host, the devices
will show up as SMPL (simplex). Paired devices will show up as PVOL (primary volume) or
SVOL (secondary volume).
XP arrays (XP 10000/XP 12000 and beyond) and P9000 arrays support external attached
storage devices to be configured as either PVOL or SVOL or both of a Continuous Access
pair. From a Continuous Access perspective, there is no difference between a pair created
from internal devices and a pair created using external devices.
See the Storage P9000 or XP documentation for information about the configuration
requirements of external storage devices attached to P9000 or XP arrays and supported
external storage devices.

9. Determine the devices used by the application package. Define a device group that contains
all of these devices. It is recommended that you use a name that is easily associated with
the package. For Example, a device group name of “db-payroll” is easily associated with
the database for the payroll application. A device group name of “group1” is more difficult
to relate to an application.
Edit the Raid Manager configuration file (horcm0.conf) to include the devices and device
group used by the application package. Only one device group might be specified for all of
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the devices that belong to a single application package. These devices are specified in the
field HORCM_DEV or HORCM_LDEV.
Also, complete the HORCM_INST field, by supplying the names of only those hosts that are
attached to the P9000 or XP disk array that is remote from the disk array that is directly
attached to this host.
For Example, if node 1 and node 2 are in the source disk site and nodes 3 and node 4 are
in the recovery site, you must specify only nodes 3 and node 4 in the HORCM_INST field in
a file you are creating on node 1 on the source disk site. Node 1 must have previously been
specified in the HORCM_MON field.

10. Restart the Raid Manager instance so that the new information in the configuration file is
read.
# horcmshutdown.sh <instance-#>

# horcmstart.sh <instance-#>

11. Repeat these steps on every host that will run this particular application package. If a host
might run more than one application package, you must incorporate device group and host
information for each of these packages.

NOTE: The Raid Manager configuration file must be different for every host, especially
for the HORC_MON and HORC_INST fields.

12. If not previously done, create the paired volumes:
# paircreate -g <devgroup> -f <fencelevel> -vl -c 15

This command must be issued before creating volume groups or disk groups. For creating
a pair of journal groups, see the section, “Pair creation of Journal Groups” (page 22)

CAUTION: Paired devices must be of compatible sizes and types.

When using the paircreate command to create PVOL/SVOL Continuous Access pairs,
specify the -c 15 switch to ensure the fastest data copy from PVOL to SVOL.

Pair creation of Journal Groups
The Continuous Access Journal has the same characteristic as Continuous Access Asynchronous
such that Raid Manager controls Continuous Access Journal similar to Continuous Access
Asynchronous.
The Raid Manager configuration of the device group pair for Continuous Access Journal is exactly
the same as the configuration of the Continuous Access Asynchronous device group pair. In the
/etc/horcm0.conf file, do not specify any journal volumes or journal group number. Only
data volumes (device group and its devices) must be in the configuration file.

Creating Continuous Access Journal Pair
To create a journal group pair, use the paircreate command:
# paircreate -g <device_group> -f async -vl -c 15 -jp <id> -js <id>

Similar to Continuous Access Asynchronous, the fence “async” must be assigned to the command
with two additional options -jp and -js.

Table 3

DescriptionOptions

This option is to specify a journal group ID for PVOL-jp <id>

This option is to specify a journal group ID for SVOL-js <id>
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The -jp and -js options are required if the device group is configured to use Continuous Access
Journal. The <id> used with -jp and -js option must not be the same.

Notes on the Raid Manager configuration

• A single P9000 or XP device group must be defined for every package on every host that
is connected to the P9000 or XP series disk array.

• Device groups are defined in the Raid Manager configuration file under the heading
HORCM_DEV or HORCM_LDEV.

• The disk target IDs and LUNs for all Physical Volumes (PVs) defined in Volume Groups
(VGs) or disk groups (DGs) that belong to the package must be defined in one P9000 or XP
device group on every host system that might run one or more Metrocluster packages.

• The device group name (dev_group) is user-defined and must be the same on every host
in the Metrocluster that accesses the P9000 or XP disk array. The device group name
(dev_group) must be unique within the cluster; it must be a name that is easily associated
with the application name or Serviceguard package name.

• The TargetID and LU# fields for every device name might be different on different hosts in
the clusters, to allow for different hardware I/O paths on different hosts.

Configuring automatic Raid Manager startup
After editing the Raid Manager configuration files and installing them on the nodes that are
attached to the P9000 or XP Series disk arrays, you must configure automatic Raid Manager
startup on the same nodes. This is done by editing the rc script /etc/rc.config.d/raidmgr.
Set the START_RAIDMGR parameter to 1, and define RAIDMGR_INSTANCE as the number of the
Raid Manager instances being used. By default, this is zero (0).
See “Sample file for configuring automatic Raid Manager startup” (page 183) for a sample edited
configuration file for XP Raid Manager Instance.

Configuring LVM volume group and VxVM disk group
Both LVM and Veritas VxVM storage can be used in disaster tolerant clusters. The following
sections show how to set up every type of volume group.

Creating and exporting LVM volume groups using Continuous Access P9000 or
XP

To create and export volume groups:
1. Define the appropriate Volume Groups on every node that might run the application package.

Use the following commands:
# mkdir /dev/<vgname>

# mknod /dev/<vgname>/group c 64 0xnn0000

where the name /dev/<vgname> and the number nn are unique within the cluster.

NOTE: If you are using HP-UX 11i v3 March 2008 version or later, you can skip step 1;
vgcreate (1m) creates the device file.

2. Create the volume group on the source volume.
# pvcreate -f /dev/rdisk/disk12

# vgcreate /dev/<vgname> /dev/disk/disk12
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NOTE: If you are using LVM PVLinks, add all the paths of the disk to the volume group
by using the following command:
# vgextend /dev/<vgname> /dev/disk/disk13

3. Create the logical volume (XXXX indicates size in MB).
# lvcreate -L XXXX /dev/<vgname>

4. Install a VxFS file system on the logical volume.
# newfs -F vxfs /dev/<vgname>/rlvol1

5. Deactivate and export the Volume Groups on the primary system without removing the
special device files.
# vgchange -a n <vgname>

# vgexport -s -p -m <mapfilename> <vgname>

Ensure that you copy the mapfiles to all of the host systems.
6. On the source disk site import the VGs on all the other systems, that might run the

Serviceguard package, and backup the LVM configuration.
# vgimport -s -m <mapfilename> <<vgname>>

# vgchange -a y <<vgname>>

# vgcfgbackup <vgname>

# vgchange -a n <vgname>

7. On the target disk site import the VGs on all the systems that might run the Serviceguard
package and backup the LVM configuration.
# pairsplit -g <dev_name> -rw

# vgimport -s -m <mapfilename> <vgname>

# vgchange -a y <vgname>

# vgcfgbackup <vgname>

# vgchange -a n <vgname>

# pairresync -g <dev_name> -c 15

It might be possible to skip the pairsplit/pairresync command. However, the vgimport
command might take longer to complete and this will not activate the volume group to perform
the vgcfgbackup. Perform the vgcfgbackup when the volume group is activated during the
first package activation at the target disk site.
When using the pairresync command to resynchronize PVOL/SVOLContinuous Access pairs,
specify the -c 15 switch to ensure the fastest resynchronization which reduces the vulnerability
of a rolling disaster.

IMPORTANT: From HP-UX 11i v3 onwards, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that
you use agile DSF naming model for mass storage devices. For more information about the agile
view and LVMOnline Disk Replacement, see the following documents that are available at http://
www.hpe.com/info/hpux-core-docs -> HP-UX 11i Volume Management (LVM/VxVM) Software.
• LVM Migration from Legacy to Agile Naming Model

• LVM Online Disk Replacement

Creating VxVM disk groups using Continuous Access P9000 or XP
In the case of Veritas storage, use the following procedure to create disk groups:
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1. Create the device pair to be used by the package.
# paircreate -g <devgrpA> -f never -vl -c 15

2. Verify to ensure the devices are in the PAIR state.
# pairdisplay -g <devgrpA>

3. Initialize disks to be used with VxVM by running the vxdisksetup command only on the
primary system.
# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i disk2

4. Create the disk group to be used with the vxdg command only on the primary system.
# vxdg init <dgName> disk 2

5. Verify the configuration.
# vxdg list

6. Use the vxassist command to create the logical volume. (XXXX is the size of the volume)
# vxassist -g <dgName> make <lvol> XXXX

7. Verify the configuration.
# vxprint -g <dgName>

8. Make the filesystem.
# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/<dgName>/<lvol>

9. Create a directory to mount the volume group.
# mkdir /logs

10. Mount the volume group.
# mount /dev/vx/dsk/<dgName>/<lvol> /logs

11. Verify whether the file system exists, then unmount the file system.
# umount /logs

IMPORTANT: VxVM 4.1 does not support the agile DSF naming convention with HP-UX
11iv3.

Importing VxVM disk groups at the Remote Site
The following section describes how to import the VERITAS disk groups on nodes in the recovery
site:
1. Deport the disk group.

# vxdg deport <dgName>

2. Enable other cluster nodes to have access to the disk group.
# vxdctl enable

3. Suspend the Continuous Access link and have SVOL Read/Write permission.
# pairsplit -g <devgrpA> -rw

4. Import the disk group.
# vxdg -tfC import <dgName>

5. Start the logical volume in the disk group.
# vxvol -g <dgName> startall

6. Create a directory to mount the volume.
# mkdir /logs
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7. Mount the volume.
# mount /dev/vx/dsk/<dgName>/<lvol> /logs

8. Verify to ensure the file system is present, then unmount the file system.
# umount /logs

9. Deport the disk group.
# vxdg deport <dgName>

Repeat steps 4 through 9 on all the nodes in the cluster that require access to this disk
group.

10. Resynchronize the Continuous Access pair device.
# pairresync -g <devgrpA> -c 15

Easy deployment of storage
Starting with Serviceguard version A.11.20 Patch PHSS_41628, you can use the cmpreparestg
command to create LVM volume groups and VxVM/CVM diskgroups with logical volumes,
filesystem, and mount points in a Metrocluster environment. If the command is run from the nodes
where the replicated disks are in destination mode, then Metrocluster throws an error. Also, if
the disks are not in PAIR state, then Metrocluster thorws an error indicating the same.
The cmpreparestg command and options are described below:
cmpreparestg {-l vgname | -g dgname} [{-p pv_path... |-P pvs_file}] {-L
[lvname] |-c lv_counts} [-m mountpoint] [-o " option string " ... ] [-n
node_name]... [-t]

For example, to create an lvm volume group with name newvg and logical volume with name
newlv in the cluster, run the following command:>
# cmpreparestg -l newvg -p /dev/disk/disk12 -L newlv -o lv_opts="-l 64"

For further information, see the cmpreparestg(1m) manpage. All restrictions imposed by
Serviceguard are applicable when using cmpreparestg in a Metrocluster. The restrictions and
prerequisite mentioned in the section “Easy deployment of Metrocluster modular packages” (page
33) apply to cmpreparestg as well.

Installing and configuring an application
The disks where the application binaries and configuration files reside must not be replicated.
Only the disks where application data resides must be replicated. The following section describes
how to configure a package for the application.

Configuring a Metrocluster package
To configure a Modular package:
1. Run the following command to create a Metrocluster Modular package configuration file:

# cmmakepkg –m dts/mcxpca temp.config

In this command, dts/mcxpca is the Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and
XP module that needs to be included to create a Metrocluster with Continuous Access for
P9000 and XP package configuration file.
By default, the mcxpca module includes only the Serviceguard volume group module. If
modules other than the Serviceguard modules need to be included, they must be explicitly
specified while creating the Metrocluster modular package configuration file.
The following example shows the package IP, the filesystem, and themonitor subnet module
included along with the mcxpca module.
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# cmmakepkg –m dts/mcxpca –m sg/filesystem –m sg/monitor_subnet -m
sg/package_ip temp.config

NOTE: Metrocluster is usually used with applications such as Oracle. So, the application
toolkit module must also be included when Metrocluster is used in conjunction with an
application.

For Example, when Metrocluster is used in conjunction with the Oracle toolkit, the Oracle
toolkit module and other required modules must also be included with the Metrocluster
module. Run the following command:
# cmmakepkg –m dts/mcxpca –m sg/filesystem -m sg/package_ip -m
ecmt/oracle/oracle temp.config

2. Edit the following attributes in the temp.config file:
a. dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir - This is the package directory for this Metrocluster Modular

package. TheMetrocluster Environment file is generated for this package in this directory.
This value must be unique for all packages.

b. DEVICE_GROUP - Specify the device group namemanaged by this package, as specified
in the RAID Manager configuration file.

c. HORCMINST - Specify the name of the RAIDmanager instance that manages the device
group used by this package.

d. FENCE - Specify the fence level configured for the device group that is managed by this
package.

There are additional Metrocluster parameters available in the package configuration file.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you retain the default values of these variables
unless there is a specific business requirement to change them.
For the failover_policy parameter, Metrocluster failover packages can be configured
to use any of the Serviceguard defined failover policies. The site_preferred and
site_preferred_manual failover policies are introduced in Serviceguard specifically for
Metrocluster configurations.
The site_preferred value implies that when a Metrocluster package has to fail over, it
will failover to a node in the same site as the node it last ran. Only when there is no other
configured node available within the same site, the package fails over to a node at the other
site.
The site_preferred_manual failover policy provides automatic failover of packages
within a site and manual failover across sites.
Configure a cluster with sites to use either of these policies. For information about configuring
the failover policy to site_preferred or  site_preferred_manual, see “Site Aware
Failover configuration” (page 18).

3. If you want to monitor the status of the device group pairs, configure Device Group Monitor
(DGM). Otherwise, skip this step. To configure Device Group Monitor, the Serviceguard
module sg/service must be included while creating a Metrocluster package configuration
file.
a. Configure the parameters for the Device Group Monitor in the package configuration

file.
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Table 4 Device Group Monitor Parameters

DESCRIPTIONPARAMETERS

Specify the polling interval for the DGM. If the parameter is not
defined (commented out), the default value is 10minutes. Otherwise,
the value is set to the desired polling interval in minutes.

MON_POLL_INTERVAL <polling
interval in minutes>

Specify the value for MON_NOTIFICATION_FREQUENCY . This
value is used to control the frequency of notification message when

MON_NOTIFICATION_FREQUENCY
<frequency of notification
message> the state of the device group remains the same. If the value is zero,

the monitor sends notification when the state of the device group
has changed. If the value is set to n where n is greater than 0, the
monitor sends a notification every nth polling interval or when the
device group state has changed. If the variable is not set, the default
value is 0.

If you want to receive notification messages over e-mail, specify the
fully qualified e-mail address. You can specify multiple e-mail address
separated by a comma.

MON_NOTIFICATION_EMAIL
<e-mail id>

If you want notification messages to be logged in the syslog file,
uncomment the MON_NOTIFICATION_SYSLOG variable and set
it to 1. If the variable is not set, the default value is 0.

MON_NOTIFICATION_SYSLOG <0
or 1>

If you want notification messages to be logged on the system's
console, uncomment theMON_NOTIFICATION_CONSOLE variable
and set it to 1. If the variable is not set, the default value is 0.

MON_NOTIFICATION_CONSOLE
<0 or 1>

If you want an automatic resynchronization upon link recovery,
uncomment the AUTO_RESYNC variable and set it to either 1 or

AUTO_RESYNC

2. If the variable is not defined or commented, the default value of
0 is used.
If AUTO_RESYNC is set to 0 (DEFAULT), then the monitor will not
try to do the resynchronization from PVOL to SVOL. This setting will
only send notifications.
If AUTO_RESYNC is set to 1, then the monitor will split the remote
BC if one is configured from the mirror group before trying to do the
resynchronization from PVOL to SVOL.
If AUTO_RESYNC is set to 2, then the monitor will only do the
resynchronization from PVOL to SVOL when it finds the
MON_RESYNC file in the package directory on the node that the
package is running. The monitor will not manage the remote BC
prior to and after the resynchronization. This setting is used if the
user wants to manage the BC themselves. To enable the Continuous
Access resynchronization for AUTO_RESYNC=2, it is necessary to
create a file using the HP-UX command touch. For Example,
# touch <dts_pkg_dir>/MON_RESYNC

CAUTION: If the Continuous Access links are still down while the monitor is trying to
do the resynchronization and another failure occurs that causes a remote failover to
the secondary site, the SVOL’s BC volumes will remain split from its mirror group. This
will only occur if the monitor is configured to perform automatic resynchronization using
AUTO_RESYNC=1.

b. Un-comment the service parameters for the Device Group Monitor and provide a unique
name to the service_name parameter. Do not edit the service_cmd parameter. It is auto
generated.
For Example:

service_name mcxpca_dgmonitor
service_cmd "/usr/sbin/DRMonitorXPCADevGrp
${DTS_DTS_PKG_DIR}/${SG_PACKAGE_NAME}_xpca.env"
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service_restart none
service_fail_fast_enabled no
service_halt_timeout 300

If you do not want the package to fail upon device group monitoring failures, you can
set the service_restart to unlimited.

4. Validate the package configuration file.
# cmcheckconf -P temp.config

5. Apply the package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P temp.config

NOTE: If external_pre_script is specified in a Metrocluster package configuration,
the external_pre_script is executed after the execution of Metrocluster module scripts
in package startup. Metrocluster module scripts are always executed first during package
startup.

6. Run the package on a node in the Serviceguard cluster.
# cmrunpkg -n <node_name> <package_name>

7. Enable global switching for the package.
# cmmodpkg -e <package_name>

After the package is created, if you want to change the value of any Metrocluster parameter
needs to be changed, then edit this package configuration file and re-apply the configuration. It
is recommended that you verify the setup on all nodes using the cmdrprevcommand mentioned
in the section “Data replication storage failover preview” (page 51).

Volume monitor configuration
The Volume Monitor must be configured as a service within a Metrocluster package. In case of
Site Controller packages, the volume monitor must be configured as a service in the workload
package(s) that uses VxVM or LVM storage volumes. For Example, to configure a service for
monitoring a single VxVM volume, /dev/vx/dsk/cvm_dg0/lvol2, at log level 3, with a polling
interval of 60 seconds, and prints all log messages to /log/monlog.log.

service_name service_vol_mon
service_cmd “/usr/sbin/cmvolmond -O /log/monlog.log -D 3
/dev/vx/dsk/cvm_dg0/lvol2”
service_restart none
service_fail_fast_enabled no
service_halt_timeout 300

Configuring a Metrocluster package using Serviceguard Manager
To configure a Metrocluster package using Serviceguard Manager:
1. Access one of the node's in System Management Home Page, at http://<nodename>:2301.

Log in using the root user credentials of the node.
2. Click Tools, if Serviceguard is installed, one of the widgets will have Serviceguard as an

option. Click Serviceguard Manager link within the widget.
3. On the Cluster’s Home Page, click theConfiguration Tab, and then selectCreate AModular

Package option.
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Figure 4 Creating modular package

4. If the product Metrocluster with Continuous Access XP Toolkit is installed, you are prompted
to configure a Metrocluster package. Select the dts/mcxpca module, and then click Next.

Figure 5 Selecting Metrocluster module

5. You are prompted next to include any other toolkit modules. In case, your application being
configured requires a Serviceguard toolkit, select the appropriate toolkit, otherwise move to
the next screen.

6. Enter the package name and then clickNext. Metrocluster packages can be configured only
as failover packages. Ensure that this option is selected as shown in Figure 6 (page 31).
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Figure 6 Configuring package name

7. Select additional modules depending on the application. For example, if the application uses
LVM volumegroups or VxVM diskgroups, select the volume_group module. Click Next.

Figure 7 Selecting additional modules

8. Review the node order in which the package will start, and modify other attributes, if required.
Click Next.
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Figure 8 Configuring generic failover attributes

9. You are prompted to configure the attributes for a Metrocluster package. Ensure that all the
mandatory attributes (marked *) are accurately filled.

Figure 9 Configuring Metrocluster P9000/XP parameters
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10. Enter the values for other modules selected in step 7.
11. After you enter the values for all modules,in the final screen review all the inputs for the

various attributes, and then click OK to apply the configuration.

Figure 10 Applying the configuration

Easy deployment of Metrocluster modular packages
Starting with Serviceguard version A.11.20, the Package Easy Deployment feature is introduced.
This feature is available from the Serviceguard Managed version B.03.10 or later. It provides a
simple way to deploy Metrocluster modules in supported toolkit applications. For detailed
information about the Package Easy Deployment feature, see Using Easy Deployment in
Serviceguard and Metrocluster Environments available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard.
The advantage offered by the Package Easy Deployment feature is that you need not enter
any of the Metrocluster module parameters in the modular package configuration file. The
appropriate Metrocluster module along with proper values for its parameters is automatically
inserted into the package configuration file based on the type of disks used by the supported
toolkit application.
If the P9500 or XP disks used by the application are replicated, then the dts/mcxpca module
is automatically inserted into the package configuration file.
The following dts/mcxpca parameters are auto-discovered.

• DEVICE_GROUP

• FENCE

• HORCMISNT

• dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir is automatically set to /etc/cmcluster/<package_name>
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The default values are used for rest of the dts/mcxpca module attributes.
The following prerequisites and limitations are applicable to package easy deployment for
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP.

Prerequisite
The device group pair must have been already created.

Limitations
1. A device group configuration with a HORCMPERM file is not supported.
2. All physical devices must belong to exactly one DEVICE GROUP.
3. The Device Group Monitor is not configured as a part of Easy Deployment.
4. Three data center configurations is not supported.
5. If enclosure based naming scheme is used by Veritas Volume manager, package easy

deployment of Metrocluster packages is not supported.
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3 Configuring complex workloads using SADTA
SADTA enables deploying complex workloads in a Metrocluster. Complex workloads are
applications configured using multi-node and failover packages with dependencies. For more
information on SADTA, see Understanding and Designing Serviceguard Disaster Recovery
Architectures at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs.

Figure 11 Web Server Configured as a Complex Workload

Figure 11 (page 35) shows SADTA configuration with a web server. The subsequent sections
describe steps to configure a complex workload using SADTA.

Creating a Site Aware Metrocluster configuration
Creating a Serviceguard cluster with sites configured

To create a Serviceguard cluster with the sites configured:
1. Run the cmquerycl command from any node to create a cluster configuration.
2. Edit the created cluster configuration file to specify the site configuration.

Following is a sample of the configuration file:
SITE_NAME <site1>
SITE_NAME <site2>
NODE_NAME <site1_node1>
SITE <site1>
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... . . . 
NODE_NAME <site1_node2>
SITE <site1>
. . .
NODE_NAME <site2_node1>
SITE <site2> . . .
NODE_NAME <site2_node2>
SITE <site2>
. . . 

3. Run the cmapplyconf command to apply the configuration file.
4. Run the cmruncl command to start the cluster.
After the cluster is started, you can run the cmviewcl command to view the site configuration.

Configuring the Cluster File System (CFS) multi-node package
If CFS/CVM is configured in the environment, then the CFSmulti-node packagemust be created.
To configure the CFS multi-node package when using HPE Serviceguard Storage Management
Suite:
1. Run the cfscluster command to create an SG-CFS SMNP package.

After creating the package, ensure that there are two CFS sub-clusters in the Metrocluster.
2. Run the cfscluster status command on any node at both sites to view the list of nodes

and the status of every node.

Easy deployment of Site-Aware cluster and CFS cluster using cmdeploycl
You can use the Cluster Easy Deployment feature while creating the cluster for the first time.
In order to create a Metrocluster with two sites, run the cmdeployclcommand. The cmdeploycl
command and options are as follows:
cmdeploycl [-t] [-s site ]... [-n node]... [-N net_template ] [-c
clustername] [-q qs_host [qs_ip] | -L locklun] [-cfs]

For Example,
# cmdeploycl -s siteA -n node1 -n node2 -s siteB -n node3 -n node4 -c
site_cluster -q quorum.server.com

In order to create a Metrocluster with two sites and have the SG-CFS-pkg System Multi-node
package (SMNP) configured in one step, run the cmdeploycl command.
For Example,
# cmdeploycl -s siteA -n node1 -n node2 -s siteB -n node3 -n node4 -c
site_cluster -q quorum.server.com -cfs

This creates a cluster with two sites with the CVM infrastructure configured via the SG-CFS-pkg
SystemMulti-node (SMNP) package. For additional information on cmdeploycl, see its manpage,
cmdeploycl (1m).

Setting up replication
In SADTA, the data of the complex workload must be replicated between the disk arrays at every
site. The Site Controller package uses the Metrocluster package attributes to prepare the storage
during its start up. For more information about configuring replication for P9000 or XP Disk Arrays
in your environment, see “Setting up the replication” (page 19).

Setting up the complex workload redundantly in Metrocluster
For SADTA, the complex workload is configured redundantly in the cluster. A separate set of
packages must be used to configure the complex workload at every site. The data of the complex
workload must be replicated between the disk arrays at every site.
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The storage device for a complex workload must first be configured at the site with the source
disk of the replication disk group. Then, a complex workload package stack must be created at
this site. It is only at this stage that an identical complex workload using the target replicated disk
must be configured with the complex workload stack at the other site.
In this section, the site from where the data is replicated is referred as Source Disk Site and the
site to which the data is replicated is referred as Target Disk Site.

Configuring the storage device for the complex workload at the source disk site
The shared storage device for storing the data of a complex workload can be configured using
CFS, CVM or SLVM. When using CFS, appropriate Cluster File Systems must be created over
the replicated disks. When using SLVM or CVM, appropriate SLVM volume groups or CVM disk
groups must be created with required raw volumes over the replicated disks. The procedures to
create the storage device differ when using CFS, CVM or SLVM.

Configuring the storage device using SG SMS CFS or CVM
Serviceguard enables you to manage all the CVM diskgroups and the CFSmountpoints required
by an application within a single package.
To set up the CVM disk group volumes, perform the following steps on the CVM cluster master
node in the primary sub-cluster volumes:
1. Initalize the source disks of the replication pair.

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <replicated_disk_1>

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <replicated_disk_2>

2. Create a disk group for the complex workload data.
# vxdg –s init <cvm_dg_name> <replicated_disk_1> <replicated_disk_2>

3. Activate the CVM disk group in the primary sub-cluster:
# vxdg -g <cvm_dg_name> set activation=sw

4. Create a volume from the disk group.
# vxassist -g <cvm_dg_name> make <cvm_dg_vol_name> XXXX

where XXXX is the size of the volume.
5. Optional: Create a filesystem.

# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/<cvm_dg_name>/<cvm_dg_vol_name>

NOTE: Skip this step if CFS is not required. SG SMS CVM will be used as raw volumes.

6. Create a package configuration file:
# cmmakepkg -m sg/cfs_all /etc/cmcluster/cfspkg1.ascii

7. Edit the following package parameters in the cfspkg1.ascii package configuration file:

node_name <node1>
node_name <node2>
package_name <siteA_cfs_pkg_name>
cvm_disk_group <cvm_dg_name>
cvm_activation_mode "node1=sw node2=sw"
cfs_mount_point <cvm_mount_point>
cfs_volume <cvm_dg_name>/<cvm_dg_vol_name>
cfs_mount_options "node1=cluster node2=cluster"
cfs_primary_policy ""

Where node1 and node2 are the nodes at the primary sub-cluster.
Do not configure any mount specific attributes like cfs_mount_point,
cfs_mount_options if SG SMS CVM is configured as raw volumes.
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8. Verify the package configuration file:
# cmcheckconf -P cfspkg1.ascii

9. Apply the package configuration file:
# cmapplyconf -P cfspkg1.ascii

10. Run the package:
# cmrunpkg <siteA_cfs_pkg_name>

Configuring the storage device using Veritas CVM
To set up the CVM disk group volumes, perform the following steps on the CVM cluster master
node in the Source Disk Site:
1. Initialize the source disks of the replication pair.

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <replicated_disk_1>

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <replicated_disk_2>

2. Create a disk group for the complex workload data.
# vxdg –s init <cvm_dg_name> <replicated_disk_1> <replicated_disk_2>

3. Activate the CVM disk group on all the nodes in the Source Disk Site CVM sub-cluster.
# vxdg -g <cvm_dg_name> set activation=sw

4. Create a volume from the disk group.
# vxassist -g <cvm_dg_name> make <cvm_dg_vol_name> XXXX

where XXXX is the size of the volume
5. Create Serviceguard Disk Group modular MNP packages for the disk group.

IMPORTANT: Veritas CVM disk groups must be configured in a dedicated multi-node package
using the cvm_dg attribute. This multi-node package must be configured to have a package
dependency on the SG-CFS-pkg system multi-node package.
Metrocluster SADTA does not support configuring Legacy style packages for managing Veritas
CVM disk groups.

To create a package for a CVM disk group:
1. Create a package configuration file using the following modules.

# cmmakepkg -m sg/multi_node -m sg/dependency -m\

sg/resource -m \

sg/volume_group <cvm_dg_pkg_name>.conf

2. Edit the configuration file and specify values for the following attributes:
package_name  <cvm_dg_pkg_name>
package_type  multi_node
cvm_dg  <cvm_dg_name>
cvm_activation_cmd "vxdg -g \${DiskGroup}
set activation=sharedwrite"

3. Specify the nodes in the Source Disk Site using the node_name attribute:
node_name <node1>
node_name <node2>

where node1 and node2 are the nodes in the Source Disk Site.
4. Specify the Serviceguard dependency:

dependency_name       SG-CFS-pkg_dep

dependency_condition    SG-CFS-pkg=up
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dependency_condition    SG-CFS-pkg=up

dependency_location     same_node

5. Apply the newly created package configuration.
# cmapplyconf -v -P <cvm_dg_pkg_name>.conf

Configuring the storage device using SLVM
To create volume groups on the Source Disk Site:
1. Define the appropriate volume groups on every host system in the Source Disk Site.

# mkdir /dev/<vg_name>

# mknod /dev/<vg_name>/group c 64 0xnn0000

where the name /dev/<vg_name> and the number nn are unique within the entire cluster.

NOTE: If you are using HP-UX 11i v3 March 2008 version or later, you can skip step 1;
vgcreate (1m) will create the device file for you.

2. Create the volume group on the source volumes.
# pvcreate -f /dev/rdisk/disk12

# vgcreate /dev/<vg_name> /dev/rdisk/disk12

3. Create the logical volume for the volume group.
# lvcreate -L XXXX /dev/<vg_name>

where XXXX indicates the size in MB.
4. Export the volume groups on the primary system without removing the special device files.

# vgchange -a n <vg_name>

# vgexport -s -p -m <map_file_name> <vg_name>

Ensure that you copy the mapfiles to all host systems.
5. On the nodes in the source disk site, import the volume group.

# vgimport -s -m <map_file_name> <vg_name>

6. On every node, ensure that the volume group to be shared is currently inactive on all the
nodes.
# vgchange -a n /dev/<vg_name>

7. On the configuration node, make the volume group shareable by members of the source
disk site in the cluster.
# vgchange -S y -c y /dev/<vg_name>

This commandmust be run from the configuration node only, and the cluster must be running
on all the nodes for the command to succeed. Note that both the -S and the -c options are
specified. The -S y option makes the volume group shareable, and the -c y option causes
the cluster ID to be written out to all the disks in the volume group. In effect, this command
specifies the cluster to which a node must belong in order to obtain shared access to the
volume group.

Configuring the complex workload stack at the source disk site
Install and configure the complex workload on the nodes at the source disk site. Create
Serviceguard packages for the complex workload in the source disk site. This package must be
configured to run on the nodes in the source disk site.
The procedure to configure a complex workload stack at the source disk site differs based on
CVM, CFS, and SLVM.
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Configuring complex workload packages to use SG SMS CVM or Veritas CVM
When the storage used by complex workload is CVM disk groups, the complex workload packages
must be configured to depend on the CVM disk group multi-node package. With this package
dependency, the complex workload will not run until its dependent CVM disk group multi-node
package is up, and will halt before the CVM disk group multi-node package is halted.
Set up the following dependency conditions in the Serviceguard package configuration file:

DEPENDENCY_NAME <cvm_dg_pkg_name_dep>
DEPENDENCY_CONDITION <cvm_dg_pkg_name>=UP
DEPENDENCY_LOCATION SAME_NODE

Configuring complex workload packages to use SLVM
When the complex workload required storage is configured on SLVM volume groups, the complex
workload package must be configured to activate and deactivate the required storage in the
package configuration file.
For example, modify the package configuration file to activate the volume group in shared mode
and set vg in the SLVM volume groups.

vg ”<vg_name>”
vgchange_cmd "vgchange -a s”

Halting the complex workload at the source disk site
To create an identical complex workload at the target disk site, you must first halt the complex
workload at the source disk site.
For Example:
1. Halt the complex workload stack on the replication source disk site node using cmhaltpkg

command.
2. When using CFS or CVM, deport the disk groups at the replication source disk site nodes.

# vxdg deport <cvm_dg_name>

Preparing the replicated disk at the target disk site
In the earlier procedures, the complex workload was created at the site with the source disk of
the replication disk group. Now, an identical complex workload using the target replicated disk
must be configured with the complex workload stack at the target disk site.
Before creating an identical complex workload at the target disk site, the data replication must
first be split such that the target disk is in the Read/Write mode using pairsplit command.

Configuring the storage device for complex workload at the target disk site
The replicated disks used by the complex workload must be configured at the target disk site.
The procedure to configure the storage device depends on whether CFS, CVM, or SLVM is used.

Configuring the storage device using CFS or SG SMS CVM
Complete the following procedure on the CVM cluster master node in the target disk site:
1. Import the diskgroup.

# vxdg -stfC import <cvm_dg_name>

2. Create a package configuration file.
# cmmakepkg -m sg/cfs_all /etc/cmcluster/cfspkg1.ascii

3. Edit the following package parameters in the cfspkg1.ascii package configuration file.
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node_name <node3>
node_name <node4>
package_name <siteB_cfs_pkg_name>
cvm_disk_group <cvm_dg_name>
cvm_activation_mode "node3=sw node4=sw"
cfs_mount_point <cvm_mount_point>
cfs_volume <cvm_dg_name>/<cvm_dg_vol_name>
cfs_mount_options "node3=cluster node4=cluster"
cfs_primary_policy ""

Where node3 and node4 are the nodes at the target disk site.
Do not configure any mount specific attributes such as cfs_mount_point and
cfs_mount_options if SG SMS CVM is configured as raw volumes.

4. Verify the package configuration file.
# cmcheckconf -P cfspkg1.ascii

5. Apply the package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P cfspkg1.ascii

6. Run the package.
# cmrunpkg <siteB_cfs_pkg_name>

Configuring the storage device using Veritas CVM
To import CVM disk groups on the nodes in the target disk site and to create Serviceguard CVM
disk group package:
1. From the CVMmaster node at the target disk site, import the disk groups used by the complex

workload.
# vxdg -stfC import <cvm_dg_name>

2. Create Serviceguard disk group modular MNP packages for the CVM disk group.

IMPORTANT: Veritas CVM disk groups must be configured in a dedicated modular multi-node
package using the cvm_dg attribute. This modular MNP package must be configured to have a
package dependency on the SG-CFS-pkg system multi-node package.
Metrocluster SADTA does not support configuring Legacy style packages for managing Veritas
CVM disk groups.

Configuring the storage device using SLVM
To import volume groups on the nodes in the target disk site:
1. Define the appropriate volume groups on every host system in the target disk site.

# mkdir /dev/<vg_name>

# mknod /dev/<vg_name> /group c 64 0xn0000

where the name /dev/<vg_name> and the number nn are unique within the cluster.

NOTE: If you are using HP-UX 11i v3 March 2008 version or later, you can skip step 1;
vgcreate (1m) creates the device file.

2. Export the volume groups on the source disk site without removing the special device files.
# vgchange -a n <vg_name>

# vgexport -s -p -m <map_file_name> <vg_name>
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Ensure that the map files are copied to all the nodes in the target disk site.
3. On the target disk site, import the VGs on all the systems that will run the Serviceguard

complex workload package.
# vgimport -s -m <map_file_name> <vg_name>

Configure the identical complex workload stack at the recovery site
The complex workload must be packaged as Serviceguard MNP packages. This step creates
the complex workload stack at the target disk site that is configured to be managed by the Site
Controller Package. For more information about configuring the complex workload stack, see
the section “Configuring the complex workload stack at the source disk site” (page 39).

Halting the complex workload on the recovery site
You must halt the complex workload stack on the recovery site so that it can be restarted at the
source disk site. Halt all the packages of the complex workload using the cmhaltpkg command.
When using CVM or CFS, run the vxdg deport command to deport the disk groups at the
nodes in the replication target disk.
After halting the complex workload on the recovery site, you must re-synchronize the target disk
from the source disk for the replication that was split using the procedures listed in the section.
“Preparing the replicated disk at the target disk site” (page 40).

Configuring the Site Controller package for the complex workload
The Site Controller package and the Site Safety Latch for the disaster tolerant complex workload
are the final components to be configured.

Configuring the Site Controller package using Serviceguard Manager
To configure a Site Controller package using Serviceguard Manager:
1. Access one of the node’s System Management Home Page at http://<nodename>:2301.

Log in using the root user credentials of the node.
2. Click Tools. If Serviceguard is installed, one of the widgets will have Serviceguard as an

option. Click the ‘Serviceguard Manager’ link within the widget.
3. On the Cluster’s Home Page, click the Configuration Tab, and select the Create a Site

Controller Package option.
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Figure 12 Creating a Site Controller package

4. If the product Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP Toolkit is installed,
you are prompted to select the data replication type for the Site Controller package. Select
the dts/mcxpca module, and click Next.

Figure 13 Selecting replication module

5. You are prompted to include any other toolkit modules, if installed. Skip this step if required,
and move to the next screen.

6. Enter the package name, and click Next. Site Controller packages can be configured only
as failover packages. Ensure that this option is selected as shown in Figure 14 (page 44).
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Figure 14 Configuring Package Name and Type

7. Next, you are prompted to select additional modules required by the package. Skip this step
if required, and move to the next screen.

Figure 15 Selecting additional Modules

8. Review the node order in which the package will start, and modify other attributes if required.
Click Next.
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Figure 16 Configuring Metrocluster attributes

9. Select Complex workload packages to be managed by Site Controller package on sites.
Click Next.

Figure 17 Selecting complex workload packages

10. You are prompted to configure the attributes for a Metrocluster package. Ensure that all the
mandatory attributes (marked *) are accurately filled.
Select Fence Level and specify the DEVICE_GROUP attribute.
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Figure 18 Configuring generic failover attributes

11. Enter the service module values.

Figure 19 Configuring service module attributes

12. After the values for all the modules are entered, review all the inputs entered for the various
attributes in the final screen, and apply the configuration.
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Figure 20 Applying the configuration

NOTE: Site controller package can also be created using the Package Easy Deployment
feature available in Serviceguard Manager version B.03.10. For more details, see Using Easy
Deployment in Serviceguard and Metrocluster Environments on HP-UX 11i v3 available at http://
www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs—>HPE Serviceguard. In case of easy deployment,
the Metrocluster module parameters are auto-discovered.

Configuring Site Controller package using command line interface
This section describes the procedure to configure the Site Controller package in a Metrocluster
using command-line interface. The procedure consists of three steps:
1. “ Configuring an empty site controller package” (page 47)
2. “Configuring the Site Safety Latch dependencies for a complex workload” (page 48)
3. “Modifying Site Controller to manage complex workload” (page 49)

Configuring an empty site controller package
Following are the guidelines that you must follow while configuring an empty Site Controller
package:
• The default value of the priority parameter is set to no_priority. The Site Controller

Package must not be subjected to any movement because of package prioritization. So do
not change this default value.

• The default value of the failover_policy parameter for the Site Controller package is
set to site_preferred. Based on your requirement, you can set the value to
site_preferred_manual.
The site_preferred value implies that during a Site Controller package failover, while
selecting nodes from the list of the node_name entries, the Site Controller Package fails
over to the nodes that belong to the site of the node it last ran on, rather than the nodes that
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belong to the other site. The site_preferred_manual failover policy provides automatic
failover of packages within a site and manual failover across sites.

To configure the Site Controller package for the complex workload:
1. From any node, create a Site Controller package configuration file using the dts/sc module.

# cmmakepkg -m dts/sc -m dts/mcxpca \

/etc/cmcluster/cw_sc/cw_sc.config

2. Edit the cw_sc.config file and specify the following:

IMPORTANT: Ensure there are no packages configured with the critical_package
or managed_package attributes in the Site Controller package configuration file.

a. Name for the package_name attribute.
package_name cw_sc

b. Names of the nodes explicitly using the node_name attribute.
c. The directory created in step 1 for the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute.

dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir /etc/cmcluster/cw_sc

d. Name for the log file.
script_log_file /etc/cmcluster/cw_sc/cw_sc.log

e. The sites without any packages.
Do not specify any packages using the critical_package or managed_package
attributes.
site site1
site site2

For Example:
site san_francisco
site san_jose

3. Edit the XP module parameters in the package configuration file, cw_sc.config to match
your environment.

4. Apply the empty Site Controller package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P /etc/cmcluster/cw_sc/cw_sc.config

When the Site Controller package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety
Latch is also configured automatically in the cluster.
Use the resls command to view the Site Safety Latch resource on every node.
# resls -q -s /dts/mcsc/cw_sc

The following output is displayed:
/dts/mcsc/cw_sc: Resource Instance The current value of the resource
is DOWN (0)

Configuring the Site Safety Latch dependencies for a complex workload
After the Site Controller package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety Latch
is automatically configured in the cluster. This section describes the procedure to configure the
Site Safety Latch dependencies.
To configure the Site Safety Latch dependency for a complex workload:
1. If you have SLVM or Veritas CVM or SG SMS CVM or CFS configured in your environment,

add the EMS resource details in the root packages of workload packages in both the sites.
resource_name /dts/mcsc/cw_sc
resource_polling_interval 120
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resource_up_value != DOWN
resource_start automatic

When using SLVM, or Veritas CVM, or SG SMSCVM/CFS configured as amodular package,
run the cmapplyconf command to apply the modified package configuration.

2. Verify the Site Safety Latch resource configuration at both sites.
If you have SLVM or Veritas CVM or SG SMS CVM or CFS configured in your environment,
run the following command to view the EMS resource details:
# cmviewcl -v –p <pkg_name>

Modifying Site Controller to manage complex workload
1. Configure the Site Controller Package with complex-workload packages of both sites.

The following example shows configuring the Site Controller Package with complex workload
packages using CFS:

site san_francisco
critical_package sfo_cw
managed_package sfo_cw_dg
managed_package sfo_cw_mp

site san_jose
critical_package sjc_cw
managed_package sjc_cw_dg
managed_package sjc_cw_mp

NOTE:
• Do not add any comments on the same line after specifying critical or managed

packages.
• Always set the auto_run parameter to yes for failover packages configured as critical

or managed packages.
• The packages configured with mutual dependency must not be configured as critical

or managed packages.

2. Apply the Site Controller package configuration.
# cmapplyconf -v -P /etc/cmcluster/cw_sc/cw_sc.config

3. After applying the Site Controller package configuration, run the cmviewcl command to
view the packages that are configured.

Configuring the Metrocluster device group monitor as a service in the Site Controller package
The Device Group Monitor can be configured as a service in the Site Controller Package for
SADTA configurations. For more information on Device Group Monitor configuration, see
“Configuring a Metrocluster package ” (page 26).
The Site Controller Package can be halted in the DETACH mode for maintenance in the Site
Controller Package configuration. The Site Controller Package can also fail in the cluster. In
these conditions, the Device Group Monitoring service is not available for the workloads. The
service resumes once the Site Controller Package is restarted. For more information about the
Site Controller Package and the DETACH mode halt, see “Maintaining Site Controller package”
(page 75).

Starting the complex workload in the Metrocluster
To start the disaster tolerant complex workload:
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1. Run the cmviewcl command to view the complex workload configuration in a Metrocluster.
2. Enable all the nodes in the Metrocluster for the Site Controller package.

# cmmodpkg –e –n <site1node_1> –n <site1node_2> -n <site2node_1> –n
<site2node_2> cw_sc

3. Start the Site Controller Package.
# cmmodpkg -e cw_sc

The Site Controller package, and the complex-workload package starts up on local site.
4. Verify the Site Controller Package log file to ensure clean startup.
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4 Metrocluster features
Data replication storage failover preview

In an actual failure, packages are failed over to the standby site. As part of the package startup,
the underlying storage is failed over based on the parameters defined in the Metrocluster
environment file. The storage failover can fail due to many reasons, and can be categorized as
the following:

• Incorrect configuration or setup of Metrocluster and data replication environment.
The storage failover can fail if the Metrocluster Environment file contains syntax errors, or
invalid parameter values, or the installed Metrocluster binaries are corrupt or have incorrect
file permissions or invalid horcm configuration file or the command device is not functional.

• Invalid data replication state
The data might not be in write-order due to a track copy at the time of the failover attempt.
Also, the data is not current (lagging behind the primary) and the Metrocluster environment
variables are not set correctly to allow a failover on non-current data.

The command cmdrprev previews the failover of data replication storage. It determines if storage
failover is successful during an actual package failover. This command can be used in both
Metrocluster and Continentalclusters. If the preview fails, the cmdrprev command displays a
detailed log that lists the cause for failure in stdout. The command options are as follows:
cmdrprev {-p <package> |-e <Metrocluster environment file>}

See cmdrprev manpage for further reference.
The command exit value indicates if the storage failover in an actual package will succeed or
not. Table 5 describes the exit values of the command.

Table 5 Command exit value and its description

DescriptionValue

The data replication storage failover preview failed. This indicates that in the event of an
actual recovery process, the data replication storage failover will not succeed on any node
in the cluster.

-1

The failure is due to invalid command usage or due to invalid input parameters.

The data replication storage failover preview is successful on the node where the command
is run.

0

This indicates if data replication storage failover is successful in the event of a package
failover.

The data replication storage failover preview failed.1

This indicates that in the event of an actual recovery process, the data replication storage
failover will not succeed on any node in the cluster.

The data replication storage failover preview failed due to node specific error conditions or
due to transient conditions.

2

This indicates that in the event of an actual recovery process, the data replication storage
failover will not succeed on that node. Failover might be successful if attempted at a later
time or attempted on a different node in the cluster.

Cluster verification
Starting Serviceguard version A.11.20, the cmcheckconf-v command validates the cluster and
the package configuration. Starting April 2011 patch release, Metrolcuster uses this functionality
to ensure the sanity of Metrocluster and the Site Controller package configuration. Hewlett Packard
Enterprise recommends that you set up a cron job to regularly run the cmcheckconf command.
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For more information about setting the cron job, see Setting up Periodic Cluster Verification
section in the latest version of theManaging Serviceguardmanual available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard.
“Validating Metrocluster package” (page 52) lists the checks made on a Metrocluster Package.

Table 6 Validating Metrocluster package

RemarkCommandValidations/Checks

For Metrocluster with Continuous
Access for P9000 and XP, It checks
whether the Raid Manager is installed.

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

cmapplyconf

Verify whether the ArrayManagement
Software is available.

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

cmcheckconf [-v]Verify whether the contents in the
environment file matches with the # cmcheckconf
contents in the package present in
the CDB.

Checks the package configuration file
that is passed as an argument for the

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify all attributes in the Metrocluster
module.

cmcheckconf [-P/-p] command.
cmapplyconf For cmcheckconf, it checks the

Metrocluster environment file that is# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf> available in the Metrocluster package

directory.
cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Warns you if the disks belonging to a
volume group or a diskgroup are not

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the disks belonging to
a volume group or a disk group are
being replicated. being replicated. It reports an error if

cmapplyconf the disks belong to a replication group
that is different from what is mentioned# cmapplyconf -P

<Metrocluster_pkg.conf> in the environment file or the package
configuration file.

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]
When Metrocluster is integrated with
Site Controller, this verify is done only# cmcheckconf -P

<Metrocluster_pkg.conf> when you run the cmcheckconf
# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

[-v] command. During validation, it
creates a list of volume groups and
diskgroups for all the packages
controlled by Site Controller and does
the above verify.
Restrictions
Cannot confirm if the disks are being
replicated in case they are being used
as raw disks or in case they belong to
an Oracle ASM diskgroup.
Skips this verify on VxVM diskgroups
if the naming convention used by
VxVM is legacy and if the controller ID
is greater than 512 (This happens
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Table 6 Validating Metrocluster package (continued)

when VxVM uses an internal format to
recognize devices that do not support
legacy dsf format). Also skips the verify
if the naming convention is enclosure
based. In such cases, you can change
the naming scheme using the
vxddladm command so that VxVM
output shows the disk names in a
persistent dsf format.

Table 7 (page 53) lists additional checks made on the Site Controller packages.

Table 7 Additional validation of Site Controller packages

RemarkCommandValidations/Checks

Checks the state of the resource with
the resls command.

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Check whether the Site Controller
EMS resource is accessible.

Checks whether the path specified by
the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute exists.

cmapplyconf

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Verify that the package directory
exists.

This is usually set up automatically by
the Metrocluster module.

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Checks whether the node_name
attribute is not set to *

cmapplyconf

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Check the node_name attribute of the
site controller package.

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Checks whether the managed or
critical package type is either multi
node or failover.

cmapplyconf

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Check the managed and critical
package types

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>
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Table 7 Additional validation of Site Controller packages (continued)

Checks whether the site values in this
package are the sites that are
configured in the cluster configuration.

cmapplyconf

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Check if the Site values are valid

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Checks whether the Site Controller
EMS resource dependency is

cmapplyconf

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

Verify whether the Site Safety Latch
dependencies are configured properly
for a complex workload configured on all the packages that are

the foremost predecessors in the
cmcheckconf [-P/-p] dependency order among the

packages that are configured to be# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf> managed by the Site Controller

Package on both sites.
# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

NOTE: The checks and validations mentioned in “Validating Metrocluster package” (page 52)
is not applicable for legacy packages. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you add the
location of the package environment file available in theMetrocluster package or the Site Controller
package directory to the list of files in /etc/cmcluster/cmfiles2check.

Rolling upgrade for Metrocluster
Rolling Upgrade allows you to upgrade the software components of the cluster with minimal
downtime to the applications managed by Metrocluster. See Rolling upgrade for the procedure.

Live Application Detach
There may be circumstances in which you want to do maintenance that involves halting a node,
or the entire cluster, without halting or failing over the affected packages. Such maintenance
might consist of anything short of rebooting the node or nodes, but a likely case is networking
changes that will disrupt the heartbeat. New command options in Serviceguard A.11.20 (collectively
known as Live Application Detach (LAD)) allows you to do this kind of maintenance while keeping
the packages running. The packages are no longer monitored by Serviceguard, but the applications
continue to run. Packages in this state are called detached packages. When you have done the
necessary maintenance, you can restart the node or cluster, and normal monitoring will resume
on the packages. For more information on the LAD feature, seeManaging Serviceguard A.11.20
available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard.

NOTE: Live Application Detach feature is not supported in SADTA environment.

HPE vPars and HPE Integrity VM
Configuring virtual machine using HPE Integrity Virtual Machines (VM) or HP-UX Virtual Partitions
(vPars 6) as a package (also for as a node) in Metrocluster or Continentalclusters provides remote
data protection of applications running inside the virtual machine. In addition, it simplifies the
geographical movement of the virtual machine from one site to another in case of site outages
and it ensures high availability of the virtual machine within the site.
Configuring virtual machine Integrity VM or vPars 6 as a node in Metrocluster or
Continentalclusters within the VM guest provides remote data protection of applications running
inside the virtual machine. It also helps in consolidation of physical hosts.
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Both these configurations protect the VM environment from disasters that result in the failure of
an entire data center. For more information on the configuration, see the white paper Implementing
disaster recovery in virtualized environment using HPE vPars and HPE Integrity VM with
Metrocluster and Continentalclusters on HP-UX 11i available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000
and XP.

Remote array RAID manager instance
A remote array RAID Manager instance allows the Metrocluster package to determine the status
of the device group on the remote P9000 or XP array even when the remote hosts are down or
are inaccessible due to a network link failure. The remote array RAID Manager instance is
configured on a node using the command device of the remote P9000 or XP array.
In a Metrocluster environment with Continuous Access P9000 or XP, the array at every site is
interfaced only with the Metrocluster nodes in the same site using a command device in the array.
When a Metrocluster package starts up on a node, the RAID Manager instance in the site
communicates with the RAID Manager instance at the remote site to obtain the Continuous
Access device group status. In situations where the remote hosts are down or are inaccessible
due to a network link failure, the Continuous Access device group status cannot be determined.
This occurs even when the remote array is up. Since currentness of data cannot be determined,
the Metrocluster package startup fails for packages that have the AUTO_NONCURDATA
parameter set to 0. For more information on AUTO_NONCURDATA parameter see “Package
attributes for Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 or XP” (page 162).
Similarly, in a 2-node Metrocluster configuration that has a single node at every site, any node
failure results in the other node not being able to determine the device group status. The
subsequent failover of the Metrocluster packages to the surviving node might not succeed either.
In these situations, the remote array RAID manager instance allows the Metrocluster package
to determine the device group status and start successfully. The remote array RAID Manager
requires access to a command device configured on the remote array. Access to this command
device at the remote array can be configured using one of the following methods:

Using the P9000 or XP external storage feature (Remote Command Device)
A Remote Command Device (RCMD) is a device to which a command device in a remote XP
array is mapped. The RCMD is configured using the P9000 or XP external storage feature,
through inter-site replication links. On P9000 or XP array in a Metrocluster site, a command
device from the P9000 or XP array at the remote site is mapped to the local device using the
P9000 or XP external storage feature. The mapped command device is then presented to the
nodes in the site to be used as a remote command device. This RCMD configuration is done
between arrays on both sites in a mutual fashion. For more information about the behavior of
the command device of a remote P9000 or XP array, see HPE StorageWorks P9000 External
Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide available at http://www.hpe.com/support/
manuals -> storage -> Storage Software -> Storage Device Management Software ->HPE P9000
External Storage Software or HPE StorageWorks XP External Storage user guide available at
http://www.hpe.com/support/manuals -> storage -> Storage Software -> Storage Device
Management Software -> HPE XP External Storage Software.

Using extended SAN
The dedicated command device from the P9000 or XP array in the remote site is directly presented
to the nodes in the local site over an extended SAN. This configuration does not use the XP
external storage feature.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends configuring a remote array RAID Manager instance in
all Metrocluster configurations, especially in a 2-node configuration, as it is more robust. For
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more information about configuring a remote array RAID Manager instance in Metrocluster, see
“Configuring a remote array RAID Manager instance” (page 56).

NOTE:
• Remote command device can be configured in Continentalclusters.

• Remote command device need not be configured when P9000 or XP Continuous Access
Journal replication is used.

Configuring a remote array RAID Manager instance
To configure the remote array RAID Manager instance in a Metrocluster environment with
Continuous Access P9000 or XP:
1. Configure the command device to manage the remote P9000 or XP arrays.The XP array at

every site must have a command device exclusively for the nodes in the other site.
2. Configure the remote array RAID Manager instance on all the nodes in every site to manage

the remote P9000 or XP array. The RAID Manager instance that manages the local array
is referred as the local array RAID Manager.

3. Configure remote array RAID Manager instance in the /etc/rc.config.d/raidmgr file
for automatic startup.
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Configuring the command device to manage the remote P9000 or XP arrays
A command device to manage the remote P9000 or XP arrays can be configured using one of
the following methods:

• Configure a command device (remote command device) in a Metrocluster site by mapping
a command device in the remote P9000 or XP array to a local device in the local P9000 or
XP array using the P9000 or XP external storage feature. Present this remote command
device to all Metrocluster nodes in the local site.
Similarly, configure a remote command device for the remote P9000 or XP array by mapping
a command device in the local P9000 or XP array to a local device in the remote array using
the P9000 or XP external storage feature. Present this remote command device to all
Metrocluster nodes in the remote site. Figure 21 illustrates this configuration.

Figure 21 Mapping a command device in the remote XP array to a local device in the local
XP array

In Figure 21, the remote command device in the primary XP array is mapped to a command
device in recovery XP array. Similarly, the remote command device in the remote XP array is
mapped to a command device in local XP array. The local array RAID Manager instance at both
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sites use the command devices. The remote array RAID Manager instance at both sites use the
remote command devices.

• Configure a dedicated command device in the P9000 or XP array at the remote site that is
directly presented to the nodes in the local site over an extended SAN without using the
P9000 or XP external storage feature. Similarly, configure a command device in the remote
site P9000 or XP array and present it to the nodes of the local site over an extended SAN.
Figure 22 illustrates this configuration.

Figure 22 Configuring the command device over an extended SAN

In Figure 22 (page 58), a dedicated command device in the XP array is presented to all the nodes
of the remote site. The local array RAID Manager instance at both sites use its own command
devices. The remote array RAID Manager instance at every site uses the command device
presented to it from the remote XP array using extended SAN.

Configuring a remote array RAID Manager instance
A RAID Manager instance for a remote array must be created on all the nodes of every site. This
RAID Manager instance uses the command device that is configured to obtain the Continuous
Access device group status from the remote P9000 or XP array.
To configure a RAID Manager instance for the remote array:
1. Select a node in the site to create a remote array RAID Manager instance.
2. Edit the /etc/services file to add an entry for the remote array RAID Manager instance.

The format of the entry must be:
horcm<instance-number> <port_number>/udp

For Example,
horcm1 11001/udp #Raid Manager instance 1

NOTE: The UDP ports used for the local array RAID Manager and the remote array RAID
Manager must be different.
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3. Create a RAIDManager configuration file for the remote array RAIDManager instance using
the RAID Manager configuration file template.
For Example,
# cp /etc/horcm.conf /etc/horcm1.conf

4. Configure the following parameters in the RAID Manager configuration file:
• HORCM_MON

Enter the host name of the system on which you are editing the file and the TCP/IP port
number specified for the RAID Manager instance in the /etc/services file.

• HORCM_CMD

Enter the device file names for the command device configured to manage the remote
array.

• HORCM_LDEV

Enter the details of all the devices in the remote P9000 or XP array for all device groups
to be managed by the instance. To obtain this information, run the raidscan command
on a node that is connected to the remote P9000 or XP array.

• HORCM_INST

Enter the following local array RAID Manager instance information for this parameter:
<device_group_name> <local_node_name>
<local_array_RAID_manager_instance>

5. Start the remote Array RAID Manager instance.
# horcmstart.sh <instance_number>

6. Update the HORCM_INST section in the local array RAID Manager instance file with the
remote array RAID Manager instance information.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you specify the remote array RAID Manager
instance as the last entry in this section of the configuration file.
<device_group_name> <local_node_name>
<remote_array_RAID_manager_instance>

7. Restart the local array RAIDManager instance so that the new information in the configuration
file is read.
# horcmshutdown.sh <instance_number>

# horcmstart.sh <instance_number>

8. Repeat steps 2 to 7 on all the other nodes in the primary site.
9. Repeat steps 2 to 7 on all the nodes in the remote site.

Configuring the remote array RAID Manager instance for automatic startup
After editing the remote array RAID Manager configuration files on the nodes, you must configure
the remote array RAID Manager instance to start automatically during node boot and package
startup.
To configure the remote array RAID Manager instance for automatic startup:
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Edit the following parameters in the configuration file /etc/rc.config.d/raidmgr:

• START_RAIDMGR

Set this parameter to 1.

• RAIDMGR_INSTANCE

Specify all the RAID Manager instances that must be started during node boot-up. Include
the remote array RAID Manager instance number as the value for this parameter.

For example, if the instance number zero (0) is the local array RAID Manager instance and the
instance number 1 is the remote array RAID Manager instance then specify both the instances
in a comma separated list as RAIDMGR_INSTANCE parameter value in the /etc/
rc.config.d/raidmgr configuration file as follows:
RAIDMGR_INSTANCE=”0,1”

Restrictions
Following are the restrictions that must be considered prior to configuring remote command
device in a Metrocluster:

• Always use a dedicated command device for the remote array RAID Manager instance.

• When using Extended SAN:

Ensure that only the command device is presented to the remote nodes.◦
◦ None of the replicated LUNs must be presented to the nodes in the remote site.

• While editing the Continuous Access device group configuration, the changes must be done
in the configuration files of both the RAID Manager instances, on all the cluster nodes.
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5 Using XP or P9000 features in a Metrocluster
Environment

Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP and thin
provisioning volumes

Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP includes support for Thin Provisioning
Volumes (TPVOLs) only on arrays XP20000, XP24000, P9500 and beyond, and P9000 disk
array family. When TPVOLs are configured, there is a possibility that the TPVOL utilization will
exceed the specified capacity or threshold of the pool. When this threshold is exceeded, the state
of all pool volumes are marked as BLOCKED. As a result, no I/O can be written to the TPVOLs,
and subsequently, the Metrocluster package fails. However, the package failover fails in the
remote site, as the pools at the remote site are also marked asBLOCKED, since the configuration
is symmetric with the configuration at the primary site.
To overcome this problem, the pool utilization must be manually monitored to determine when
the predefined threshold is achieved. By monitoring the utilization, additional storage space can
be allocated to the pool as and when required.
For more information about configuring and monitoring Thin Provisioning volumes, see the HPE
StorageWorks P9000 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide or HPE StorageWorks
XP24000/XP20000 Thin Provisioning Software User's Guide at:
http://www.hpe.com/info/XP-ArrayManager-manuals.
Following are the guidelines that must be considered for configuring Thin Provisioning Volumes
in a Continuous Access Pair:
• This feature is supported on arrays XP20000, XP24000, P9500 and beyond.

• The Primary Volumes (PVOL) and Secondary Volumes (SVOL) must be Thin Provisioning
Volumes.
A combination of regular volumes with Thin Provisioning volumes is not supported.

• Only Continuous Access Synchronous and Journal configurations are supported with Thin
Provisioning Volumes.

• All synchronous fence levels with the values set as DATA and NEVER are supported.

• Journal volumes cannot be TPVOL.

• Pool volumes cannot be part of the Continuous Access pair.

• When pools used for a Metrocluster package are shared with other packages or applications,
ensure that the pools are not over provisioned by one application impacting the high
availability of the other applications.

• A Metrocluster package can have multiple pools or TPVOL.

• Configure adequate monitoring and alerting mechanisms for the ThP pools.

HPE storage works smart tiers
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP Version A.11.00 includes support for
Smart Tiers on Storage P9000 Disk Array family. Using Smart Tiers you can configure the storage
consisting of multiple kinds of hard disk drives including SSD, SAS, and SATA. All restrictions
and guidelines that are applicable to Storage P9000 Smart Tiers are applicable in the Metrocluster
environment. For information about Storage P9000 Smart Tiers, see the HPE StorageWorks
P9000 Provisioning for open systems user guide at http://www.hpe.com/info/
XP-ArrayManager-manuals.
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6 Understanding failover/failback scenarios
Metrocluster package by default fails to start if the data is not current or if it is not able to determine
the status of the device group. In such situations, the user has options to start a package either
by setting the value of Metrocluster package AUTO parameters to “1” or by using FORCEFLAG.
To use FORCEFLAG option, you must create a FORCEFLAG file in the package directory
(<package_directory>/FORCEFLAG). Using FORCEFLAG, the package can be started
without making any changes to the Metrocluster package configuration. Before starting the
package forcefully using FORCEFLAG, ensure that the data is consistent and safe to start. Also,
run the cmdrprev command to preview the data replication storage failover.
When the Continuous Access links fail , the status of the journal device group changes from
PAIR to PSUE state if the Mode 449 is set to “OFF” while Mode 449 setting to “ON” retains the
PAIR state. Mode 449 is a system mode setting in an array. The PAIR state is retained as long
as the journal volumes have enough space . If the journal volumes reach full capacity, the pair
state is switched to PFUS and the data written to the data volume is tracked in bitmap.

Failover/failback scenarios in a Metrocluster package
This section describes the package start up behaviors in various failure scenarios depending on
AUTO parameters or FORCEFLAG file and fence level. Table 8 describes the list of
failover/failback scenarios.

Table 8 Failover/failback scenarios

AUTOparameters or FORCEFLAG
set

Metrocluster Behavior (By
default)Fence Level

Failover/Failback
Scenarios

The behavior is not affected by the
AUTO parameter setting or by the
presence of the FORCEFLAG file.

Metrocluster package starts and
swaps the replication role by
issuing horctakeover.

AnyFailover to recovery site
due to an application
failure on all nodes in the
primary site.

The behavior is not affected by the
AUTO parameter setting or by the
presence of the FORCEFLAG file.

Metrocluster package starts and
swaps the replication role by
issuing horctakeover.

AnyFailback to primary site

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_NONCURDATA setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_NONCURDATA is set

data or never
or async

Failover to recovery site
due to failure of all nodes
in the primary site. FORCEFLAG presence. Ifto “0” and FORCEFLAG is not

present.
(using side
file) AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to “1”

or FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover which results
in swap takeover.

NOTE: In case of fence=never,
horctakeover results in SVOL
takeover and the data does not
replicate back to the primary site.
Metrocluster with Continuous
Access for P9000 and XP A.11.00
patches(PHSS_41663 11iv2,
PHSS_41664 11iv3) automatically
issue pairresync -swaps to replicate
data back to the primary site

The behavior is not affected by the
AUTO parameter setting or by the
presence of the FORCEFLAG file.

Metrocluster package starts and
swaps the replication role by
issuing horctakeover.

async (using
journal)

The behavior is not affected by the
AUTO parameter setting or by the
presence of the FORCEFLAG file.

Metrocluster package starts and
swaps the replication role by
issuing horctakeover.

AnyFailback to primary site
after the recovery of
primary site nodes and the
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Table 8 Failover/failback scenarios (continued)

AUTOparameters or FORCEFLAG
set

Metrocluster Behavior (By
default)Fence Level

Failover/Failback
Scenarios

data is being replicated
from the recovery site to
the primary site.

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_NONCURDATA setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_NONCURDATA is set

data or neverLink failure followed by
application failure of all
nodes in the primary site. FORCEFLAG presence. Ifto “0” and FORCEFLAG is not

present . AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to “1”
or FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_SVOLPSUE setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present

async (side
file)

FORCEFLAG presence. If
AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

Mode449 set to OFF:Mode449 set to OFF:async
(journal) Metrocluster package checks for

AUTO_NONCURDATA setting and
Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_NONCURDATA is set

FORCEFLAG presence. Ifto “0” and FORCEFLAG is not
present. AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to “1”

or FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

Mode449 set to ON:Mode449 set to ON:
Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_SVOLPSUE setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present. FORCEFLAG presence. If

AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

If AUTO_PSUEPSUS is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_PSUEPSUS is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present.

AnyFailback to primary site
after link restoration

• Metrocluster package
Resynchronizes data from the
recovery site to primary site by
issuing pairesync swapp
command.

• Issues horctakeover on the
primary site to replicate data to
the recovery site.

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_NONCURDATA setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_NONCURDATA is set

data or neverLink failure followed by
failure of all nodes in
primary site. FORCEFLAG presence. Ifto “0” and FORCEFLAG is not

present. AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to “1”
or FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.
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Table 8 Failover/failback scenarios (continued)

AUTOparameters or FORCEFLAG
set

Metrocluster Behavior (By
default)Fence Level

Failover/Failback
Scenarios

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_SVOLPSUE setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present.

async (side
file)

FORCEFLAG presence. If
AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

Mode449 set to OFF:Mode449 set to OFF:async
(journal) Metrocluster package checks for

AUTO_NONCURDATA setting and
Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_NONCURDATA is set

FORCEFLAG presence. Ifto “0” and FORCEFLAG is not
present. AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to “1”

or FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

Mode449 set to ON:Mode449 set to ON:
Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_SVOLPSUE setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present. FORCEFLAG presence. If

AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

If AUTO_PSUEPSUS is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_PSUEPSUS is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present.

AnyFailback to primary site
after link restoration and
recovery of primary site
nodes. • Metrocluster package

Resynchronizes data from the
recovery site to primary site by
issuing pairesync swapp
command.

• Issues horctakeover on the
primary site to replicate data to
the recovery site.

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_SVOLPSUS setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_SVOLPSUS is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present

AnyManual suspend followed
by application failure on all
nodes in the primary site FORCEFLAG presence. If

AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -Swhich results
in SVOL takeover.

If AUTO_PSUSSSWS is set to “1”
or FORCEFLAG is present,

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_PSUSSSWS is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present.

AnyFailback to the primary site

• Metrocluster package
Resynchronizes data from the
recovery site to primary site by
issuing pairesync swapp
command.

• Issues horctakeover on the
primary site to replicate data to
the recovery site.
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Table 8 Failover/failback scenarios (continued)

AUTOparameters or FORCEFLAG
set

Metrocluster Behavior (By
default)Fence Level

Failover/Failback
Scenarios

Metrocluster package checks for
AUTO_SVOLPSUS setting and

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_SVOLPSUS is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present.

AnyManual suspend followed
by failure of all nodes in
the primary site. FORCEFLAG presence. If

AUTO_SVOLPSUE is set to “1” or
FORCEFLAG is present,
Metrocluster package starts and
issues horctakeover -S which
results in SVOL takeover.

If AUTO_PSUSSSWS is set to “1”
or FORCEFLAG is present,

Metrocluster package fails to start
as AUTO_PSUSSSWS is set to “0”
and FORCEFLAG is not present.

Any

• Metrocluster package
Resynchronizes data from the
recovery site to primary site by
issuing pairesync swapp
command.

• Issues horctakeover on the
primary site to replicate data to
the recovery site.

Complex workload failover/failback scenarios
This section elaborates the failure scenarios that might occur when a complex workload is
configured using Site Aware Disaster Tolerant Architecture.

Site failover
When the Site Controller package discovers that a running package configuration of a disaster
tolerant complex workload has failed in the Metrocluster, or that the site hosting it has failed, it
fails over to the remote site node and initiates a site failover from the remote node. The site
failover starts the adoptive complex-workload package configuration by starting the packages
configured on the remote site.
The Site Controller package monitors the active complex-workload packages, according to the
configuration, to detect a failure and initiate a site failover. When the complex-workload packages
are configured using the critical_package attribute, the Site Controller package detects and
initiates a site failover even if one of the critical packages fail. In a configuration where all the
packages in the complex workload are configured with the managed_package attribute, the
Site Controller package detects a failure and initiates site failover based on the cumulative status
of all the configured managed packages.
A complex-workload package that has failed or is halted, in addition to displaying a down state,
also displays a halted status. A special flag, package_halted is set to no when the
complex-workload package is down, having failed in the cluster. This special flag is set to yes
when the complex-workload package is down and manually halted. Serviceguard sets this flag
to no only when the last surviving instance of the complex workload package is halted as a result
of a failure. The flag is set to yes if the last surviving instance is manually halted, even if other
instances are halted earlier due to failures.
The Site Controller package determines a failure by verifying whether the package_halted
flag is set to no for all the monitored packages that are in the down state. When the monitored
packages have failed but not halted, the Site Controller Package fails over to a remote site node
to perform a site failover.
Before starting the complex-workload packages configured at the remote site, the Site Controller
package ensures that it is safe to do so. The failed complex-workload packages might not have
halted cleanly, leaving stray processes and resources. In such scenarios, it is not safe to start
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the identical complex workload configuration on the remote site. As a result, when it starts on
the remote site node, the Site Controller package verifies whether all the instances of the failed
active packages have halted cleanly. The Site Controller Package verifies the
last_halt_failed flag for every instance of the workload packages. The flag is set to yes
for an instance whose halt script execution resulted in an error. Even if one instance of any of
the failed workload's packages did not halt successfully, the Site Controller package aborts site
failover. In these circumstances, the Site Controller package halts and its state is displayed as
failed on the remote site node. To restart the Site Controller package and the complex workload
configuration, the nodes on the site must be manually cleaned.
After ensuring a clean halt for all the instances of the failed complex-workload packages, the
Site Controller package performs the following steps to activate the corresponding passive
complex workload configured in its current site:
1. Closes the Site Safety Latch for the failed complex-workload package nodes.
2. Waits for all the configured packages that are part of the failed complex-workload package

to halt successfully.
3. Deports the CVM disk groups used by the database on the failed site.
4. Prepares the replicated data storage on the current site using the Metrocluster environment

file on the node it is starting.
5. Imports the CVM disk groups used by the database in the current site.
6. Opens the Site Safety Latch in the current site.
7. Starts the complex-workload packages configured for the database in the current site.
For the Site Controller package to successfully start the remote complex-workload package
configuration, the packages in the remote configuration must have node switching enabled on
their configured nodes. When the Site Controller package fails to start after successfully preparing
the storage on a site, it sets the Site Safety Latch to a transient state, which is displayed as
INTERMEDIATE. When the Site Safety Latch is in the INTERMEDIATE state, the corresponding
Site Controller package can be restarted only after cleaning the site where it previously failed to
start. For more information about cleaning the Site Controller package, see “Cleaning the site to
restart the Site Controller package” (page 83).

Node failure and rejoining the cluster
When a node in a cluster fails, all Multi-node packages (MNP) instances running on the failed
node also fails. The failover type packages fail over to the next available adoptive node. If no
other adoptive node is configured and available in the cluster, the failover package fails and is
halted.
When a node in the Metrocluster environment is restarted, the active complex-workload packages
on the node are halted before the node restarts. Once the node is restarted and joins a cluster,
the active complex-workload package instances on the site with the auto_run flag set to yes
automatically start. If the complex workload's packages have the auto_run flag set to no, you
must manually start these instances on the restarted node.
When a node, on which the Site Controller package is running, is restarted, the Site Controller
package fails over to the next available adoptive node. Based on the site adoptive node that the
Site Controller package is started on, and the status of the active complex-workloads packages,
the Site Controller package performs a site failover, if necessary.

Network partitions across sites
A network partition across sites is similar to a site failure. The Serviceguard cluster nodes on
both sites detect this failure and try to reform the cluster using the Quorum Server. The nodes
from only one of the sites will receive the quorum and form the cluster. The nodes on the other
site restart and deliberately fail the active complex-workload packages running on them.
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The Site Controller package running on the site nodes that failed to form the cluster will now fail
over to the adoptive node on the site where the cluster is reformed. When the Site Controller
Package starts on the adoptive node at the remote site, it detects that the active complex
workload's packages have failed. Consequently, the Site Controller package performs a site
failover and starts the corresponding complex workload's packages on the site where the cluster
has reformed.

Disk array and SAN failure
When a disk array or the host access SAN at a site fails, the active complex workload database
running on the site might hang or fail based on the component that has failed. If the SAN failure
causes the complex workload database processes to fail and consequently the complex-workload
packages also fail, the Site Controller Package initiates a site failover.

Replication link failure
A failure in a replication link between sites stalls the replication from the active complex-workload
package configuration to the remote site. The impact of a replication link failure on the running
complex-workload packages is based on the configured replication mode.
On a synchronized replication mode, with fence level set to Data, the primary site disk array
starts failing I/Os. This causes the active complex workload configuration to fail. The Site Controller
package then performs a site failover, if a complex-workload package is configured as a
critical_package.
If the fence level is set to Never, the I/O on the PVOL side is not failed, and the active complex
workload continues to run successfully.
On an asynchronous replication mode, there is no interruption at the complex workload's
configuration and it continues to run uninterrupted.
When the complex workload is mounted as read only or is idle, or is completing read-only
transactions when the replication link fails, it might not encounter any failure and continues to be
available from the site.

Site Controller package failure
The Site Controller package can fail for many reasons, such as node crash, while the active
complex-workload package stack on the site is up and running. The Site Controller package fails
over to an adoptive node, which can be a node on the same site or a node on the remote site.
The Site Controller package behavior is different under every scenario so that the complex
workload availability is not disrupted.

NOTE: When the adoptive node is a node in the same site, where the current active complex
workload stack is running, it is considered as a local failover for the Site Controller package.

On a Site Controller package local failover, the disaster tolerant complex workload remains
uninterrupted on that site. The Site Controller package continues tomonitor themanaged packages
or the critical packages on the site, as configured from the current node.
When the Site Controller package fails over to an adoptive node at the remote site, it is considered
a failover across sites for the Site Controller package. When the Site Controller package fails
over across sites while the active complex-workload package stack is running in the site, the Site
Controller package fails on the remote site adoptive node without affecting the running active
complex workload configuration stack in the cluster. The complex workload configuration continues
to be available in the cluster. However, as the Site Controller package has failed in the cluster,
the complex workload configuration can no longer automatically failover to the remote site.
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Site failure
A site failure is a scenario where a disaster or an equivalent failure results in the failure of all the
nodes in a site. The Serviceguard cluster detects this failure, and reforms the cluster without the
nodes from the failed site. The Site Controller Package that was running on a node on the failed
site fails over to an adoptive node in the remote site.
When the remote site starts, the Site Controller Package detects that the active complex-workload
packages have failed and initiates a site failover by activating the passive complex-workload
packages that are configured in the current site.
The disaster tolerant complex workloads that have their active packages on the surviving site,
where the cluster reformed, continue to run without any interruption.
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7 Administering Metrocluster
Administering a Metrocluster using Continuous Access XP/P9000
replication
Adding a node to Metrocluster

To add a node to Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP, use the following
procedure:
1. Add a node in the cluster by editing the Serviceguard cluster configuration file and applying

the configuration:
# cmapplyconf -C cluster.config

2. Create the RAID Manager configuration on the newly added node. For more information,
see “Creating the RAID Manager configuration” (page 20).

3. Update the HORCM_INST section in the RAID Manager instance file on nodes in the other
site with the information about the RAIDManager instance on the newly added node. Restart
the RAID Manager instance on nodes in the other site so that the new information in the
configuration file is read.

4. If node_name is set to “*” in Metrocluster package configuration, perform the following steps:
a. Create the Metrocluster package directory on the newly added node.
b. CopyMetrocluster environment file from one of the existing nodes to the same pathname

on the newly added node:
# rcp <package_directory>/<Metrocluster_environment_file>
<new_node_name>:<package_directory>

5. If you are using Metrocluster modular package and if the node names are explicitly specified
for node_name parameter in Metrocluster package configuration, then add the newly added
node in a Metrocluster package by editing the Metrocluster package configuration and
applying the configuration:
# cmapplyconf –P <package_config_file>

Node maintenance
Planned maintenance of nodes is treated the same as a failure by the cluster. If you take a node
down for maintenance, package failover and quorum calculation is based on the remaining nodes.
Make sure that nodes are brought down evenly at every site, and that enough nodes remain
on-line to form a quorum if a failure occurs.

Planned maintenance
There might be situations when the package must be brought down for maintenance purposes
without having the package move to another node. The following procedure is recommended for
normal maintenance of the Metrocluster package:
1. Stop the package with the appropriate Serviceguard command.

# cmhaltpkg pkgname

2. If there are changes to the package attributes, edit the configuration file, and then apply the
updated package configuration.
# cmapplyconf -P pkgname.config

3. Start the package with the appropriate Serviceguard command.
# cmmodpkg -e pkgname
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Failback
If the primary site is restored after a failover to the recovery site, you may want to fail back the
package to the primary site. Manually resync the data from the recovery site to the primary site
and wait for the resynchronization to complete. Before failing back the package from the recovery
site to the primary site, run the cmdrprev command on the primary site nodes to preview the data
replication storage failover. For more information about the cmdrprev command, see “Data
replication storage failover preview” (page 51).
Halt the package on the recovery site, and restart it on the primary site. Metrocluster performs
a failover of the storage, which returns the PVOL status to the disks in the primary site.

Maintaining a cluster that uses Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and
XP

In normal operation, the Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP starts like any
other cluster, runs and halts packages in the same way as a standard cluster. However, startup
time for packages might be considerably slower because of the, must verify, disk status on both
disk arrays.
While the cluster is running, performing manual “changes of state” for devices on the P9000 or
XP Series disk array can cause unexpected pair states for the device group preventing successful
package failover. In general, manual “changes of state” must not be performed while the package
and the cluster is running.

NOTE: However manual changes can bemade when data protectionmust be restoredmanually
for a device group. For Example, if a package starts up with data replication suspended, a user
can perform a pairresync command to re-establish data replication while the package is still
running.

Viewing the progress of copy operations
While a copy is in progress between P9000 or XP arrays (that is, the volumes are in a COPY
state), the progress of the copy can be viewed by monitoring the % column in the output of the
pairdisplay command:
# pairdisplay -g pkgB -fc -CLI

Group   PairVol L/R   Port# TID LU  Seq# LDEV# P/S Status Fence    %  P-LDEV# M
pkgB    pkgD-disk0 L  CL1-C  0   3 35422  463  P-VOL COPY NEVER    79    460  -
pkgB    pkgD-disk0 R  CL1-F  0   3 35663    3  S-VOL COPY NEVER     -      0  -

This display shows that 79% of a current copy operation has completed. Synchronous fence
levels (NEVER and DATA) show 100% in this column when the volumes are in a PAIR state.

Viewing side file size
If you are using asynchronous data replication, you can see the current size of the side file when
the volumes are in a PAIR state by using the pairdisplay command. The following output,
obtained during normal cluster operation, shows the percentage of the side file that is full:
# pairdisplay -g pkgB -fc -CLI
Group   PairVol L/R   Port# TID LU  Seq# LDEV# P/S Status Fence    %  P-LDEV# M
pkgB    pkgD-disk0 L  CL1-C  0   3 35422  463  P-VOL PAIR ASYNC    35       3 -
pkgB    pkgD-disk0 R  CL1-F  0   3 35663    3  S-VOL PAIR ASYNC     0     463 -

This output shows that 35% of the side file is full.
When volumes are in a COPY state, the % column shows the progress of the copying between
the P9000 or XP frames, until it reaches 100%, at which point the display reverts to showing the
side file usage in the PAIR state.
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Viewing the Continuous Access journal status
The following two sections describe using the pairdisplay and raidvchkscan commands
for viewing the Continuous Access Journal Status.

Viewing the pair and journal group information using the “ pairdisplay” command
The command option “-fe” is added to the Raid Manager pairdisplay command. This option
is used to display the Journal Group ID (and other data) of a device group pair. The Journal
Group ID shows ‘-’ if the device pair is not in Continuous Access Journal mode. Otherwise, it
shows a number.
An example of the pairdisplay command with the “-fe” is as below:
The pairdisplay -fe is primarily used for the following: Continuous Access Journal device
group consistency set, Journal group ID (JID), and Continuous Access link status (AP).

# pairdisplay -g oradb -fe
Group Seq#, LDEV#  P/S,Status, Fence, %,  P-LDEV# M CTG JID  AP    EM E-Seq#  E-LDEV# 
oradb 30053 64    P-VOL  PAIR   Never, 75  C8     -    1          0    2 
oradb 30054 C8   S-VOL  PAIR   Never, 64   -      -     1          0 

Viewing the journal volumes information using the “raidvchkscan” command
The raidvchkscan command supports the option (-v jnl [unit#]) in order to find the
journal volume lists, and displays information for the journal volumes.
raidvchkscan { -h -q -z -v jnl [unit#] [ -s Seq# ] [ -f[x ] | }
An example of the raidvchkscan command is as follows:
# raidvchkscan –v jnl 0
JID MU CTG  JNLS  AP  U(%)  Q-Marker   Q-CNT  D-SZ(BLK)   Seq# Nnm LDEV# 
001  0   1  PJNN   4   21   43216fde      30     512345  62500   2   265 
002  1   2  PJNF   4   95   3459fd43   52000     512345  62500   3   270 
003  0   3  PJSN   4    0          -       -     512345  62500   1   275 
004  0   4  PJSF   4   45   1234f432      78     512345  62500   1   276 
005  0   5  PJSE   0    0          -       -     512345  62500   1   277 
006  -   -  SMPL   -    -          -       -     512345  62500   1   278 
007  0   6  SMPL   4    5   345678ef      66    512345  62500   1   278

Figure 23 shows the illustration for Q-Marker and Q-CNT. The following terms define the meaning
of the contents in the figure.

• JID: Displays the journal group ID.

• MU: Displays the mirror descriptions on the journal group.

• CTG: Displays the consistency group ID.

• JNLS: Displays the following status in the journal group.

SMPL: this means the journal volume is no in pair mode or is in deleting state.◦
◦ P(S)JNN: this means “P(S)vol Journal Normal”

◦ P(S)JSN: this means “P(S)vol Journal Suspend Normal”

◦ PJNF: this means “P(S)vol Journal Normal Full”

◦ P(S)JSF: this means “P(S)vol Journal Suspend Full”

◦ P(S)JSE: this means “P(S)vol Journal Suspend Error” including Link failure

• AP: shows the number of active path on the initiator port in Continuous Access links.

• Q-Marker: Displays the sequence number in the journal group.

• In case of the P-JNL, Q-Marker shows the latest sequence number on P-JNL volume.
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• In case of the S-JNL, Q-Marker shows the latest sequence number putting on the cache.

• Q-CNT: Displays the number of remaining Q-Marker of a journal group.

Figure 23 Q-Marker and Q-CNT

• U(%): Displays the usage rate of the journal data.

• D-SZ: Displays the capacity for the journal data on the journal group.

• Seq#: Displays the serial number of the XP12000.

• Num: Displays the number of LDEV (journal volumes) configured for the journal group.

• LDEV#: Displays the first LDEV number of journal volumes.

Resynchronizing the device groups
After certain failures, data is no longer remotely protected. In order to restore data protection
after repairing or recovering from the failure, you must manually run the command pairresync.
This command must successfully complete for data protection to be restored.
Following is a partial list of failures that require running pairresync to restore disaster-tolerant
data protection:
• Failure of all Continuous Access links without restart of the application

• Failure of allContinuous Access links with Fence Level “DATA” with restart of the application
on a primary host

• Failure of the entire secondary Data Center for a given application package

• Failure of the secondary P9000 or XP Series disk array for a given application package while
the application is running on a primary host

After the package fails over to the secondary site due to the following is a partial list of failures
it requires resynchronization from the secondary site to restore data protection. Full
resynchronization is automatically initiated for the following failures by moving the application
package back to its primary host after repairing the failure:
• Failure of the entire primary data center for a given application package.

• Failure of the primary P9000 or XP Series disk array for a given application package.

• Failure of all Continuous Access links with restart of the application on a secondary host.
Pairs must be manually recreated if both the primary and secondary P9000 or XP Series disk
array are in SMPL (simplex) state.

Using special options in the pairresync Command
The pairresync command can be used with special options; after a failover in which the
recovery site has started the application, and has processed transaction data on the disk at the
recovery site, but the disks on the primary site are intact. After the Continuous Access link is
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fixed, use the pairresync command in one of the following two ways depending on which site
you are running the command:
• pairresync -swapp—from the primary site.

• pairresync -swaps—from the recovery site.
These options take advantage of the fact that the recovery site maintains a bit-map of the modified
data sectors on the recovery array. Either version of the command will swap the personalities of
the volumes, with the PVOL becoming the SVOL and SVOL becoming the PVOL. With the
personalities swapped, any data that has been written to the volume on the recovery site (now
PVOL) are then copied back to the SVOL (now running on the primary site). During this time the
package continues running on the recovery site.

Failback to the primary datacenter
After resynchronization is complete, you can halt the package on the recovery site, and restart
it on the primary site. Metrocluster will then swap the personalities between the PVOL and the
SVOL, returning PVOL status to the primary site.

NOTE: The preceding steps are automated provided the default value of 1 is being used for
the auto variable AUTO_PSUEPSUS. Once the Continuous Access link failure has been fixed, the
user only needs to halt the package on the recovery site and restart on the primary site. However,
if you want to reduce the amount of application downtime, youmust manually invoke pairresync
before failback.

Factors affecting package startup time
In a journal group, many journal volumes can be configured to hold a significant amount of the
journal data (host-write data). The package startup time might increase significantly when a
Metrocluster Continuous Access package fails over. Delay in package startup time occurs in
these situations:
1. When recovering from broken pair affinity. On failover, the SVOL pull all the journal data

from PVOL site. The time required to complete all data transfer to SVOL depends on the
amount of outstanding journal data in the PVOL and the bandwidth of the Continuous Access
links.

2. When host I/O faster than Continuous Access data replication. The outstanding data not
being replicated to the SVOL is accumulated in journal volumes. Upon package fail over to
the SVOL site, the SVOL pull all the journal data from PVOL site. The completion of the all
data transfer to the SVOL depends on the bandwidth of the Continuous Access links and
amount of outstanding data in the PVOL journal volume.

Data maintenance with the failure of a Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP
failover

The following sections, “Swap takeover failure (asynchronous/journal mode)” and “Takeover
timeout for Continuous Access journal mode” describes data maintenance upon failure of a
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP failover.

Swap takeover failure (asynchronous/journal mode)
When a device group pair state is SVOL-PAIR at a local site (site where the package is starting)
and is PVOL-PAIR at the remote site, the Metrocluster Continuous Access performs a swap
takeover. The swap takeover will fail if there is an internal error (For Example, cache or shared
memory failure) in the device group pair. In this case, if the AUTO-NONCURDATA is set to 0,
the package will not be started and the SVOL state is change to SVOL-PSUE (SSWS) by the
takeover command. The PVOL site either remains in PVOL-PAIR or is changed to PVOL-PSUE.
The SVOL is in SVOL-PSUE(SSWS) that is, the SVOL is read/write enabled and the data is
usable but not as current as PVOL.
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In this case, either use FORCEFLAG to startup the package on SVOL site or fix the problem and
resume the data replication with the following procedures:
1. Split the device group pair completely (pairsplit -g <dg> -S).
2. Re-create a pair from original PVOL as source (use paircreate command).
3. Startup package on either the PVOL site or SVOL site.

Takeover timeout for Continuous Access journal mode
A takeover timeout occurs when a package failover to the secondary site (SVOL) andMetrocluster
Continuous Access issues takeover (either swap or SVOL takeover) command on SVOL. If the
journal group pair is flushing the journal data from PVOL to SVOL and takeover timeout occurs,
the package does not start and the following situations occur:
• The device group pair state remains in PVOL-PAIR/SVOL-PAIR.

• The journal data is being transferred to the SVOL.
In this case, it is required to wait for the completion of the journal data flushing and the state for
every of the following:
• Primary site: PVOL-PAIR or PVOL-PSUS(E)

• Secondary site: SVOL-PSUS(SSWS) or SVOL-PSUE(SSWS)
At this point, use the FORCEFLAG to startup the package on SVOL site or (2) to fix the problem
(if any of Continuous Access links was failed) and resume the data replication with the following
procedures:
1. Split the device group pair completely (pairsplit -g <dg> -S).
2. Re-create a pair from original PVOL as source (use the paircreate command).
3. Startup package on PVOL site (or SVOL site).

PVOL-PAIR with SVOL-PSUS(SSWS) state for Continuous Access journal mode
PVOL-PAIR with SVOL-PSUS(SSWS) is an intermediate state. The following is one scenario
that leads to this state:

• At T1, device pair is in PVOL-PAIR/SVOL-PAIR and the AP value is 0 in SVOL site. In other
words, all Continuous Access links fail.

• At T2, package failovers from PVOL site to SVOL site. The Metrocluster Continuous Access
issues SVOL-Takeover at the SVOL site and the state will become SVOL-PSUS(SSWS)
and PVOL-PAIR.

• At T3, all Continuous Access links have been recovered. The state stays in SVOL-PSUS
(SSWS) and PVOL-PAIR. The duration the PVOL remains in PAIR state is relatively short

The PVOL-PAIR/SVOL-PSUS (SSWS) is an invalid state for P9000 or XP Asynchronous (both
Continuous Access/Asynchronous and Continuous Access Journal). In this state, by running the
pairresync or takeover command, will fail. It is necessary to wait for the PVOL to become
PSUE.

Administering the SADTA configuration
This section elaborates the procedures that must be followed to administer a SADTA configuration
in which complex workloads other than Oracle RAC are configured.

Maintaining a node
To perform maintenance procedures on a cluster node, the node must be removed from the
cluster. Run the cmhaltnode -f command to move the node out of the cluster. This command
halts the complex workload package instance running on the node. As long as there are other
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nodes in the site and the Site Controller Package is still running on the site, the site aware disaster
tolerant workload continues to run with one less instance on the same site.
Once the node maintenance procedures are complete, join the node to the cluster using the
cmrunnode command. If the Site Controller Package is running on the site that the node belongs
to, the active complex-workload package instances on the site that have the auto_run flag set
to yes, start automatically. If the auto_run flag set to no, then these instances must be manually
started on the restarted node.
Before halting a node in the cluster, the Site Controller Package must be moved to a different
node in the site. However, if the node that needs to be halted in the cluster is the last surviving
node in the site, then the Site Controller Packages running on this node fail over to the other site.
In such scenarios, the site aware disaster tolerant workload must be moved to the remote site
before halting the node in the cluster. For more information about moving a site aware disaster
tolerant complex workload to a remote site, see “Moving a complex workload to remote site”
(page 77).

Maintaining the site
Maintenance operation at a site might require that all the nodes on that site are down. In such a
case, the site aware disaster tolerant workload can be started on the other site and kept running.
For more information about moving a site aware disaster tolerant complex workload to a remote
site, see “Moving a complex workload to remote site” (page 77).

Maintaining the Metrocluster environment file
The Metrocluster environment file is available in the package directory of the Site Controller
Package. Follow all the rules and guidelines of Metrocluster while modifying the environment
file. The changes you make to the environment file must be repeated on all the appropriate nodes.

Moving the Site Controller package to a node at the local site
To complete maintenance operations on a node, there might be instances where a node in the
cluster must be brought down. In such cases, the Site Controller Package that is running on the
node must be moved to another node in the local site.
To move the Site Controller Package to another node in the local site:
1. Log in to the node where the Site Controller Package is running and go to the Site Controller

Package directory.
cd <dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir>

2. Run the HP-UX touch command with the DETACH flag, in the Site Controller Package
directory.
touch DETACH

3. Halt the Site Controller Package.
cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

4. Log in to the other node in the local site, and start the Site Controller Package.
cmrunpkg <site_controller_package_name>

Maintaining Site Controller package
The Site Controller Package is a Serviceguard failover package. The package attributes that can
be modified online can be modified without halting the Site Controller Package. Certain package
attributes require that the Site Controller Package is halted. Halting the Site Controller Package
halts the workload packages and closes the Site Safety Latch on the site. The DETACH mode
flag allows the Site Controller Package to halt without halting the workload packages.
To halt the Site Controller Package in the DETACH mode:
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1. Identify the node where the Site Controller Package is running.
cmviewcl –p <site_controller_package_name>

2. Log in to the node where the Site Controller Package is running and go to the Site Controller
Package directory.
cd <dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir>

3. Run the HP-UX touch command with the DETACH flag, in the Site Controller Package
directory.
touch DETACH

4. Halt the Site Controller Package.
cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

The Site Controller Package halts without halting the complex workload packages. The Site
Controller Package leaves the Site Safety Latch open on this site. The DETACH mode file is
automatically removed by the Site Controller Package when it halts. After the maintenance
procedures are complete, restart the Site Controller Package on the same site where it was
previously halted in the DETACH mode. You cannot start the Site Controller Package on a
different site node. Run the following command to start the Site Controller Package:
cmrunpkg <site_controller_package_name>

Run the following command to enable global switching for the Site Controller Package.
cmmodpkg –e <site_controller_package_name>

When the Site Controller Package is halted in the DETACH mode, the active complex workload
configuration on the site can be halted and restarted at the same site as the Site Safety Latch is
still open in the site.

Deleting the Site Controller package
To delete Site Controller package in a cluster:
1. Halt the Site Controller Package.
2. Remove all the Site Safety Latch dependencies configured for the packages managed by

the Site Controller Package. In addition to this, remove the Site Controller EMS resource
dependency from packages managed by the Site Controller Packages on both sites and
re-apply the package configuration.

3. Delete the Site Controller Package.
Run the cmdeleteconf command to delete the Site Controller Package configuration on
all the nodes.

Starting a complex workload
You can start the complex workload in SADTA in a Metrocluster by starting the Site Controller
Package.
To start the complex workload:
1. Ensure that the Site Controller Package is enabled on all the nodes in the site where the

complex workload must be started.
cmmodpkg –e –n <site A node 1> –n <site A node 2>\
<site_controller_package_name>

2. Start the Site Controller Package by enabling it.
cmmodpkg –e <site_controller_package_name>

The Site Controller Package starts on the preferred node at the site. At startup, the Site Controller
Package starts the corresponding complex-workload packages that are configured in that site.
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After the complex-workload packages are up, examine the package log files for any errors that
will have occurred at startup.

Shutting down a complex workload
You can shutdown the complex workload in SADTA by halting the corresponding Site Controller
Package. To shutdown the complex workload, run the following command on any node in the
cluster:
cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

This command halts the Site Controller Package and the current active complex-workload
packages. After shutting down, examine the Site Controller Package log file and the workload
package log files to ensure that the complex workload has shutdown appropriately.

Moving a complex workload to remote site
To perform maintenance operations that require the entire site to be down, you can move the
disaster tolerant complex workload to a remote site. To move the complex workload to a remote
site, the local complex workload configuration must be first shut down and then the remote
complex workload configuration must be started.
To move a complex workload to the remote site:
1. Halt the Site Controller Package of a complex workload.

cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

2. Ensure the complex-workload packages are halted successfully.
cmviewcl -l package

3. Start the Site Controller Package on a node in the remote site.
cmrunpkg <site_controller_package_name>

The Site Controller Package starts up on a node in the remote site and starts the complex-workload
packages that are configured.

Restarting a failed Site Controller package
If the running Site Controller Package fails because of transient error conditions, restart the Site
Controller package on a node in the site where it was previously running.
To restart the failed Site Controller Package:
1. Determine the error message logged in the package log, and fix the problem. The error

messages, causes, and resolution are described in the Troubleshooting section of this
chapter.

2. Ensure that the Site Controller Package is enabled on all the nodes in the site where it was
failed.
cmmodpkg –e –n <siteA node 1> —n <siteB node 2>\

<site_controller_package_name>

3. Start the Site Controller Package on a node in the same site where it was previously running.
cmrunpkg <site_controller_package_name>

Administering Metrocluster with Serviceguard Manager
Follow the steps described here to administer Metrocluster or the packages configured under
Metrocluster using Serviceguard Manager.
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1. Access one of the node’s System Management Home Page at http://<nodename>:2301.
Log in using the root user’s credentials of the node.

2. Click Tools, if Serviceguard is installed, one of the widgets will have Serviceguard as an
option. Click the ‘Serviceguard Manager’ link.

3. On the Cluster’s Home Page, click the Administration Tab and select the required options.
Different administrative options are listed below. Select the appropriate packages for the
required option.

Figure 24 Administration options in Serviceguard manager

Rolling upgrade
Metrocluster configurations without Site Aware Disaster Tolerant Architecture (SADTA) feature
configured follow the Serviceguard rolling upgrade procedure. The Serviceguard documentation
includes rolling upgrade procedures to upgrade the Serviceguard version, the HP-UX operating
environment, as well as other software. This Serviceguard procedure, along with
recommendations, guidelines and limitations, is applicable to upgrading Metrocluster versions
that do not use the SADTA feature. For more information about completing a rolling upgrade of
Serviceguard, see the latest edition ofManaging Serviceguard, available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard.
Figure 25 is a graphical representation of the procedures to be followed while performing a rolling
upgrade for Metrocluster configurations with and without SADTA.
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Figure 25 Rolling upgrade procedure for Metrocluster

The subsequent sections describe the procedures for completing a rolling upgrade for Metrocluster
configurations with SADTA. These sections describe upgrading Serviceguard, HP-UX, and
Metrocluster software in Metrocluster SADTA configurations.

Upgrading Metrocluster software
To perform a rolling upgrade of Metrocluster software:
1. Disable package switching for all Metrocluster packages.
2. Install the new Metrocluster software on all the nodes.
3. Enable package switching for all Metrocluster packages.
To upgrade Raid Manager software, see “Upgrading the P9000 or XP Raid Manager software
for Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP” (page 81).

Upgrading Metrocluster with SADTA configured
In a Metrocluster with SADTA configured, all software upgrades including Metrocluster software,
HP-UX, Serviceguard, or Serviceguard extension for RAC require additional steps to be followed.
For information about upgrading the array-specific replication management software, see
“Upgrading the P9000 or XP Raid Manager software for Metrocluster with Continuous Access
for P9000 and XP” (page 81). While upgrading, ensure that the upgrade procedure is first
completed on all the nodes in a site before upgrading the nodes in the other site.
To upgrade Metrocluster software, Serviceguard, SGeRAC, or HP-UX:
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1. Identify the sites in the Metrocluster and the associated nodes.
# cmviewcl -l node

Select a site to perform the rolling upgrade.
2. Select a node in a site to perform the rolling upgrade.

# cmviewcl –l node -S <site_name>

3. View all the packages running on the selected node.
# cmviewcl -l package -n `hostname`

Identify the Site Controller packages that are running on the node.
4. Move all Site Controller packages running on the selected node to a different node in the

same site using DETACH halt mode.
For more information about moving the Site Controller package, see “Moving the Site
Controller package to a node at the local site” (page 75).

5. Verify that there are no Site Controller packages running on the node.
# cmviewcl -l package -n `hostname`

6. If SGeRAC is configured, then halt the Oracle software (RAC, CRS, Clusterware, and OPS)
on the selected node.

7. Halt the node that is selected for upgrade.
# cmhaltnode -f

Instances of all MNP packages running on this node are halted and the failover packages
move to the adoptive node.

8. Add the following line in the /etc/rc.config.d/cmcluster file:
AUTOSTART_CMCLD = 0

9. Upgrade the node to the new HP-UX release, Serviceguard, SGeRAC or Metrocluster
version.

10. Add the following line in the /etc/rc.config.d/cmcluster file:
AUTOSTART_CMCLD = 1

11. If the Event Monitoring Service (EMS) is configured, then it must be restarted.
a. Stop all the EMS monitors.
b. Stop all the EMS clients.
c. End all the registrar processes.
d. Stop the p_client demon.

The p_client process restarts immediately. The EMS registrar and the monitor
processes restart automatically when it is required.

12. Restart the cluster on the upgraded node.

13. Restart all MNP package instances that were previously running on this node.
14. If SGeRAC is configured, restart the Oracle software (RAC, CRS, Clusterware, OPS) on the

node.
15. Repeat steps 2 through 14 for every node in the site before upgrading the nodes in the other

site of the cluster.
In the event of a disaster that results in the cluster failing before the rolling upgrade is complete,
restart the cluster using the cmruncl command from a node that has been upgraded to the
latest version of the software.
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Limitations of the rolling upgrade for Metrocluster
Limitations of the rolling upgrade for Metrocluster:

• The cluster or package configuration cannot bemodified until the rolling upgrade is completed.
If the configuration must be edited, upgrade all the nodes to the new release, and then modify
the configuration file and copy it to all the nodes in the cluster.

• New features of the latest version of Metrocluster cannot be used until all the nodes are
upgraded to the latest version.

• No more than two versions of Metrocluster can be running in the cluster while the rolling
upgrade is in progress.

• The rolling upgrade procedure cannot be used as a means of using multiple versions of
Metrocluster software within the cluster. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you
upgrade all the cluster nodes to the latest version as quickly as possible.

• Serviceguard cannot be deleted on any node when the rolling upgrade is in progress in the
cluster.

Upgrading the P9000 or XPRaid Manager software for Metrocluster with Continuous
Access for P9000 and XP

To upgrade the P9000 or XP RAID Manager software online without any disruption in the
Metrocluster, follow the instructions included in the HPE P9000 RAID Manager User Guide
available at http://www.hpe.com/support/manuals -> storage -> Storage Software -> Storage
Device Management Software ->HPE XPRAIDManager Software . Metrocluster communicates
with P9000 or XP Raid Manager software only when Metrocluster packages are starting up. So,
Metrocluster package failover or package movement must be avoided until all the nodes in the
Metrocluster are upgraded to the same version of the P9000 or XP RAID Manager software.
When using the disk monitoring feature, Metrocluster packages access the RAID Manager
instances on the nodes that the packages are running on. So, in such configurations, ensure
that all Metrocluster packages are moved to a different node prior to updating the P9000 or XP
RAID Manager software.

Other considerations on asynchronous mode
The following are additional points to consideration when using asynchronous mode:

• When adding a new volume to an existing device group, the new volume state is SMPL.
The XP disk array controller (DKC) is smart enough to do the paircreate only on the new
volume. If the device group has mixed volume states such as PAIR and SMPL, the
pairvolchk returns EX_ENQVOL, and horctakeover fails.

• If you change the LDEV number associated with a given target/LUN, you must restart all
the Raid Manager instances even though the Raid Manager configuration file is not modified.

• Any firmware update, cache expansion, or board change, requires a restart of all the Raid
Manager instances.

• pairsplit for asynchronous mode might take a long time depending on how long the
synchronization takes. There is a potential for the Continuous Access link to fail while
pairsplit is in progress. If this happens, pairsplit will fail with a return code of
EX_EWSUSE.

• In most cases, Metrocluster/Continuous Access in asynchronous mode behaves the same
as when the fence level is set to NEVER in synchronous mode.
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8 Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Metrocluster

Analyse Metrocluster and Raid Manager log files to understand the problem in the respective
environment and follow a recommended action based on the error or warning messages.

Metrocluster log file
Regularly review the following files for messages, warnings, and recommended actions. It is
good to review these files after every system, data center, and/or application failures:

• View the system log at /var/adm/syslog/syslog.log.

• The package log file specified in the script_log_file parameter.

Raid Manager log
If there are problems with Raid Manager, verify the horcmX.conf file first and see if there are any
mistakes in the information. Analyse the Raid Manager logs
/HORCM/log<HORCM instance #>/HORCC_<node name>.log to understand the problem
better.

Troubleshooting theMetrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP device
group monitor

The following is a guideline to help identify the cause of potential problems with the Metrocluster
with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP device group monitor.

• Problems with email notifications:
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP device group monitor uses SMTP
to send out email notifications. All email notification problems are logged in the package log
file.
If a warning message in the package log file indicates the monitor is unable to determine
the SMTP port. It is caused by not having the SMTP port defined in the /etc/services
file. The monitor assumes that SMTP port is 25. If a different port number is defined, the
monitor must be restarted in order for it to connect to the correct port.
If an error message in the package control log file states that the SMTP server cannot be
found is caused by not having a mail server configured on the local node, such as sendmail.
A mail server needs to be configured and run in the local node for email notification. Once
the mail server is running in the local node, the monitor will start sending email notifications.

• Problems with Unknown Continuous Access Device Status:
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP device group monitor relies on the
Raid Manager instance to get the Continuous Access device group state. Under the
circumstances when the local Raid Manager instance fails, the monitor is unable to determine
the status of the Continuous Access device group state. The monitor sends a notification to
all configured destinations, via email, stating that the state has changed to an UNKNOWN
status. Since the monitor does not try to restart the Raid Manager instance, you must restart
the Raid Manager instance before the monitor is able to determine the status of the
Continuous Access device group. Ensure to start Raid Manager instance with the same
instance number that is defined in the package’s environment file.

Troubleshooting Metrocluster SADTA
This section describes the procedures to troubleshoot errors and error messages that occur in
a SADTA environment.
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Logs and files
This section describes the guidelines you must consider before working with files that must be
configured for SADTA.
Following are some of the guidelines:
• The Site Controller Package control log file can be specified using the attribute

script_log_file in the Site Controller Package configuration file.
Serviceguard defaults the Site Controller Package logs to the default log destination. The
default log destination for a given Site Controller Package is /var/adm/cmcluster/log
<Site_controller_package_name>.log.

• Specify the Site Controller Package log file under the directory specified for the
dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute in the Site Controller Package configuration file.

• The Metrocluster storage preparation modules will also log to the Site Controller Package
log file.

• The RACMNP package at every site will log in a file named <RAC MNP package control
script file name>.log under its package directory on the site nodes.

• The CFS MP MNP packages will log to a file named /etc/cmcluster/cfs/<CFS MP
MNP package name>.log on their corresponding CFS sub-cluster nodes.

• The CVM DG MNP packages will log to a file named /etc/cmcluster/cfs/<CVM DG
MNP package name>.log on their corresponding CFS sub-cluster nodes.

• The Site Safety Latch mechanism logs are saved in the/etc/opt/resmon/log/api.log
file.

Cleaning the site to restart the Site Controller package
The Site Controller Package startup on a site can fail for various reasons. The Site Safety Latch
is in a special state: INTERMEDIATE. In this state, the Site Controller Package cannot be started
from either of the sites. A special tool called cmresetsc is provided to cleanup a site under this
condition. This tool cleans the Metrocluster environment in site for the Site Controller Package.
But, it does not clean any of the managed packages for the Site Controller Package. Any issues
in the packages managed by Site Controller Package must be fixed by the operator and the
package’s node switching must be enabled before restarting the Site Controller Package.
When the Site Controller Package has failed, the following message appears in the Site Controller
Package log file on the node where it was last running or was last started:
Verify the package log files on all nodes of all other packages managed
by the Site Controller Package to identify issues in those packages.
To clean a site for a site aware disaster tolerant application:
1. Clean the Site Safety Latch on the site by running the cmresetsc tool.

On a node from the site, run the following command:
/usr/sbin/cmresetsc <Site_controller_package_name>

IMPORTANT: Root user credentials are required to run this command.

2. Check the package log file of the Site Controller Package on the node it failed on and fix
any reported issues.

3. Enable node switching for the Site Controller Package on that node.
cmmodpkg –e -n <node name> <site_controller_package_name>

4. Check the package log file on all the nodes of the MNP packages managed by the Site
Controller Package on the site.
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5. Fix any issues reported in the package log files and enable node switching for the MNP
packages on the failed nodes.
cmmodpkg -e -n <node 1 name> -n <node 2 name> <MNP Package name>

6. Restart the Site Controller Package and enable global switching.
cmrunpkg <site_controller_package_name>

cmmodpkg -e <site_controller_package_name>

In addition to the cmresetsc tool, use the cmviewsc tool to view information on the Site
Controller Packagemanaged workload package. This tool is available in the /usr/sbin directory.
Run the following command to use the cmviewsc tool.
/usr/sbin/cmviewsc [-v] [site_controller_package_name]

The cmresetsc tool displays the following information:

• Number of critical and managed packages at every site.

• Status of the Site Controller managed packages (halted or started).

• Site Controller managed packages halted cleanly or not.

• Site active or passive.

• Site Safety Latch value on every node. The value can be Close, Open, or Intermediate.
For more information about using cmviewsc, see cmviewsc(1m).

Identifying and cleaning RAC MNP stack packages that are halted
The Site Controller Package does not start if the RAC MNP stack packages are not halted clean.
An MNP package is halted unclean when the halt script does not run successfully on all the
configured nodes of the package. This implies that there might be some stray resources configured
with the package, that are online in the cluster. The Site Controller Package logs the following
message in its log file on the node where it failed to start:
Package <package name> has not halted cleanly on node <node name>

The following command shows whether an MNP package halt was clean or unclean:
cmviewcl –v –f line <MNP Package name>

Verify for the field last_halt_failed under every instance of the MNP package. When set
to Yes, that instance of the MNP package did not successfully execute the halt script when it
was halted. Find for all the instances.
The unclean nodes might have stray resources. See the MNP package log file on the
corresponding node to identify the reason for the halt script run failure. Clean any stray resources
that are still online in the node and enable node switching on the node for the package. This
clears the flag and allows the Site Controller Package to start. Complete this procedure for all
the nodes where the MNP package instance has halted unclean.
cmmodpkg –e -n <node name> <MNP Package name>

Understanding Site Controller package logs
This section describes the various messages that are logged in the log files and the methods to
resolve those error messages.
Table 9 describes the error messages that are displayed and the recommended resolution.
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Table 9 Error Messages and their resolution

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

The critical package at
siteA is still running.

Starting Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on site siteB.
Site safety latch at site siteA is open.

1. Clean the nodes on siteA and enable
node switching for the Site Controller
Package.

Verifying if site failover conditions are met. 2. Restart the Site Controller Package on
siteA.Critical package hrdb at site siteA is up.

Error: Site failover conditions are not met.
Unexpected Site Controller startup.
Unable to initiate site failover at site SiteB.
Site Controller startup failed.

An MNP package
managed by the Site

Starting Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on site siteB.
Site safety latch at site siteA is open.

1. Verify the MNP package log on all the
nodes on which it failed to run the halt
script successfully.Controller Package at

siteA has not haltedVerifying if site failover conditions are met. 2. Clean any stray resources that are still
online on the node.clean on at least one of

its nodes.
Package hrdb has not halted cleanly on node
<node name>. 3. Re-enable node switching for the MNP

package on the node.Unable to initiate site failover at site siteB.
Site Controller startup failed. 4. Restart the Site Controller Package.

Start the Site Controller Package on the
site where it was previously halted in the
DETACH mode.

The Site Controller was
halted in the
DETACHmode at site
siteA.

Starting Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on site siteB.
Site safety latch at site siteA is open.
Verifying if site failover conditions are met.
Error: Site failover conditions are not met.
Unexpected Site Controller startup.
Unable to initiate site failover at site siteB.
Site Controller startup failed

A package dependency
condition is not met on
this site.

Unable to execute command.
Dependency on the following packages not
met: crspkg.

1. Verify the log file of the failed package.
2. Identify and fix the problem. It is

possible that the CRS MNP packages
are not running.

cmrunpkg: Unable to start some package or
package instances. 3. Enable node switching for the failed

MNP package.
Verify the log files of the packages managed
by Site Controller for more details.

4. Clean the site using the cmresetsc
tool.

Refer to Metrocluster documentation for
cleanup procedures required before restarting
the Site Controller.

5. Restart the Site Controller Package.

Site Controller startup failed.

The Site Controller
Package has failed to

Starting Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on site siteA.
earlier start up of Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on
the site siteA has failed.

1. Verify the log files of all the packages
managed by Site Controller Package
on the site.start on the local site,

siteA. 2. Identify the issues and fix them.
Clean up the site siteA and start hrdb_sc
again. 3. Enable node switching for the package

managed by Site Controller Package
on the site.Refer to Metrocluster documentation for

cleanup procedures required before restarting
the Site Controller.

4. Clean the site using the cmresetsc
tool.

Site Controller startup failed. 5. Restart the Site Controller Package.

The Site Controller
Package has failed to

Starting Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on site siteB.
Site Controller start up on the site siteA has
failed.

1. Check the log files of all the packages
managed by Site Controller Package
on the other site.start on the remote site,

siteB. 2. Identify issues, if any, and fix them.
Clean up the site siteA and start hrdb_sc
again.
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Table 9 Error Messages and their resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

Refer to Metrocluster documentation for
cleanup procedures required before restarting
the Site Controller.

3. Enable node switching for the package
managed by Site Controller Package
on the other site.

4. Clean the other site using the
cmresetsc tool on a node in the other
site.

Site Controller startup failed.

5. Restart the Site Controller Package.

The Site Controller
Package shutdown

Closing site safety latch at site siteA.
Verifying all packages managed by Site
Controller at siteA: hrdb hrdb_dg hrdb_mp
flash-dg flash_mp have halted.

1. Verify the package log file on the node
it has failed to halt successfully.

detected that a package
failed to halt successfully.

2. Clean any stray resources owned by
the package that are still online on the
node.

Package hrdb has not halted cleanly on node
ccia7. 3. Enable node switching for the package

on the node.
Site Controller halt failed.

One of the packages
managed by the Site

Executing: cmrunpkg siteA_mg1 siteA_mg2
siteA_mg3.

1. Verify the log file of the package on the
nodes where node switching is not
enabled.Controller Package does

not have node switching
Unable to run package siteA_mg1 on node
ccia6, the node switching is disabled. 2. Clean any stray resources owned by

the package that are still online on the
node.

enabled on its configured
nodes at this site.Unable to run package siteA_mg1 on node

ccia7, the node switching is disabled.
3. Enable node switching for the package

on the nodes.cmrunpkg: Unable to start some package or
package instances. 4. Clean the site using the cmresetsc

tool.Verify the log files of the packages managed
by Site Controller for more details. 5. Start the Site Controller Package.
Refer to Metrocluster documentation for
cleanup procedures required before restarting
the Site Controller.
Site Controller startup failed.

The Site definitions in the
Serviceguard cluster are
no longer available.

Failed to get local site name.
There is no site defined for this node in the
cluster configuration.

1. Verify the Serviceguard cluster
configuration file and reapply with the
sites defined appropriately.

2. Restart the Site Controller Package.
Exiting (when sites are not defined)

The preparation of the
replicated disk and

Failed to prepare the storage for site. 1. Verify the host connectivity to disk
arrays.

making it read-write
on the site nodes failed.

2. Ensure that the replication
management software is configured
properly and is functioning correctly.

3. Restart the Site Controller Package.

There is no Metrocluster
Environment file in the

Error: Metrocluster Environment file does not
exist in /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc

1. Restore the Metrocluster Environment
file under the Site Controller Package
directory.Site Controller Package

directory on the node 2. Verify if the Metrocluster Environment
file is named using the Metrocluster
defined naming convention.

where Site Controller
Package failed.

3. Restart the Site Controller Package.

There is more than one
Metrocluster Environment

Error: More than one environment files are
found in /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc.

1. Remove the redundant file.
2. Restart the Site Controller Package.

file in the Site Controller
Package directory on the
node where Site
Controller failed.
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Table 9 Error Messages and their resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

The Site Controller
Package failed to import

Error: Failed to import CVM DG <CVMDG
name>

1. Verify the syslog on the site CVM
master node.

the CVM Disk Group on
the site it failed to start.

2. Verify the disk group status using VxVM
commands.

3. Identify and fix issues.
4. Restart the Site Controller Package.

The Site Controller
Package failed to deport

Error: Failed to deport CVM DG <CVMDG
Name>

1. Verify the syslog on the site CVM
master node.

the CVM Disk Group on
the other site.

2. Verify the disk group status using VxVM
commands.

3. Identify and fix issues.
4. Restart the Site Controller Package.

If the cluster is reforming, then ignore
these error messages.

This message is logged
because the cluster is

Message logged in the syslog file.
Warning: Site Controller
<site_controller_package_name> not able to If the cmviewcl command fails because

of a memory, network, or CPU transient
error condition, then fix the issue.

reforming or because of
transient error conditions.set the Site Safety Latch value to <value> on

node <node_name>.
Verify the Site Controller Package
<site_controller_package_name> log for more
details.

Remove the comments specified after the
values of the critical_package
parameter.

This message appears
because a comment is
specified after the
critical_package

When you execute the cmapplyconf -f
-P hrdb_sc.config command, the
following message is displayed:
Failed to validate
/etc/cmcluster/scripts/mscripts/master_control_script.sh. parameter value in Site

Controller package
configuration file.On node <node_name> validation failed with:

/etc/cmcluster/scripts/dts/sc.sh[49]:
SC_CRITICAL_PACKAGE: The specified
subscript cannot be greater than 1024.
ERROR: Failed to validate
/etc/cmcluster/scripts/dts/sc.sh

This message is logged
because the Site

Unable to execute command.
Dependency on the following packages not
met: crspkg.

1. Verify the log file of the failed package.
2. Identify and fix the problem. It is

possible that the CRS MNP packages
are not running.

Controller Package has
failed to start one or more
packages that itcmrunpkg: Unable to start some package or

package instances. 3. Enable node switching for the failed
MNP package.manages. This situation

occurs because theVerify the log files of the packages managed
by Site Controller for more details.

4. Clean the site using the cmresetsc
tool.

package dependency
configured for theVerify for any error messages in the package

log file on all nodes in the site siteA for the
5. Restart the Site Controller Package.packages that failed is

not met on this site.packages managed by Site Controller (
hrdb_sc )
Fix any issue reported in the package log files
and enable node switching for the packages
on nodes they have failed.
Reset the site siteA using cmresetsc
command and start hrdb_sc again Site
Controller startup failed.
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Table 9 Error Messages and their resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

This message is logged
because the earlier

Starting Site Controller(hrdb_sc) on site siteA.
Earlier startup of Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on
the site siteA has failed

1. Verify the log files of all the packages
managed by Site Controller Package
on the site.startup of the Site

Controller Package failed
on the local site, siteA.

2. Identify the issues and fix them.
Clean up the site siteA and start hrdb_sc
again 3. Enable node switching for the package

managed by the Site Controller
Package on the site.Verify for any error messages in the package

log file on all nodes in the site siteA for the 4. Clean the site using the cmresetsc
tool.packages managed by Site Controller

(hrdb_sc).
5. Restart the Site Controller Package.

Fix any issue reported in the package log files
and enable node switching for the packages
on nodes they have failed.
Reset the site siteA using cmresetsc
command and start hrdb_sc again.
Site Controller startup failed.

This message is logged
because the earlier

Starting Site Controller (hrdb_sc) on site siteB.
Site Controller start up on the site siteA has
failed.

1. Verify the log files of all the packages
managed by Site Controller Package
on the remote site.start-up of the Site

Controller Package failed 2. Identify the issues and fix them.
Clean up the site siteA and start hrdb_sc
again.

on the remote site. In this
case, the remote site is
siteB.

3. Enable node switching for the package
managed by Site Controller Package
on the other site.Fix any issue reported in the package log files

and enable node switching for the packages
on nodes they have failed.

4. Clean the remote site using the
cmresetsc tool on a node in the other
site.Reset the site siteA using cmresetsc

command and start hrdb_sc again. 5. Restart the Site Controller Package.
Site Controller startup failed.

This message is logged
because one of the

Executing: cmrunpkg siteA_mg1 siteA_mg2.
siteA_mg3.

1. Verify the log file of the package on the
nodes where node switching is not
enabled.packages managed by

the Site ControllerUnable to run package siteA_mg1 on node
ccia6, the node switching is disabled.

2. Clean any stray resources owned by
the package that are still online on the
node.

Package has failed to
start at this site.Unable to run package siteA_mg1 on node

ccia7, the node switching is disabled. 3. Enable node switching for the package
on the nodes.cmrunpkg: Unable to start some package or

package instances. 4. Clean the site using the cmresetsc
tool.Verify the log files of the packages managed

by Site Controller for more details. 5. Start the Site Controller Package.

Verify for any error messages in the package
log file on all nodes in the site siteA for the
packages managed by Site Controller
(hrdb_sc).
Fix any issue reported in the package log files
and enable node switching for the packages
on nodes they have failed.
Reset the site siteA using cmresetsc
command and start hrdb_sc again.
Site Controller startup failed.

This message is logged
because the

Failed to get remote site name, cluster might
be in transient state.

1. Wait for the cluster to reform (until there
is no node in reforming state).

Serviceguard commandExiting 2. Restart the Site Controller Package.
cmviewcl failed due to

If the cmviewcl command failure is due
to memory, network, or CPU transient

Or
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Table 9 Error Messages and their resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

Failed to get local site name, cluster might be
in transient state.

error conditions, fix the issue and restart
the Site Controller package.

cluster reformation or
transient error conditions.

Exiting.

This message is logged
because the cluster is

Error: Failed to get Site Controller EMS
resource value from <node_name>

1. Wait for the cluster to reform (until there
is no node in reforming state).

either reforming orUnable to find the site safety latch value at
remote site siteB

2. Restart the Site Controller Package.
because of transient error
conditions in the EMS
framework.

3. Verify there are no issues with the EMS
framework using the following
command on all the nodes:
resls -s -q /dts/mcsc/
<site_controller_package_name>

Or
Error: Failed to set site safety latch value on
<node_name>

4. If this command fails, fix the issue and
restart the Site Controller Package.

This message is logged
because the attempts to

Failed to delete Site Controller detach flag file
/etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/DETACH

1. Verify the file permissions for the
DETACH file.

remove the file using the
rm command failed.

2. Remove the file before restarting the
Site Controller Package.

This message is logged
because the

Execution of cmviewcl -f line failed
or

1. Wait for the cluster to reform (until there
is no node in reforming state).

Serviceguard command 2. Restart the Site Controller Package.
Execution of cmviewcl -v -f line failed cmviewcl failed due to

If the cmviewcl command failure is due
to memory, network, or CPU transientor

Execution of cmviewcl -f line –s config failed

cluster reformation or
transient error conditions.

error conditions, fix the issue and restart
the Site Controller Package.or

Execution of cmviewcl -v -f line –s config
failed

Fix the issue that resulted in the CVM
commands failing and restart the Site
Controller Package.

This message is logged
because the CVM
commands failed.

Error: Not able to find CVM master node to
import CVM DG(s)
or
Error Failed to start the CVM DG
<cvm_dg_name> Volumes

Rename the environment file according to
the convention specified. For Example, if

This error occurs when
an environmental file is

Validating Metrocluster Configuration
ERROR: Environment file name is improper

this error occurred for an MC XPCAalready present in the
ERROR: Failed to validate
/etc/cmcluster/scripts/dts/xpca.sh

package, then rename the environment
file as SG_PACKAGE_NAME_xpca.env

directory that is specified
as the value for the
dts/dts/dts_pkg_dirSite Controller package validation successful
parameter, and if it is not
consistent with the
environment file naming
convention.
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9 Designing a Three Data Center Disaster Recovery
Solution

This chapter describes Three Data Center architecture through the following topics:

NOTE: For additional information, see the Release Notes for your Metrocluster and
Continentalclusters products and the documentation for your storage solution.

Overview of Continuous Access 3DC Replication Technology
The Continuos Access 3DC replication can be configured using either 3DC Sync/CAJ replication
or 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication. Here CAJ refers to Continuous Access Journal. In 3DC Sync/CAJ
replication, the replication between the sites located in Metrocluster is synchronous and configured
using Continuous Access Synchronous device group pair where as in 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication,
the replication between the sites located in Metrocluster is asynchronous and configured using
Continuous Access Journal replication device group pair. For information regarding CAJ, see
HPEStorageWorks P9000Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide orHPEStorageWorks
XP24000/XP20000 Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide available at http://
www.hpe.com/info/XPRaidManager-manuals.

Table 10 Difference Between 3DC Sync/CAJ and 3DC CAJ/CAJ Replication

3DC CAJ/CAJ replication3DC Sync/CAJ replication

The replication between the sites in a Metrocluster is
asynchronous using Continous Access Journal replication
available in StorageWorks XP and P9000 Storage Arrays.

The replication between the sites in a Metrocluster is
synchronous.

Data may be lagging at the other site in the Metrocluster.Highest level of data currency is maintained at the other
site in the Metrocluster.

Performance of the application is not impacted due to the
replication between the sites in the Metrocluster.

Performance of the application may be impacted due to
the synchronous replication between the sites in the
Metrocluster. This depends on workload, intersite link
bandwidth provisioned and read/write ratio amongst other
factors.

Suitable for the write-intensive applications where the
performance with synchronous replication can not be
sustained.

Suitable for applications where data currency is more
important and the performance can be sustained.

Comparatively lower cost for inter site links as it can work
with even high latency and low bandwidth.

Higher cost for inter site links in Metrocluster as it requires
low latency and high bandwidth.

The 3DC Sync/CAJ and 3DC CAJ/CAJ replications can coexist in the 3DC DR Solution for
different applications. Both 3DC Sync/CAJ and 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication can be implemented
with either two or three links between the three data centers. The two link configuration is called
as Bi-Link and the three link configuration is called as Tri-Link. Users can decide the replication
for an application based on their requirements. For pros and cons of using Bi-Link and Tri-link
configuration, see “Pros and Cons of Using Bi-Link and Tri-Link Configuration” (page 92).
In a Tri-Link configuration there are three Continuous Access replication links are configured. A
replication link is configured between Site1 and Site2 of Metrocluster and another two links are
configured between each site (Site1 and Site2) of Metrocluster to far-site, Site3. In Tri-Link
configuration:
• Continuous Access Synchronous data replication is established to replicate data between

the arrays at Site1 and Site2 when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication. Continuous Access
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Journal data replication is established to replicate data between the arrays at Site1 and Site2
when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication.

• Continuous Access Journal data replication must be established between one of the arrays
located in the Metrocluster - Site1 or Site2 - and the array located at Site3. This replication
pair is used to replicate data to Site3 actively and will be referred as Active-CAJ pair.

• A Delta Resync pair is configured over the remaining data replication link between Site1 or
Site2 and the array located at Site3. The Delta Resync pair is a suspended journal volume,
which can be resynchronized to replicate data to Site3 in case of data not being replicated
to Site3 using the Active-CAJ pair. If the Active-CAJ pair is configured between Site1 and
Site3 then the Delta Resync pair must be configured between Site2 and Site3. Similarly, if
the Active-CAJ pair is configured between Site2 and Site3 then the Delta Resync pair must
be configured between Site1 and Site3.

In a Bi-Link configuration, there are two Continuous Access replication links configured. A
replication link is configured between Site1 and Site2 of Metrocluster and another replication link
is configured either between Site1 and Site3 or between Site2 and Site3.
Figure 26 (page 91) shows the Bi-Link configuration with the replication link configured between
Site1 and Site3.

Figure 26 Bi-Link Configuration with the replication link between Site1 and Site3
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Figure 27 (page 92) shows the Bi-Link configuration with the replication link configured between
Site2 and Site3.
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Figure 27 Bi-Link Configuration with the replication link between Site2 and Site3
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In Bi-Link configuration:
• Continuous Access Synchronous data replication is established to replicate data between

the arrays at Site1 and Site2 when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication. Continuous Access
Journal data replication is established to replicate data between the arrays at Site1 and Site2
when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication.

• Continuous Access Journal data replication must be established between one of the arrays
located in the Metrocluster - Site1 or Site2 - and the array located at Site3 depending on
where the Continuous Access link is configured. This replication pair is used to replicate
data to Site3 actively and will be referred as Active-CAJ pair.

Pros and Cons of Using Bi-Link and Tri-Link Configuration
In a Bi-Link configuration, the disaster tolerance to the application is lost for certain failures. For
example, in Bi-Link configuration, if the replication link exists between Site1 and Stite3 as shown
in “Bi-Link Configuration with the replication link between Site1 and Site3” (page 91), upon the
failure of Site1, the data cannot be protected at DC3. Similarly, if the replication link exists between
Site2 and Site3 as shown in “Bi-Link Configuration with the replication link between Site2 and
Site3 ” (page 92), upon the failure of Site2, the data cannot be protected at DC3. This creates a
single point of failure for data replication following a site outage.
In Tri-Link configuration, the third link ensures that replication is restored to at least one other
site for any kind of site wide outages. The Delta Resync functionality allows quick restoration of
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the data replication to the third site (Site3) by copying only delta changes. This avoids a single
point of failure for data replication following a site outage.
Another advantage with the Tri-Link configuration is, you can balance the replication load to Site3
by using different replication link for different applications. For example, for some applications,
data can be replicated to Site3 over the link between Site1 and Site3, whereas for other
applications data can be replicated over the link between Site2 and Site3. This kind of flexibility
is not available in the Bi-Link configuration.
One advantage of Bi-Link configuration over Tri-Link configuration is that in a Bi-Link configuration
Continuous Acess link must be configured to Site3 from only one site in the Metrocluster. Whereas
in a Tri-Link configuration, you must configure Continuous Access links from both the sites in the
Metrocluster. However, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends to use Tri-Link configuration
as it avoids single point of failure for data replication following a site outage.

HPE Storage 3DC Replication Topologies
In a P9000 or XP 3DC design there are two replication topologies available: Multi-Hop and
Multi-Target. In addition, the configuration can switch between these two topologies at any time
during normal operation of a P9000 or XP 3DC solution. The main characteristics of the topology
are determined by two factors: Where data enters the configuration (that is, on which data center
is the application running) and in what direction the data flows.
In Multi-Hop topology, the data enters the system on one end, is replicated to the next available
storage array, and from there it is replicated to the last storage array. In most cases, starting
point of the configuration indicates the site or host that runs the application under normal
conditions, with the second site being the automated cluster failover node and the third site being
themanual failover long-distance node. An example for data being replicated in Multi-Hop topology
when the application is running at Site1 is shown in Figure 28 (page 93).

Figure 28 Multi-Hop Topology when the application is running at Site1
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An example for data being replicated in Multi-Hop topology when the application is running at
Site2 is shown in Figure 29 (page 93).

Figure 29 Multi-Hop Topology when the application is running at Site2
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In Multi-Target configuration, the data enters the configuration on a specific node and then splits
into two directions. One direction is the replication to one site and the other direction is the
replication to the another site. An example for data being replicated in Multi-Target topology when
the application is running at Site1 is shown in Figure 30 (page 94).

Figure 30 Multi-Target Topology when the application is running at Site1
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An example for data being replicated in Multi-Target topology when the application is running at
Site2 is shown in Figure 31 (page 94)

Figure 31 Multi-Target Topology when the application is running at Site2
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Delta Resync Pair
The Delta Resync pair must be configured when using 3DC Tri-Link configuration. The Delta
Resync pair must be created with the –nocsus option to the paircreate command. The
–nocsus option creates a suspended journal volume, without copying the data. Figure 32
(page 95) shows an example 3DC Sync/CAJ replication using Delta Resync pair configured
between Site2 and Site3.

Figure 32 Delta Resync Configuration
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In a 3DC replication configured with Delta Resync functionality, data is replicated to the third site
from one of the sites in the Metrocluster; a Delta Resync pair is configured from the other site.
In the event of failure of the site from which data is being copied to the third site, the Delta Resync
pair can be used. To replicate data to the third site over Delta Resync pair, run the pairresync
command on the Delta Resync pair. This copies only the delta changes providing faster
re-synchronization of the data.
For more information on Delta Resync pair, see HPE StorageWorks P9000 Continuous Access
Journal Software User Guide or HPE StorageWorks XP24000/XP20000 Continuous Access
Journal Software User Guide available at http://www.hpe.com/info/XPRaidManager-manuals.

Remote Command Device
The Remote Command Device (RCMD) feature allows the storage administrator to present the
command device from one array to another remote array via the P9000 or XP External Storage
functionality. In case of 3DC Tri-Link configuration using Delta Resync, remote command devices
must be created on each P9000 or XP array for the other two P9000 or XP arrays. In 3DC
replication with Delta Resync, it is required to assign a remote command device to the mirrors
in each site. Figure 33 (page 96) shows the Configuration of the Delta resync operation that
utilizes RCMD. To configure Remote Command Devices, see section Configuring Delta Resync
Operation Environment that uses Remote CommandDevices in the documentHPEStorageWorks
P9000Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide orHPEStorageWorks XP24000/XP20000
Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide available at:
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http://www.hpe.com/info/P9000-ContinuousAccess-manuals.

Figure 33 Configuration of the Delta Resync Operation that utilizes Remote Command
Devices
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HPE Storage Mirror Unit Descriptors
To setup Raid Manager Configuration for 3DC architecture, “mirror unit descriptors” (MU#) are
used to distinguish and manage an application device group among 3 data centers. A mirror unit
descriptor (MU#) is a special index number available with all volumes that provides an individual
designator for each copy of the volume. The mirror unit descriptor is provided in the Raid Manager
Configuration files to indicate the nature of the copy.
A volume can be represented with seven mirror unit descriptors. Out of seven mirror unit
descriptors, three MU#'s are for local replication copies using Business Copy, and are represented
in the Storage RAID Manager (RM) configuration file by the values 0, 1, and 2. The RM
configuration file assumes MU# of 0 when no MU# is specified in the configuration file. However
to avoid confusion, the 0 should be explicitly defined in the configuration for Business Copy.
The fourth MU# can be used for either Continuous Access Synchronous, or Continuous Access
Asynchronous, or Journal. When it is used for Sync/Async, the MU# can be either 0 or left blank.
The remaining three MU#'s are for Continuous Access Journal replication pairs only. These
MU#'s are represented by h1, h2, and h3 values in the RM configuration file.
Figure 34 (page 97) shows all the available mirror unit descriptors for each data device, as well
as the value to use in the Storage RAID Manager (RM) configuration file to identify the specific
replication instance for the device and any environment variables (for example, HORCC_MRCF)
necessary to address the Business copy or Continuous Access using RAID Manager.
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Figure 34 Mirror Unit Descriptors
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In a 3DC Sync/CAJ replication, the Continuous Access Synchronous replication must use MU#
0 and the Continuous Access Journal replication must use any of the remaining three MU# for
remote replication. Figure 35 (page 97) shows an example of configuring MU numbers in 3DC
Sync/CAJ environment when Delta Resync pair is configured between Site1 and Site3.

Figure 35 3DC Sync/CAJ solution and mirror unit descriptor usage example
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In a 3DC CAJ/CAJ Tri-Link configuration using Delta Resync, only mirror unit descriptors “1”, “2”
and “3” must be used for creating device groups. Figure 36 (page 98) shows an example of
configuring MU numbers in 3DC CAJ/CAJ environment when Delta Resync pair is configured
between Site2 and Site3.
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Figure 36 3DC CAJ/CAJ solution and mirror unit descriptor usage example
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Benefits of 3DC DR Solution
The 3DC DR Solution provides the following benefits:
• Maintains data currency

◦ When using 3DC Sync/CAJ solution, synchronous replication over a short distance in
a Metrocluster environment provides the highest level of data currency and application
availability without significant impact to application performance.

• Maintains high performance

◦ When using 3DC CAJ/CAJ solution, asynchronous replication over a long distance in
aMetrocluster environment provides the highest level of data consistency and application
availability without impacting the application performance.

• The 3DC CAJ/CAJ solution can be used even if there is a high network latency and low
network bandwidth between the sites in a Metrocluster. This overcomes the limitations that
the 3DC Sync/CAJ solution may have with physical replication links having insufficient
bandwidth to cope with application I/O spikes or that might be susceptible to short periods
of communication outages.

• Allows swift recovery

◦ Metrocluster implementation allows for fast automated failover after a local area disaster.

• Provides a wide area disaster recovery. In case of disaster at one data center, disaster
tolerance is achieved with the remaining two data centers.

• In a Tri-Link configuration, there is no single point of failure for data replication following a
site outage whereas in Bi-Link configuration it is possible to have this under certain scenarios.

• In Bi-Link configuration, there is no need to have replication links among all the 3 sites. This
configuration can be used in scenarios where the replication links does not exist among all
the three sites.
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• Allows recovery even when a disaster exceeds regional boundaries or extended duration.
A wide-area disaster could disable both data centers in Metrocluster, but with semi-automatic
functionality the operations can be shifted to the third site and continue unaffected by the
disaster.

• Allows for additional staff at the remote data center outside the disaster area. A wide-area
disaster affects people located within the disaster area, both professionally and personally.
By moving operations out of the main data centers to a remotely located recovery data
center, operational responsibilities shift to people not directly affected by the disaster.

3DC DR Solution Configuration
A Three Data Center configuration uses a disaster tolerant architecture made up of two sites
which are located locally in a Metrocluster and a third site located remotely. These form separate
Serviceguard clusters, which are configured in a Continentalclusters configuration. This solution
is designed to only work with the Storage P9000 Disk Array family or Storage XP Disk Array
series.
The first site (Site 1) contains one or more HP-UX servers that are connected to one P9000 or
XP Disk Array located in the primary site. The second site (Site 2) contains an equal number of
HP-UX servers connected to a second P9000 or XP Disk Array. Continuous Access Synchronous
or Continuous Access Journal data replication must be established to replicate data between
Site1 and Site2. The distance between Site1 and Site2 is limited by:
• Serviceguard heartbeat latency requirements or

• Continuous Access Synchronous or Continuous Access Journal distance requirements,
whichever is configured between Site1 and Site2

When Site 1 and Site 2 form a Metrocluster a third location is required where Quorum server
needs to be kept. In a Continentalclusters environment, the Metrocluster would be the source
disk site for packages configured in a 3DC DR solution.
The third site, which is normally located at a long distance from the Metrocluster sites, contains
one or more HP-UX servers connected to a third P9000 or XP Disk Array. These HP-UX servers
form a separate Serviceguard cluster and require a quorum server or cluster lock disk. In a
Continentalclusters environment, Site 3 is the recovery cluster for packages configured in a 3DC
DR solution. It is recommended to maintain a consistent copy of the volume at the Site 3, using
Storage Business Copy XP or P9000 (BC-XP). This is particularly useful in case of a rolling
disaster, which is a disaster that occurs before the cluster is able to recover from a non-disastrous
failure.
An example is a data replication link that fails, then, as it is being restored and data is being
resynchronized, a disaster causes the primary data center to fail resulting in an incomplete
resynchronization and inconsistent data at the remote data center. In case of a rolling disaster,
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP and P9000/XP Continuous Access
software are able to detect the data is inconsistent and do not allow the application package to
start. A good copy of the data must be restored before restarting the application.
The following are additional disaster tolerant architecture requirements for a 3DC DR solution:
• In the disaster tolerant cluster architecture, it is expected that each Metrocluster data center

is self-contained such that the loss of one data center does not cause the entire cluster to
fail. It is important that all single points of failure (SPOF) be eliminated so that surviving
systems continue to run in the event that one or more systems fail.

• It is also expected that the IP network and SAN equipment between and within the data
centers are redundant and routed in such a way that the loss of any one component does
not cause the IP network or SAN to fail.

Figure 37 (page 100) shows a typical configuration of Three Data Center Disaster recovery
architecture when all there links are configured.
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Figure 37 Three Data Center Architecture
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An application is deployed in 3DC DR Solution, by configuring it at all three sites. The sites are
referred either as DC1 or DC2 or DC3 for an application based on their role. The primary site for
the application is where it is expected to run under normal circumstances and is also referred as
DC1 site for the application. The hot-standby site for the application is where it automatically fails
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over to in case of a disaster in its DC1 site. This hot-standby site is also referred as DC2 site for
the application. An application must have its DC1 and DC2 sites within the Metrocluster. A
second-standby site (far site), where the recovery cluster is located is referred as DC3 site for
the application. In case of a disaster affecting the application’s DC1 and DC2 sites, the application
can be recovered at the recovery cluster in its DC3 site. The recovery of the application at DC3
site is automated, but must be manually triggered upon notification. For each application, a 3DC
replication using a set of device group pairs is configured to replicate the data across all its three
sites.

NOTE: DC1, DC2, and DC3 are application-specific roles of a site.

The subsequent sections describe how the applications are deployed using Tri-Link and Bi-Link
configurations in a 3DC DR Solution.

Tri-Link Configuration
In Tri-Link configuration, for each application, a 3DC replication using three device group pairs
is configured to replicate the data across all its three sites. as shown in Figure 38 (page 102).
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Figure 38 Applications Deployed in a 3DC DR Solution using Tri-Link Configuration
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A Continuous Access Synchronous device group pair must be established when using 3DC
Sync/CAJ replication to replicate data between the arrays at the application’s DC1 and DC2 sites.
A Continuous Access Journal device group pair must be established when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ
replication to replicate data between the arrays at the application’s DC1 and DC2 sites. Figure 38
(page 102) depicts both the applications configured using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication and 3DC
CAJ/CAJ replication. You can also have all the applications using only 3DC Sync/CAJ replication
or all the applications using only 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication in a 3DC environment based on your
requirements. Two other Continuous Access Journal pairs, one from the DC1 to DC3 site and
another fromDC2 to DC3 site must be created. At any given time, only one of the latter Continuous
Access Journal pairs (DC1-DC3 or DC2-DC3) can be active. So, either the DC1 to DC3 or the
DC2 to DC3 Continuous Access Journal pair must be configured as a Delta Resync pair.
The following terms are used throughout this document to denote these three device groups:
DC1-DC2 pair: The device group pair between DC1 and DC2.
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Active-CAJ pair: The Continuous Access Journal device group pair from DC1 or DC2
to DC3 over which the replication is in progress.

Delta Resync pair: The Delta Resync pair configured between DC1 or DC2 and DC3.
If the Active-CAJ pair is configured between DC1 and DC3 then the
Delta Resync pair must be configured between DC2 and DC3.
Similarly, if the Active-CAJ pair is configured between DC2 and DC3
then the Delta Resync pair must be configured between DC1 and
DC3.

In a typical customer DRS environment, more than one application is usually configured to be
run in a Metrocluster/Continentalclusters. Depending on the application distribution in a 3DC
environment, some applications can have Site 1 as its DC1. At the same time, some other
applications can have Site 2 as its DC1. The Delta Resync pair can be configured either between
the application’s DC1 and DC3 or between the application’s DC2 and DC3.
Figure 38 (page 102) depicts an example of two applications distributed in a DRS 3DC environment
balancing the server and replication load. In this example:
• Site 1 is the primary site or DC1 for the application A, and hot-standby site or DC2 for the

application B.
• Site 2 is the primary site or DC1 for the application B, and hot-standby site or DC2 for the

application A.
• Site 3 is the second-standby site or DC3 for both application A and B.

• The application A is configured using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication. The application B is
configured using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication.

• For the application A, the data is replicated in a Multi-Target topology from Site 1 to Site 2
and then Site 1 to Site 3. A Delta Resync pair is configured between Site 2 and Site 3.

• For the application B, the data is replicated in a Multi-Target topology from Site 2 to Site 1
and then Site 2 to Site 3. A Delta Resync pair is configured between Site 1 and Site 3.

Figure 38 (page 102) depicts an example of only the applications whose data is being replicated
in a Multi-Target topology. There can also be applications whose data is being replicated in a
Multi-Hop topology.

NOTE: At any point in time, the administrator can change an application’s replication flow to
use different links by interchanging the Delta Resync pair and Active-CAJ pair. For example, if
the replication load is more over the link where Active-CAJ pair is configured, the administrator
can balance the replication load by using a different link to replicate the data to DC3 by
interchanging the Delta Resync pair and Active-CAJ pair. There is no need to change the
application’s package configuration to achieve this.

Bi-Link Configuration
In Bi-Link configuration, for each application, a 3DC replication using two device group pairs is
configured to replicate the data across all its three site as shown in Figure 39 (page 104).
Figure 39 (page 104) depicts an example of Continuous Access link configured between Site1
and Site3. You can also have Continuous Access link configured between Site2 and Site3 instead
of between Site1 and Site3.
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Figure 39 Applications Deployed in a 3DC DR Solution using Bi-Link Configuration
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A Continuous Access Synchronous device group pair must be established when using 3DC
Sync/CAJ replication to replicate data between the arrays at the application’s DC1 and DC2 sites.
A Continuous Access Journal device group pair must be established when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ
replication to replicate data between the arrays at the application’s DC1 and DC2 sites. Figure 39
(page 104) depicts both the applications configured using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication and 3DC
CAJ/CAJ replication. You can also have all the applications using only 3DC Sync/CAJ replication
or all the applications using only 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication in a 3DC environment based on your
requirements. A Continuous Access Journal device group pair must be established either between
DC1 and DC3 or between DC2 and DC3 to replicate data to application’s DC3 site.
When Continuous Access Journal device group pair is configured between DC1 and DC3, the
data is replicated always in Multi-Target topology from DC1. This configuration is called
Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration.
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When Continuous Access Journal device group pair is configured between DC2 and DC3, the
data is replicated always in Multi-Hop topology from DC1. This configuration is called Multi-Hop
Bi-Link configuration.
In a typical customer DRS environment, more than one application is usually configured to be
run in a Metrocluster/Continentalclusters. Depending on the application distribution in a 3DC
environment, some applications can have Site 1 as its DC1. At the same time, some other
applications can have Site 2 as its DC1.
Figure 39 (page 104) depicts an example of two applications distributed in a DRS 3DC environment
balancing the server and replication load. In this example:
• Site 1 is the primary site or DC1 for the application A, and hot-standby site or DC2 for the

application B.
• Site 2 is the primary site or DC1 for the application B, and hot-standby site or DC2 for the

application A.
• Site 3 is the second-standby site or DC3 for both application A and B.

• The application A is configured using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication. The application B is
configured using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication.

• For the application A, the data is replicated with Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration i.e. in a
Multi-Target topology from its DC1 to DC2 and DC3.

• For the application B, the data is replicated with Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration i.e. in a
Multi-Hop topology from its DC1 to DC2 and then from its DC2 to DC3.

If there is a disaster at Site1, then the application A fails over to its DC2 i.e. Site2. In this scenario,
it is not possible to replicate the applications A and B data to DC3 using the existing application
Continuous Access journal pair configured between Site1 and Site3. As there is no Continuous
Access link between Site 2 and Site 3, it is not possible to replicate the application A and
application B data to DC3. Here the application data is not protected at DC3 upon a disaster at
Site1. In this scenario, the disaster tolerance to the applications A and B is lost. This is not the
case with Tri-Link configurations where Delta Resync pair is used to replicate data to DC3 in this
kind of scenarios.

Overview of Device Group Monitor Feature in 3DC DR Solution
The Device Group Monitor (DGM) provides the capability to monitor the status of all the device
groups, used in a package configured in a 3DC environment, from the node where the package
is running. Based on Tri-Link or Bi-Link configuration, it monitors either three or two device groups
respectively. For example, if it is a Tri-Link configuration and the package is running on a node
in DC1, it monitors the status of all the device groups: DC1-DC2, DC2-DC3, and DC1-DC3
configured in a package. If it is a Bi-Link configuration and the package is running on a node in
DC1, it monitors the status of DC1-DC2 device group and then either DC2-DC3 device group or
DC1-DC3 device group based on whether the Active-CAJ pair is configured between DC2 and
DC3 or between DC1 and DC3 respectively.
The DGM provides the following functionalities:
• Sends a notification message upon the change in a device group status.

• Performs automatic resynchronization of the Continuous Access device group upon link
recovery.

• In case of a Tri-Link configuration, it performs automatic resynchronization of the Delta
Resync pair upon some of the failures that result in data not being replicated over the active
Continuous Access Journal pair to the third data center (DC3).

In the 3DC environment, where the device group state is not actively monitored, it may not be
apparent when the application data is not remotely protected for an extended period of time. For
example, there is a link failure between DC1 and DC2. If DGM is not configured, this link failure
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may go unnoticed and this will cause data loss at DC2 upon DC1 failure. Similarly, for example,
if the data is being replicated from DC1 to DC2 and then from DC2 to DC3, and there is a link
failure between DC2 and DC3, it results in data not being replicated to DC3. The DGM identifies
link failure, notifies the user, and performs appropriate actions based on the monitor’s parameter
settings.
Configuring DGM is optional but strongly recommended. The DGM runs as a package service.
The user can configure the monitor's setting through the DGM specific parameters in the package
configuration file. Once the package has started the DGM, the monitor periodically checks the
status of the device pairs configured in the package. If there is a change in the status or if the
monitor is configured to notify after an interval of no status change, the monitor sends a notification
to the user via e-mail, syslog, and console. The notification message states the reason for the
notification, a timestamp, and the status of the device groups.

Infrastructure Requirements
Following are the infrastructure requirements for configuring any application in 3DC DR Solution:
• Ensure that the port number used by HP-UX Secure Shell is open for communication across

three data centers. Nodes in all the three data centers must be able to communicate over
the network.

• The replication links must be available among the three P9000 or XP arrays if it is a 3DC
Tri-Link configuration. For 3DC Bi-Link configuration, the replication link must be available
between the P9000 or XP arrays located in the Metrocluster region, and the replication link
must be established between one of the P9000 or XP Disk Arrays located in the Metrocluster,
and the recovery cluster at the third site.

• In case of 3DC Tri-Link configuration using Delta Resync, remote command devices must
be created on each P9000 or XP array for the other two P9000 or XP arrays by using P9000
or XP External Storage Software. For information on creating a remote command device,
see theHPE StorageWorks P9000 External Storage for Open andMainframe Systems User
Guide or HPE Storage-Works XP24000/XP20000 External Storage Software User's Guide
available at http://www.hpe.com/info/storage/docs.

Configuring an application
After the hardware set up is completed for all three data centers including the infrastructure
requirements as specified in “Infrastructure Requirements” (page 106), the next step is the software
installation and configuration. The cluster software used in a 3DC DR Solution includes
Serviceguard clusters, Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP,
Continentalclusters, and Storage RAID Manager.
Complete the following procedures to configure an application in a 3DC DR Solution:
1. Install the required software on all nodes in the 3DC DR Solution.
2. Configure the primary cluster (Metrocluster).
3. Configure the recovery cluster at the third datacenter.
4. Configure RAID Manager in the primary and recovery clusters.
5. Create Device Group pairs.
6. Assign Remote Command Device to Journal Volumes.
7. Configure LVM Volume Groups.
8. Configure VxVM disk groups.
9. Install and configure the application in the primary cluster.
10. Configure a primary package in the primary cluster using the 3DC modules.
11. Start the primary packages in the primary cluster.
12. Install and configure the application in the recovery cluster.
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13. Configure a recovery package in the recovery cluster using the 3DC modules.
14. Configure Continentalclusters and Continentalclusters Recovery Group.

NOTE: This section provides information about configuring a single-instance application in a
3DC environment. For configuring a complex workload in a 3DC environment using SADTA, in
addition to this section, see section “Deploying a ComplexWorkload in Three Data Center Solution
using SADTA” (page 125).

Install the required software on all nodes in the 3DC DR Solution
To configure an application in the 3DC environment, all the required software products and related
patches must be installed. Install these software products and patches on all nodes in the 3DC
DR Solution.
For information about softwares required and supported versions, see Serviceguard Disaster
Recovery Products Compatibility and Feature Matrix (Metrocluster with Continuous Access for
P9000 and XP) available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs –>HPEServiceguard
Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP.

Configuring the Primary Cluster
Create a Serviceguard cluster (Metrocluster) using the nodes in Site 1 and Site 2 using the
procedure described in theManaging Serviceguard manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-SG-docs. While deploying complex workloads using SADTA, Metrocluster must be created
with two sites defined in the cluster configuration file using the procedure described in the section
“Configuring Metrocluster with sites” (page 196). This Metrocluster acts as a primary cluster in
the Continentalclusters environment.

Configuring the Recovery Cluster
Create another Serviceguard cluster in Site 3 using the procedure described in the Managing
Serviceguard manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-SG-docs. While deploying
complex workloads using SADTA, Serviceguard cluster must be created with a single site defined
in the cluster configuration file using the procedure described in the section “Configure the
Recovery Cluster” (page 129). This cluster acts as a recovery cluster in the Continentalclusters
environment.

Configuring RAID Manager in the Primary and Recovery Cluster
The P9000 or XP RAID Manager Host-based software is used to create and manage the device
group pairs in a Three Data Center configuration. The following section describes the RAID
manager configuration process.
Use the following steps to create the RAID manager configuration:
1. Edit the /etc/services file and add an entry for the Raid Manager instance that has

to be used with the cluster. The format of the entry is:
horcm<instance-number> <port-number>/udp
Example:
horcm0 11000/udp #Raid Manager instance 0.

2. Use the ioscan command to determine what devices on the P9000 or XP disk array have
been configured as command devices. There must be two command devices; a primary
command device and a secondary command device.

3. Copy the default Raid Manager configuration file to an instance-specific name:
# cp /etc/horcm.conf /etc/horcm0.conf

4. Create a minimum Raid Manager Configuration file by editing the following fields in the file
created in the previous step:
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Enter the host-name or IP address of the system on which you are editing
and the UDP port number specified for this Raid Manager instance in the
/etc/services file.

HORCM_MON

For example:
HORCM_MON
# ip_address service poll(10ms) timeout(10ms)
NodeA   horcm0    1000   3000

HORCM_CMD Enter the primary and alternate link device file names for both the primary
and redundant command devices (for a total of four raw device file names).
For example:
HORCM_CMD
# dev _name dev _name dev _name
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0

5. If the Raid Manager protection facility is enabled, export the HORCPERM environment
variable to the pathname of the HORCM permission file:
# export HORCMPERM=/etc/horcmperm0.conf

The RAID Manager protection facility restricts volume control operations to volumes that
the host is allowed to see, with or without host-based LUN security and to volumes that are
listed in the configuration file. For more information on RAID Manager protection facility, see
HPE StorageWorks P9000 RAID Manager User's Guide or HPE StorageWorks XP RAID
Manager User's Guide available at http://www.hpe.com/info/XPRaidManager-manuals
If the RAID Manager protection facility is not used or disabled, export the HORCPERM
environment variable:
# export HORCMPERM=MGRNOINST

6. Start the Raid Manager instance by using horcmstart.sh:
# horcmstart.sh 0

7. Export the environment variable that specifies the RAID Manager instance to be used by
the RAID Manager commands:
#export HORCMINST=<instance_number>
For example:
# export HORCMINST=0

8. Use the Raid Manager commands to obtain information about the disk groups. Verify the
software version of the Raid Manager and the firmware version of the P9000 or XP disk
array:
# raidqry –l

To view a list of the available devices on the disk arrays use the raidscan command. The
raidscan command must be invoked separately for each host interface connection to the
disk array. For example, if there are two Fibre Channel host adapters:
# raidscan -p CL1-A
# raidscan -p CL1-B
Unless the devices have been previously paired either on this or another host, the devices
will show up as SMPL (simplex). Paired devices will show up as PVOL (primary volume) or
SVOL (secondary volume). To identify HP-UX device files corresponding to each device
represented by CU:LDEV execute the following command:
# ls /dev/rdsk/* | raidscan -find –fx

NOTE: Only OPEN-V LUNs are supported in a Three Data Center configuration. The
ioscan output must be checked to verify which LUNs are OPEN-V LUNs.

9. Determine which devices will be used by the application package.
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10. Define a device group that contains all of these devices. For normal Three Data Center
operations, a package requires three different device groups for the configuration.
For Tri-Link configurations, a package requires three different device groups: Continuous
Access Synchronous or Continuous Access journal device group between DC1
and DC2, Continuous Access journal device group between DC1 or DC2 and DC3,
and a Delta Resync device group from either DC1 or DC2 to DC3 depending on where
Continuous Access journal pair to DC3 is configured.
For Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration, a package requires three different device groups:
Continuous Access Synchronous or Continuous Access journal device group
between DC1 and DC2, Continuous Access journal device group between DC1 and
DC3, and a phantom device group between DC2 and DC3.
For Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration, a package requires three different device groups:
Continuous Access Synchronous or Continuous Access journal device group
between DC1 and DC2, Continuous Access journal device group between DC2 and
DC3, and a phantom device group between DC1 and DC3.

NOTE: The phantom device group is a dummy device group which is used as a bridge to
access the remote site pair state. There is no pair created on this device group.

As it is required to configure three different device groups for a package, it is recommended
to follow a naming convention. The Continuous Access device group between DC1 and DC2
could be named as dg12<PackageName>. The Continuous Access device group between
DC2 and DC3 could be named as dg23<PackageName> and the Continuous Access device
group between DC1 and DC3 could be named as dg13<PackageName>.
For example, if an Oracle single instance package is configured in a 3DC environment,
dg12Oracle would be the name of Continuous Access device group between DC1 and
DC2, dg23Oracle would be the name of Continuous Access device group between DC2
and DC3, and dg13Oracle would be the name of the Continuous Access device group
between DC1 and DC3.
Edit the Raid Manager configuration file (horcm0.conf) in the above example to include
the devices and device group used by the application package. Only one device group may
be specified for all of the devices that belong to a single application package. These devices
are specified in the field HORCM_LDEV. Also complete the HORCM_INST field, supplying
the names of only those hosts that are attached to the P9000 or XP disk array that is remote
from the disk array directly attached to this host. The following are sample Raid Manager
configuration files given for each data replication configuration. In the sample configuration
files, the device groups names has been simplified for more clarity.
Multi-Target Bi-Link Raid Manager Configuration
For a Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration, the DC1, is configured as primary site of an
application and is the source of the data replicating to the DC2 and DC3. A sample
Multi-Target Bi-Link Configuration when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication is as shown in
Figure 40 (page 110). A phantom device group is configured between DC2 and DC3.
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Figure 40 Sample Multi-Target Bi-Link Configuration

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC1 NodeA (multi-target Bi-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeA         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU# MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL3-E  6              5
dg13             dg13_d0    CL3-E  6              5       h1

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes
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Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC2 NodeB (multi-target Bi-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeB         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c21t8d0  /dev/rdsk/c24t8d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL1-A  13           1
#Phantom device group dg23
dg23             dg23_d0    CL1-A  13           1        h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
dg23             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC3 NodeC (multi-target Bi-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeC         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t2d0  /dev/rdsk/c8t2d0

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg13             dg13_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h1
#Phantom device group dg23
dg23             dg23_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg23             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes

Multi-Hop Bi-Link Raid Manager Configuration
For a Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration, the DC1, is configured as primary site of an application
and is the source of the data replicating to DC2. The data is then replicated from DC2 to
DC3. A sample Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication is as
shown in Figure 41 (page 112). A phantom device group is configured between DC1 and
DC3.
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Figure 41 Multi-Hop Bi-Link (1:1:1)

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC1 NodeA (multi-hop-Bi-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeA         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU# MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL3-E  6              5
#Phantom device group dg13
dg13             dg13_d0    CL3-E  6              5       h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC2 NodeB (multi-hop-Bi-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeB         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c21t8d0  /dev/rdsk/c24t8d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL1-A  13           1
dg23             dg23_d0    CL1-A  13           1        h1

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
dg23             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes
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Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC3 NodeC (multi-hop-Bi-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeC         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t2d0  /dev/rdsk/c8t2d0

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg23             dg23_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h1
#Phantom device group dg13
dg13             dg13_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg23             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes

Tri-Link RAID Manager Configuration
The sample RAID Manager configuration files on DC1, DC2, and DC3 nodes for Tri-Link
configuration when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication are shown below. The RAID Manager
configuration for Tri-Link configuration when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication also remains
same except for the MU#s mentioned for the device groups.

NOTE:
• In a 3DC CAJ/CAJ Tri-Link configuration using Delta Resync, only mirror unit descriptors

“1”, “2” and “3” must be used for creating device groups.
• In a 3DC Sync/CAJ configuration, mirror unit descriptor "0" must be used for the device

group between DC1 and DC2.

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC1 NodeA (Tri-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeA         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0 

HORCM_LDEV
# dev_group  dev_name  Serial#  CU:LDEV(LDEV#)  MU#
dg12              dg12_d0    60095    01:04                          h1
dg13              dg13_d0    60095    01:04                          h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC2 NodeB (Tri-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeB         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
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/dev/rdsk/c21t8d0  /dev/rdsk/c24t8d0 

HORCM_LDEV
# dev_group  dev_name  Serial#  CU:LDEV(LDEV#)  MU#
dg12              dg12_d0    10048    02:05                          h1
dg23              dg23_d0    10048    02:05                          h3

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
dg23             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC3 NodeC (Tri-Link)

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeC         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t2d0  /dev/rdsk/c8t2d0

HORCM_LDEV
# dev_group  dev_name  Serial#  CU:LDEV(LDEV#)  MU#
dg13              dg13_d0    10050    03:06                          h2
dg23              dg23_d0    10050    03:06                          h3

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg23             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes

11. Restart the Raid Manager instance so that the new information in the configuration file is
read:
# horcmshutdown.sh <instance-#>
# horcmstart.sh <instance-#>

12. Repeat steps 1 through 12 on each host that runs this particular application package.
If a host runs more than one application package, you must incorporate device group and host
information for each of these packages.

NOTE: The Raid Manager configuration file must be different for each host, especially for the
HORCM_MON and HORCM_INST fields.

Creating Device Group Pairs
After configuring the Raid Manager configuration files on all nodes in the primary and recovery
cluster, you must create Continuous Access device group pairs. An application configured for a
3DC DR Solution may contain either three or two device group pairs based on Tri-Link or Bi-Link
configuration respectively.
An application configured for a 3DC DR Solution with Tri-Link configuration contains three device
group pairs; One Continuous Access Sync or Journal device group pair between DC1 and DC2,
Continuous Access-Journal device group pair, and a Delta Resync device group pair.
An application configured for Three Data Center solution with Bi-Link configuration contains two
device group pair; Continuous Access Sync or Journal device group pair between DC1 and DC2
and Continuous Access-Journal device group pair to DC3. All the device group pair relations
must be established prior to the rest of the configurations and normal package operations.

Creating Device Group Pairs for Tri-Link configuration
For a 3DC Tri-Link configuration, a Delta Resync pair can be created either between DC2 and
DC3 or DC1 and DC3. The steps to create the device group pairs differ based on where the Delta
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Resync pair needs to be configured. For configuring Delta Resync pair between DC2 and DC3,
first create Continuous Access sync or Journal pair between DC1 and DC2 and then Continuous
Access Journal between DC1 and DC3. Then, create a Delta Resync pair between DC2 and
DC3 after creating of the Continuous Access Journal pairs.
To create pairs with Delta Resync pair between DC2 and DC3, use the following:
1. Create the Continuous Access sync or Journal device group between DC1 and DC2.

a. When using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication, create the Continuous Access Synchronous
device group pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f <data or never> –vl –c 15

or
When using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication, create the Continuous Access Journal device
group pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg12 device group:
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

2. Create the Continuous Access Journal device group between DC1 and DC3.
a. Create the Continuous Access Journal pair dg13 from any node in DC1:

# paircreate –g dg13 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> –js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg13 Journal device group:
# pairevtwait -g dg13 -t 300 -s pair

3. Create the Delta Resync pair dg23 between DC2 and DC3 from any node in DC2:
# paircreate –g dg23 –f async –nocsus –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id>
-js <Journal_id>

For configuring Delta Resync pair between DC1 and DC3, the steps differ based on 3DC
Sync/CAJ or 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication. For 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication, first create Continuous
Access Journal pair between DC1 and DC2 and then between DC2 and DC3. Create a Delta
Resync pair between DC1 and DC3 after creating the Continuous Access Journal pairs.
To create pairs with Delta Resync pair between DC1 and DC3, and when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ
replication:
1. Create the Continuous Access Journal device group between DC1 and DC2.

a. Create the Continuous Access Journal pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg12 Journal device group:
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

2. Create the Continuous Access Journal device group between DC2 and DC3.
a. Create the Continuous Access Journal pair dg23 from any node in DC2.

# paircreate –g dg23 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg13 Journal device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg23 -t 300 -s pair

3. Create the Delta Resync pair dg13 between DC2 and DC3 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg13 –f async –nocsus –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id>
-js <Journal_id>
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NOTE: Storage XP 3DC Sync/CAJ with Delta Resync replication does not allow the creation
of Delta Resync pair when data is being replicated in Multi-Hop topology.

To create pairs with Delta Resync pair between DC1 and DC3, and when using 3DC Sync/CAJ
replication:
1. Create the Continuous Access Synchronous device group between DC1 and DC2.

a. Create the Continuous Access Synchronous pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f <data or never> –vl –c 15

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg12 device group:
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

2. Create the Continuous Access Journal device group between DC2 and DC3.
a. Create the Continuous Access Journal pair dg23 from any node in DC2:

# paircreate –g dg23 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

b. d. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg23 Journal device group:
# pairevtwait -g dg23 -t 300 -s pair

3. Before creating a Delta Resync pair between DC1 and DC3, issue horctakeover on
DG12 pair at DC2 so that the data starts replicating in Multi-Target topology from DC2:
# horctakeover –g dg12

4. Create a Delta Resync pair between DC1 and DC3 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg13 –f async –nocsus –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id>
-js <Journal_id>

5. Once the Delta Resync pair is created, issue the horctakeover command at DC1 so
that the data source is at DC1. This suspends dg23 device group pair. Resync the dg23
device group using pairesync command:
# horctakeover –g dg12
# pairresync –g dg23

Creating Device Group Pairs for Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration
For a Multi-Hop-Bi-Link configuration, first create the Continuous Access Sync or
Continuous Access Journal pair between DC1 and DC2. Create the Continuous Access
Journal pair dg23 after creating the pair between DC1 and DC2:
1. Create the Continuous Access sync or Journal device group between DC1 and DC2.

a. When using 3DCSync/CAJ replication, create the Continuous Access Synchronous
device group pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f <data or never> –vl –c 15

or
When using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication, create the Continuous Access Journal
device group pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg12 device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

2. Create Continuous Access Journal device group pair dg23 between DC2 and DC3
from any DC2 node:
— paircreate -g dg23 -vl -f async -c 15 -jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>
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Creating Device Group Pairs for Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration
For a Multi-Target-Bi-Link configuration, first create the Continuous Access-Sync or
Continuous Access Journal pair between DC1 and DC2. Then create the Continuous
Access journal pair between DC1 and DC3. Use the following to create the pairs:
1. Create the Continuous Access sync or Journal device group between DC1 and DC2.

a. When using 3DCSync/CAJ replication, create the Continuous Access Synchronous
device group pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f <data or never> –vl –c 15

or
When using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication, create the Continuous Access Journal
device group pair dg12 from any node in DC1:
# paircreate –g dg12 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the dg12 device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

2. Create Continuous Access Journal device group pair dg13 between DC1 and DC3
from any DC1 node:
— paircreate -g dg23 -vl -f async -c 15 -jp <Journal_id> -js
<Journal_id>

NOTE: Paired devices must be of compatible sizes and types. Only OPEN-V LUNs are
supported for Three Data Center configuration.

Assigning Remote Command Devices to Journal Volumes
This step is required only when you are using Tri-Link with Delta Resync configuration. Once all
the three device groups are created, you must assign the Remote Command Devices (RCMD)
to journal volumes in all sites. These Remote Command Devices must have already been
configured as part of “Infrastructure Requirements” (page 106). In this step, the configured RCMD
must be assigned to the journal volumes in all sites. For details on assigning RCMD to journal
volumes, see the section Assigning Remote Command Devices to Mirrors” in the HPE
StorageWorks P9000 Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide or HPE StorageWorks
XP24000/XP20000 Continuous Access Journal Software User Guide available at:
http://www.hpe.com/info/P9000-ContinuousAccess-manuals
This configuration step is required by the StorageWorks 3DC replication for performing operations
on the Delta Resync pair. Whenever any Continuous Access journal device groups is deleted
using the pairsplit -S command or through P9000 or XP Remote Web Console, the
corresponding assignment of the RCMD to journal volume also gets deleted. Therefore, whenever
you recreate any device group pair using the paircreate command or through Remote Web
Console, you must reassign RCMD to journal volumes for that pair.

LVM Volume Groups Configuration
The LVM volume groups that use the application device group must be created (or imported) on
all three data centers cluster nodes. The procedure to create the LVM volume groups is similar
to that of creating volume groups for a two-site Metrocluster setup. Create all the LVM volume
groups in one of the DC1 nodes and, import all them for the rest of the three data centers cluster
nodes.
Use the following procedure to create and export LVM volume groups:

NOTE: If you are using the March 2008 version or later of HP-UX 11i v3, you can skip step 1;
vgcreate (1m) will create the device file for you.
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1. Define the appropriate Volume Groups on all cluster nodes that run the application package.
# mkdir /dev/vgxx
# mknod /dev/vgxx/group c 64 0xnn0000

Where the VG name and minor number nn are unique for each volume group defined in the
node.

2. Create the Volume Group only on one node in primary data center (DC1). Use the following
commands:
# pvcreate -f /dev/rdisk/disk12
# vgcreate /dev/vgname /dev/dsk/disk12

NOTE: From HP-UX 11i v3 onwards, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you
use agile DSF naming model for mass storage devices. For more information on the agile
view, see the section About Device File Names (Device Special Files) in the latest version
of Managing Serviceguard document available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs.

3. Create the logical volume(s) for the volume group on the node.
# lvcreate -L XXXX /dev/vgname

xxxx indicates size in MB.
4. Create the filesystem:

# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vgname/rlvol

5. Export the Volume Groups on the node without removing the special device files:
# vgchange -a n <vgname>
# vgexport -s -p -m <mapfilename><vgname>

Make sure to copy the mapfiles to all of the three data centers nodes.
6. Import the LVM volume groups on all of the other nodes in DC1, DC2, and DC3 and backup

the LVM configuration.

NOTE: If you are using the March 2008 version or later of HP-UX 11i v3, you can skip the
mkdir and mknod commands; vgcreate (1m) will create the device file for you.

# mkdir /dev/vgxx
# mknod /dev/vgxx/group c 64 0xnn0000
# vgimport -s -m <mapfilename> <vgname>
# vgchange -a y <vgname>
# vgcfgbackup <vgname>
# vgchange -a n <vgname>

VxVM Configuration
Use the following procedure to create disk groups for VERITAS storage. The VxVM root disk
group (rootdg) may need to be created depending on the VxVM version. If rootdg is required,
make sure it has already been created on the system while configuring the storage.
On one node in the primary data center (DC1) do the following:
1. Initialize disks to be used with VxVM by running the vxdisksetup command only on one

node.
# /opt/VRTS/bin/vxdisksetup -i c5t0d0

2. Create the disk group to be used with the vxdg command only on one node.
# vxdg init logdata c5t0d0

3. Verify the configuration.
# vxprint -g logdata
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4. Use the vxassist command to create logical volumes.
# vxassist -g logdata make logfile 2048m

5. Verify the configuration.
# vxprint -g logdata

6. Make the filesystem.
# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/logdata/logfile

7. Create a directory to mount the volume group.
# mkdir /logs

8. Mount the volume group.
# mount /dev/vx/dsk/logdata/logfile /logs

9. Check if file system exits, then unmount the file system.
# umount /logs

10. Deport the disk group on the primary node.
# vxdg deport logdata

Installing and configuring the application at the primary cluster
An application must be installed and configured at both the sites in the primary cluster. The
application must be configured at the hot-standby site (DC2) nodes using the replicated disks at
DC2.

Configuring Primary Packages in the Primary Cluster using the 3DC Modules
A primary package must be created using Metrocluster 3DC primary module dts/
primary_xpca3dc. All 3DC parameters must be configured in the primary package configuration
file. There is no need to edit the Metrocluster environment file. The Metrocluster
environment file named as ${SG_PACKAGE_NAME}_xpca.env is automatically generated
on all nodes when this package configuration is applied in the cluster.

CAUTION: Do not delete or edit the Metrocluster environment file that is generated.
This file is crucial for 3DC operations.

Complete the following procedure on a node in the primary cluster to configure a primary package
using the 3DC modules:
1. Run the following command to create a modular primary package configuration file using

the Metrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP 3DC primary module dts/
primary_xpca3dc along with the required modules:
# cmmakepkg –m dts/primary_xpca3dc pkgName.config

When deploying complex workloads, configure the Site Controller package as primary
package and include dts/primary_xpca3dc along with the dts/sc module:
# cmmakepkg –m dts/primary_xpca3dc –m dts/sc pkgName.config
By default, the Metrocluster 3DC primary module includes only the Serviceguard volume
group module. If other Serviceguard or Toolkit modules need to be included, they need to
be explicitly specified while creating the Metrocluster 3DC modular package configuration
file.

2. Edit the following attributes in the pkgName.config file:
a. Specify the package directory for the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute:
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dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir /etc/cmcluster/pkg

The Metrocluster Environment file is automatically generated for this package in
this directory.

b. Specify the value for the 3DC_TOPOLOGY parameter based on the configuration used:
For Tri-Link configuration, specify Tri-Link:
3DC_TOPOLOGY Tri-Link

For Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration, specify "multi-target-bi-link":
3DC_TOPOLOGY multi-target-bi-link

For Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration, specify "multi-hop-bi-link":
3DC_TOPOLOGY multi-hop-bi-link

c. Specify the DC1 nodes for the DC1_NODE_LIST parameter:
DC1_NODE_LIST “dc1_node1 dc1_node2”

d. Specify the DC2 nodes for the DC2_NODE_LIST parameter:
DC2_NODE_LIST “dc2_node1 dc2_node2”

e. Specify the DC3 nodes for the DC3_NODE_LIST parameter:
DC3_NODE_LIST “dc3_node1 dc3_node2”

f. Specify the device group configured between DC1 and DC2 for the
DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP parameter:
DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP dg12

g. Specify the device group configured between DC2 and DC3 for the
DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP parameter:
DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP dg23

This is a phantom device group when using Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration.
h. Specify the device group configured between DC1 and DC3 for the

DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP parameter:
DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP dg13

This is a phantom device group when using Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration.
i. Specify the MU# used by the device group configured between DC1 and DC2

(DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP) for the DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP_MU parameter:
DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP_MU <DG12_MU#>

j. Specify the MU# used by the device group configured between DC2 and DC3
(DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP) for the DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU parameter:
DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU <DG23_MU#>

k. Specify the MU# used by the device group configured between DC1 and DC3
(DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP) for the DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU parameter:
DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU <DG13_MU#>

l. Specify one of the following value for the FENCE parameter.
async value, if the Continuous Access journal pair is configured between DC1 and
DC2. never or data value, if the Continuous Access synchronous pair is configured
between DC1 and DC2:
FENCE <async or never or data>

m. Specify the RAID Manager instance number for the HORCMINST parameter:
HORCMINST 0

Besides these attributes, there are additional 3DC parameters available in the package
configuration file. It is recommended that the default values of the parameters that are
not listed here are retained unless there is a specific business requirement to change
them.
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NOTE: It is highly recommended to configure Device Group Monitor. If you do not
want to configure Device Group Monitor, skip step 3.

3. If you want to monitor the status of the device group pairs, configure Device Group Monitor
(DGM). Otherwise, skip this step. To configure Device Group Monitor, the Serviceguard
module sg/service must be included while creating a primary package configuration file.
a. Configure the parameters for the Device Group Monitor in the package configuration

file.
Specify the polling interval for the DGM. If the parameter is not defined (commented
out), the default value is 10 minutes. Otherwise, the value will be set to the desired
polling interval in minutes.
MON_POLL_INTERVAL <polling interval in minutes>

Specify the value for MON_NOTIFICATION_FREQUENCY. This value is used to control
the frequency of notification message when the state of the device group remains the
same. If the value is zero, the monitor sends notification when the state of the device
group has changed. If the value is set to n where n is greater than 0, the monitor sends
a notification every nth polling interval or when the device group state has changed. If
the variable is not set, the default value is 0.
MON_NOTIFICATION_FREQUENCY <frequency of notification message>

If you want to receive notification messages over e-mail, specify the fully qualified e-mail
address. You can specify multiple e-mail address separated by a comma.
MON_NOTIFICATION_EMAIL <e-mail id>

If you want notification messages to be logged in the syslog file, uncomment the
MON_NOTIFICATION_SYSLOG variable and set it to 1. If the variable is not set, the
default value is 0.
MON_NOTIFICATION_SYSLOG <0 or 1>

If you want notification messages to be logged on the system's console, uncomment
the MON_NOTIFICATION_CONSOLE variable and set it to 1. If the variable is not set,
the default value is 0.
MON_NOTIFICATION_CONSOLE <0 or 1>

If you want an automatic resynchronization upon link recovery, uncomment the
AUTO_RESYNC variable and set it to either 1 or 2. If the variable is not defined or
commented, the default value of 0 is used.
If AUTO_RESYNC is set to 0 (DEFAULT), the monitor will not try to do the
resynchronization from PVOL to SVOL. This setting will only send notifications.
If AUTO_RESYNC is set to 1, the monitor will split the remote BC if one is configured
from the mirror group before trying to do the resynchronization from PVOL to SVOL.
If AUTO_RESYNC is set to 2, the monitor will only do the resynchronization from PVOL
to SVOL when it finds the MON_RESYNC file in the package directory on the node that
the package is running. The monitor will not manage the remote BC prior to and after
the resynchronization. This setting is used if the user wants to manage the BC
themselves.
To enable the Continuous Access resynchronization for AUTO_RESYNC=2, it is
necessary to create a file using the HP-UX command touch. For example:
# touch <dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir>/MON_RESYNC <0 or 1 or 2>

If you want an automatic resynchronization for the Delta Resync pair if the
monitor detects that the data is not being replicated to DC3 over Continuous Access
Journal (CAJ) pair due to either link or storage failures, uncomment the
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AUTO_DELTA_RESYNC variable and set it to 1. If the variable is not defined or
commented, the default will be 0.
AUTO_DELTA_RESYNC <0 0r 1>

NOTE: While the Device Group Monitor (DGM) is used, the online package
re-configuration of the DGM parameters is not supported. The online package
re-configuration of the 3DC parameters is supported only for the following:
• AUTO_SVOLPSUS

• AUTO_SVOLPSUE

• AUTO_SVOLPFUS

• AUTO_PSUSSSSWS

• AUTO_PSUEPSUS

• AUTO_NONCURDATA

• AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT
When DGM is not used, the online package re-configuration of all 3DC parameters
is supported.

b. Un-comment the service parameters for the Device Group Monitor and provide a unique
name to the service_name parameter. Do not edit the service_cmd parameter. It
is auto generated. For Example:
service_name mcxpca_dgmonitor 
service_cmd "/usr/sbin/DRMonitorXPCADevGrp 
${DTS_dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir}/${SG_PACKAGE_NAME}_xpca.env" 
service_restart none 
service_fail_fast_enabled no 
service_halt_timeout 300

If you do not want the package to fail upon device group monitoring failures, you can
set the service_restart to unlimited.

4. Validate the package configuration file.
# cmcheckconf -P pkgName.config

5. Apply the package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P pkgName.config

After the modular primary package is created in the primary cluster, if the value of any 3DC
parameter needs to be changed, then edit this package configuration file and re-apply it.

Starting the primary packages in the primary cluster
Ensure all Continuous Access Device groups are paired appropriately according to their 3DC
topology. Start all the primary packages at their DC1 site in the primary cluster, using the
cmrunpkg command.

Installing and configuring the application at the recovery cluster
Install and configure the application in the recovery cluster. The application must be configured
at the recovery cluster using the replicated disks at the recovery cluster.

Configuring Recovery Packages in the Recovery Cluster
A recovery package must be created using Metrocluster 3DC recovery module
dts/recovery_xpca3dc. All 3DC parameters must be configured in the recovery package
configuration file itself. There is no need to edit the Metrocluster environment file. The
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Metrocluster environment file is automatically generated on all nodes when this package
configuration is applied in the cluster.

CAUTION: Do not delete or edit the Metrocluster environment file that is generated.
This file is crucial for 3DC operations.

Complete the following procedure on a node in the recovery cluster to configure a recovery
package using the 3DC modules:
1. Create a modular recovery package configuration file using the Metrocluster with Continuous

Access for P9000 and XP 3DC recovery module dts/recovery_xpca3dc along with the
required modules:
# cmmakepkg –m dts/recovery_xpca3dc pkgName.config

When deploying complex workloads, configure the Site Controller package as recovery
package and include dts/recovery_xpca3dc along with the dts/sc module:
# cmmakepkg –m dts/recovery_xpca3dc –m dts/sc pkgName.config

By default, the Metrocluster 3DC recovery module includes only the Serviceguard volume
group module. If other Serviceguard or Toolkit modules need to be included, they need to
be explicitly specified while creating the Metrocluster 3DC modular package configuration
file.

2. Edit the following attributes in the pkgName.config file:
a. Specify the package directory for the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute:

dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir /etc/cmcluster/pkg
The Metrocluster Environment file is automatically generated for this package in this
directory.

b. Specify the value for the 3DC_TOPOLOGY parameter based on the configuration used:
For Tri-Link configuration, specify Tri-Link:
3DC_TOPOLOGY Tri-Link

For Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration, specify "multi-target-bi-link":
3DC_TOPOLOGY multi-target-bi-link

For Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration, specify "multi-hop-bi-link":
3DC_TOPOLOGY multi-hop-bi-link

c. Specify the DC1 nodes for the DC1_NODE_LIST parameter:
DC1_NODE_LIST “dc1_node1 dc1_node2”

d. Specify the DC2 nodes for the DC2_NODE_LIST parameter:
DC2_NODE_LIST “dc2_node1 dc2_node2”

e. Specify the DC3 nodes for the DC3_NODE_LIST parameter:
DC3_NODE_LIST “dc3_node1 dc3_node2”

f. Specify the device group configured between DC1 and DC2 for the
DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP parameter:
DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP dg12

g. Specify the device group configured between DC2 and DC3 for the
DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP parameter:
DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP dg23

This is a phantom device group when using Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration
h. Specify the device group configured between DC1 and DC3 for the

DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP parameter:
DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP dg13

This is a phantom device group when using Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration
i. Specify the MU# used by the device group configured between DC1 and

DC2(DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP) for theDC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP_MUparameter:
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DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP_MU <DG12_MU#>

j. Specify the MU# used by the device group configured between DC2 and DC3
(DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP) for the DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU parameter:
DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU <DG23_MU#>

k. Specify the MU# used by the device group configured between DC1 and DC3
(DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP) for the DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU parameter:
DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU <DG13_MU#>

l. Specify one of the following values for the FENCE parameter:
async if the Continuous Access journal pair is configured between DC1

and DC2.
never or data if the Continuous Access synchronous pair is configured between

DC1 and DC2.
FENCE <async or never or data>

m. Specify the RAID Manager instance number for the HORCMINST parameter:
HORCMINST 0

Besides these attributes, there are additional 3DC parameters available in the package
configuration file. It is recommended that the default values of the parameters that are
not listed here are retained unless there is a specific business requirement to change
them.

3. Validate the package configuration file:
# cmcheckconf -P pkgName.config

4. Apply the package configuration file:
# cmapplyconf -P pkgName.config

After the modular recovery package is created in the recovery cluster, if the value of any
3DC parameter needs to be changed, then edit this package configuration file and re-apply
it.

NOTE: The Device Group Monitor is not supported for the recovery package.

Configure Continentalclusters and Continentalclusters Recovery Group
Ensure that the Continentalclusters software is installed on all nodes in both primary and recovery
cluster. For each application in the 3DC solution, configure a recovery group using their
corresponding packages at the primary and recovery cluster.
Complete the following steps to configure a recovery group in Continentalclusters:
1. Edit the Continentalclusters configuration file to specify the recovery groups. Specify

the primary package configured in the primary cluster as PRIMARY_PACKAGE and the
recovery package configured in the recovery cluster as RECOVERY_PACKAGE in the
recovery group.
For Example:
RECOVERY_GROUP_NAME <recovery_group_name>
PRIMARY_PACKAGE <primary_cluster_name>/<primary_package_name>
RECOVERY_PACKAGE <recovery_cluster_name>/<recovery_package_name>

When deploying complex workloads, specify the Site Controller package configured in the
primary cluster as PRIMARY_PACKAGE and the Site Controller package configured in the
recovery cluster as RECOVERY_PACKAGE in the recovery group.
For Example:
RECOVERY_GROUP_NAME <recovery_group_name>

PRIMARY_PACKAGE <primary_cluster_name>/<site_controller_package_name>
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RECOVERY_PACKAGE <recovery_cluster_name>/<site_controller_package_name>

2. Check the configuration file syntax:
# cmcheckconcl -v -C <Continental_cluster_config_file_name>

3. Apply the configuration:
# cmapplyconcl -C <Continental_cluster_config_file_name>

You have now configured an application in the 3DC solution. At any point in time, you can
preview the data replication storage failover on any node in the 3DC solution using the
procedurementioned in “Previewing the Data Replication Storage Failover by Using cmdrprev”
(page 139). It is also recommended to verify the setup during the planned downtime for
maintenance using the procedures mentioned in the sections “Testing the application startup
at the recovery cluster” (page 140) and “Testing Continentalclusters Recovery Using
cmrecovercl in the Recovery Cluster” (page 141).

Deploying a Complex Workload in Three Data Center Solution using
SADTA

This section describes the procedures to configure a complex workload in a Three Data Center
(3DC) solution using the Site Aware Disaster Tolerant Architecture (SADTA).

Overview of Deploying a Complex Workload in 3DC using SADTA
Site Aware Disaster Tolerant Architecture (SADTA) enables deploying complex workloads in a
cluster. Complex workloads are applications configured using multi-node and failover packages
with dependencies. This complex workload is a multi-instance application that uses active
resources across multiple nodes in a cluster. These workloads are configured using multiple,
interdependent multi-node packages or failover packages. These packages that comprise a
complex workload need to be managed and moved collectively for disaster recovery. SADTA
includes crucial components such as the Site Controller Package and the Site Safety Latch that
manage the complex workload configuration. The Site Controller Package is a special failover
package that is created using the dts/sc module. Each complex workload that is configured
using SADTA must have a corresponding Site Controller Package. The Site Safety Latch is an
internal mechanism that is created for each Site Controller Package. It is created automatically
on all the cluster nodes when the corresponding Site Controller Package configuration is applied
in the cluster. The Site Safety Latch prevents the inadvertent simultaneous startup of the workload
configuration on both sites.
SADTA is extended to support 3DC configurations. This enables deploying complex workloads
in a 3DC solution. This solution specifies a method to configure and move complex workloads
across three data centers, while using P9000 or XPContinuous Access 3DC replication technology
for replicating data.
Figure 42 shows the package view of a complex workload configuration in a 3DC solution using
SADTA. It shows three sites - Site1, Site2 and Site3. A Metrocluster is configured with Site1 and
Site2 and an independent Serviceguard cluster is configured at Site3. Continentalclusters is
configured with the Metrocluster as the primary cluster and the independent Serviceguard cluster
at Site3 is configured as the recovery cluster. A Serviceguard cluster at Site 3 is configured with
only one site defined in the cluster configuration.
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Figure 42 Package view for SADTA configuration in a 3DC solution

In the 3DC Solution, a complex workload is configured redundantly by configuring it at all sites.
A separate set of packages is used to configure complex workloads at each site. A Site Controller
Package is created in both, the primary cluster (Metrocluster between Site1 and Site2) and the
recovery cluster (Serviceguard cluster at Site3) to manage the complex workload. A recovery
group is configured in Continentalclusters with the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
as a primary package and the Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster as a recovery
package. Starting the Site Controller Package at a site implies starting the complex workload
packages that are associated with it.
In normal circumstances, when the primary cluster is available, the Site Controller Package
configured in the primary cluster is running and the Site Controller Package configured in the
recovery cluster is halted. In the event of a catastrophic failure in the primary cluster, the complex
workload can be recovered using the cmrecovercl command to start the complex workload
configuration at the recovery cluster. This command starts the Site Controller Package at the
recovery cluster which in turn starts the complex workload in the recovery cluster as shown in
Figure 43.
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Figure 43 Recovery of a complex workload after primary cluster failure

Figure 42 (page 126) illustrates a complex workload with 3DC replication in a Multi-Hop Bi-Link
configuration. You can also have the 3DC replication in Multi-Target Bi-Link or Tri-Link
configuration.

IMPORTANT: In this section, subsequent topics describe configuring complex workloads in
3DC with SADTA using Oracle RAC as an example. These topics also explain how to configure
volume managers such as SLVM and LVM in this solution. Administrators or operators can
configure any other application as a complex workload in this solution. While using different
applications, the Oracle specific steps must be replaced or modified with the steps that are specific
to the application.

Deploying Oracle RAC in a 3DC Solution using SADTA
An Oracle RAC database can be deployed in a 3DC solution for disaster recovery using SADTA.
In this architecture, a RAC database is configured as three RAC databases that are replicas of
one another; one at each site in the 3DC solution for disaster recovery. A Metrocluster must be
configured between two of the three sites. This cluster acts as a primary cluster in the
Continentalclusters environment. A Serviceguard cluster must be configured at the third site.
This cluster acts as a recovery cluster in the Continentalclusters environment.
To configure Oracle RAC in the 3DC solution, two Oracle CRS sub-clusters are created in the
primary cluster; one at each site in the primary cluster, and one CRS cluster is created in the
recovery cluster. The Oracle Clusterware software is installed at each site in the 3DC solution.
The CRS daemons at the sub-clusters are configured as a Serviceguard package using the
Serviceguard Extension for Oracle RAC Toolkit (delivered as part of the Serviceguard Extension
for Oracle RAC). The CRS Home is installed on a file system that is local to a site. The CRS
voting and OCR disks must not be configured for replication.
A RAC database is configured redundantly by configuring it at all three sites. The RAC database
processes, the disk groups, and file systems at each site are configured as a stack of
inter-dependent MNP packages. This stack of inter-dependent MNP packages is referred to as
a RACMNP stack. The RAC database processes are packaged using the Serviceguard Extension
for Oracle RAC Toolkit (delivered as part of the Serviceguard Extension for Oracle RAC). The
CVMDGMNP andCFSMPMNP packages are created using Serviceguard StorageManagement
Suite (HPE SG SMS) commands for disk groups and cluster file systems that are used to store
the database.
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A Site Controller Package is created in the primary cluster to manage the RAC databases
configured in the primary cluster. This Site Controller Package provides robust site failover for a
RAC database between the sites in the primary cluster. A Site Controller Package is created in
the recovery cluster to manage the RAC database configured in the recovery cluster.
A recovery group is configured in Continentalclusters with the Site Controller Package in the
primary cluster as a primary package and the Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster as
a recovery package. Figure 44 (page 128) illustrates a sample Oracle RAC configuration in the
3DC solution.

Figure 44 Sample Oracle RAC configuration with SADTA in 3DC

Figure 44 (page 128) illustrates a RAC database with 3DC replication in a Multi-Hop Bi-Link
configuration. You can also have the 3DC replication in Multi-Target Bi-Link or Tri-Link
configuration.
Multiple RAC databases can be configured using a separate Site Controller Package infrastructure
for each RAC database. Each RAC database must have its own Site Controller Package, Site
Safety Latch, RAC MNP package stack, and replication disk groups in the 3DC solution.

NOTE: You can have other complex workloads or applications configured and running along
with the RAC database in the recovery cluster.

Configuring Oracle RAC in a 3DC Solution using SADTA
This section describes the procedures required to configure Oracle RAC in a 3DC solution using
SADTA. A sample RAC database with name hrdb is used in this section to elaborate on the
procedure to configure the RAC database in the 3DC solution.
Complete the following procedure to configure Oracle RAC in a 3DC solution using SADTA:
1. Configure the primary cluster.

A primary cluster in a 3DC environment is a Metrocluster with two sites configured.
2. Configure the recovery cluster.

A recovery cluster in a 3DC environment is a Serviceguard cluster configured with one site.
3. Configure RAID Manager in the primary and recovery cluster.
4. Create Device Group Pairs.
5. Configure Oracle RAC and the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster.
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Set up the Oracle RAC database redundantly in the primary cluster.a.
b. Configure the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster.
c. Configure the Site Safety Latch Dependencies in the primary cluster.

6. Configure Oracle RAC and the Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster.
a. Configure Oracle RAC in the recovery cluster.
b. Configure the Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster.
c. Configure the Site Safety Latch Dependencies in the recovery cluster.

7. Configure Continentalclusters.
8. Configure a Continentalclusters Recovery Group.

Configuring the Primary Cluster
Create a Metrocluster with two sites configured in the Serviceguard cluster using the nodes in
the first data center (DC1) as part of one site and the nodes in the second data center (DC2) as
part of the other site using the procedure described in the section “Configuring Metrocluster with
sites” (page 196) in chapter 7. This Metrocluster acts as a primary cluster in the Continentalclusters
environment.

Configure the Recovery Cluster
A Serviceguard cluster must be created with a single site configured. This site must comprise all
nodes in the cluster. This cluster acts as a recovery cluster in the Continentalclusters environment.
In this example, a Serviceguard cluster with a single site is created using all nodes from Site 3.
Complete the following steps to create a Serviceguard cluster with a single site configured:
1. Run the cmquerycl command to create a cluster configuration from any node.
2. Edit the created cluster configuration file to specify a site configuration.

Following is a sample configuration file:
SITE_NAME <Site 3 site name>
NODE_NAME <Site 3 node name1>
SITE <Site 3 site name>
... ...
NODE_NAME <Site 3 node name2>
SITE <Site 3 site name>
...

3. Run the cmapplyconf command to apply the configuration file.
4. Run the cmruncl command to start the cluster.
After the cluster is started, you can run the cmviewcl command to view the single site
configuration.
If CFS/CVM needs to be configured in the environment, then the Cluster File System multi-node
package must be created using the cfscluster command. For more information on configuring
Cluster File System multi-node package, see the Managing Serviceguard manual available at
http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs—> HPE Serviceguard.

Configure RAID Manager in the primary and recovery cluster
For 3DC operations, a package requires three different device groups. For Tri-Link configuration,
a package requires three different device groups: Continuous Access Synchronous or
Continuous Access journal device group between DC1 and DC2, Continuous Access
journal device group between DC1 or DC2 and DC3, and a Delta Resync device group from
either DC1 or DC2 to DC3 depending on where Continuous Access journal pair to DC3 is
configured.
For Multi-Target Bi-Link configuration, a package requires three different device groups:
Continuous Access Synchronous or Continuous Access journal device group
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between DC1 and DC2, Continuous Access journal device group between DC1 and DC3,
and a "phantom" device group between DC2 to DC3.
For Multi-Hop Bi-Link configuration, a package requires three different device groups: Continuous
Access Synchronous or Continuous Access journal device group between DC1 and
DC2, Continuous Access journal device group between DC2 and DC3, and a "phantom"
device group between DC1 to DC3.
For information on configuring the RAID Manager configuration files in the primary and recovery
cluster, see “Creating Device Group Pairs” (page 130).

Creating Device Group Pairs
After configuring the Raid Manager configuration files on all nodes in the primary and recovery
cluster, you must create Continuous Access device group pairs. An application configured for
an 3DC solution may contain either three or two device group pairs based on Tri-Link or Bi-Link
configuration respectively. An application configured for a 3DC solution with Tri-Link configuration
contains three device group pairs; One Continuous Access Sync or Journal device group pair
between DC1 and DC2, Continuous Access-Journal device group pair, and a Delta Resync
device group pair. An application configured for an Three Data Center solution with Bi-Link
configuration contains two device group pairs; Continuous Access Sync or Journal device group
pair between DC1 and DC2, and Continuous Access-Journal device group pair to DC3. All the
device group pair relations must be established prior to the rest of the configurations and normal
package operations.
Formore information on creating device group pairs, see “Creating DeviceGroup Pairs ” (page 114).

Configuring Oracle RAC and the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
This section describes the following procedures:
1. Setting up Oracle RAC redundantly in the primary cluster
2. Configuring the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
3. Configuring Site Safety Latch Dependencies in the primary cluster

Setting up Oracle RAC redundantly in the primary cluster
The procedure to create RAC database in Metrocluster is identical to the procedure for creating
a RAC database using SADTA. Complete the procedure described in the section “Configuring
Oracle RACDatabase in a Site Aware Disaster Tolerant Architecture” to setup the RAC database
in both sites in the primary cluster. The procedure to configure the Site Controller Package in
3DC solution is different from that of Metrocluster for RAC. Configure the Site Controller Package
in the primary cluster using the procedure mentioned in the section “Configuring Site Controller
Package in the primary cluster”.

Configuring the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
A Site Controller Package in the primary cluster must be created using the Metrocluster 3DC
primary module dts/primary_xpca3dc along with the Site Controller module dts/sc.
All 3DC parameters must be configured in the Site Controller Package configuration file. There
is no need to edit the Metrocluster environment file. The Metrocluster environment file is
automatically generated on all nodes when this package configuration is applied in the cluster.
All parameters that were previously available in the Metrocluster environment file are now
configured from the package configuration file.

IMPORTANT: Do not delete the Metrocluster environment file that is generated. This file is
crucial for failover and recovery operations in the 3DC environment.

Complete the following procedure on a node in the primary cluster to configure the Site Controller
Package for the RAC database in the primary cluster:
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1. Create a Site Controller Package configuration file using the dts/sc and
dts/primary_xpca3dc modules.
# cmmakepkg -m dts/sc –m dts/primary_xpca3dc \

/etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config

2. Edit the hrdb_sc.config file and specify the following:

• Name for the package_name attribute - package_name hrdb_sc

• Names of the nodes explicitly using the node_name attribute.

• The Site Controller Package directory for the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute
—dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc

This is the package directory for this Site Controller Package. The Metrocluster
environment file is automatically generated for this package in this directory.

• Specify a name for the log file —
script_log_file /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.log

• Specify the sites without any packages
Do not specify any packages using the critical_package or managed_package
attributes.
site site1

site site2

• Edit the following Metrocluster 3DC parameters:

◦ 3DC_TOPOLOGY

◦ DC1_NODE_LIST

◦ DC2_NODE_LIST

◦ DC3_NODE_LIST

◦ DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP

◦ DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP

◦ DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP

◦ DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP_MU

◦ DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU

◦ DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU

◦ FENCE

◦ HORCMPERM

◦ HORCMINST

The Device Group Monitor can also be configured in this Site Controller package. For
more information on the 3DC parameters and Device Group Monitor configuration, see
“Configuring Primary Packages in the Primary Cluster using the 3DC Modules ”
(page 119).

3. Apply the empty Site Controller Package configuration file in the recovery cluster.
# cmapplyconf -P /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config
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IMPORTANT: Ensure there are no packages configured with the critical_package or
managed_package attributes in the Site Controller Package configuration file. These attributes
must be configured only after configuring the Site Safety Latch dependencies as described in
the section “Configure Site Safety Latch Dependencies for a RAC database in the recovery
cluster” of this document

Configuring Site Safety Latch Dependencies in the Primary Cluster
After the Site Controller Package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety Latch
is also configured automatically in the cluster. The Site Safety Latch dependencies must be
configured. For more information on configuring these dependencies in the primary cluster, see
“Configuring the Site Safety Latch Dependencies”.

Configuring Oracle RAC and the Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster
This section describes the procedures to configure Oracle RAC and the Site Controller Package
in the recovery cluster. Following are the topics discussed in this section:
1. Configuring Oracle RAC in the recovery cluster
2. Configuring the Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster
3. Configuring the Site Safety Latch Dependencies in the recovery cluster

Configuring Oracle RAC in the recovery cluster
After Oracle RAC is configured in the primary cluster, Oracle RAC must be configured in the
recovery cluster as well. First, install and configure Oracle Clusterware and Oracle RAC software.
Then, setup a RAC database in the recovery cluster using the replicated disks. This section
discusses the following topics:
1. Install and configure Oracle Clusterware in the recovery cluster
2. Install and configure Oracle RAC in the recovery cluster
3. Setup a RAC database in the recovery cluster using the replicated disks

Install and configure Oracle Clusterware in the recovery cluster
After configuring the recovery cluster, you must install Oracle Clusterware in the recovery cluster.
Use the Oracle Universal Installer (OUI) to install and configure the Oracle Clusterware on all
nodes in the recovery cluster. For information on installing and configuring Oracle Clusterware,
see section “Installing and configuring Oracle clusterware” (page 198).
After Oracle Clusterware software is installed, configure SGeRAC Toolkit Packages for the Oracle
Clusterware in the recovery cluster. For information on configuring the Clusterware packages,
see the Use of Serviceguard Extension for RAC Toolkit with Oracle RAC 10g Release 2 or later
document available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard
Extension for RAC.

Install and configure Oracle RAC in the recovery cluster
After installing Oracle Clusterware, the Oracle RAC software must be installed in the recovery
cluster. To install Oracle RAC, use the Oracle Universal Installer (OUI). For information on
installing Oracle RAC, see section “Installing and configuring Oracle Real Application Clusters
(RAC)” (page 201).

Setup a RAC database in the recovery cluster using the replicated disks
You must setup a RAC database in the recovery cluster using the replicated disks and it must
be configured with the RACMNP stack in the recovery cluster. Prior to setting up a RAC database
in the recovery cluster, you must first prepare the replication environment. After configuring
replication in your environment, setup the replica RAC database using the replicated disks in the
recovery cluster. This section describes the steps required to setup a RAC database in the
recovery cluster.
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Complete the following steps to setup a RAC database in the recovery cluster:
1. Suspend replication to the recovery cluster
2. Configure the Storage Device for RAC database in the recovery cluster
3. Prepare the RAC database in the recovery cluster
4. Configure the RAC MNP Stack at the recovery cluster
5. Test the RAC database in the recovery cluster
6. Resume replication to the recovery cluster

Suspend replication to the recovery cluster
A RAC database using the replicated disk in the recovery cluster must be configured with the
RAC MNP stack. Prior to preparing a RAC database in the recovery cluster, first split the data
replication such that the disk at the recovery cluster is in the Read/Write mode. When using 3DC
CAJ/CAJ Tri-Link configuration, delete the Delta Resync pair before splitting the replication using
the pairsplit -S command. Split the Active-CAJ pair using the pairsplit command as
shown below to make the disk read-write at the recovery cluster.
# pairsplit –g <Active-CAJ-pair> -rw

Configure the Storage Device for RAC database in the recovery cluster
The storage device must be configured for the data of the RAC database from the replicated
disks in the recovery cluster. The procedure to configure the storage device differs if CFS, CVM
and SLVM is used. For more information on configuring the storage device for the RAC database
at the recovery cluster, see section “Configuring the Storage Device for the Complex Workload
at the Recovery Cluster”.
To activate LVM and SLVM volume groups in the recovery cluster, the cluster ID of the LVM or
SLVM volume groups must be changed as shown in the sample. For LVM volume groups, run
the following commands to modify the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n <vg_name>

# vgchange -c y <vg_name>

For SLVM volume groups, run the following commands to modify the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n -S n <vg_name>

# vgchange -c y -S y <vg_name>

Prepare the RAC database in the recovery cluster
After setting up the file systems for the RAC database data files, you must prepare the RAC
database in the recovery cluster.
Complete the following procedure to prepare the RAC database in the recovery cluster:
1. Copy the first RAC database instance pfile from Site 1 in the primary cluster to the recovery

cluster (Site 3) first RAC database instance node.
# cd <Oracle_Home_directory>/dbs

# rcp -p inithrdb1.ora <Site 3 node name 1>:$PWD

2. Setup the first RAC database instance on the recovery cluster.
In this example, run the following commands from the first RAC database instance node in
Site 3.
# cd <Oracle_Home_directory>/dbs

# ln -s <cfs mount point>/oradata/hrdb/orapwhrdb orapwhrdb1

# chown -h oracle:oinstall orapwhrdb1

# chown oracle:oinstall inithrdb1.ora
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3. Copy the second RAC database instance pfile from the Site 1 in the primary cluster to the
recovery cluster second RAC database instance node.
# cd <Oracle_Home_directory>/dbs

# rcp -p inithrdb2.ora <Site 3 node name 2>:$PWD

The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
4. Set up the second RAC database instance on the recovery cluster.

In this example, run the following commands from the second RAC database instance node
in Site 3.
# cd <Oracle_Home_directory>/dbs

# ln -s <cfs mount point>/oradata/hrdb/orapwhrdb orapwhrdb2

# chown oracle:oinstall inithrdb2.ora

# chown -h oracle:oinstall orapwhrdb2

5. Create the Oracle admin directory on the nodes in Site 3.
Run the following commands from a node in Site 1:
# cd /opt/app/oracle

# rcp -r admin <Site 3 node 1>:$PWD

# rcp -r admin <Site 3 node 2>:$PWD

Run the following command on all the nodes in the recovery cluster:
# chown -R oracle:oinstall /opt/app/oracle/admin

6. Log in at any of the nodes in the recovery cluster using the oracle user credentials.
# su – oracle

7. Configure a listener for the database on the recovery cluster using the Oracle Network
Configuration Assistant (NETCA).

8. Copy the tnsnames.ora file from the Site 1 CRS sub-cluster in the primary cluster and
modify it to suit the recovery cluster environment.
# rcp <Site 1 node 1>:<Oracle home
directory>/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

<Site 3 node 1>:<Oracle_Home_directory>/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

# rcp <Site 1 node
2>:<Oracle_Home_directory>/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

<Site 3 node 2>:<Oracle_Home_directory>/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

9. Edit the tnsnames.ora file on the nodes in the recovery cluster and modify the HOST =
keywords to specify the node names of the recovery cluster.

10. Register the database with the CRS cluster in the recovery cluster.
# srvctl add database -d hrdb -o <Oracle_Home_directory>
# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb1 -n <site 3 node 1>
# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb2 -n <site 3 node 2>

After registering the database with the CRS cluster in the recovery cluster, you can run the
srvctl status command to view the health of the database.

Configure the RAC MNP Stack at the recovery cluster
The RAC database must be packaged as a Serviceguard MNP package. You must configure
the RAC MNP package to have a dependency on the Clusterware MNP package in the recovery
cluster. This step creates the RAC MNP stack at the recovery cluster that will be configured to
be managed by the Site Controller Package. For more information on configuring the RAC
database in MNP packages, see the Serviceguard Extension for Oracle RAC toolkit README.
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Test the RAC database in the recovery cluster
It is recommended that you test the RAC database startup in the recovery cluster after the RAC
MNP stack is configured by completing the following tasks:
1. Halt the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
2. Start the RAC database in the recovery cluster
3. Halt the RAC database in the recovery cluster
4. Start the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster

Halt the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
You must halt the Site Controller Package and the RAC database in the primary cluster before
testing the RAC database startup in the recovery cluster. Halt the Site Controller Package running
on the primary cluster using the cmhaltpkg command. This command halts the RAC database
running in the primary cluster.

Start the RAC database in the recovery cluster
After halting the RAC database in the primary cluster, you can start the RAC database in the
recovery cluster. Start the RAC database package in the recovery cluster using the cmrunpkg
command. After the RAC database package is up and running, you can run the srvctl status
command to view the health of the RAC database in the recovery cluster.

Halt the RAC database in the recovery cluster
You must halt the RAC database in the recovery cluster so that it can be restarted at the primary
cluster site. Use the cmhaltpkg command to halt the RAC MNP stack in the recovery cluster.
Deport the disk groups in the recovery cluster using the vxdg deport command.

Start the Site Controller Package in the primary cluster
After halting the RAC database in the recovery cluster, you can start the Site Controller Package
and the RAC database in the primary cluster. Start the Site Controller Package on a node in the
primary cluster where it was previously running using the cmrunpkg command. This command
starts the RAC database in the primary cluster.

Resume replication to the recovery cluster
After ensuring that the RAC MNP stack is halted and the CVM disk groups are deported on the
recovery cluster, you must re-synchronize the replicated disk in the recovery cluster from the
source disk in the primary cluster for the replication that was split using the procedure listed in
the step “Suspending the replication to the recovery cluster” of this section. Run the following
command to resynchronize the Continuous Access Journal device group, which will start replicating
the data from the primary cluster to the recovery cluster:
# pairresync -g <Continuous Access Journal device group name> -c15

If Delta Resync pair was deleted in the step Suspending the replication to the recovery cluster
of this section, re-create the Delta Resync pair and assign the remote command device to journal
volumes of Delta Resync pair using XP Remote Web Console. For details on assigning remote
command devices to journal volumes, see “Assigning Remote Command Devices to Journal
Volumes” (page 117).

Configuring the Site Controller Package in the Recovery Cluster
A Site Controller Package in the recovery cluster must be created usingMetrocluster 3DC recovery
module dts/recovery_xpca3dc along with the Site Controller module dts/sc.
All 3DC parameters must be configured in the Site Controller Package configuration file. The
Metrocluster environment file need not be edited. TheMetrocluster environment file is automatically
generated on all nodes when this package configuration is applied in the cluster. All parameters
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that were previously available in the Metrocluster environment file are now configured from the
package configuration file.

CAUTION: Do not delete the Metrocluster environment file that is generated. This file is crucial
for failover and recovery operations in 3DC solution.

Complete the following procedure on a node in the recovery cluster to configure the Site Controller
Package for the RAC database in the recovery cluster:
1. Create a Site Controller Package configuration file using the dts/sc and

dts/recovery_xpca3dc modules.
# cmmakepkg -m dts/sc –m dts/recovery_xpca3dc \

/etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config

2. Edit the hrdb_sc.config file and specify the following:

• Name for the package_name attribute
package_name hrdb_sc

• Names of the nodes explicitly using the node_name attribute

• The Site Controller Package directory for the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute.
dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc

This is the package directory for this Site Controller Package. The Metrocluster
environment file is automatically generated for this package in this directory.

• Specify a name for the log file.
script_log_file /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.log

• Specify the site without any packages.
Do not specify any packages using the critical_package or managed_package
attributes.
site site3

• Edit the following Metrocluster 3DC parameters:

◦ 3DC_TOPOLOGY

◦ DC1_NODE_LIST

◦ DC2_NODE_LIST

◦ DC3_NODE_LIST

◦ DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP

◦ DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP

◦ DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP

◦ DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP_MU

◦ DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU

◦ DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP_MU

◦ FENCE

◦ HORCMPERM
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◦ HORCMINST

◦ HORCTIMEOUT

◦ WAITTIME

◦ AUTO_NONCURDATA

For more information on the 3DC parameters, see “Configuring Recovery Packages in
the Recovery Cluster” (page 122).

3. Apply the empty Site Controller Package configuration file in the recovery cluster.
# cmapplyconf -P /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config

IMPORTANT: Ensure there are no packages configured with the critical_package or
managed_package attributes in the Site Controller Package configuration file. These attributes
must be configured only after configuring the Site Safety Latch dependencies.

Configuring the Site Safety Latch Dependencies in the Recovery Cluster
After the Site Controller Package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety Latch
is automatically configured in the recovery cluster. This section describes the procedure to
configure the Site Safety Latch dependencies.
Complete the following procedure to configure the Site Safety Latch dependencies:
1. If you have SG SMS CVM or CFS configured in your environment, add the EMS resource

dependency to all DG MNP packages in the RAC MNP stack on the recovery cluster.
Run the following command from a node in the recovery cluster:
# cfsdgadm add_ems <cvm_dg_name> /dts/mcsc/cw_sc 40 "!= DOWN"

NOTE: Specify the condition as != DOWN with a space before the word Down. Ignoring
the space will result in the cfsdgadm command failing.

If you have SLVM configured in your environment, add the EMS resource details in the
packages that are the foremost predecessors in the dependency order among the workload
packages in the recovery cluster. If you have VERITAS CVM configured in your environment,
add the EMS resource details in the CVM disk group packages in the recovery cluster.
resource_name /dts/mcsc/cw_sc
resource_polling_interval 120
resource_up_value != DOWN
resource_start automatic

When using SLVM or VERITAS CVM configured, run the cmapplyconf command to apply
the modified package configuration.

2. Verify the Site Safety Latch resource configuration in the recovery cluster.
Run the cfsdgadm show_ems command:
# cfsdgadm show_ems <dg_name>

RESOURCE_NAME /dts/mcsc/hrdb_sc
RESOURCE_POLLING_INTERVAL 40
RESOURCE_UP_VALUE != DOWN

If you have SLVM configured in your environment, run the following command to view the
EMS resource details:
# cmviewcl -v –p <pkg_name>

If you have VERITAS CVM configured in your environment, run the following command to
view the EMS resource details:
# cmviewcl -v –p <CVM_diskgroup_pkg_name>
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3. Configure the Site Controller Package with complex-workload packages in the recovery
cluster. The following example depicts configuring the Site Controller Package with RAC
database package using CFS:
site site3
critical_package site3_hrdb
managed_package site3_hrdb_dg
managed_package site3_hrdb_mp

NOTE:
• Do not add any comments after specifying the critical and managed packages.

• Always set auto_run parameter to yes for failover packages configured as critical or
managed packages.

• The packages configured with mutual dependency must not be configured as critical
or managed packages.

4. Re-apply the Site Controller Package configuration.
# cmapplyconf -v -P /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config

After applying the Site Controller Package configuration, you can run the cmviewcl command
to view the packages that are configured.

Configure Continentalclusters
Ensure that the Continentalclusters software is installed on all nodes in both primary and recovery
cluster.

Configure a Continentalclusters Recovery Group
For each Site Controller Package in the cluster, configure a recovery group using the
corresponding packages at the primary and recovery cluster.
Complete the following steps to configure a recovery group in Continentalclusters:
1. Edit the Continentalclusters configuration file to specify the recovery groups. Specify the

Site Controller Package configured in primary cluster as a PRIMARY_PACKAGE and the Site
Controller Package configured in the recovery cluster as a RECOVERY_PACKAGE in the
recovery group.
For example:
RECOVERY_GROUP_NAME hrdb_sc_group
    PRIMARY_PACKAGE <primary_cluster_name>/hrdb_sc
    RECOVERY_PACKAGE <recovery_cluster_name>/hrdb_sc

2. Check the configuration file syntax.
# cmcheckconcl -v -C <Continental_cluster_config_file_name>

3. Apply the configuration.
# cmapplyconcl -C <Continental_cluster_config_file_name>

At this point, you have completed configuring SADTA in the 3DC solution with the RAC database.
It is recommended that you verify the setup during the planned downtime for maintenance using
the procedure mentioned in “Verifying the Three Data Center Environment” (page 139).
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Verifying the Three Data Center Environment
To verify the setup:
• Preview the data replication storage failover by using the cmdrprev command.

• Test the application startup at the recovery cluster.

• Test Continentalclusters recovery using the cmrecovercl command in the recovery
cluster.

Previewing the Data Replication Storage Failover by Using cmdrprev
To preview the data replication storage failover and to identify potential problems that can cause
Metrocluster package failover or Continentalclusters recovery to fail, run the following command
on all nodes in the 3DC solution:
# cmdrprev {[–p <package_name>] | [-e <Metrocluster_environment_file>]

The cmdrprev command previews the failover of the data replication storage that indicates if
the storage preparation will be successful or not in event of an actual package failover.
The storage failover can fail due to many reasons and can be categorized as the following:
• Incorrect configuration or setup of 3DC environment

Invalid RAID Manager configuration file◦
◦ The command device is not functional

◦ The installed Metrocluster binaries are corrupt

◦ Incorrect file permissions

• Invalid data replication state

The data may not be in the write-order, which can be due to a track copy at the time of
the failover attempt.

◦

◦ The data is not current (lagging behind the primary) and the 3DC parameters configured
in the package are not set correctly to allow a failover on non-current data.

The command parses the Metrocluster Environment file associated to the <package name> or
which is provided as the input parameter <Metrocluster env file>with the -e option. It ensures
proper syntax, and verifies for valid parameter values. The cmdrprev command previews the
data replication preparation steps based on the values in the Metrocluster environment file and
the current state of replication. This command displays a detailed log of all the preparation steps
and the changes to the data replication environment that would have been done in case of an
actual preparation. The command does not change the data replication environment and can be
used even if the package associated with the data replication storage is up on the cluster.

NOTE: Detailed messages from the preview process are logged into stdout.

The command exit value indicates if the storage failover in an actual package will succeed or
not. Table 11 (page 139) describes the exit values of the command.

Table 11 Command Exit Value and its Description

DescriptionValue

The data replication storage failover preview command failed, due to invalid command usage or
due to invalid input parameters.

—1

The data replication storage failover preview is successful from a specific node. This indicates if
data replication storage failover will be successful in the event of the package failing over to this
node.

0
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Table 11 Command Exit Value and its Description (continued)

DescriptionValue

The data replication storage failover preview failed. This indicates that in the event of an actual
recovery process, the data replication storage failover will not succeed from any node in the
cluster.

1

The data replication storage failover preview failed due to node specific error conditions or due
to transient conditions. This indicates that in the event of an actual recovery process, the data

2

replication storage failover will not succeed on that node. Failover may be successful if attempted
at a later time or attempted on a different node in the cluster.

When run on a Metrocluster node at the site connected to the target storage of the DC1-DC2
replication pair, the cmdrprev command previews data replication preparation for a Metrocluster
remote failover.
When run on a Metrocluster node connected to the source storage of the DC1-DC2 replication
pair, the command previews the data replication preparation for a local failover. When run on a
node in the recovery cluster, the cmdrprev command previews data replication preparation for
a Continentalclusters recovery. Since the command does not change the data replication
environment, it can be run even if the package associated with the data replication storage is up
in the 3DC solution. If the FORCEFLAG file is present in the package directory, the actual data
replication storage failover will remove it. Inline with the actual behavior, the cmdrprev command
also removes the FORCEFLAG file present in the package directory. For more information on
using cmdrprev, see Appendix “F Metrocluster Command Reference for Preview Utility”.

NOTE: The cmdrprev command does not check the configuration of the Remote Command
Devices and Device Group Monitor.

Testing the application startup at the recovery cluster
To verify that the application can be started successfully at the recovery cluster, complete the
following procedure during the planned downtime for maintenance:
1. Halt the primary package running in the primary cluster (Metrocluster) using the cmhaltpkg

command. When complex workloads are used, the Site Controller package is halted which
brings down the corresponding complex workload stack running in DC1.

2. This step is required only if you are using 3DC CAJ/CAJ Tri-Link configuration. Else, go to
step 3.
Delete the Delta Resync pair from DC3 node:
# pairsplit –g <Delta Resync-pair> -R

3. Split the Active-CAJ pair to make it read-write at the recovery cluster. For suspending
replication, split the Continuous Access journal device group pair, over which the replication
is happening to DC3 currently, using pairsplit –RS command from a node in DC3:
# pairsplit –g <Active-CAJ-pair> -RS

4. Change the Cluster ID of all LVM and SLVM volume groups managed by the application.
For LVM volume groups, run the following commands from a node in the primary cluster to
change the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n <vg_name>
# vgchange -c y <vg_name>

For SLVM volume groups, run the following commands from a node in the primary cluster
to change the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n -S n <vg_name>
# vgchange -c y -S y <vg_name>

5. Start the recovery package on a DC3 node using the cmrunpkg command.
6. Verify that the application starts up successfully in the recovery cluster.
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7. Halt the recovery package using the cmhaltpkg command.
8. Resume replication from the primary cluster to the recovery cluster. Run the following

commands from DC3 node to overwrite any changes on the recovery cluster disk array and
resume the replication:
# pairsplit -g <Active-CAJ-pair> -RB
# pairresync -g <Active-CAJ-pair> -c 15

These commands discard changes that were done at the recovery cluster and start
synchronizing the Continuous Access Journal group data.

9. If Delta Resync pair is deleted as part of Step 2, follow the below steps:

• Re-create the Delta Resync pair, if deleted in the step 1, using the paircreate
command from DC3 node:
# paircreate –g <Delta Resync-pair> -vr –f async –jp <Journal_id>
-js <Journal-id> -nocsus

• Assign Remote Command devices to journal volumes of Delta Resync pair using
Remote Web Console. For details on assigning remote command devices to journal
volumes, see “Assigning Remote Command Devices to Journal Volumes” (page 117).

10. Start the primary package in the primary cluster. When complex workloads are used, the
Site Controller package is started which brings up the corresponding complex workload
stack in DC1.

Testing Continentalclusters Recovery Using cmrecovercl in the Recovery Cluster
Complete the following procedure to test the recovery of the application using cmrecovercl in
the recovery cluster:
1. Halt the primary cluster using the cmhaltcl command.
2. This step is required only if you are using 3DC CAJ/CAJ Tri-Link configuration. Else, go to

step 3.
Delete the Delta Resync pair from DC3 node:
# pairsplit –g <Delta Resync-pair> -R

3. Split the Active-CAJ pair to make it read-write at the recovery cluster. For suspending
replication, split the Continuous Access journal device group pair, over which the replication
is happening to DC3 currently, using the pairsplit –RS command from a node in DC3:
# pairsplit –g <Active-CAJ-pair>-RS

4. Change the Cluster ID of all LVM and SLVM volume groups managed by the package. For
LVM volume groups, run the following commands from a node in the primary cluster to
change the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n <vg_name>
# vgchange -c y <vg_name>

For SLVM volume groups, run the following commands from a node in the primary cluster
to change the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n -S n <vg_name>
# vgchange -c y -S y <vg_name>

5. Wait until you receive the Continentalclusters alarm notification that the primary cluster is
DOWN and the recovery is enabled for the primary cluster. Use the cmviewconcl command
to check if the recovery is enabled for the primary cluster.

6. Run the cmrecovercl command:
# cmrecovercl

This command starts the recovery package.
7. Verify that the recovery package starts up successfully in the recovery cluster.
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8. Halt the recovery package using the cmhaltpkg command.

9. Resume replication from the primary cluster to the recovery cluster.
Run the following commands from DC3 node to overwrite any changes on the recovery
cluster disk array and resume the replication:
# pairsplit -g <Active-CAJ-pair> -RB
# pairresync -g <Active-CAJ-pair> -c 15

These commands discard changes that were done at the recovery cluster and start
synchronizing the Continuous Access Journal group data.

10. If Delta Resync pair is deleted as part of Step 2:
• Re-create the Delta Resync pair deleted in Step1 using the paircreate command

from DC3 node:
# paircreate -g <Delta Resync-pair> -vr –f async –jp <Journal_id>
-js <Journal-id> -nocsus

• Assign Remote Command devices to journal volumes of Delta Resync pair using
Remote Web Console. For details on assigning remote command devices to journal
volumes, see “Assigning Remote Command Devices to Journal Volumes” (page 117).

11. Start the primary cluster using the cmruncl command.
12. Start the primary package using the cmrunpkg command.

Automatic Failover between DC1 and DC2
All failover operations in the primary cluster of the 3DC DR Solution are similar to a regular Two
Data Center (2DC) Metrocluster environment configured using Continuous Access
Synchronous/Journal replication appropriately.
When using Tri-Link configuration, during the failover of a package from DC1 to DC2, the
replication to the DC3 site is retained using the same Active-CAJ-pair that was being used before
the failover. For example, the application package is running on DC1 and the data is being
replicated to DC3 from DC2 (i.e. Multi-hop topology). Upon the failure of application on all nodes
in DC1, the application package fails over to a node in DC2. As part of package startup, the data
replication between DC1 and DC2 is reversed and the data starts replicating from DC2 to DC1.
The replication to DC3 will be continued from DC2 (i.e. Multi-target topology). The same
Active-CAJ pair (DC2-DC3 pair) is used even after the failover to replicate the data to DC3 as
shown in Figure 45 (page 142).

Figure 45 Package Failover with data being replicated to DC3 from DC2

Similarly, consider another example of the application package is running on DC1 and the data
is being replicated to DC3 from DC1 (i.e. Multi-target topology). Upon the failure of application
on all nodes in DC1, the application package fails over to a node in DC2. As part of package
startup, the data replication between DC1 and DC2 is reversed and the data starts replicating
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from DC2 to DC1. The replication to DC3 will be continued from DC1 (i.e Multi-hop topology).
The same Active-CAJ pair (DC1-DC3 pair) is used even after the failover to replicate the data
to DC3 as shown in Figure 46 (page 143).

Figure 46 Package Failover with data being replicated to DC3 from DC1

NOTE: When the application package is running on DC1 and the data is being replicated to
DC3 from DC1 (i.e. Multi-Target topology) as shown in Figure 9, upon the failure of all nodes in
DC1, the application package fails over to a node in DC2. As part of the package startup, the
data replication between DC1 and DC2 is reversed and the data starts replicating from DC2 to
DC1. This suspends the Active-CAJ pair internally by the firmware. In this case of all DC1 nodes
failed, 3DCDR software is unable to resync the Active-CAJ pair whereas in other cases it re-syncs
Active-CAJ pair automatically. 3DC DR software logs appropriate messages in the package
configuration file and sends the notification to the user if DGM is configured. The user has to
manually resync the Active-CAJ pair in this scenario.

During the failover of a package from DC1 to DC2, the Delta Resync pair is re-synchronized only
when it is not able to replicate the data over both DC1-DC2 pair and Active-CAJ pair (i.e. only
when data is not protected at any other site). Only in this scenario, Active-CAJ pair is changed.
For example, the application package is running on DC1 and data is being replicated to DC3
from DC1. Upon entire DC1 failure, the application package fails over to a node in DC2. Since
data cannot be replicated from DC2 to DC1, it is not possible to replicate data to DC3 using the
existing Active-CAJ pair. To replicate data to DC3, the Delta Resync pair between DC2 and DC3
is resynchronized automatically during the package startup. This starts replicating the data from
DC2 to DC3 and the device group between DC2 and DC3 becomes new Active-CAJ pair as
shown in Figure 47 (page 144).
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Figure 47 Package Failover upon entire DC1 failure

NOTE: In Figure 47 (page 144), the writes to the disk at DC2 are not accepted till the Delta
Resync pair is re-synchronized when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication. So, in the event of 3DC
DR software failing to resync the Delta Resync pair, the application package fails to come up. In
this case, though the DC1-DC2 device group pair is in SSWS state at DC2, the writes to the disk
are rejected. Youmust fix the issue andmanually resync the Delta Resync pair using the command
pairresync -g <device group name> –swaps before restarting the package.

Recovery at the third data center (DC3)
Recovery at the third data center (DC3) is automated, and is manually triggered using the
Continentalclusters command cmrecovercl.
The Three Data Center software issues the horctakeover command at DC3. This command
results in a swap takeover only if the there is continues access synchronous replication is
configured between DC1 and DC2 and the status of this sync pair at the site in the primary cluster,
where the journal device group is configured, is either SVOL-SSWS or PVOL-PSUS. In all other
situations, the horctakeover command results in an SVOL takeover.

NOTE: Storage XP 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication requires that the Active-CAJ pair to be deleted
to allow an application to use the data copy at DC3. As part of recovery, cmrecovercl issues the
pairsplit –S command to delete the Acive-CAJ pair on both ends of the replication (i.e. at DC3
and either at DC2 or DC1). If it fails, then cmrecovercl issues the pairsplit –R command to delete
the Acive-CAJ pair only on the DC3 side.

Performing Recovery Group Rehearsal in the 3DC DR Solution
The Continentalclusters feature DR Rehearsal is supported in the 3DC DR Solution except when
using the Site Aware Disaster Tolerant Architecture (SADTA).
To configure and perform disaster recovery rehearsal in a 3DC environment, see Disaster
Recovery Rehearsal in Continentalclusters white paper available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard Continentalclusters.

Failback Scenarios
Failback from Data Center 3 (DC3)

After restoring the primary cluster from the disaster, you canmove the application packages back
to the primary cluster. Complete the following steps to move the application package back to
DC1:
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1. Verify that all the nodes in DC1, DC2 and DC3 are up and running.
2. Start DC1-DC2 cluster if it is not running.
3. Start the RAID Manager instance on each node in DC1, DC2 and DC3.
4. Verify that all the Continuous Access links are up.
5. Halt the 3DC package if it is running on DC3.
6. Recover the latest data from DC3.
7. Change the Cluster ID of all LVM and SLVM volume groups managed by the package. For

LVM volume groups, run the following commands from a node in the primary cluster to
change the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n <vg_name>

# vgchange -c y <vg_name>

For SLVM volume groups, run the following commands from a node in the primary cluster
to change the cluster ID:
# vgchange -c n -S n <vg_name>

# vgchange -c y -S y <vg_name>

8. Enable the package on all nodes in the primary cluster.
9. Start the package on its primary node in the primary cluster.

Recovering the latest data from DC3
Recovering the latest data from DC3, as described in Step 6 above, guarantees that before the
packages are run on DC1, the latest data from DC3 is replicated on to DC1. The process for this
may vary depending on whether the 3DC configuration uses either Multi-hop Bi-Link configuration
or Multi-target Bi-Link configuration or Tri-Link configuration. The next section lists the required
commands to perform this process, which correspond to both the configurations, and are relevant
only to the recovery process of the latest data from DC3 to DC1.

MULTI-HOP-BI-LINK Data Recovery from DC3 to DC1
The following describes the process to restart a package back to DC1 after the package fails
over to DC3:
1. Log on to any node at DC2 and perform the following:

a. Check the pair status of the dg12 device group:
# pairvolchk -g dg12 -s

b. If the local dg12 volume is in PVOL or SVOL-SSWS.
# pairsplit -g dg12

Go to Step 2
Or

c. If local dg12 volume is other than PVOL or SVOL-SSWS perform a SVOL takeover to
make the local volume SVOL-SSWS or PVOL
# horctakeover -g dg12 -S

# pairsplit -g dg12

d. If the above command fails, then split the pair to SMPL state.
# pairsplit -g dg12 –S

2. Resync data from DC3 to DC2.
Log onto any node at DC2. Resync Journal device group to get the latest data from DC3 to
DC2.
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Check the pair status of dg23 (DC3 side).
# pairvolchk -g dg23 -s -c

a.

b. If dg23 (DC3 side) is in PVOL.
# pairresync -g dg23

Or
If dg23 (DC3 side) is in SVOL-SSWS.
# pairresync -g dg23 -c 15 -swapp

c. Wait for PAIR state to come up for the Journal device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg23 -t 300 -s pair

d. Swap the role of Journal device group between DC2 and DC3
# horctakeover -g dg23 -t 360

e. Wait for the Journal device group to attain the PAIR state.
# pairevtwait -g dg23 -t 300 -s pair

3. Resync sync device group to get latest data from DC2 to DC1.
Log onto any node at DC2.

• If in Step 1, the dg12 pair has been brought to SMPL state.
a. Create the DC1 and DC2 Sync device group when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication.

# paircreate -g dg12 -f never/data -c 15 –vl

Or
Create the DC1 and DC2 Journal device group when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication.
# paircreate -g dg12 -f async -c 15 –vl –jp <journal id> -js
<journalid>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the DG12 device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

Go to Step 4

• If in Step 1, the dg12 pair was not split to SMPL and the dg12 local volume is PVOL.
If dg12 (DC1 side) is in SVOL-SSWS.
# pairsplit -g dg12 -RB

a.

# pairsplit -g dg12

b. Resync the device group dg12
# pairresync -g dg12

c. Wait for the dg12 device group to attain the PAIR state.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

Go to Step 4

• If in Step 1 the dg12 pair was not split to SMPL and dg12 local volume is SVOL-SSWS.
a. Resync the device group to make local volume PVOL.

# pairresync -g dg12 -c 15 -swaps

b. Wait for the dg12 device group to attain the PAIR state.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair
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4. Log on and perform the following from any DC1 node.
a. SWAP the roles of the dg12 device group between DC1 and DC2.

# horctakeover -g dg12 -t 360

5. Log on and perform the following from any DC2 node:
a. Wait for PSUS to come up for the Journal Device Group, dg23.

# pairevtwait -g dg23 -t 300 -s psus

b. Resync the Journal device group.
# pairresync -g dg23

c. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the Journal device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg23 -t 300 -s pair

MULTI-TARGET-BI-LINK Data Recovery from DC3 to DC1
Use the following steps to restart a package back to DC1 after the package fails over to DC3:
1. Log on to any node on DC1.

a. Check the pair status of the dg12 device group.
# pairvolchk -g dg12 -s

b. If the local dg12 volume is in PVOL or SVOL-SSWS
# pairsplit -g dg12

Go to Step 2
If the local dg volume is other than SVOL-SSWS or PVOL perform an SVOL takeover
to make the local volume SVOL-SSWS or PVOL.
# horctakeover -g dg12 -S

# pairsplit -g dg12

Go to step 2,
If above command fails, split the pair to SMPL.
# pairsplit -g dg12 -S

2. Resync data from DC3 to DC1.
Resync the Journal device group to get the latest data from DC3 to DC1.
a. Check the pair status of dg13 at DC3.

# pairvolchk -g dg13 -s -c

b. If dg13 (DC3 side) is in PVOL
# pairresync -g dg13

Or
If dg13 (DC3 side) is in SVOL-SSWS.
# pairresync -g dg13 -c 15 -swapp

c. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the Journal device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg13 -t 300 -s pair
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d. Swap the Journal device group role between DC1 and DC3.
# horctakeover -g dg13 -t 360

e. Wait for PAIR state to come up.
# pairevtwait -g dg13 -t 300 -s pair

3. Resync the device group to get latest data from DC1 to DC2.
• If in step 1 the dg12 has been brought to the SMPL state
a. Create the DC1 and DC2 sync device group when using 3DC Sync/CAJ replication.

# paircreate -g dg12 -f <never/data> -c 15 –vl

Or
Create the DC1 and DC2 Journal device group when using 3DC CAJ/CAJ replication.
# paircreate -g dg12 -f async -c 15 –vl –jp <journal id> -js
<journalid>

b. Wait for PAIR state to come for the dg12 device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

• If in Step 1 the dg12 pair was not split to SMPL and the dg12 local volume is PVOL.
If dg12 (DC2 side) is in SVOL-SSWS.
# pairsplit -g dg12 –RB

a.

# pairsplit -g dg12

b. Resync the device group dg12
# pairresync -g dg12

c. Wait for PAIR state to come up.
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

• If in step 1, the dg12 pair was not split to SMPL and the dg12 local volume is
SVOL-SSWS
# pairresync -g dg12 -c 15 -swaps

a. Wait for PAIR state to come up
# pairevtwait -g dg12 -t 300 -s pair

NOTE: See “HPE StorageWorks RAID Manager XP User's Guide” or “HPE StorageWorks
P9000 RAID Manager User Guide” for explanation of different command options.

TRI-LINK Data Recovery from DC3 to DC1
The following describes the process to recover the latest data at DC1 after the package fails over
to DC3 where Delta Resync pair is configured between DC1 or DC2, and DC3:
1. Delete all the three device group pairs configured for the package.

a. Split all the device group pairs into SMPL state using the pairsplit command. If you are
not able to delete the pairs using the RAID Manager Commands, delete the device
group pair using the XP Remote Web Console. For more information on P9000 or XP
RemoteWebConsole, seeHPEStorageWorks XP24000/XP20000RemoteWebConsole
User Guide document available at: http://www.hpe.com/support/rwc/manuals.

b. Ensure that all device group pairs are in SMPL state.
On DC1 node,
# pairvolchk -g dg12 –s

# pairvolchk –g dg13 –s -c
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On DC2 node,
# pairvolchk -g dg12 –s

# pairvolchk -g dg12 –s -c

On DC3 node,
# pairvolchk -g dg12 –s

# pairvolchk –g dg13 –s –c

2. Get the recent data from DC3 to DC1 by creating a new journal pair between DC3 and DC1
a. Create a DC1-DC3 device group pair with DC3 as PVOL side. Log in to any DC3 node

and perform the following:
# paircreate –g dg13 –f async –vl –c 15 –jp <Journal_id> js
<Journal_id>

b. Wait for the PAIR state to come up for the Journal device group.
# pairevtwait -g dg13 -t 300 -s pair

c. Once the latest data is at DC1, delete the DC1-DC3 device group pair using the pairsplit
command to recreate pairs from scratch.
# pairsplit –g dg13 -S

3. Create the device group pairs again and assign RCMD to journal volumes using the procedure
described in the sections “Creating Device Group Pairs ” (page 114)and “Assigning Remote
Command Devices to Journal Volumes” (page 117) of this document.

Configuring Remote Array RAIDManager Instances for RCMD (Optional)
A remote array RAID Manager instance allows the package configured in a 3DC environment to
determine the status of the device group on the remote P9000 or XP array even when the remote
hosts are down or are inaccessible due to a network link failure. The remote array RAIDManager
instance is configured on a node using RCMD. Configuring Remote RAID Manager instances in
a 3DC solution is an optional but recommended step. This configuration allows the package
configured in a 3DC environment to make better decisions when the nodes in the remote site
are not available. In a 3DC solution, remote array RAIDmanager instances have to be configured
in each site for the other connected sites. For a detailed configuration on remote array RAID
Manager instances, see the section Section (page 56).

NOTE: RCMD configured using extended SAN is not supported for a 3DC solution with Delta
Resync. Only RCMD configured using XP External Storage functionality is supported.

Timing Considerations
In a journal device group, many journal volumes can be configured to hold a significant amount
of the journal data (host-write data). The package startup time may increase significantly when
a package fails over. Delays in package startup times will occur in these situations:
1. Recovering from a broken pair affinity. On failover, the SVOL pulls all the journal data from

the PVOL site. The time needed to complete all data transfer to the SVOL depends on the
amount of outstanding journal data in the PVOL and the bandwidth of the Continuous Access
links.

2. Host I/O is faster than the Continuous Access Journal data replication. The outstanding data
not being replicated to the SVOL is accumulated in journal volumes. Upon package failover
to the SVOL site, the SVOL pulls all the journal data from PVOL site. The time to complete
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all the data transfer to the SVOL depends on the bandwidth of the Continuous Access links
and amount of outstanding data in the PVOL journal volume.

3. Failback - When systems recover from previous failures, a package can be failed back,
within Metrocluster data centers, by manually issuing a Serviceguard command. When a
package failback is triggered, the software needs to ensure the application data integrity. It
executes storage preparation actions to the P9000 or XP array, if it is necessary, prior to
the package startup.

NOTE: Do not use Serviceguard to failback from DC3. You need to take manual steps to
replicate data back from DC3. See “Failback Scenarios” (page 348).
In a three data center configuration whenever a package tries to start up a RAIDManager instance
on a host, that host communicates with other RAID Manager instances in different data centers.
In case the other data center RAID Manager instances are down it will wait for a time out value
that is configured in the RAID Manager configuration file for each data center. In this scenario
to reduce package startup time, set the instance timeout value under the HORCM_MON section
of the RAID Manager instance configuration file to a low, but safe value.

Bandwidth for Continuous Access and Application Recovery Time
When a disaster event in the entire Metrocluster causes an application package to be manually
failed over to the recovery site (the third data center), the Continentalclusters and storage software
performs the following actions:

• Perform a takeover by issuing a command to the third data center P9000 or XP array via
RAID Manager. This changes the P9000 or XP disk devices that are used by the application
from Read Only to Read/Write mode. If the PVOL site P9000 or XP array is still up, it will
flush all of the outstanding data in its journal volumes to the local P9000 or XP array as a
part of the takeover. Depending upon the bandwidth of the Continuous Access links and the
amount of outstanding data, the takeover operation may take some time. This time value is
referred to as TakeOverTime.

• Activates the volume group(s). The time for this is minimal; normally within a few seconds
per volume group.

• Check and mount any file systems if file systems are used. If Continuous Access data
replication has not failed, it should not take much time to check the file system. If Continuous
Access data replication did fail, it would require additional time to repair any file systems.
This time value is referred to as CheckandRepairTime.

• Add any package IP addresses. The time for this is minimal; normally within a second.

• Start the package application(s). If the application requires a database recovery, it may take
time before the application(s) is finally up and running. This time value is referred to as
AppRecoveryTime.

The total application recovery time is equal to TakeOverTime + CheckandRepairTime +
AppRecoveryTime.
During the planning phase for the cluster, the sizing of the link bandwidth for Continuous Access
should take the time value for TakeOverTime into consideration.
During the implementation phase for the cluster, tests should be executed to measure the total
time, TakeOverTime, it would take to failover including flush a full set of journal volumes from
the PVOL site P9000 or XP array to the SVOL site P9000 or XP array. The HORCTIMEOUT
environment variable in the package's environment file should be configured greater than or
equal to this time value. The HORCTIMEOUT value is used by the RAID Manager takeover
command to determine the maximum amount of time to allow for the takeover to complete.
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NOTE: If the HORCTIMEOUT parameter configured is too short, the time allowed for the take
over operation to complete will expire before the primary P9000 or XP array has flushed all of
the outstanding data in it’s cache to the secondary P9000 or XP array. This will cause the takeover
action to fail, and the package will fail to start. When this happens, an error message will be
logged in the control script log file with instructions on what to do next.

Data Maintenance with the Failure of a Metrocluster with Continuous
Access for P9000 and XP Failover

The following section describes data maintenance in the event of a Swap Takeover in a
Metrocluster Continuous Access P9000 or XP environment.

Swap Takeover Failure (for Continuous Access Device Group Pair Between DC1
and DC2)

When the pair state of a Continuous Access device group between DC1 and DC2 is SVOL-PAIR
in local site and PVOL-PAIR in remote site (assume the Continuous Access-Journal pair to DC3
is in normal state - PVOL_PAIR/ SVOL_PAIR), the Three Data Center software performs a swap
takeover.
The swap takeover would fail if there is an internal (unseen) error (that is, cache or shared memory
failure) in the device group pair. In this case, if the AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to 0, the package
will not be started and the SVOL state is change to SVOL_PSUE (SSWS) by the takeover
command. The PVOL site either remains in PVOL_PAIR or is changed to PVOL_PSUE.
The SVOL is in SVOL_PSUE(SSWS) meaning that the SVOL is read/write enabled and the data
is usable but not as current as PVOL. In this case, user can either (1) use FORCEFLAG to startup
the package on SVOL site or (2) fix the problem and resume the data replication with the following
procedures:
For Multi-Hop Bi-Link Configuration:
1. Split the Continuous Access device group pair between DC1 and DC2 completely

(pairsplit -g dg12 -S).
2. Split the Continuous Access-Journal device group pair completely (pairsplit -g dg23

-S).
3. Re-create the Continuous Access pair between DC1 and DC2 from original PVOL as source.

(use paircreate command).
4. Re-create the Continuous Access-Journal pair between DC2 and DC3 from original PVOL

as source. (use paircreate command).
5. Startup package on its primary site
For Multi-Target Bi-Link Configuration:
1. Split the Continuous Access device group pair between DC1 and DC2 completely (pairsplit

-g dg12 -S).
2. Re-create the Continuous Access device group pair between DC1 and DC2 from original

PVOL as source. (use paircreate command)
3. Startup package on its primary site.
For Tri-Link Configuration:
1. Split all the three device group pairs completely using pairsplit -S command.
2. Re-create all the three device group pairs from original PVOL as source using paircreate

command.
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Takeover Timeout (for third data center)
When a package is being failed over to the third data center (SVOL of the Continuous
Access-Journal device group), the Metrocluster toolkit script issues takeover command on the
SVOL. If the journal group pair is flushing the journal data from its PVOL to SVOL and takeover
timeout occurs, the following situations would happen:
1. The device group pair state remains in PVOL-PAIR/SVOL-PAIR
2. The journal data continues transferring to the SVOL

In this case, you must wait for the completion of the journal data flushing and the Continuous
Access-Journal pair state to be:

• Hot-standby site: PVOL-PAIR or PVOL-PSUS(E)

• Third site: SVOL-PSUS(SSWS) or SVOL-PSUE(SSWS)

Either 1) use FORCEFLAG to startup the package on third site or 2) fix the problem (if any of
Continuous Access links was failed) and resume the data replication with the following procedures:
1. Split the Continuous Access-Journal device group pair completely (pairsplit -g <dg>-S>
2. Re-create a Continuous Access-Journal pair from it’s original PVOL as source. (use the

paircreate command)

NOTE: You can specify “none” as the copy mode for initial copy operations. If the none mode
is selected, full copy operations are not performed. The user is responsible for using the none
mode only when the user is sure that data in the primary data volume is exactly the same as
data in the secondary data volume.

Continuous Access-Journal Device Group PVOL-PAIR with SVOL-PSUS(SSWS)
State

PVOL-PAIR with SVOL-PSUS(SSWS)is an intermediate state. It could happen, but is unlikely
to be seen. The state PVOL-PAIR/SVOL-SSWS is an invalid state for P9000 or XP Continuous
Access Journal. In this state, if you issue a pairresync or takeover command, it would fail. It is
necessary to wait for the PVOL to become PSUE or PSUS.
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10 Support and other resources
Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to either of the following:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page:
www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

◦

◦ Software Depot website:
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support CenterMore Information on Access
to Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

Websites

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
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LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepotSoftware Depot

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docsInsight Remote Support

www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docsServiceguard Solutions for HP-UX

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage
compatibility matrix

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product.
If a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at
your convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:
www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
For more information and device support details, go to the following website:
www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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A Checklist and worksheet for configuring a Metrocluster
with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP

Disaster recovery checklist
Use this checklist to ensure you have adhered to the disaster tolerant architecture guidelines for
two main data centers and a third location configuration.

Data centers A and B have the same number of nodes to maintain quorum in case an entire
data center fails.

Arbitrary nodes or Quorum Server nodes are located in a separate location from either of the
primary data centers (A or B).

The elements in every data center including nodes, disks, network components, and climate
control are on separate power circuits.

Multipathing is configured for every disk used in Metrocluster.

Every disk array is configured with redundant replication links.

At least two networks are configured to function as the cluster heartbeat.

All redundant cabling for network, heartbeat, and replication links are routed using physical
paths.

Cluster configuration worksheet
Use this cluster configuration worksheet either in place of, or in addition to the worksheet provided
in the latest version of theManaging Serviceguardmanual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard. If you have already completed a Serviceguard
cluster configuration worksheet, you only must complete the first part of this worksheet.

Cluster Configuration Worksheet
_____________________________________________________
Names and nodes
_____________________________________________________
Cluster Name: ______________________________________________________
Data Center A Name and Location: ____________________________________
Site Name: _________________________________________________________
Node Names: _______________________________________________________
Data Center B Name and Location: ____________________________________
Site Name: _________________________________________________________
Node Names: ______________________________________________________
Arbitrator/Quorum Server Third Location Name and Location: ____________
Arbitrator Node/Quorum Server Names: ______________________________
Maximum Configured Packages: ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Subnets
_____________________________________________________
Heartbeat IP Addresses: _____________________________________________
Non-Heartbeat IP Addresses: _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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Timing Parameters
_____________________________________________________
Member Timeout: ___________________________________________________
Network Polling Interval: ____________________________________________
AutoStart Delay: ____________________________________________________

Package configuration worksheet
Use this package configuration worksheet either in place of, or in addition to the worksheet
provided in the latest version of the Managing Serviceguard manual available at http://
www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs—>HPEServiceguard. If you have already completed
a Serviceguard package configuration worksheet, you only must complete the first part of this
worksheet.

Modular package configuration worksheet
___________________________________________________
Package configuration data
____________________________________________________
Package Name: ____________________________________________________
Primary Node: _________________________ Data Center: ________________
First Failover Node: __________________ Data Center: ___________________
Second Failover Node: _________________ Data Center: _________________
Third Failover Node: __________________ Data Center: __________________
Fourth Failover Node: _________________ Data Center: __________________

Table 12 Volume group information

Entry 4Entry 3Entry 2Entry 1Information Name

Volume Group

Logical Volume

File System

Mount Point

LVM/VxVM

Table 13 Package IP information

IP Subnet NodeIP SubnetPackage IP Address

Table 14 Service information

Service Name

Service command

Service restart

Fail fast enabled

Service Halt timeout

__________________________________________________________________________
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Metrocluster continuous Access for P9000 and XP module information
__________________________________________________________________________
Device Group: _____________ Fence Level: _____________ Raid Manager Instance#:
_____________

Legacy package configuration worksheet
Package configuration file data

________________________________________________________
Package configuration File data
_________________________________________________________
Package Name: _________________________________________________________
Primary Node: _________________________ Data Center: ______________________
First Failover Node: __________________ Data Center: ________________________
Second Failover Node: _________________ Data Center: ______________________
Third Failover Node: __________________ Data Center: _______________________
Fourth Failover Node: _________________ Data Center: _______________________
Package Run Script: _______________________ Timeout: _______________________
Package Halt Script: _______________________ Timeout: _______________________
Maximum Configured Packages: ____________________________________________
________________________________________________________
XP Series Volume Configuration
_________________________________________________________
Device Group _____ Device Name _____ Port # _____ Target ID _____ LUN ____
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

Package control script worksheet
__________________________________________________________
Package control script Data
___________________________________________________________
VG[0]: ________ LV[0]: ________ FS[0]: ________ FS_MOUNT_OPT[0]: ___________
VG[1]: ________ LV[1]: ________ FS[1]: ________ FS_MOUNT_OPT[1]: ___________
VG[2]: ________ LV[2]: ________ FS[2]: ________ FS_MOUNT_OPT[2]: ___________
VXVM_DG[0]: ______ LV[0]: ______ FS[0]: ______ FS_MOUNT_OPT[0]: __________
VXVM_DG[1]: ______ LV[1]: ______ FS[1]: ______ FS_MOUNT_OPT[1]: __________
VXVM_DG[2]: ______ LV[2]: ______ FS[2]: ______ FS_MOUNT_OPT[2]: __________
IP[0]: ____________________________ SUBNET[0]: _____________________________
IP[0]: ____________________________ SUBNET[1]: _____________________________
X.25 RESOURCE NAME: ___________________________________________________
Service Name: ______ Run Command: ______ Retries: ______ RetryTime: _________
Service Fail Fast Enabled?: ________________ Service Halt Timeout: _____________
Service Name: ______ Run Command: ______ Retries: ______ RetryTime: _________
Service Fail Fast Enabled?: ________________ Service Halt Timeout: ______________
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Worksheet for configuring SADTA in your environment
Metrocluster Site Configuration

Table 15 Site configuration

SiteSiteItem

Site Physical Location
Name of the location

Site Name
One word name for
the site that is used in
configurations

2)1)2)1)Node Names
Name of the nodes to
be used for
configurations

1st HeartBeat Subnet
IP
IP address of the
node on the 1st
Serviceguard Heart
Beat Subnet

2nd HeartBeat
Subnet IP
IP address of the
node on the 2nd
Serviceguard
HeartBeat Subnet

Replication Configuration

Table 16 Replication configuration

DataItem

Replication RAID
Device Group Name
Name of the
Continuous Access
device group
(dev_group)

Sites
Name of the sites

Disk Array Serial #
Serial Number of Disk
Arrays at every site

Node Names
Name of Nodes at
every site

Command Device on
Nodes
Raw device file path
at every node
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Table 16 Replication configuration (continued)

DataItem

Site 2 LUNSite 1 LUNDevice group device
name Specify luns in CU:LDEV formatSpecify luns in CU:LDEV format
Dev_name parameter

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

CRS Sub-cluster Configuration – using CFS

Table 17 Configuring a CRS Sub-cluster using CFS

SiteSiteItem

CRS Sub Cluster Name
Name of the CRS cluster

CRS Home
Local FS Path for CRSHOME

CRS Shared Disk Group
name
CVM disk group name for
CRS shared disk

CRS cluster file systemmount
point
Mount point path where the
vote and OCR is created

CRS Vote Disk
Path to the vote disk or file

CRS OCR Disk
Path to the OCR disk or file

CRS DG MNP package
Path to the OCR disk or file

CRS MP MNP package
Path to the OCR disk or file

CRS MNP package
Path to the OCR disk or file
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Table 17 Configuring a CRS Sub-cluster using CFS (continued)

SiteSiteItem

CRS Member Nodes
Node Names

Private IP
IP addresses for RAC
Interconnect

Private IP names
IP address names for RAC
Interconnect

Virtual IP
IP addresses for RAC VIP

Virtual IP names
IP address names for RAC
VIP

RAC Database Configuration

Table 18 RAC database configuration

ValueProperty

Database Name
Name of the database

Database Instance Names
Instance names of the database

RAC data files file system mount
point
Mount Point for Oracle RAC data
files

RAC data files CVM Disk group
name
CVM Disk Group name for Oracle
RAC data files file system

RAC flash files file system mount
point.
Mount Point for Oracle RAC flash

RAC flash files CVM Disk group
name
CVM Disk Group name for oracle
RAC flash file system

SiteSiteEntry

RAC Home
Local file system directory to install
Oracle RAC

RAC MNP
Package name for RAC database
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Table 18 RAC database configuration (continued)

ValueProperty

RAC Data file DG MNP
CFS DG MNP package name for
RAC data files file system

RAC Data file MP MNP
CFS MP MNP package name for
RAC data files file system

RAC Flash Area DG MNP
CFS DG MNP package name for
RAC flash file system

RAC Flash Area MP MNP
CFS MP MNP package name for
RAC flash file system

Node Names

Database Instance Names

Site Controller Package Configuration

Table 19 Site Controller package configuration

PACKAGE_NAME
Name of the Site Controller
package

/dts/mcsc/Site Safety Latch
Name of the EMS resource
name. The format is
/dts/mcsc/<site controller
package name>

managed_packagecritical_packageSite
Values for the managed_package attribute
in this site

Values for the critical_package attribute
in this site

Value for the site attribute

1)1)

2)2)

3)3)

4)4)

1)1)

2)2)

3)3)

4)4)
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B Package attributes for Metrocluster with Continuous
Access for P9000 or XP

This appendix lists all Serviceguard package attributes for Metrocluster with Continuous Access
for P9000 or XP. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you use the default settings for
most of these variables, so exercise caution when modifying them.
AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT (Default = 1)

This parameter applies only when the fence level is set to
DATA, which causes the application to fail if the Continuous
Access link fails or if the remote site fails.
Values:
0 – Do NOT startup the package at the primary site.
Require user intervention to either fix the hardware problem
or to force the package to start on this node by creating
the FORCEFLAG file. Use this value to ensure that the
SVOL data is always current with the trade-off of long
application downtime while the Continuous Access link
and/or the remote site are being repaired.
1 – (DEFAULT) Startup the package at the primary site.
Request the local disk array to automatically split itself from
the remote array. This ensures that the application is able
to startup at the primary site without having to fix the
hardware problems immediately. Note that the new data
written on the PVOL will not be remotely protected and the
data on SVOL is non-current. When the Continuous Access
link and/or the remote site is repaired, you must manually
use the command “pairresync” to re-join the PVOL and
SVOL. Until that command successfully completes, the
PVOL will NOT be remotely protected and the SVOL data
will not be current. Use this value to minimize the down
time of the application with the trade-off of having to
manually resynchronize the pairs while the application is
running at the primary site.
If the package is configured for a three data center
environment, this parameter is applicable only when the
package is attempting to start up in either the primary (DC1)
or secondary (DC2) data center. This parameter is not
relevant in the recovery cluster or the third data center.
Use this parameter’s default value in the third data center.

AUTO_NONCURDATA (Default = 0)
This parameter applies when the package is starting up
with possible non-current data under certain Continuous
Access pair states. During failover, this parameter will apply
when the SVOL is in the PAIR or PFUL state and the PVOL
side is in the PSUE, EX_ENORMT, EX_CMDIOE or PAIR
(for Continuous Access Journal) state. During failback, this
parameter is applicable when the PVOL is in the PSUS
state and the SVOL is in the EX_ENORMT or EX_CMDIOE
state. When starting the package in any of the above
states, you run the risk of losing data.
Values:
0 – (DEFAULT) Do NOT startup the application on
non-current data. If Metrocluster/Continuous Access cannot
determine the data is current, it will not allow the package
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to start up. (Note: For fence level DATA and NEVER, the
data is current when both PVOL and SVOL are in PAIR
state.)
1 – Startup the application even when the data might not
be current.

NOTE: When a device group state is SVOL_PAIR on
the local site and EX_ENORMT (Raid Manager or node
failure) or EX_CMDIOE (disk I/O failure) on the remote site
(this means it is impossible for Metrocluster/Continuous
Access to determine if the data on the SVOL site is current),
Metrocluster/Continuous Access conservatively assumes
that the data on the SVOL site might by non-current and
uses the value of AUTO_NONCURDATA to determine
whether the package is allowed to automatically start up.
If the value is 1, Metrocluster/Continuous Access allows
the package to startup; otherwise, the package will not be
started.
NOTE: In a three data center environment, if the package
is trying to start up in data center three (DC3), within the
recovery cluster, only AUTO_NONCURDATA might be
checked. All other AUTO parameters are not relevant when
a package tries to start up on DC3.

Use the two scenarios below to help you determine the
correct environment settings for AUTO_NONCURDATA
and AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT for your
Metrocluster/Continuous Access packages.
Scenario 1: With the package device group fence level
DATA, if setting AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT=0, it is
guaranteed that the remote data site will never contain
non-current data (this assumes that the FORCEFLAG has
not been used to allow the package to start up if the
Continuous Access links or SVOL site are down). In this
environment, you can set AUTO_NONCURDATA=1 to
make the package automatically startup on the SVOL site
when the PVOL site fails, and it is guaranteed the package
data is current. (If setting AUTO_NONCURDATA=0, the
package will not automatically startup on the SVOL site.)
Scenario 2: When the package device group fence level
is set to NEVER or ASYNC, you are not guaranteed that
the remote (SVOL) data site still contains current data (The
application can continue to write data to the device group
on the PVOL site if the Continuous Access links or SVOL
site are down, and it is impossible for
Metrocluster/Continuous Access to determine whether the
data on the SVOL site is current.) In this environment, it is
required to set AUTO_NONCURDATA=0 if the intention
is to ensure the package application is running on current
data. (If setting AUTO_NONCURDATA=1, the package is
started up on SVOL site whether the data is current or not.)

AUTO_PSUEPSUS (Default = 0)
In asynchronous mode, when the primary site fails, either
due to Continuous Access link failure, or some other
hardware failure, and we fail over to the secondary site,
the PVOL will become PSUE and the SVOL will become
PSUS(SSWS). During this transition, horctakeover will
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attempt to flush any data in the side file on the MCU to the
RCU. Data that does not make it to the RCU is stored on
the bit map of the MCU. When failing back to the primary
site any data that was in the MCU side file that is now
stored on the bit map is lost during resynchronization.
In synchronous mode with fence level NEVER, when the
Continuous Access link fails, the application continues
running and writing data to the PVOL. At this point the
SVOL contains non-current data. If there is another failure
that causes the package to fail over and start on the
secondary site, the PVOL becomes PSUE and the SVOL
becomes PSUS(SSWS). When failing back to the primary
site, any differential data that was on the PVOL before to
failover is lost during resynchronization.

NOTE: This variable is also used for the combination of
PVOL_PFUS and SVOL_PSUS. When the side file or
journal volumes reach threshold timeout, the PVOL
becomes PFUS. If there is a Continuous Access link, or
some other hardware failure, and we fail over the
secondary site, the SVOL becomes PSUS(SSWS) but the
PVOLwill remain PFUS. Once the hardware failure is fixed,
any data that is on the MCU bit map is lost during
resynchronization. This variable allows package startup if
changed from default value of 0 to 1.

If the package is configured for a three data center (3DC)
environment, this parameter is applicable only when the
package is attempting to start up in either the primary (DC1)
or secondary (DC2) data center. This parameter is not
relevant in (the third data center) in the recovery cluster.
Use this parameter’s default value in the third data center.
Values:
0 – (DEFAULT) Do NOT failback to the PVOL side after
an outage to the PVOL side has been fixed. This protects
any data that might have been in the MCU side file or
differential data in the PVOL when the outage occurred.
1–Allow the package to startup on the PVOL side. We
failed over to the secondary (SVOL) side due to an error
state on the primary (PVOL) side. Now we're ready to
failback to the primary side. The delta data between the
MCU and RCU is resynchronized. This resynchronization
will over write any data that was in the MCU prior to the
primary (PVOL) side failure.

AUTO_PSUSSSWS (Default = 0)
This parameter applies when the PVOL is in the suspended
state PSUS, and SVOL is in the failover state
PSUS(SSWS). When the PVOL and SVOL are in these
states, it is hard to tell which side has the good latest data.
When starting the package in this state on the PVOL side,
you run the risk of losing any changed data in the PVOL.
Values:
0 – (Default) Do NOT startup the package at the primary
site. Require user intervention to choose which side has
the good data and resynchronizing the PVOL and SVOL
or force the package to start by creating the FORCEFLAG
file. 1—Startup the package after resynchronize the data
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from the SVOL side to the PVOL side. The risk of using
this option is that the SVOL data might not be a preferable
one.
If the package is configured for a three data center (3DC)
environment, this parameter is applicable only when the
package is attempting to start up in either the primary (DC1)
or secondary (DC2) data center. This parameter is not
relevant in (the third data center) in the recovery cluster.
Use this parameter’s default value in the third data center.

AUTO_SVOLPFUS (Default = 0)
This parameter applies when the PVOL and SVOL both
have the state of suspended (PFUS) due to the side file
reaching threshold while in Asynchronousmode only.When
the PVOL and SVOL are in this state, the Continuous
Access link is suspended, the data on the PVOL is not
remotely protected, and the data on the SVOL will not be
current. When starting the package in this state, you run
the risk of losing any data that has been written to the
PVOL side.
Values:
0 – (Default) Do NOT startup the package at the secondary
site and allowing restart on another node. Require user
intervention to either fix the problem by resynchronizing
the PVOL and SVOL or force the package to start on this
node by creating the FORCEFLAG.
1 – Startup the package after making the SVOL writable.
The risk of using this option is that the SVOL data might
actually be non-current and the data written to the PVOL
side after the hardware failure might be loss.
This parameter is not required to be set if a package is
configured for three data centers environment because
three data center does not support Asynchronous mode
of data replication. Leave this parameter with its default
value in all data centers.

AUTO_SVOLPSUE (Default = 0)
This parameter is applicable when the PVOL and SVOL
both have the state of PSUE. This state combination occurs
when there is an Continuous Access link, or other hardware
failure, or when the SVOL side is in a PSUE state while
we can not communicate with the PVOL side. This will only
apply while in the Asynchronous mode.
The SVOL side becomes PSUE after the Continuous
Access link timeout value has been exceeded at which
time the PVOL side will try and flush any outstanding data
to the SVOL side. If this flush is unsuccessful, then the
data on the SVOL side will not be current.
Values:
0 – (Default) Do NOT startup the package at the secondary
site and allow package to try another node. Require user
intervention to either fix the problem by resynchronizing
the PVOL and SVOL or force the package to start on this
node by creating the FORCEFLAG file.
1 – Startup the package on the SVOL side. The risk of
using this option is that the SVOL data might actually be
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non-current and the data written to the PVOL side after the
hardware failure might be loss.
This parameter is not required to be set if a package is
configured for three data centers environment because
three data center does not support Asynchronous mode
of data replication. Leave this parameter with its default
value in all data centers.

AUTO_SVOLPSUS (Default = 0)
This parameter applies when the PVOL and SVOL both
have the state of suspended (PSUS). The problem with
this situation is we cannot determine the earlier state:
COPY or PAIR. If the earlier state was PAIR, it is
completely safe to startup the package at the remote site.
If the earlier state was COPY, the data at the SVOL site is
likely to be inconsistent.
Values:
0—(Default) Do NOT startup the package at the secondary
site. Require user intervention to either fix the problem by
resynchronizing the PVOL and SVOL or force the package
to start on this node by creating the FORCEFLAG file.
1 – Startup the package after making the SVOL writable.
The risk of using this option is the SVOL data might be
inconsistent and the application might fail. However, there
is also a chance that the data is actually consistent, and it
is okay to startup the application.
If the package has been configured for a three data center
environment, this parameter is applicable only when the
package is attempting to start up in either the primary (DC1)
or secondary (DC2) data center. This parameter is not
relevant in (the third data center) in the recovery cluster.
Use this parameter’s default value in the third data center.

CLUSTER_TYPE This parameter defines the clustering environment in which
the script is used. Must be set to “metro” if this is a
Metrocluster environment and “continental” if this is a
Continentalclusters environment. A type of “metro” is
supported only when the HPE Metrocluster product is
installed. A type of “continental” is supported only when
the HPE Continentalclusters product is installed.
If the package is configured for three data centers (3DC),
the value of this parameter must be set to “metro” for DC1
and DC2 nodes and “continental” for DC3 nodes.

DEVICE_GROUP The Raid Manager device group for this package. This
device group is defined in the /etc/horcm<#>.conf file.
This parameter is not required to be set for a package
configured for three data centers environment. Device
groups for three data center's packages have new
parameters.

3DC_TOPOLOGY This parameter is the differentiator between packages
configured for two data centers (2DC) and three data
centers (3DC). Unlike packages configured for two data
centers (2DC), this parameter must be set for a package
configured for a three data center environment.
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This parameter can has the following values:
• multi-hop-Bi-Link: (DEFAULT) When the package is

configured for 1:1:1, or cascaded, or multi hop topology
with two Continuous Access links. The sync
Continuous Access link, is between DC1 and DC2 and
the other link, the journaling Continuous Access link,
is between DC2 and DC3. There is no physical
Continuous Access link present between DC1 and
DC3 but a phantom device group must be present
between DC1 and DC3.

• multi-target-Bi-Link: When the package is configured
for 1:2 or multi target topology with two Continuous
Access links. One, the sync Continuous Access link,
is between DC1 and DC2 and the other, the journal
Continuous Access link, is between DC1 and DC3.
There is no physical Continuous Access link present
between DC2 and DC3 but a phantom device group
must be present between DC2 and DC3.

DC1_NODE_LIST Comma separated list of all node names that are in data
center one (DC1). The node list must begin and end with
quotationmarks. For Example, DC1_NODE_LIST=”node1,
node2”.
This parameter is not required to be set for a package
configured for two data centers.

DC2_NODE_LIST Comma separated list of all node names that are in data
center two (DC2). The node list must begin and end with
quotationmarks. For Example, DC2_NODE_LIST=”node3,
node4”.
This parameter is not required to be set for a package
configured for two data centers.

DC3_NODE_LIST Comma separated list of all node names that are in data
center three (DC3). The node list must begin and end with
quotationmarks. For Example, DC3_NODE_LIST=”node5,
node6”.
This parameter is not required to be set for a package
configured for two data centers.

DC1_DC2_DEVICE_GROUP The Raid Manager device group between DC1 and DC2
for this package. This device group is defined in the /etc/
horcm<#>.conf file.
This parameter is not required to be set for a package
configured for two data centers.

DC2_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP The Raid Manager device group between DC2 and DC3
for this package. This device group is defined in the /etc/
horcm<#>.conf file. This is a phantom device group if
3DC_TOPOLOGY=”multi-target-Bi-Link”.
This parameter is not required to be set for a package
configured for two data centers.

DC1_DC3_DEVICE_GROUP The Raid Manager device group between DC1 and DC3
for this package. This device group is defined in the /etc/
horcm<#>.conf file. This is a phantom device group if
3DC_TOPOLOGY=”multi-hop-Bi-Link”.
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This parameter need not be set for a package configured
for two data centers.
***************************************************
Device Group Monitor Specific Variables Device Group
Monitor is currently available only with packages configured
for two data centers (2DC). If a monitor variable is not
defined (commented out) the default value is used.
***************************************************

FENCE Fence level. Possible values are NEVER, DATA, and ASYNC.
Use ASYNC for improved performance over long distances.
If a Raid Manager device group contains multiple items
where either the PVOL or SVOL devices reside on more
than a single P9000 or XP Series array, then the Fence
level must be set to “data” in order to prevent the
possibility of inconsistent data on the remote side if an
Continuous Access link or an array goes down. The side
effect of the “data” fence level is that if the package is
running and a link goes down, an array goes down, or the
remote data center goes down, then write(1) calls in the
package application will fail, causing the package to fail.

NOTE: The Continuous Access Journal is used for
asynchronous data replication. Fence level ascyn is used
for a journal group pair.

If the package is configured for three data centers (3DC),
this parameter holds the fence level of device group
between DC1 and DC2. As the device group between DC1
and DC2 is always synchronous, the fence level is either
“data” or “never”. The fence level of device group between
DC2 and DC3 or DC1 and DC3 is always assumed to be
“async”.

HORCMINST This is the instance of the Raid Manager that the control
script will communicate with. This instance of Raid Manager
must be started on all the nodes before this package can
be successfully started. (Note: If this variable is not
exported, Raid Manager commands used in this script
might fail).

HORCMPERM This variable supports the security feature, RAID Manager
Protection Facility on the Continuous Access devices.
(Note: If the RAID Manager Protection Facility is disabled,
set this variable to MGRNOINST. This is the default value).

HORCTIMEOUT (Default = 360)
This variable is used only in asynchronous mode when the
horctakeover command is run; it is ignored in
synchronous mode. The value is used as the timeout value
in the horctakeover command, -t <timeout>. The
value is the time to wait while horctakeover re-synchronizes
the delta data from the PVOL to the SVOL. It is used for
swap-takeover and SVOL takeover. If the timeout value is
reached and a timeout occurs, horctakeover returns the
value EX_EWSTOT. The unit is seconds.
In asynchronousmode, when there is a Continuous Access
link failure, both the PVOL and SVOL sides change to a
PSUE state. However, this change does not take place
until the Continuous Access link timeout value, configured
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in the Service Processor (SVP), is reached. If the
horctakeover command is run during this timeout period,
the horctakeover command fails if its timeout value is less
than that of the Continuous Access link timeout. Therefore,
it is important to set the HORCTIMEOUT variable to a value
greater than the Continuous Access link timeout value.
The default Continuous Access link timeout value is 5
minutes (300 seconds). A suggested value for
HORCTIMEOUT is 360 seconds.
During package startup, the default startup timeout value
of the package is set to NO_TIMEOUT in the package ASCII
file. However, if there is a must set a startup timeout value,
then the package startup timeout value must be greater
than the HORCTIMEOUT value, which is greater than the
Continuous Access link timeout value:
Pkg Startup Timeout > HORCTIMEOUT >
Continuous Access link timeout value

For Continuous Access Journal mode package, journal
volumes in PVOL might contain a significant amount of
journal data to be transferred to SVOL. Also, the package
startup time might increase significantly when the package
fails over and waits for all of the journal data to be flushed.
The HORCTIMEOUT must be set long enough to
accommodate the outstanding data transfer from PVOL to
SVOL.

MULTIPLE_PVOL_OR_SVOL_FRAME_FOR_PKG (Default = 0)
This parameter must be set to 1 if a PVOL or an SVOL for
this package resides on more than P9000 or XP frames.
Currently, only a value of 0 is supported for this parameter.

NOTE: Future releases might allow a value of 1.

Values:
0—(Default) Single frame.
1—Multiple frames. If this parameter is set to 1, then the
device group must be created with the “data” fence level,
and the FENCE parameter must be set to “data” in this
script.

PKGDIR If the package is a legacy package, then this variable
contains the full path name of the package directory. If the
package is a modular package, then this variable contains
the full path name of the directory where the Metrocluster
xpca environment file is located.

WAITTIME Seconds to wait for every “pairevtwait” interval. (Note: do
not set this to less then 300 seconds because the disks
have some long final processing when the copy state
reaches 100%).

The following table describes AUTO_* variables settings and the startup behaviors of the package
that are supported with Metrocluster with Continuous Access for 9000 and XP.
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Table 20 AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT

AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT =1 or
FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_FENCEDATA_SPLIT
=0 (Default)

Fence
Level

Remote StateLocal State

Perform a PVOL takeover. After the
takeover succeeds, package starts

Do not start with exit 1.DATASVOL_PAIR
EX_ENORMT

PVOL_PSUE
PVOL_PSUE

with a warning message about the
EX_CMDIOEPVOL_PSUE data is not remotely protected in the

log file of the package.

Table 21 AUTO_NONCURDATA

AUTO_NONCURDATA =1
or FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_NONCURDATA
=0 (Default)

Fence LevelRemote StateLocal State

Starts with a warning
message about non-current

Do not start with
exit 1

NEVER/DATA/ASYNCEX_ENORMT
EX_CMDIOE

PVOL_PSUS
PVOL_PSUS

data in the control log file of
the package.ASYNCEX_ENORMTPVOL_PFUS

EX_CMDIOEPVOL_PFUS

Perform SVOL takeover,
which changes SVOL to

Do not start with
exit 1

NEVER/DATA/ASYNCPVOL_PSUE
EX_ENORMT
EX_CMDIOE

SVOL_PAIR
SVOL_PAIR
SVOL_ PAIR

PSUS (SSWS). After the
takeover succeeds, package
starts with a warning

ASYNCPVOL_PSUE
EX_ENORMT
EX_CMDIOE

SVOL_PFUL
SVOL_PFUL
SVOL_PFUL

message about non-current
data in the package log file.

Perform SVOL takeover,
which changes SVOL to

Do not start with
exit 1

(Continuous
Access-Journal)

PVOL-PAIR;
MINAP>0,MINAP=0

SVOL-PAIR;MINAP=0

PSUS(SSWS). After theEX_ENORMT,
EX_CMDIOE takeover succeeds, package

starts with a warning
message about non-current
data in the log file of the
package.

Table 22 AUTO_PSUEPSUS

AUTO_PSUEPSUS =1 or
FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_PSUEPSUS =0
(Default)

Fence
Level

Remote StateLocal State

Pairresync-swapp works,
package starts up.

Do not start with exit 1ASYNCSVOL_PSUSPVOL_PSUE

SVOL_PSUSPVOL_PFUS * If pairresync-swapp works,
package starts up.
*If pairresync-swapp fails,
package does not start with exit
1.

Table 23 AUTO_PSUSSSSWS

AUTO_PSUSSSSWS =1 or
FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_PSUSSSSWS
=0 (Default)

Fence LevelRemote StateLocal State

Pairresync-swapp works, package
starts up.

Do not start with
exit 1

NEVER/DATA/ASYNCSVOL_PSUS(SSWS)PVOL_PSUS

* If pairresync-swapp works,
package starts up.
*If pairresync-swapp fails, package
does not start with exit 1.
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Table 24 AUTO_SVOLPFUS

AUTO_SVOLPFUS =1 or
FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_SVOLPFUS =0
(Default)

Fence
Level

Remote StateLocal State

Perform SVOL takeover,
which changes SVOL to

Do not start on the local node
with exit 2.

ASYNCPVOL_PFUS
EX_ENORMT

SVOL_PFUS
SVOL_PFUS

PSUS(SSWS). After the
EX_CMDIOESVOL_PFUS takeover succeeds, package

starts with a warning message
about non-current data in the
control log file of the package.

Table 25 AUTO_SVOLPSUE

AUTO_SVOLPSUE
=1 or
FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_SVOLPSUE
=0 (Default)

Fence LevelRemote StateLocal State

Perform a SVOL to
PSUS(SSWS). After

Do not start with
exit 2.

NEVER/DATA/ASYNCPVOL_PSUS
EX_ENORMT

SVOL_PSUE
SVOL_PSUE

the takeover
EX_CMDIOESVOL_PSUE succeeds, package

starts with a warning
message about
non-current data in
the control log file of
the package.

Table 26 AUTO_SVOLPSUS

AUTO_SVOLPSUS =1 or
FORCEFLAG=yes

AUTO_SVOLPSUS =0
(Default)

Fence
Level

Remote StateLocal State

Perform a SVOL to PSUS
(SSWS). After the takeover

Do not start with exit 2.NEVER/
DATA/

PVOL_PSUS
EX_ENORMT

SVOL_PSUS
SVOL_PSUS

succeeds, package starts with
ASYNCEX_CMDIOESVOL_PSUS a warning message about

non-current data in the control
log file of the package.

NOTE: Environment File Variables for Device Group Monitor:

The following lists the monitor specific variables that have beenmodified or added for Metrocluster
with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP. If a monitor variable is not defined (commented out),
the default value is used:
MON_POLL_INTERVAL (Default = 10 minutes)

This parameter defines the polling interval for the monitor
service (if configured). If the parameter is not defined
(commented out), the default value is 10 minutes.
Otherwise, the value is set to the desired polling interval
in minutes.

MON_NOTIFICATION_FREQUENCY (Default = 0)
This parameter controls the frequency of notification
messages sent when the state of the device group remains
the same. If the value is set to 0, then the monitor only
sends notifications when the device group state changes.
If the value is set to n where n is greater than 0, the monitor
sends a notification every nth polling interval or when the
device group state has changed. If the parameter is not
defined (commented out), the default value is 0.

MON_NOTIFICATION_EMAIL (Default = empty string)
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This parameter defines the email addresses that the
monitor will use to send email notifications. The variable
must use fully qualified email addresses. If multiple email
addresses are defined, use the comma as a separator. If
the parameter is not defined (commented out) or the default
value is an empty string, this will indicate to the monitor
that no email notifications is sent.

MON_NOTIFICATION_SYSLOG (Default = 0)
This parameter defines whether the monitor will send
notifications to the syslog file. When the parameter is set
to 0, the monitor does not send notifications to the syslog
file. When the parameter is set to 1, the monitor sends
notifications to the syslog file. If the parameter is not defined
(commented out), the default value is 0.

MON_NOTIFICATION_CONSOLE (Default = 0)
This parameter defines whether the monitor sends console
notifications. When the parameter is set to 0, the monitor
will NOT send console notifications. When the parameter
is set to 1, the monitor sends console notifications. If the
parameter is not defined (commented out), the default
value is 0.

AUTO_RESYNC This parameter defines the pre-defined resynchronization
actions that the monitor can perform when the package is
on the PVOL side and the monitor detects the Continuous
Access data replication link is down. If the variable is not
defined or commented, the default value of 0 is used.
Values:
0 — (Default) When the parameter is set to 0, the monitor
will not perform any resynchronization actions.
1—When the parameter is set to 1 and the data replication
link is down, the monitor will split the remote BC (if
configured) and try to resynchronize the device. Until the
resynchronization starts, the monitor will try to
resynchronize every polling interval. Once the device group
has been completely resynchronized, the monitor will
resynchronize the remote BC.
2 –When the parameter is set to 2 and the data replication
link is down, the monitor attempts to perform
resynchronization if a file named MON_RESYNC exists in
the package directory (PKGDIR). The monitor does not
perform any operations to the remote BC (that is, split and
resynchronize the remote BC). Therefore, this setting is
used when you want to manage the remote BC

Modular Package Sample configuration file
$ cmmakepkg –m dts/mcxpca –v 1 temp.conf

mcxpcapkgpackage_name

"Metrocluster XPCA Package"package_description

sg/basicmodule_name

1module_version

dts/mcxpcamodule_name
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1module_version

dts/mcmodule_name

1module_version

sg/volume_groupmodule_name

1module_version

sg/prioritymodule_name

1module_version

sg/failovermodule_name

1module_version

dts/dtsmodule_name

1module_version

dts/xpcamodule_name

1module_version

failoverpackage_type

*node_name

yesauto_run

nonode_fail_fast_enabled

no_timeoutrun_script_timeout

no_timeouthalt_script_timeout

no_timeoutsuccessor_halt_timeout

/etc/cmcluster/loggscript_log_file

/etc/cmcluster/scripts/dts/mc.shoperation_sequence

/etc/cmcluster/scripts/dts/xpca.shoperation_sequence 

$SGCONF/scripts/sg/volume_group.shoperation_sequence

configured_nodefailover_policy

manualfailback_policy

/etc/cmcluster/mcxpcadts/dts/dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir

1concurrent_vgchange_operations 

0enable_threaded_vgchange 

"vgchange -a e"vgchange_cmd

"vxdg -g \${DiskGroup} set cvm_activation_cmd

activation=exclusivewrite"

"vxvol -g \${DiskGroup} startall"vxvol_cmd

datadgvxvm_dg

novxvm_dg_retry

2deactivation_retry_count

nokill_processes_accessing_raw_devices

no_prioritypriority
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C Legacy packages
Configuring legacy Metrocluster package

To configure a legacy package:
1. Create a directory /etc/cmcluster/<pkgname> for every package.

# mkdir /etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>

2. Create a package configuration file.
# cd /etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>

# cmmakepkg -p <pkgname>.config

Customize the package configuration file as appropriate to your application. Be sure to
include the pathname of the control script (/etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>/
<pkgname>.cntl) for the RUN_SCRIPT and HALT_SCRIPT parameters.

3. In the <pkgname>.config file, list the node names in the order in which you want the
package to fail over. It is recommended for performance reasons, to have the package fail
over locally first, then to the remote data center.
The failover_policy parameter can be set to site_preferred even for legacy
packages.
Set the value of RUN_SCRIPT_TIMEOUT in the package configuration file to NO_TIMEOUT
or to a large enough value to take into consideration the extra startup time required to obtain
status from the P9000 or XP Series disk array.
If you are using a fence level of ASYNC, then the RUN_SCRIPT_TIMEOUT must be greater
than the value of HORCTIMEOUT in the package environment file (see step 7h below).

NOTE: If you are using the EMS disk monitor as a package resource, you must not use
NO_TIMEOUT. Otherwise, package shutdown will hang if there is no access from the host
to the package disks.

This toolkit might increase package startup time by 5 minutes or more. Packages with many
disk devices will take longer to start up than those with fewer devices due to the time required
to get device status from the P9000 or XP Series disk array. Clusters with multiple packages
that use devices on the P9000 or XP Series disk array will all cause package startup time
to increase when more than one package is starting at the same time.

4. Create a package control script.
# cmmakepkg -s <pkgname>.cntl

Customize the control script as appropriate to your application using the guidelines in the
latest version of the Managing Serviceguard manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard. Standard Serviceguard package
customizations include modifying the VG, LV, FS, IP, SUBNET, SERVICE_NAME,
SERVICE_CMD and SERVICE_RESTART parameters. Be sure to set FS_UMOUNT_COUNT to
1.

5. Add customer-defined run and halt commands in the appropriate places according to the
needs of the application. Refer to the latest version of the Managing Serviceguard manual
available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard for
more detailed information on these functions.

6. Copy the environment file template /opt/cmcluster/toolkit/SGCA/
xpca.env to the package directory, naming it <pkgname>_xpca.env.
# cp /opt/cmcluster/toolkit/SGCA/xpca.env

  /etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>/<pkgname>_xpca.env
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NOTE: If you do not use a package name as a filename for the package control script,
you must follow the convention of the environment file name. This is the combination of the
file name of the package control script without the file extension, an underscore and type of
the data replication technology (xpca) used. The extension of the file must be env. The
following examples demonstrate how the environment file name must be chosen.
For example,
If the file name of the control script is pkg.cntl, the environment file name is
pkg_xpca.env.
For example,
If the file name of the control script is control_script.sh, the environment file name is
control_script_xpca.env.

7. Edit the environment file <pkgname>_xpca.env as follows:
a. If necessary, add the path where the Raid Manager software binaries have been installed

to the PATH environment variable. If the software is in the usual location, /usr/bin,
you can just uncomment the line in the script.

b. Uncomment the behavioral configuration environment variables starting with AUTO_. It
is recommended that you retain the default values of these variables unless you have
a specific business requirement to change them.

c. Uncomment the PKGDIR variable and set it to the full path name of the directory where
the control script has been placed. This directory, which is used for status data files,
must be unique for every package. For Example, set PKGDIR to /etc/cmcluster/
<package_name>, removing any quotes around the file names.

d. Uncomment the DEVICE_GROUP variable and set it to this package’s Raid Manager
device group name, as specified in the Raid Manager configuration file.

e. Uncomment the HORCMPERM variable and use the default value MGRNOINST if Raid
Manager protection facility is not used or disabled. If Raid Manager protection facility
is enabled set it to the name of the HORCM permission file.

f. Uncomment the HORCMINST variable and set it to the Raid Manager instance name
used by Metrocluster/Continuous Access.

g. Uncomment the FENCE variable and set it to either ASYNC, NEVER, or DATA according
to your business requirements or special Metrocluster requirements. This variable is
used to compare with the actual fence level returned by the array.

h. If you are using asynchronous data replication, set the HORCTIMEOUT variable to a
value greater than the side file timeout value configured with the Service Processor
(SVP), but less than the RUN_SCRIPT_TIMEOUT set in the package configuration file.
The default setting is the side file timeout value + 60 seconds.

i. Uncomment the CLUSTER_TYPE variable and set it to metro for Metrocluster .
8. After customizing the control script file and creating the environment file, and before starting

up the package, do a syntax verify on the control script using the following command (be
sure to include the -n option to perform syntax verifying only):
# sh -n <pkgname.cntl>
If any messages are returned, you must correct the syntax errors.

9. Verify the configuration using the cmcheckconf -P <pkgname>.config, then apply the
Serviceguard configuration using the cmapplyconf -P <pkgname>.config command
or SAM.

10. Distribute Metrocluster/Continuous Access configuration, environment and control script
files to other nodes in the cluster by using ftp, rcp or scp:
# rcp -p /etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>/* \

<other_node>:/etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>

See the example script Samples/ftpit to see how to semi-automate the copy using ftp.
This script assumes the package directories already exist on all nodes.
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Using ftp might be preferable at your organization, because it does not require the use of
a.rhosts file for root. Root access via the .rhosts might create a security issue.

11. Verify that every node in the Serviceguard cluster has the following files in the directory
/etc/cmcluster/<pkgname>.
<pkgname>.cntl Seviceguard package control script
<pkgname>_xpca.env Metrocluster/Continuous Access environment file
<pkgname>.config Serviceguard package ASCII configuration file
<pkgname>.sh Package monitor shell script, if applicable
other files Any other scripts you use to manage Serviceguard packages

The Serviceguard cluster is ready to automatically switch packages to nodes in remote data
centers using Metrocluster/Continuous Access.

Migrating legacy to modular packages
Metrocluster Legacy packages can be migrated to modular packages using the procedure listed
in this section. However, the migration steps vary based on the Serviceguard version and the
Legacy package configuration. While completing the migration procedure, multiple package
configuration files created. Only the final package configuration file that is created at the end of
the procedure must be applied.
To migrate Legacy packages to Modular packages using Metrocluster with Continuous Access
for P9000 and XP:
1. Create a Modular package configuration file for the Metrocluster Legacy package.

#cmmigratepkg -p <package name>[-s] -o <modular_sg.conf>

IMPORTANT: This command generates a package configuration file. Do not apply this
configuration file until you complete the migration procedure.

For more information about the cmmigratepkg command, see Managing Serviceguard
manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs

2. If the Metrocluster Legacy package uses ECM Toolkit, then generate a newModular package
configuration file using the package configuration file generated in the step 1.
For example, if the Metrocluster Legacy package uses the ECM Oracle toolkit, generate a
new Modular package configuration file with the following command:
# cmmakepkg –i modular_sg.conf -m ecmt/oracle/oracle \

–t haoracle.conf modular_sg_ecm.conf

3. Create a Metrocluster Modular package configuration file using the package configuration
file created in step 1.
When using Serviceguard A.11.18, to include Metrocluster modules in the new modular
package configuration file:
a. Include the Metrocluster modules in the new configuration file

# cmmakepkg –i <modular_sg_ecm.conf> -m dts/mcxpca\

<modular_sg_ecm_mc.conf>

b. Copy the environment variable values from the Metrocluster environment file present
in the package directory, to the variables present in the newly created modular package
configuration file.

When using Serviceguard A.11.19, run the following command to include the Metrocluster
modules in the new modular package configuration file:
# cmmakepkg –i <modular_sg_ecm.conf> -m dts/mcxpca -t\

<path_to_env_file><modular_sg_ecm_mc.conf>

4. Halt the package.
# cmhaltpkg <package_name>
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5. Validate the package configuration file.
# cmcheckconf -P <modular_sg_ecm_mc.conf>

6. Apply the package configuration with the modular configuration file created in step 3
# cmapplyconf -P <modular_sg_ecm_mc.conf>

7. Run the package on a node in the Serviceguard cluster.
# cmrunpkg -n <node_name><package_name>

8. Enable global switching for the package.
cmmodpkg -e <package_name>

Configuring storage devices for complex workload
The following sections describes how to configure storage devices managed by SG SMS CFS
or CVM as a legacy package on both the source disk site and the target site. The last section
describes how to migrate such packages to modular style.

Configuring the storage device for the complex workload at the Source Disk Site
using SG SMS CFS or CVM

To configure a storage device using SG SMS CFS or CVM in a legacy style package:
1. Initialize the source disks of the replication pair.

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <replicated_disk_1>

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <replicated_disk_2>

2. Create a disk group for the complex workload data.
# vxdg –s init <cvm_dg_name> <replicated_disk_1>\

<replicated_disk_2>

3. Create Serviceguard Disk Group MNP packages for the disk groups with a unique name in
the cluster.
# cfsdgadm add <cvm_dg_name><cvm_dg_pkg_name> all=sw\

<node1><node2>

where node1 and node2 are the nodes in the Source Disk Site.
4. Activate the CVM disk group in the Source Disk Site CFS sub-cluster.

# cfsdgadm activate <cvm_dg_name>

5. Create a volume from the disk group.
# vxassist -g <cvm_dg_name> make <cvm_dg_vol_name> 4500m

6. NOTE: Skip the following steps if you want to use the storage devices as rawCVM volumes.

To configure the storage devices using CFS,
Create a file system using the created volume
# newfs -F vxfs \

/dev/vx/rdsk/<cvm_dg_name>/<cvm_dg_vol_name>

7. Create mount points for the complex workload data and set appropriate permissions.
# mkdir /cfs

# chmod 775 /cfs

# mkdir /cfs/<cvm_dg_name>

8. Create the Mount Point MNP package with a unique name in the cluster.
# cfsmntadm add <cvm dg name> <cvm_dg_vol_name> \

/cfs/<cvm_dg_name> <cfs_mount_point_pkg_name> all=rw \
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<node1><node2>

where node1 and node2 are the nodes in the Source Disk Site.

Configuring the storage device for complex workload at the Target Disk Site using
SG SMS CFS or CVM

To import CVM disk groups on the nodes in the target disk site and to create CFS disk group
and mount point MNP packages:
1. From the CVMmaster node at the target disk site, import the disk groups used by the complex

workload.
# vxdg -stfC import <cvm_dg_name>

2. Create Serviceguard disk group MNP packages for the disk groups with a unique name in
the cluster.
# cfsdgadm add <cvm_dg_name><cvm_dg_pkg_name> all=sw\

<node 1> <node 2>

Where node1 and node2 are the nodes at the target disk site.
3. Activate the complex workload disk groups in the CFS sub-cluster.

# cfsdgadm activate <cvm_dg_name>

4. NOTE: Skip the following steps if you want to use the storage devices as rawCVM volumes.

Create the mount point directories for the complex workload cluster file systems.
# mkdir /cfs

# chmod 775 /cfs

# mkdir /cfs/<cvm_dg_name>

5. Create the Mount Point MNP package with a unique name in the cluster.
# cfsmntadm add <cvm_dg_name><cvm_dg_vol_name>\

cvm_dg_name> /cfs/<cfs_mount_point_pkg_name> all=rw\

<node1> <node2>

Where node1 and node2 are the nodes at the target disk site.
6. Mount the cluster file systems in this CFS sub-cluster.

# cfsmount /cfs/<cvm_dg_name>

Migrating complex workloads using legacy SGSMSCVM/CFS packages to modular
packages with minimal downtime

To migrate all the legacy SG SMS CVM/CFS packages managed by a Site Controller package
to modular SG SMS CVM/CFS packages:
1. Halt the Site Controller that is running on the primary site in DETACH mode. When the Site

Controller package is halted in the DETACHmode, the Site Controller package will go down
without bringing down the complex workload packages. This is done by creating a file DETACH
in the Site Controller's package directory on the node where the Site Controller package is
running, and then executing the cmhaltpkg command:
# cd <site_controller_pkg_dir>

# touch DETACH

# cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

2. Complete the following steps on the recovery site where the complex workload packages
are not running:
• Take a backup of the application package configurations and delete the application

packages managed by the Site Controller on the recovery site. After completing this
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step, there are no dependents on the legacy CFS mount point MNP packages. In case
CFS mount point MNP packages have not been configured, this step will ensure that
there are no dependents on the legacy CVM diskgroup MNP packages:
# cmgetconf -p <application_pkg_name> > <backedup_appl_config>

# cmdeleteconf -p <application_pkg_name>

• Use the cfsmntadm command to delete all the legacy disk group and mount point MNP
packages managed by the Site Controller from a node in the recovery site. Use the
cfsdgadm command if there are no CFS mounts configured.
# cfsmntadm delete <mount point>

or
# cfsdgadm delete <cvm_diskgroup_name>

• Configure all the CVM diskgroups and the mount points required by an application in a
single modular SMS CFS /CVM package. Add the EMS resource and apply the
configuration.
# cmapplyconf -P <modular_cfs_package_file>

• Edit the application's configuration file and change its dependency from legacy CFS
mount point or CVM disk group MNP packages to the newly created modular SMS
CFS/CVM package. Apply this package configuration.
cmapplyconf -P <backedup_application_config>

• Get the current configuration of the Site Controller. Modify the Site Controller
configuration with the new set of packages that must be managed on the recovery site.
Leave the set of packages that are being managed on the primary site as it is.

3. Start the Site Controller again on the primary site.
4. Halt the Site Controller package on the primary site. This will halt all the complex workload

packages that are running on the primary site.
5. Restart the Site Controller on the recovery site. The complex workload will start up on the

recovery site using the new modular SMS CFS/CVM packages.
6. Halt the Site Controller that is running on the recovery site in DETACH mode.
7. Repeat step 2 that was performed on the recovery site initially, on the primary site
8. Start the Site Controller again on the recovery site.
You can either continue the Site Controller package to run on the recovery site or move it back
to the primary site.

Upgrading the Site Controller package
When using Metrocluster with Continuous Access XP A.10.00 or later, the Site Controller Package
can be upgraded to use the Metrocluster modules. By upgrading the Site Controller Package,
the environment file parameters are included in the Site Controller Package configuration file.
The Metrocluster environment file need not be edited or distributed to all the nodes. For more
information about configuring Site Controller package in modular style see “ Configuring Site
Controller package using command line interface” (page 47).
To upgrade the Site Controller Package in a cluster:
1. Upgrade the Site Controller Package to the latest version of Metrocluster.

# cmmakepkg -u <pkg_name> -m dts/sc <output_pkg.ascii>

2. Add Metrocluster module to the Site Controller package configuration file.
# cmmakepkg -i <output_pkg.ascii> -m dts/mcxpca -t <path_to_env_file>
<migrated_output_pkg.ascii>
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3. Validate the package configuration file.
# cmcheckconf -P <migrated_output_pkg.ascii>

4. Apply the package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P <migrated_output_pkg.ascii>
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D Sample configuration files for Metrocluster with
Continuous Access for P9000 and XP A.11.00

Sample Raid Manager configuration file
The following is an example of a Raid Manager configuration file for one node (ftsys1).
## horcm0.conf.ftsys1- This is an example Raid Manager configuration
file for node ftsys1.Note that this configuration file is for Raid
Manager instance 0, which can be determined by the "0" in the filename
"horcm0.conf".

#Whenever this configuration file is changed, you must stop and restart
the instance of Raid Manager before the changes is recognized. This can
be done using the following commands:# horcmshutdown.sh <instance>#
horcmstart.sh <instance># After restarting the Raid Manager instance,
you must confirm that there are no configuration errors reported by
running the pairdisplay command with the "-c" option.

#

# NOTE: The Raid Manager command device (RORCM_CMD) cannot be used for
#       data storage (it is reserved for private Raid Manager usage).

#/************************ HORCM_MON *************************************/
#
# The HORCM_MON parameter is used for monitoring and control of device groups
# by the Raid Manager.
# It is used to define the IP address, port number, and paired volume error
# monitoring interval for the local host.
# <ip_address>
#  Defines a network address used by the local host. This can be a host name
#  or an IP address.
# <service>
#  Specifies the port name assigned to the Raid Manager communication path,
#  which is must also be defined in /etc/services.  If a port number, rather
#  than a port name is specified, the port number is used.
# <poll_interval>
#  Specifies the interval used for monitoring the paired volumes.  By
#  increasing this interval, the Raid Manager daemon load is reduced.
#  If this interval is set to -1, the paired volumes are not monitored.
# <timeout>
#  Specifies the time-out period for communication with the Raid Manager
#  server.

HORCM_MON
#ip_address     service         poll_interval(10ms)     timeout(10ms)
ftsys1          horcm0          1000                    3000

#/************************* HORCM_CMD *************************************/
#
# The HORCM_CMD parameter is used to define the special files (raw device
# file names) of the Raid Manager command devices used for the monitoring
# and control of Raid Manager device groups.
# Define the special device files corresponding to two or more command devices
# in order to use the Raid Manager alternate command device feature.  An
# alternate command device must be configured, otherwise a failure of a
# single command device will prevent access to the device group.
# every command device must have alternate links (PVLinks).  The first command
# device is the primary command device.  The second command device is a
# redundant command device and is used only upon failure of the primary
# command device.  The command devices must be mapped to the various host
# interfaces by using the SVP (disk array console) or a remote console.

HORCM_CMD
#Primary            Primary Alt-Link    Secondary           Secondary Alt-link
#dev_name           dev_name            dev_name            dev_name
/dev/rdsk/c4t1d0    /dev/rdsk/c5t1d0    /dev/rdsk/c4t0d1    /dev/rdsk/c5t0d1
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#/************************* HORCM_DEV *************************************/
#
# The HORCM_DEV parameter is used to define the addresses of the physical
# volumes corresponding to the paired logical volume names.  every group
# name is a unique name used by the hosts which will access the volumes.
#
# The group and paired logical volume names defined here must be the same for
# all other (remote) hosts that will access this device group.
# The hardware SCSI bus, SCSI-ID, and LUNs for the device groups do not need
# to be the same on remote hosts.
#
# <dev_group>
#  This parameter is used to define the device group name for paired logical
#  volumes.  The device group name is used by all Raid Manager commands for
#  accessing these paired logical volumes.
# <dev_name>
#  This parameter is used to define the names of the paired logical volumes
#  in the device group.
# <port#>
#  This parameter is used to define the XP256 port number used to access the
#  physical volumes in the XP256 connected to the "dev_name".  Consult your
#  XP256 for valid Port numbers to specify here.
# <TargetID>
#  This parameter is used to define the SCSI target ID of the physical
#  volume on the port specified in "port#".
# <LUN#>
#  This parameter is used to define the SCSI logical unit number (LUN) of
#  the physical volume specified in "targetID".

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group      dev_name        port#           TargetID        LUN#
pkgA            pkgA_index      CL1-E           0               1
pkgA            pkgA_tables     CL1-E           0               2
pkgA            pkgA_logs       CL1-E           0               3
pkgB            pkgB_d1         CL1-E           0               4
pkgC            pkgC_d1         CL1-E           0               5
pkgD            pkgD_d1         CL1-E           0               2

#/************************* HORCM_INST ************************************/
#
# This parameter is used to define the network address (IP address or host
# name) of the remote hosts which can provide the remote Raid Manager access
# for every of the device group secondary volumes.
# The remote Raid Manager instances are required to get status or provide
# control of the remote devices in the device group.  All remote hosts
# must be defined here, so that the failure of one remote host will prevent
# obtaining status.
#
# <dev_group>
#  This is the same device group names as defined in dev_group of HORC_DEV.
# <ip_address>
#  This parameter is used to define the network address of the remote hosts
#  with Raid Manager access to the device group.   This can be either an
#  IP address or a host name.
# <service>
#  This parameter is used to specify the port name assigned to the Raid
#  Manager instance, which must be registered in /etc/services.  If this is
#  a port number rather than a port name, then the port number is used.

HORCM_INST
#dev_group      ip_address      service
pkgA            ftsys1a         horcm0
pkgA            ftsys2a         horcm0
pkgB            ftsys1a         horcm0
pkgB            ftsys2a         horcm0
pkgC            ftsys1a         horcm0
pkgC            ftsys2a         horcm0
pkgD            ftsys1a         horcm0
pkgD            ftsys2a         horcm0
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Sample file for configuring automatic Raid Manager startup
--------------------------RAID MANAGER ------------------------------------
# Metrocluster with Continuous Access Toolkit script for configuring the
# startup parameters for a HP Disk Array XP Raid Manager
# instance.  The Raid Manager instance must be running before any
# Metrocluster package can start up successfully.
#
# @(#) $Revision: 1.8 $
#
# START_RAIDMGR     If set to 1, this host will attempt to start up all the
#                instances of the HP Disk Array XP Raid Manager specified
#                as RAIDMGR_INSTANCE at system startup.
#                If set to 0, this host will not attempt to start the
#                Raid Manager instances during node boot, however
#                Metrocluster package startup will start all the Raid
#                Manager instances specified in this file.
#
# RAIDMGR_INSTANCE  It contains instance numbers of all the Raid Manager
#                instances to be started during node boot and package
#                startup in a comma separated list.
#                It must include the Raid Manager instance number
#                specified in Metrocluster package configuration file
#                When using remote array Raid Manager instances, specify
#                the remote Array Raid Manager instance numbers along
#                with local array Raid Manager instance number.
#
#                Consult your Raid Manager documentation for more detail.
# See the Metrocluster and Raid Manager documentation for more information
# about configuring this script.

START_RAIDMGR=1
RAIDMGR_INSTANCE=”0,1”

Sample RAIDManager configuration file for the Remote CommandDevice
This section includes a sample RAID Manager configuration file for the remote command device.
For this sample, following are the configuration details:
• ftsys1 and ftsys2 are part of primary site
• ftsys1a and ftsys2a are part of recovery site
• horcm0 is the local array Raid manager
• horcm1 is the remote array Raid Manager
• /dev/rdsk/c6t1d0 is the device file name for remote command device
The following is an example of a RAID Manager configuration file for the RCMD for one node,
ftsys1.
# horcm1.conf.ftsys1- This is an example Raid Manager configuration
# file for RCMD on node ftsys1.Note that this configuration file is for Raid
# Manager instance 1, which can be determined by the "1" in the filename
# "horcm1.conf".

HORCM_MON
#ip_address     service         poll_interval(10ms)     timeout(10ms)
ftsys1          horcm1          1000                    3000

HORCM_CMD
#Primary            Primary Alt-Link    Secondary           Secondary Alt-link
#dev_name           dev_name            dev_name            dev_name
# Enter the remote command device dev_name
/dev/rdsk/c6t1d0

#/************************* HORCM_LDEV ***********************************/
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# Enter details of the devices in the remote XP array
# run the raidscan command on ftsys1a or ftsys2a that is connected to the
# remote XP array.

# The HORCM_LDEV parameters are used to describe 
# stable LDEV# and Serial# as another way of HORCM_DEV used 'port#,Target-ID,LUN'.
# [Note]:
# This feature depends on the micro version of RAID or kind of RAID.
# <dev_group>
#  This parameter is used to define the device group name for paired logical
#  volumes.  The device group name is used by all Raid Manager commands for
#  accessing these paired logical volumes.
# <dev_name>
#  This parameter is used to define the names of the paired logical volumes
#  in the device group.
# <Serial#>
#  This parameter is used to describe the Serial number of RAID box.
# <CU:LDEV(LDEV#)>
#  This parameter is used to describe the LDEV number in the RAID box,
#  This parameter is used to describe the LDEV number in the RAID box,

HORCM_LDEV
#dev_group      dev_name        Serial#      CU:LDEV(LDEV#)   MU#
pkgA            pkgA_index      60095           01:04           0
pkgA            pkgA_logs       60095           01:05           0
pkgB            pkgB_d1         60095           01:06           0
pkgC            pkgC_d1         60095           01:07           0
pkgD            pkgD_d1         60095           01:08           0

HORCM_INST
#dev_group      ip_address      service
pkgA            ftsys1          horcm0
pkgB            ftsys1          horcm0
pkgC            ftsys1          horcm0
pkgD            ftsys1          horcm0
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E Sample output of the cmdrprev command
The following procedure shows you how to use the cmdrprev command to preview the data
replication preparation for a package in an MC with P9000/XP environment.
Run the following command on <nodename>:
$> /usr/sbin/cmdrprev -p demopkg1

Following is the output that is displayed:
cmdrprev: Info - File pkg_data_xpca.env found in /etc/cmcluster/demopkg1.

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Package Environment File:
/etc/cmcluster/demopkg1/pkg_data_xpca.env

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: The XPCA environment file of this
package has version A.10.00

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Package has been configured for 2DC
environment.

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Entering Data Replication Enabler

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Executing: horcmstart.sh 3

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Executing: raidqry -l 2>&1

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Executing: grep ccpa1
/etc/cmcluster/demopkg1/raidqry.out | awk '{print $4}' | sed 's/[-,.]//g
'

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Executing: pairdisplay -g demodg1
-CLI -l -fe -fc 2>&1

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Configured fence level is : data

Actual fence level is: DATA

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Executing: pairvolchk -g demodg1 -s
2>&1

Feb 29 10:03:24 - Node <nodename>: Executing: pairvolchk -g demodg1 -s
-c 2>&1 Feb 29 10:03:25 - Node nodename: Status for device group: demodg1

Local disk status: PVOL_PAIR

Remote disk status: SVOL_PAIR

Feb 29 10:03:25 - Node <nodename>: Attempting Package startup

Feb 29 10:03:25 - Node <nodename>: Leaving Data Replication Enabler

Verify that the cmdrprev command returns the value of 0.
The 0 value indicates that the data replication preparation is successful in the event of a package
failover from this node.
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F Sample configuration files for a 3DC Environment
Sample Raid Manager configuration files on DC1, DC2 and DC3 nodes
for Multi-Target-Bi-Link configuration

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on DC1 NodeA

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeA         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU# MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL3-E  6              5
dg13             dg13_d0    CL3-E  6              5       h1

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on DC2 NodeB

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeB         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c21t8d0  /dev/rdsk/c24t8d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL1-A  13           1
#Phantom device group dg23
dg23             dg23_d0    CL1-A  13           1        h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
dg23             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on DC3 NodeC

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeC         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t2d0  /dev/rdsk/c8t2d0

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg13             dg13_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h1
#Phantom device group dg23
dg23             dg23_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h2

HORCM _INST
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#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg23             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes

Sample Raid Manager configuration files on DC1, DC2 and DC3 Nodes
for Multi-Hop-Bi-Link configuration

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on DC1 NodeA

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeA         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU# MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL3-E  6              5
#Phantom device group dg13
dg13             dg13_d0    CL3-E  6              5       h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on DC2 NodeB

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeB         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c21t8d0  /dev/rdsk/c24t8d0 

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg12             dg12_d0    CL1-A  13           1
dg23             dg23_d0    CL1-A  13           1        h1

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
dg23             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on DC3 NodeC

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeC         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t2d0  /dev/rdsk/c8t2d0

HORCM_DEV
#dev_group  dev_name  port#    TargetID LU#  MU#
dg23             dg23_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h1
#Phantom device group dg13
dg13             dg13_d0    CL2-A  0             5        h2
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HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg23             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes

Sample Raid Manager configuration files on DC1, DC2 and DC3 nodes
for Tri-Link configuration

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC1 NodeA

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeA         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t12d0  /dev/rdsk/c9t12d0 

HORCM_LDEV
# dev_group  dev_name  Serial#  CU:LDEV(LDEV#)  MU#
dg12              dg12_d0    60095    01:04                          h1
dg13              dg13_d0    60095    01:04                          h2

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC2 NodeB

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeB         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c21t8d0  /dev/rdsk/c24t8d0 

HORCM_LDEV
# dev_group  dev_name  Serial#  CU:LDEV(LDEV#)  MU#
dg12              dg12_d0    10048    02:05                          h1
dg23              dg23_d0    10048    02:05                          h3

HORCM _INST
#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg12             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
dg23             NodeC.dc3.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC3 nodes

Sample Raid Manager Configuration on a DC3 NodeC

HORCM _MON
#ip_address service     poll(10ms)  timeout(10ms)
NodeC         horcm0   1000            3000

HORCM_CMD
#dev_name dev_name dev_name 
/dev/rdsk/c6t2d0  /dev/rdsk/c8t2d0

HORCM_LDEV
# dev_group  dev_name  Serial#  CU:LDEV(LDEV#)  MU#
dg13              dg13_d0    10050    03:06                          h2
dg23              dg23_d0    10050    03:06                          h3

HORCM _INST
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#dev_group  ip_address         service 
dg23             NodeB.dc2.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC2 nodes
dg13             NodeA.dc1.net  horcm0  # communicate with DC1 nodes
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G Configuring Oracle RAC in SADTA
Overview of Metrocluster for RAC

The Oracle RAC database can be deployed in a Metrocluster environment for disaster tolerance
using SADTA. This configuration is referred as Metrocluster for RAC. In this architecture, a
disaster tolerant RAC database is configured as two RAC databases that are replicas of every
other; one at every site of the Metrocluster. At any given time in a Metrocluster, the RAC database
at only one site is up and actively services clients while the other RAC database, which is a
replica on the remote site, remains passive. The active RAC database data I/O is continuously
replicated (synchronously or asynchronously) to the remote site using Continuous Access with
P9000/XP.
When the active RAC database fails, or when the site hosting the active RAC database is lost
in a disaster, Metrocluster automatically initiates a site failover for the RAC database. A
Metrocluster site failover activates the passive database configuration at the remote site by
starting it using the replicated data in that site. After a successful site failover, the redundant RAC
passive database becomes the new active RAC database.
While configuring replicas of the RAC databases within a Metrocluster, it is important that the
two sites in the Serviceguard cluster are configured by grouping cluster nodes based on the sites
they are located in. If you have CVM or CFS configured in your environment, an SGeRAC-enabled
Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster and a Serviceguard Storage Management Suite CFS sub-cluster
must be created at every site. Only nodes within a Serviceguard site can be members of these
clusters.
For every site aware disaster tolerant RAC database, a RAC database must be configured at
every site using the Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster of the site. An Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster
at one site can be started and stopped independently of the Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster on
the other site.
In SADTA, CFS or CVM software can be used to form sub-clusters at each site. The Serviceguard
Storage Management Suite (SG SMS) Cluster File System (CFS) is layered above the
Serviceguard membership. The Cluster File System (CFS) sub-cluster is formed with membership
from the cluster nodes in a site as defined in the underlying cluster.
The CFS sub-cluster at a site manages the disks connected to the nodes in that site. In SADTA,
a CFS sub-cluster is present at each site. The CFS sub-clusters at each site have their own
namespaces. As a result, the same Cluster Volume Manager (CVM) disk group name can be
used in both of the sites in a Metrocluster. While the same CVM disk group and CFS filesystem
name can be used in both subcluster, the disk group package name and the mountpoint package
name need to be unique across both subclusters The database at every site uses the CFS
sub-cluster file systems created over the local disk of a replicated disk pair.
The RAC database processes, the disk groups, and file systems at every site are configured in
a stack of inter-dependent MNP packages. The RAC database processes are packaged using
the SGeRAC Toolkit (delivered as part of the SGeRAC product). The CVM DG MNP and CFS
MP MNP packages are created using SG SMS commands for the disk groups and cluster file
systems that are used to store the database.
For more information about using SG SMS commands to create disk groups and cluster file
systems, see the documents available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPE
Serviceguard Storage Management Suite <version>. Also, see the Serviceguard, SGeRAC, and
SMSCompatibility and FeatureMatrix and the latest release notes for your version of Serviceguard
for up-to-date information about support for CVM and CFS, available at: http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs.
For SADTA, a Site Controller Packagemust be configured to provide robust site failover semantics
for a site aware disaster tolerant RAC database. The Site Controller Package starts the configured
local RAC MNP stack packages on the site where it is started. The Site Controller Package
monitors the started RAC MNP stack packages. When these packages fail, the Site Controller
Package fails over to the remote site. As part of its startup on the remote site node during failover,
the Site Controller Package prepares the replicated data storage and runs the passive RACMNP
stack packages in the remote site ensuring disaster tolerance for the database.
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Because, a disaster tolerant RAC database has two identical but independent RAC databases
configured over the replicated storage in a Metrocluster, it is important to prevent packages of
both sites RACMNP stacks to be up and running simultaneously. If the packages of the redundant
stack at both sites are running simultaneously, it leads to data corruption. SADTA provides a
Site Safety Latch mechanism at the site nodes that prevents inadvertent simultaneous direct
startup of the RAC MNP stack packages at both sites.
Multiple site aware disaster tolerant RAC databases can be configured in a Metrocluster. Figure 48
shows one such configuration with two site aware disaster tolerant RAC databases: hrdb and
salesdb.

Figure 48 Sample configuration

Multiple RAC databases can be configured using a separate Site Controller Package infrastructure
for every RAC database. every RAC database must have its own Site Controller Package, Site
Safety Latch, RAC MNP package stack, and replication disk group in the Metrocluster. The
site-specific Oracle Clusterware and CFS sub-clusters are common resources for all RAC
databases.
To add another RAC database to an existing Metrocluster, two replicas of the RAC database
and the RAC MNP stack packages on both sites, in a separate Site Controller Package, must
be configured.
Because the SADTA configuration requires two replicas of the RAC database configuration, the
Oracle Network and Services must be configured accordingly for the disaster tolerant database
clients to automatically reconnect to the new active site after a site failover is complete. For more
information about configuring access for Oracle RAC database, see “Configuring client access
for Oracle database 10gR2 RAC” (page 210).

Configuring Oracle RAC database in a Site Aware Disaster Tolerant
Architecture(SADTA)

This section describes how to configure Oracle RAC database in a SADTA. The subsequent
sections elaborate on the configuration procedures using Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC as an
example.
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Summary of required procedures
This section summarizes the procedures required to configure Oracle RAC database in a SADTA.
To set up SADTA in your environment:
1. Set up P9000 or XP data replication in your environment.
2. Install software for configuring Metrocluster. This includes:

a. Creating Serviceguard Clusters
b. Configuring Cluster File System-Multi-node Package (SMNP)

3. Install Oracle.
a. Install and configure Oracle Clusterware.
b. Install and configure Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC).
c. Create RAC databases.
d. Create identical RAC databases at the remote site.

4. Configure the Site Controller Package and the Site Safety Latch.

Checklist for configuring SADTA
Use the following checklist while configuring SADTA in your environment.
1. Install Serviceguard.

The Serviceguard version must be compatible with the version of HP-UX installed.

NOTE: For more information about Serviceguard versions, see Serviceguard, SGeRAC,
and SMS Compatibility and Feature Matrix, at: http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs-> HPE Serviceguard.

2. Install Serviceguard extension for Oracle RAC.
Install SGeRAC with CFS to use CFS/CVM.

3. Install the required Serviceguard and SGeRAC patches.
For more information about the required Serviceguard and SGeRAC patches, see the
Serviceguard Disaster Recovery Products Compatibility and Feature Matrix (Metrocluster
with Continuous Access for P9000 and XP) available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPEServiceguardMetrocluster with Continuous Access for P9000
and XP.

4. Install Metrocluster software.
5. Set up replication between sites.
6. Create Serviceguard clusters with sites defined in the cluster configuration file.
7. Create the SG-CFS-SMNP, if CFS/CVM is configured in your environment.
8. Install and configure Oracle Clusterware.

a. Configure the network.
b. Configure the storage device for installing Oracle Clusterware.
c. Set up the OCR and VOTING directories.
d. Install the Oracle Clusterware software.
e. Configure SGeRAC toolkit packages for the site CRS sub-cluster.

9. Install and configure Oracle RAC.
10. Create the RAC database.

a. Set up file systems for RAC database data files.
The RAC database can be configured to use CVM or SLVM raw volumes, or CFS file
systems.
If using CFS, create SG-CFS-MP packages.
If using CVM, and if HPE SG SMS is installed, create SG-CFS-DG packages.
If Veritas CVM is installed, create a separate modular MNP package at every site for
every disk group in the workload.
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If using SLVM, create appropriate SLVM volume groups with required raw volumes over
the replicated disks.

b. Set up file systems for RAC database flash recovery.
If you have SLVM, CVM, or CFS configured in your environment, see the following
documents available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPE
Serviceguard Extension for RAC:
• Architecture Considerations and Best Practices for Architecting an Oracle 10g R2

RAC Solution with Serviceguard and SGeRAC
• Using Serviceguard Extension for RAC

c. Create the RAC database using Oracle DBCA.
d. Configure and test RAC MNP stack at the local site.
e. Halt the RAC database.

11. Create the identical RAC database at the remote site.
a. Configure the replica RAC database.
b. Configure the RAC MNP at the remote site.
c. Halt the RAC database at the remote site.

12. Configure the Site Controller Package.
13. Configure the Site Safety Latch dependencies.
14. Start the site aware disaster tolerant RAC database in the Metrocluster.
15. Configure client access for the RAC database.
16. Configure SGeRAC cluster interconnect subnet monitoring.
The subsequent sections explain each of these steps with the following sample configuration.

Sample configuration
To illustrate the configuration procedures for SADTA, the subsequent sections describe how to
install and configure a site aware disaster tolerant Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC in a Metrocluster.
The configuration procedure involves multiple steps across multiple nodes. Use the worksheet
in Appendix A (page 155) to document key information that is required during the configuration.
A sample configuration is used in the subsequent sections to elaborate on the procedure to
configure Metrocluster for RAC with Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC. In this sample configuration,
following are the names that are used:
• hrdb

This is the Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC that is configured with two database instances,
which are configured using SADTA in a Metrocluster environment.

• dbcluster

The Metrocluster that spans two cities, Site A cand Site B.

• SFO_1 and SFO_2
The two nodes at the Site A site that are connected to a disk array that supports the SADTA
feature.

• SJC_1 and SJC_2
The two nodes at the Site B site that are connected to a disk array that supports the SADTA
feature.

The disk arrays at the Site A and the Site B sites have a physical replication link configured
between them. The underlying Serviceguard cluster is configured in a cross-subnet environment
and the two sites are defined in the configuration file as follows:
SITE_NAME  Site A
SITE_NAME  Site B
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The RAC database is created on a shared disk in a P9000/XP disk array, which is synchronously
replicated as part of a single replication disk group, hrdb_devgroup. The configuration uses
the CFS file system at the host for database storagemanagement. As the underlying Serviceguard
cluster is configured with the site, there are two CFS sub-clusters: one at the Site A site with
membership from SFO_1 and SFO_2 nodes and the other at the Site B site with membership
from SJC_1 and SJC_2 nodes.

Figure 49 Sample configuration procedures for SADTA

To configure SADTA, two CRS sub-clusters; one at the Site A and the other at the Site B, must
be created. The Oracle Clusterware software must be installed at every site in the Metrocluster.
The CRS daemons at the sub-clusters must be configured as a Serviceguard package using the
SGeRAC toolkit. The CRS Home is installed on a file system that is local to a site. The CRS
voting and OCR disks must not be configured for replication.
Table 27 lists the CRS packages and other resources that form the CRS sub-cluster at every
site.

Table 27 CRS Sub-clusters configuration in the Metrocluster

Site BSite ASite

sjc_crssfo_crsCRS Cluster Name

SJC_1 and SJC_2SFO_1 and SFO_2Members

sjc_crssfo_crsCRS MNP

sjc_crs_icsfo_crs_icCRS Interconnect
MNP
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Table 27 CRS Sub-clusters configuration in the Metrocluster (continued)

Site BSite ASite

/opt/crs/oracle/product/10.2.0/crs/opt/crs/oracle/product/10.2.0/crsCRS HOME

/cfs/sjc_crs/OCR/ocr/cfs/sfo_crs/OCR/ocrCRS OCR

/cfs/sjc_crs/VOTE/vote/cfs/sfo_crs/VOTE/voteCRS Voting Disk

/cfs/sjc_crs/cfs/sfo_crsCRS mount point

sjc_crs_mpsfo_crs_mpCRS MP MNP
package

sjc_crs_dgsfo_crs_dgCRS DG MNP
package

sjc_crsdgsfo_crsdgCVM DG Name

192.1.8.1 SJC_1p.hp.com

192.1.8.2 SJC_2p.hp.com

192.1.7.1 SFO_1p.hp.com

192.1.7.2 SFO_2p.hp.com

Private IPs

16.89.141.202 SJC_1v.hp.com

16.89.141.204 SJC_2v.hp.com

16.89.140.202 SFO_1v.hp.com

16.89.140.204 SFO_2v.hp.com

Virtual IPs

In this example, two replicas of the RAC database must be configured; one at Site A and the
other at Site B.The database must be created at the nodes in the Site A site and the configuration
and data must be replicated to the nodes in the Site B. The RAC database software must be
installed on the local file system at every node. The database uses two CFS file systems for
database files; one for the database data and the other for flash recovery area. The RAC database
must be configured using the SGeRAC toolkit at every site. The disk group names and file systems
mount point paths must be the same for both the site databases. However, the disk groups and
mount points are packaged using different packages at every site CFS sub-cluster.
Table 28 lists the packages and other resources at every site.

Table 28 Sample database configuration

Site BSite ASite Details

hrdb_devgrouphrdb_devgroupRACHRDBRAIDDevice group
name

hrdbdghrdbdgRAC HRDB data files Disk
Group name

flashdgflashdgRAC flash area CVM Disk
Group name

HRDBHRDBRAC Database Name

hrdb1@ SJC_1

hrdb2@ SJC_2

hrdb1@ SFO_1

hrdb2@ SFO_2

RAC Instances Instance @
Node

/opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db/opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/dbRAC Home

sjc_hrdbsfo_hrdbRAC MNP package name

/cfs/rac//cfs/rac/RAC HRDB data mount point

sjc_hrdb_mpsfo_hrdb_mpRAC HRDB data MP MNP

sjc_hrdb_dgsfo_hrdb_dgRAC HRDB data DG MNP

/cfs/flash/cfs/flashRAC flash area mount point
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Table 28 Sample database configuration (continued)

Site BSite ASite Details

sjc_flash_mpsfo_flash_mpRAC flash area MP MNP

sjc_flash_dgsfo_flash_dgRAC flash area DG MNP

In this example, a Site Controller Package titled hrdb_sc must be created to provide automatic
site failover for the hrdbRAC database between San Francisco and San Jose. The RAC database
MNP packages must be configured using the critical_package attribute, and the CFS MP
MNP and CVM DG MNP database packages must be configured using the managed_package
attribute. As a result, the Site Controller Package monitors only the RAC database MNP package
and initiates a site failover when it fails. The Site Controller Package can be configured to monitor
all the RAC MNP stack packages and initiate a site failover only when all the packages in the
stack have failed or the site itself is lost in a disaster. In such a scenario, all RAC MNP stack
packages must be configured with the managed_package attribute and no package must be
configured with the critical_package attribute in the Site Controller Package configuration
file.

Configuring SADTA
This section describes the procedures that must be followed to configure SADTA with Oracle
Database 10gR2 RAC.
To configure SADTA with Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC:
1. Set up Replication.
2. Configure Metrocluster.
3. Install and Configure Oracle Clusterware.
4. Install and Configure Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC).
5. Create the RAC database.
6. Create the identical RAC database at the remote site.
7. Configure the Site Controller Package and the Site Safety Latch.
8. Configure client access for Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC.
The subsequent sections discuss every step in detail.

Setting up replication
The RAC database data files and the flash recovery area must be replicated between the site
disk arrays. The underlying disks must be configured for replication. Create device groups for
these disks using paircreate command.

Configuring Metrocluster with sites
To configure SADTA, a Serviceguard cluster must be created that comprises nodes from both
sites. In this example, a Serviceguard cluster is created using nodes SFO_1, SFO_2, SJC_1, and
SJC_2.
This example describes a cross-subnet Serviceguard cluster.
To configure Metrocluster:
1. Create a Serviceguard cluster with two sites.
2. Configure the Cluster File System Multi-node Package (SMNP).
The following sections describe each of these steps in detail.

Creating a Serviceguard cluster with sites configured
To create a Serviceguard cluster with sites configured:
1. Run the following command to create a cluster configuration file from any node:

# cmquerycl -v -C /etc/cmcluster/dbcluster.config -n SFO_1 -n SFO_2\

-n SJC_1 -n SJC_2 -w full -q quorum.abc.com
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where quorum.abc.com is the host name of the Quorum Server.
2. Edit the /etc/cmcluster/dbcluster.config file to specify the site configuration.

Following is a sample of the configuration file:
SITE_NAME san_francisco
SITE_NAME san_jose

NODE_NAME           sfo_1
  SITE                san_francisco
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan2 #SG HB 1
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.3.1
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan3 #SG HB 2
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.5.1
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan4 #SFO_CRS CSS HB
  STATIONARY_IP       192.1.7.1
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan5  #SFO_CRS CSS HB standby
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan1 # SFO client access
  STATIONARY_IP       16.89.140.201
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan6 # SFO client access standby

NODE_NAME           sfo_2
  SITE                san_francisco
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan2 #SG HB 1
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.3.2
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan3 #SG HB 2
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.5.2
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan4 # SFO_CRS CSS HB 
  STATIONARY_IP       192.1.7.2
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan5 # SFO_CRS CSS HB standby
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan1 # SFO client access
  STATIONARY_IP       16.89.140.203
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan6 # SFO client access standby

NODE_NAME           sjc_1
  SITE                san_jose
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan2 #SG HB 3
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.6.1
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan3 #SG HB 4
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.4.1
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan4 #SJC_CRS CSS HB
  STATIONARY_IP       192.1.8.1
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan5 #SJC_CRS CSS HB standby
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan1 # SJC client access 
  STATIONARY_IP       16.89.141.201
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan6 # SJC client access standby

NODE_NAME             sjc_2
  SITE                san_jose
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan2 #SG HB 3
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.6.2
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan3 # SG HB 4
  HEARTBEAT_IP        192.1.4.2
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan4 #SJC_CRS CSS HB
  STATIONARY_IP       192.1.8.2 
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan5 #SJC_CRS CSS HB standby
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan1 # SJC client access
  STATIONARY_IP       16.89.141.203
  NETWORK_INTERFACE   lan6 # SJC client access standby

3. Run the following command to apply the configuration file:
# cmapplyconf -v -C /etc/cmcluster/dbcluster.config

4. Run the following command to start the cluster:
# cmruncl
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After the cluster is started, you can run the cmviewcl command to view the site configuration.

Configuring the Cluster File System multi-node package (SMNP)
If Cluster File System (CFS) is configured in the environment, the Serviceguard CFS (SG CFS)
package must be configured. To create an SG CFS SMNP package (SG-CFS-pkg), run the
cfscluster command. After creating the package, ensure that there are two CFS sub-clusters
in the Metrocluster.
Run the following command on any node, at both sites, to view the list of nodes and the status
of every node:
# cfscluster status

Following is the output that is displayed:
Node            : SFO_1
Cluster Manager : up
CVM state       : up (MASTER)

Node            : SFO_2
Cluster Manager : up
CVM state       : up

Installing and configuring Oracle clusterware
After setting up replication in your environment and configuring the Metrocluster, you must install
Oracle Clusterware. Use the Oracle Universal Installer to install and configure the Oracle
Clusterware. As SADTA requires two Oracle Clusterware sub-clusters, one at every site, you
must install and configure Oracle Clusterware twice in the Serviceguard cluster.
When you install Oracle Clusterware at a site, the sub-cluster installation is confined to a site
and the Clusterware storage is not replicated. As a result, Oracle Clusterware must be installed
on a local file system at every node in the site. The Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) and Voting
disks must be shared only among the nodes in the site. In this example, CFS is shared between
the site nodes for the OCR and Voting disks.
Install Oracle Clusterware, one site at a time. Following sections describe the steps to install and
configure Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster at both sites.

Configuring the network
To configure the network:
1. Identify the Oracle virtual IP and private IP to be used in the site Clusterware sub-cluster

and enter them in the /etc/hosts file on all the nodes in the site. All nodes in the site CRS
sub-cluster must be able to resolve the private and virtual IP of all other nodes in the site
CRS sub-cluster.
In this sample configuration, for the SFO CRS sub-cluster, the following entries must be
made in the /etc/hosts file of SFO_1 and SFO_2 nodes.
192.1.7.1     SFO_1p.hp.com   SFO_1p
192.1.7.2     SFO_2p.hp.com   SFO_2p
16.89.140.202 SFO_1v.hp.com   SFO_1v
16.89.140.204 SFO_2v.hp.com   SFO_2v

2. Configure the appropriate host equivalence for the oracle user. When installing Oracle
RAC and the database software, host equivalence for the oracle user must be configured
only among the nodes in the same site.
Add entries in the .rhosts file of the Oracle user for every network address of nodes in
the site. Do not include the nodes in the other site.
In this example, following are the entries that are included in the .rhosts file:
SFO_1   oracle
SFO_2   oracle
SFO_1p  oracle
SFO_2p  oracle
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SFO_1v  oracle
SFO_2v  oracle

After installing and configuring all Oracle software, the host equivalence for the oracle
user across the sites can be configured.

3. Update the /home/oracle/.profile file for the Oracle user and set the ORACLE_SID
environment variable using the RAC database instance name that will run in the node.
Following is the .profile file for this example:
export ORACLE_BASE=/opt/app/oracle
export ORACLE_HOME=$ORACLE_BASE/product/10.2.0/db_1
export ORA_CRS_HOME=/opt/crs/oracle/product/10.2.0/crs
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib:/lib:/usr/lib:
  $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/lib
SHLIB_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib32:$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/lib32
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH SHLIB_PATH
export PATH=$PATH:$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$ORA_CRS_HOME/bin:
   /usr/local/bin:
CLASSPATH=$ORACLE_HOME/jre:$ORACLE_HOME/jlib:
   $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/jlib:$ORACLE_HOME/network/jlib
export CLASSPATH
export ORACLE_SID=<set RAC database instance SID>

Configuring the storage device for installing Oracle clusterware
When Oracle Clusterware is installed in a site, it is installed only on a local file system on the
Clusterware sub-cluster nodes of that site. Complete the following steps on all the nodes at the
site:
1. Create a directory path for Oracle Clusterware Home, set an owner, and specify appropriate

permissions.
2. Create an Oracle directory to save installation logs, set an owner, and specify appropriate

permissions.
3. Create mount points on all nodes in the site for a CFS file system where the Clusterware

sub-cluster OCR and Voting files is stored.

Setting up CRS OCR and VOTING directories
The shared storage for storing OCR and VOTING data can be configured using SLVM, or CVM,
or CFS. When using SLVM or CVM, a separate SLVM volume group or CVM disk groups, with
all required raw volumes must be configured using non replicated disks. For more information
about using raw devices for OCR and VOTING storage, see theOracle® Clusterware Installation
Guide available at the Oracle documentation website. This CRS storage is however not required
to be replicated in SADTA.

NOTE: The following example shows how to configure CFS for OCR and VOTING data in a
legacy package style. It is recommended to followmodular style of packaging wherever possible.

1. Initialize the disk that is used for the CFS file system from the CVM master node at the site.
# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i c4t0d3

NOTE: This disk must be a non-replicated shared disk that is connected only to the nodes
in the Clusterware sub-cluster site.

2. From the site CVM master node, create the CRS disk group.
# vxdg –s init sfo_crsdg c4t0d3

3. Create the Serviceguard Disk Group MNP packages for the disk group.
# cfsdgadm add sfo_crsdg sfo_crs_dg all=sw SFO_1 SFO_2

4. Activate the CVM DG in the site CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsdgadm activate sfo_crsdg
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5. Create a volume for the CRS disk group.
# vxassist -g sfo_crsdg make crs_vol 500m

6. Create a file system using the created volume.
# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/sfo_crsdg/crs_vol

7. Create Serviceguard Mount Point MNP packages for the clustered file system.
# cfsmntadm add sfo_crsdg crs_vol /cfs/sfo_crs sfo_crs_mp all=rw\

SFO_1 SFO_2

8. Mount the clustered file system on the site CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsmount /cfs/sfo_crs

9. Create the Clusterware OCR directory in the clustered file system.
# mkdir /cfs/sfo_crs/OCR

# chmod 755 /sfo_cfs/crs/OCR

10. Create the Clusterware VOTE directory in the clustered file system.
mkdir /cfs/sfo_crs/VOTE

chmod 755 /cfs/sfo_crs/VOTE

11. Set oracle as the owner for the Clusterware directories.
# chown –R oracle:oinstall /cfs/sfo_crs

After setting owners for the OCR and Voting directories, Oracle Clusterware can be installed.

Installing and configuring Oracle clusterware
This section describes the procedure to install and configure Oracle Clusterware. Use the Oracle
Universal Installer to install Oracle Clusterware. For information about installing Oracle Clusterware
using the Oracle Universal Installer, see the Oracle Real Application Clusters Installation and
Configuration Guide available at the Oracle documentation website. When selecting the nodes
for the Clusterware sub-cluster on a site, select only the nodes configured in this site in the
Serviceguard cluster.
The following procedure describes how to install Oracle Clusterware with the Universal Installer
in the sample environment.
1. Ensure that the appropriate host equivalence for the oracle user is configured.

When installing Oracle Clusterware, the host equivalence for oracle user must be configured
only among the nodes in the same site.

2. Log in with the Oracle credentials on a node in the site.
3. Copy the Oracle Clusterware installation software to this node.
4. Run the following command to start the Oracle Universal Installer:

<Oracle Clusterware Installation bits directory>\
/clusterware/runInstaller

This command starts the Oracle Universal Installer graphical user interface. Ensure that the
DISPLAY environment variable is set appropriately.

5. Provide appropriate values at every screen till you reach the Specify Cluster Configuration
screen.

6. In the Specify Cluster Configuration screen, complete the following steps:
a. Select only nodes that belong to the current site.
b. Specify the site-specific Clusterware name as the Cluster Name.

In this example, for the SFO Clusterware sub-cluster, select only the San Francisco site
nodes SFO_1 and SFO_2. Do not include any other nodes. Specify the Clusterware
sub-cluster name as sfo_crs.
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7. In the Specify Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) Location screen, select External
Redundancy and specify the CFS file system directory if you have an independent backup
mechanism for the OCR.
To use the internal redundancy feature of Oracle, select Normal Redundancy and specify
additional locations.
In this example, for the SFO Clusterware sub-cluster, the location is specified as:
/cfs/sfo_crs/OCR/ocr

8. In the Specify Voting Disk Location screen, select External Redundancy and specify the
CFS file system directory if you have an independent backup mechanism for the Voting Disk.
To use the internal redundancy feature of Oracle, select Normal Redundancy and specify
additional locations.
In this example, for the SFO Clusterware sub-cluster, the location is specified as:
/cfs/sfo_crs/VOTE/vote

9. Complete the remaining on-screen instructions to complete the installation.
Once the installation is complete, you must ensure that Oracle Clusterware is installed
appropriately, and that the Clusterware sub-cluster is formed. To ensure that Oracle Clusterware
is installed appropriately, verify if the /opt/crs/oracle/product/10.2.0/crs/bin/
crsd.bin and /opt/crs/oracle/product/10.2.0/crs/bin/ocssd.bin processes are
running on all nodes in the current site.
To ensure that the Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster if formed, run the olsnodes -n command.
This command lists the nodes of the Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster. In this example, this
command lists the nodes of the SFO CRS sub-cluster.
olsnodes -n

SFO_1     1
SFO_2     2

Configuring SGeRAC toolkit packages for the site Oracle clusterware sub-cluster
To configure SADTA, the Clusterware daemons must be managed through Serviceguard. As a
result, the Clusterware sub-cluster at the site must be packaged using the SGeRAC toolkit. This
configuration must be done at both sites in the Metrocluster. Also, ensure that the package service
is configured to monitor the Oracle Clusterware.
For information about configuring the Clusterware packages, seeUse of Serviceguard Extension
for RAC Toolkit with Oracle RAC 10g Release 2 or latermanual available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPE Serviceguard Extension for RAC.
SGeRAC toolkit packages can be created using the Package Easy Deployment feature available
in Serviceguard Manager version B.03.10. For more details, see Using Easy Deployment in
Serviceguard and Metrocluster Environments on HP-UX 11i v3 available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard.

Installing and configuring Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC)
The Oracle RAC software must be installed twice in the Metrocluster, once at every site. Also,
the RAC software must be installed in the local file system in all the nodes in a site.
To install Oracle RAC, use the Oracle Universal Installer (OUI). After installation, the installer
prompts you to create the database. Do not create the database until you install Oracle RAC at
both sites. You must create identical RAC databases only after installing RAC at both sites.
For information about installing Oracle RAC, see the documents available at the Oracle
documentation website. This section describes the high-level steps to install Oracle RAC.
To install Oracle RAC in the Metrocluster:
1. Start the Oracle Universal Installer from the temporary directory.

For example,
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<Oracle Installation directory>/database/runInstaller

2. On the Specify Home Details screen, specify the local file system directory where the RAC
software is installed on the site nodes.

3. On the Specify Hardware Cluster Installation Mode screen, select Cluster Installation
and select the nodes in addition to the local node.

4. On the Select Configuration Option screen, select the Install Database Software Only
option.

5. Create a listener on both nodes of the site using Oracle NETCA.
For more information about using NETCA to configure listeners in a CRS cluster, see the
Oracle RAC Installation and Configuration user’s guide.

After installing Oracle RAC, you must create the RAC database.

Creating the RAC database at the local site
After installing Oracle RAC, create the RAC database from the site which has the source disks
of the replication. In this manual, this site is referred as the local site. The RAC database creation
is replicated to the remote site through physical replication and the identical RAC database can
be configured on the remote site from the replication target disks.
In our example configuration, a database, hrdb, is created from the San Francisco site. This
database is replicated to the San Jose site. After the RAC database is created at the San Francisco
site, the identical RAC database must be configured at the San Jose site.
The example hrdb RAC database uses the Cluster File System for storing its data files. The
Cluster File System for the RAC data files is created over the replicated disk array disk group.
There are two file systems for every RAC database files; one for the database data files and the
other for the flash recovery area. The subsequent sections describe the procedures to set up
the file systems for RAC database files.
The RAC database can also be configured to use CVM or SLVM raw volumes. As a result,
appropriate CVM disk groups or SLVM volume groups must be created with required raw volumes
over the replicated disks.

Setting up CFS file systems for RAC database data files
This section describes how to create CFS file systems for RAC database data files.

NOTE: If you have SLVM configured in your environment, then you must create shared LVM
volume groups for the RAC database and import them on all the nodes. For more information
about creating shared LVM volume groups for the RAC database, see the latest edition of Using
Serviceguard Extension for RAC manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
hpux-serviceguard-docs-> HPE Serviceguard Extension for RAC.
NOTE: The following example shows how to configure CFS file systems for the example hrdb
database in a legacy package style. It is recommended to follow modular style of packaging
wherever possible.

Complete the following procedure on the CFS cluster master node to set up the CFS file systems:
1. Initialize the source disks of the replication pair.

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i c4t0d1

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i c4t0d2

2. Create a disk group for the RAC database data files.
# vxdg –s init hrdbdg c4t0d1 c4t0d2

3. Create Serviceguard Disk Group MNP packages for the disk groups.
# cfsdgadm add hrdbdg sfo_hrdb_dg all=sw SFO_1 SFO_2

4. Activate the CVM disk group in the local site CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsdgadm activate hrdbdg
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5. Create a volume from the disk group.
# vxassist -g hrdbdg make rac_vol 4500m

6. Create a file system using the created volume.
# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/hrdbdg/rac_vol

7. Create mount points for the RAC database data files and set appropriate permissions.
# mkdir /cfs

# chmod 775 /cfs

# mkdir /cfs/rac

8. Create the Mount Point MNP packages.
# cfsmntadm add hrdbdg rac_vol /cfs/rac sfo_hrdb_mp all=rw SFO_1\
SFO_2

9. Mount the cluster file system on the CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsmount /cfs/rac

10. Create a directory structure for the RAC database data files in the cluster file system. Set
proper permission and owners for the directory.
# chmod 775 /cfs/rac

# mkdir /cfs/rac/oradata

# chmod 775 /cfs/rac/oradata

# chown oracle:oinstall /cfs/rac/oradata

Setting up CFS file systems for RAC database flash recovery
This section describes how to create CFS file systems for RAC database flash recovery.
If you have SLVM, CVM, or CFS configured in your environment, see the following documents
available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPE Serviceguard Extension for
RAC:
• Architecture Considerations and Best Practices for Architecting an Oracle RAC Solution with

Serviceguard and SGeRAC
• Using Serviceguard Extension for RAC
The following procedure explains the steps to configure the CFS file systems for flash recovery
for the example hrdb database.
Complete the following procedure on the CFS cluster master node to set up the CFS file systems:
1. Initialize the source disks of the replication pair.

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i c4t0d4

# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i c4t0d5

2. Create a disk group using the above initialized disks.
# vxdg –s init flashdg c4t0d4 c4t0d5

3. Create Serviceguard Disk Group MNP package for the disk group.
# cfsdgadm add flashdg sfo_flash_dg all=sw SFO_1 SFO_2

4. Activate the disk group in the site CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsdgadm activate flashdg

5. Create a volume from the entire disk group.
# vxassist -g flashdg make flash_vol 4500m

6. Create a file system using the above created volume.
# newfs -F vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/flashdg/flash_vol
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7. Create mount points for the RAC database flash logs and flash area.
# mkdir /cfs

# chmod 775 /cfs

# mkdir /cfs/flash

8. Create Mount Point MNP package for the cluster file system.
# cfsmntadm add flashdg flash_vol /cfs/flash sfo_flash_mp all=rw
SFO_1 SFO_2

9. Mount the RAC database flash recovery file system in the site CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsmount /cfs/flash

10. Create directory structure in the cluster file system for the RAC database flash recovery
area.
# chmod 775 /cfs/flash

# cd /cfs/flash

# mkdir flash

# chmod 775 flash

# chown oracle:oinstall flash

Creating the RAC database using the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant
After setting up the file systems for the RAC database data files, you must create the RAC
database. You can use the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to create the RAC
database. After you login to the DBCA, select the Cluster File System option as the storage
mechanism for the database and select the Common Location for all Database Files option
to store database files.

Configuring and testing RAC MNP stack at the local disk site
To configure Metrocluster for RAC, the RAC database that is configured on both sites must be
managed by Serviceguard. As a result, the RAC database must be packaged in Serviceguard
MNP packages. Also, automatic startup of RAC database instances and services at Clusterware
startup must be disabled. For more information about disabling automatic startup of RAC
databases, see the How To Remove CRS Auto Start and Restart for a RAC Instance document
available at the Oracle documentation website. For information about configuring the RAC
database in the MNP packages, see the HPE SGeRAC Toolkit README.
Configure the RAC MNP package to have dependency on the site’s Clusterware sub-cluster
MNP package. This step creates the RACMNP stack at this site that is configured to be managed
by the Site Controller Package. Ensure that the package service is configured to monitor the
Oracle RAC database. Before halting the RAC MNP Stack, test the configuration to ensure that
the packages are configured appropriately and can be started.

Halting the RAC database on the local disk site
After creating the RAC database on the local disk site, you must halt it to replicate it on the
recovery cluster. You must first halt the RAC MNP stack on the node in the source disk and then
use the vxdg deport command to deport the disk groups at the nodes in the replication source
disk.
For example,
1. Halt the RAC MNP Stack on the replication source disk site node.

# cmhaltpkg sfo_hrdb sfo_hrdb_mp sfo_hrdb_dg sfo_flash_mp
sfo_flash_dg

2. Deport the disk groups at the replication source disk site nodes.
# vxdg deport hrdbdg

# vxdg deport flashdg
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Creating identical RAC database at the remote site
In the earlier procedures, the RAC database was created at the site with the source disk of the
replication disk group. A RAC MNP stack was also created at the site. Now, an identical RAC
database using the target replicated disk must be configured with the RAC MNP stack at the
remote site.
Prior to creating an identical RAC database at the remote site, youmust first prepare the replication
environment. After configuring replication in your environment, configure the replica RAC database.
For example, to prepare the replication environment:
1. Ensure the replication is in PAIR state at the replication Target Disk Site node. The STATUS

field must have PAIR value.
In this example, run the following command from the SJC_1 or SJC_2 node:
# pairdisplay -g hrdb_devgroup

2. Perform a replication swap take over from the Target Disk Site node.
In this example, run the following command from the SJC_1 or SJC_2 node.
# horctakeover -g hrdb_devgroup -t 360

3. From the CVM master node at this site, import the disk groups used by RAC database.
# vxdg -stfC import hrdbdg

# vxdg -stfC import flashdg

4. Create the Serviceguard Disk Group MNP packages on this site.
# cfsdgadm add hrdbdg sjc_hrdb_dg all=sw SJC_1 SJC_2

# cfsdgadm add flashdg sjc_flash_dg all=sw SJC_1 SJC_2

5. Activate the RAC database disk groups in the CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsdgadm activate hrdbdg

# cfsdgadm activate flashdg

6. Create the mount point directories for the RAC database cluster file systems.
# mkdir /cfs

# chmod 775 /cfs

# mkdir /cfs/rac

# mkdir /cfs/flash

7. Create the Mount Point MNP packages for the RAC database cluster file systems.
# cfsmntadm add hrdbdg rac_vol /cfs/rac sjc_hrdb_mp all=rw SJC_1
SJC_2

# cfsmntadm add flashdg flash_vol /cfs/flash sjc_flash_mp all=rw
SJC_1 SJC_2

8. Mount the cluster file systems in this CFS sub-cluster.
# cfsmount /cfs/rac

# cfsmount /cfs/flash

Configuring the replica RAC database
To configure the replica RAC database:
1. Copy the first RAC database instance pfile from the source site to the target site first RAC

database instance node.
In this example, copy the RAC database instance pfile from the SFO_1 node to the SJC_1
node.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/dbs

# rcp -p inithrdb1.ora SJC_1:$PWD
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The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
2. Setup the first RAC database instance on the target site.

In this example, run the following commands from the SJC_1 node.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/dbs

# ln -s /cfs/rac/oradata/hrdb/orapwhrdb orapwhrdb1

# chown -h oracle:oinstall orapwhrdb1

# chown oracle:oinstall inithrdb1.ora

3. Copy the second RAC database instance pfile from the source site to the target site
second RAC database instance node.
In this example, copy the RAC database instance pfile from the SFO_2 node to the SJC_2
node.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/db

# rcp -p inithrdb2.ora SJC_2:$PWD

The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
4. Set up the second RAC database instance on the target site.

In this example, run the following commands from the SJC_2 node.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/dbs

# ln -s /cfs/rac/oradata/hrdb/orapwhrdb orapwhrdb2

# chown oracle:oinstall inithrdb2.ora

# chown -h oracle:oinstall orapwhrdb2

5. Create the Oracle admin directory at the target site.
# cd /opt/app/oracle

# rcp -r admin SJC_1:$PWD

# rcp -r admin SJC_2:$PWD

Run the following command at the remote site.
# chown -R oracle:oinstall /opt/app/oracle/admin

6. Log in to any of the nodes in the remote site using the oracle user credentials.
# su – oracle

7. Configure a listener for the database on this site using the Oracle Network Configuration
Assistant (NETCA).

8. Copy the tnsnames.ora file from the remote CRS sub-cluster and modify it to fit the local
environment.
In this example, the file contents appear as follows:
# rcp SFO_1:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora \

SJC_1:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

# rcp SFO_2:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora \

SJC_2:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

9. Edit the tnsnames.ora file on the local nodes and modify the HOST = keywords to specify
node names of this site.
In this example, you must edit the tnsnames.ora file on the local nodes, SJC_1 and SJC_2.

10. Register the database with the CRS sub-cluster on remote site.
# srvctl add database -d hrdb -o /opt/app/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/

# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb1 -n SJC_1

# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb2 -n SJC_2
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After registering the database with the CRS sub-cluster on the remote site, you can run the
srvctl status command to view the health of the database.

Configuring the RAC MNP stack at the recovery cluster
The RAC database must be packaged as Serviceguard MNP packages. You must configure the
RAC MNP package to have a dependency on the site Clusterware sub-cluster MNP package.
This step creates the RAC MNP stack at the target site that is configured to be managed by the
Site Controller Package. For more information about configuring the RAC database in MNP
packages, see the Serviceguard Extension for Oracle RAC toolkit README.

Halting the RAC database on the recovery cluster
You must halt the RAC database on the Target Disk Site so that it can be restarted at the source
disk site. Use the cmhaltpkg command to halt the RAC MNP stack on the replication Target
Disk Site node. Deport the disk groups at the replication Target Disk Site nodes using the vxdg
deport command.

Configuring an empty Site Controller package
The Site Controller package and the Site Safety Latch for the disaster tolerant RAC database
are the final two components to be configured. This section describes the procedure to configure
the Site Controller package in a Metrocluster.
To configure the Site Controller package:
1. From any node, create a Site Controller package configuration file using the dts/scmodule:

# cmmakepkg -m dts/sc -m dts/mcxpca
/etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config

2. Edit the hrdb_sc.config file and specify a name for the package_name attribute:
package_name hrdb_sc

3. Edit the hrdb_sc.config file and specify the node_name parameter explicitly.

node_name SFO_1
node_name SFO_2
node_name SJC_1
node_name SJC_2

4. Edit the hrdb_sc.config file and specify the directory created in step 1 for the
dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute.
dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc

5. Specify a name for the log file. It is recommended that this file be located in the dts/dts/
dts_pkg_dir directory.
script_log_file /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.log

6. Specify the sites without any packages. Do not specify any critical_package or
managed_package.
site san_francisco
site san_jose

7. Edit the Metrocluster XPattributes in hrdb_sc.config file.
8. Apply the empty Site Controller Package configuration file. Ensure there are no packages

configured using the critical_package or managed_package attributes in the Site
Controller Package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P /etc/cmcluster/sc/hrdb_sc.config

When the Site Controller Package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety Latch
is also configured automatically in the cluster. Use the resls command to view the Site Safety
Latch resources.
# resls -q -s /dts/mcsc/hrdb_sc
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The following output is displayed:
/dts/mcsc/hrdb_sc: Resource Instance
The current value of the resource is  DOWN (0)

IMPORTANT: Following are some guidelines that you must follow while configuring the Site
Controller Package:
• The default value of the priority parameter is set at no_priority. The Site Controller

Package must not be subjected to any movement due to package prioritization. Do not
change this default value.

• The default value of the failover_policy parameter for the Site Controller Package is
set to site_preferred.
This value implies that during a Site Controller Package failover, while selecting notes from
the list of the node_name entries, the Site Controller Package fails over to the nodes that
belong to the site of the node it last ran on, rather than the nodes that belong to the other
site.

Configuring the Site Safety Latch dependencies
After the Site Controller package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety Latch
is automatically configured in the cluster. This section describes the procedure to configure the
Site Safety Latch dependencies.
To configure the Site Safety Latch dependencies:
1. Add the EMS resource dependency to all DGMNP packages in the RACMNP stack on both

sites.
If you have SLVM or Veritas CVM or SG SMS CVM or CFS configured in your environment,
add the EMS resource details in the packages that are the root packages among the workload
packages in both the sites.
resource_name /dts/mcsc/hrdb_sc
resource_polling_interval 120
resource_up_value != DOWN
resource_start automatic

When using SLVM, or Veritas CVM, or SG SMSCVM/CFS configured as amodular package,
run the cmapplyconf command to apply the modified package configuration.

2. Verify the Site Safety Latch resource configuration at both sites.
If you have SLVM or Veritas CVM or SG SMS CVM or CFS configured in your environment,
run the following command to view the EMS resource details:
# cmviewcl -v –p <pkg_name>

Modifying Site Controller to manage RAC MNP stack packages
1. Configure the Site Controller Package with RAC MNP stack packages of both sites:

site   san_francisco
     critical_package   sfo_hrdb
     managed_package    sfo_hrdb_dg
     managed_package    sfo_hrdb_mp
     managed_package    sfo_flash_dg
     managed_package    sfo_flash_mp

site   san_jose
     critical_package  sjc_hrdb
     managed_package    sjc_hrdb_dg
     managed_package    sjc_hrdb_mp
     managed_package    sjc_flash_dg
     managed_package    sjc_flash_mp
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NOTE: Do not add any comments after specifying the critical and managed packages.

2. Re-apply the Site Controller Package configuration.
# cmapplyconf -v -P /etc/cmcluster/hrdb_sc/hrdb_sc.config

After applying the Site Controller Package configuration, run the cmviewcl command to
view the packages that are configured.

Starting the disaster tolerant RAC database in the Metrocluster
At this point, you have completed configuring SADTA in your environment with the Oracle
Database 10gR2 RAC. This section describes the procedure to start the disaster tolerant RAC
database in the Metrocluster.
To start the disaster tolerant RAC database:
1. Run the cmviewcl command to view the disaster tolerant RAC database configuration in

a Metrocluster.
Following is a sample output:
# cmviewcl

CLUSTER        STATUS
dbcluster          up
SITE_NAME     san_francisco
NODE           STATUS       STATE
SFO_1          up           running
SFO_2          up           running

SITE_NAME     san_jose
NODE           STATUS       STATE
SJC_1          up           running
SJC_2          up           running

MULTI_NODE_PACKAGES
PACKAGE      STATUS         STATE         AUTO_RUN   SYSTEM
SG-CFS-pkg    up            running       enabled     yes
sfo_crs_dg    up            running       enabled     no
sfo_crs_mp    up            running       enabled     no
sfo_crs       up            running       enabled     no
sjc_crs_dg    up            running       enabled     no
sjc_crs_mp    up            running       enabled     no
sjc_crs       up            running       enabled     no
sfo_hrdb_dg   down          halted        enabled     no
sfo_hrdb_mp   down          halted        enabled     no
sjc_hrdb_dg   down          halted        enabled     no
sjc_hrdb_mp   down          halted        enabled     no
sfo_flash_dg  down          halted        enabled     no
sfo_flash_mp  down          halted        enabled     no
sjc_flash_dg  down          halted        enabled     no
sjc_flash_mp  down          halted        enabled     no
sfo_hrdb      down          halted        disabled    no
sjc_hrdb      down          halted        disabled    no

UNOWNED_PACKAGES
PACKAGE     STATUS        STATE         AUTO_RUN     NODE
hrdb_sc     down          halted        disabled     unowned

2. Enable all the nodes in the Metrocluster for the Site Controller Package.
# cmmodpkg –e –n SFO_1 –n SFO_2 -n SJC_1 –n SJC_2 hrdb_sc

3. Start the Site Controller Package.
# cmmodpkg -e hrdb_sc
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The Site Controller Package along with RAC stack will start up on local site (San Francisco).
4. Verify the Site Controller Package log file to ensure clean startup.

Configuring client access for Oracle database 10gR2 RAC
In Oracle Database 10gR2 RAC, the Oracle Clusterware configuration provides Virtual IP
addresses (VIPs) through which database clients external to the cluster connect to the database.
Oracle listeners gather information about service availability on the RAC servers and assist in
making client connections to the RAC instances. Additionally, they provide failure notifications
and load advisories to clients, thereby enabling fast failover of client connections and client-side
load-balancing. These capabilities are facilitated by an Oracle 10g feature called Fast Application
Notification (FAN). For more information about Fast Application Notification, see the following
documents:
http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/clustering/pdf/twpracwkldmgmt.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technology/deploy/availability/pdf/MAA_WP_10gR2_ClientFailoverBestPractices.pdf
FAN capabilities can be accessed by the client application using the FAN API directly or by using
FAN-integrated clients provided by Oracle.
The Metrocluster RAC configuration uses two Oracle sub-clusters in a single SGeRAC cluster.
At any time, a given database is accessed through only one of the Oracle sub-clusters. It is
referred as the active sub-cluster for the database. The client connectivity features mentioned
above related to fast failover and load balancing are available from the active sub-cluster. When
the database fails over to the other sub-cluster, the same features are available from that
sub-cluster. However, the client connections must be made to the VIPs configured in that Oracle
sub-cluster.
There are several factors that limit the speed of client reconnection when the database fails over
across sub-clusters. Following is the sequence of steps that occur when any database fails over:
1. Ensures that the database has been completely shut down at the formerly active sub-cluster.
2. Fails over the disk device group to the newly active sub-cluster so that the database replica

LUNs become available for read-write access.
3. Starts the CVM disk groups and CFS mount points for the database at the newly active

sub-cluster, and then starts the RAC database there.
While these steps are being performed, client connections cannot be made to the database.
Also, there is no FAN event delivered to indicate site failover, so existing client connections might
be susceptible to delays as long as the TCP keep alive timeout in some cases, before a reconnect
is attempted.
To automatically reconnect clients to the database on a site failover, the Oracle Net service
names must include VIPs configured at both sub-clusters. For example:
hr_serv1 =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS_LIST =
  (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = SFO_1v.hp.com)(PORT = 1521))
  (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = SFO_2v.hp.com)(PORT = 1521))
  (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = SJC_1v.hp.com)(PORT = 1521))
  (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = SJC_2v.hp.com)(PORT = 1521))
(LOAD_BALANCE = yes)
  )
  (CONNECT_DATA=
          (SERVICE_NAME=hr_serv1)
  )
 )

Configuring SGeRAC cluster interconnect subnet monitoring
SGeRAC provides a feature to monitor the Oracle Clusterware interconnect subnet and to ensure
that at least one RAC instance survives when a failure takes down the entire interconnect subnet
in the cluster.
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To configure this feature, the interconnect subnet must be specified in a separate MNP package
using the CLUSTER_INTERCONNECT_SUBNET package attribute. The ClusterwareMNP package
for the Clusterware sub-cluster must have a dependency specified on this interconnect MNP
package. For more information about network planning for Oracle Clusterware communication,
see the latest edition of Using Serviceguard Extension for RAC manual available at http://
www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs-> HPE Serviceguard Extension for RAC.
TheOracle Clusterware interconnect subnet for a site Clusterware sub-cluster is a subnet spanning
only the nodes in that site (it is not required to route it across the sites). The interconnect subnets
at every site is packaged in a separate MNP package.
To configure the SGeRAC Cluster Interconnect packages:
1. Create a package directory on all nodes in the site.

# mkdir -p /etc/cmcluster/pkg/sfo_ic

2. Create a package configuration file and control script file. Use site-specific names for the
files. You must follow the legacy package creation steps.
# cmmakepkg -p sfo_ic.conf

# cmmakepkg -s sfo_ic.cntl

3. Specify a site-specific package name in the package configuration file.
4. Specify only the nodes in the site for the node_name parameter.
5. Specify the package type as MULTI_NODE.
6. Specify the SGeRAC Cluster Interconnect as CLUSTER_INTERCONNECT_SUBNET.
7. Save and apply the package configuration file.

# cmapplyconf –P sfo_ic.conf

Configuring and administration restrictions
Following are the configuration and administration restrictions that apply to SADTA configurations
for application workloads:
• Only two sites can be configured in Metrocluster configuration.
• All Serviceguard restrictions that apply to site configurations also apply to configuring

Metrocluster for RAC.
• For a RAC database that is configured in Metrocluster for RAC, the redundant database

configuration at every site sub-cluster must have same number of instances.
• When using Veritas CVM, every CVM disk group must be configured with a Modular package

at both sites.

Configuring Oracle RAC database with ASM in a SADTA
Automatic StorageManagement (ASM) is a feature in Oracle Database 10g and 11g that provides
the database administrator with a simple storage management interface that is consistent across
all server and storage platforms. In Metrocluster, Oracle RAC with ASM is configured using
SADTA. Figure 50 (page 212) illustrates two Oracle RAC databases that are replicas of every
other, are configured one at every cluster in Continentalclusters with SADTA. The database
workload at every cluster has its own Site Controller package and Site Safety Latch. The arrows
in the figure indicate the package dependencies.
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Figure 50 Sample Oracle RAC database with ASM in SADTA

The Oracle Clusterware software must be installed at every site in the Metrocluster. The CRS
daemons at the sub-clusters must be configured as a Serviceguard package using the
Serviceguard extension for RAC (SGeRAC) toolkit at every site. The CRSHomemust be installed
on a file system that is local to a site. The CRS voting and OCR disks must not be configured
for replication.
The RAC database software must be installed at every site in the Metrocluster. Create ASM disk
groups at the nodes in the source site of replication and configure an identical ASM disk groups
on the nodes in the other site. The ASM disk group (ASM DG) must be configured as a
Serviceguard package using the SGeRAC toolkit at every site. The ASM DG package must have
dependency on the CRS package on the site.
Two replicas of the RAC database must be configured; one at source site of the replication and
the other at the destination site of the replication. The database must be created at the nodes in
source site of the replication and database data must be replicated to the nodes in the other site
using Continuous Access P9000/XP replication. An identical RAC database configuration must
be created at the nodes in other site,The RAC database (RAC DB) must be configured using the
SGeRAC toolkit at every site. The RACDB packagemust have dependency on the CRS package
and ASM DG packages on the site.
This section describes the procedures that must be followed to configure SADTA with Oracle
RAC database with ASM. To explain these procedures, it is assumed that the Oracle RAC home
directory is /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs and the database name is hrdb.
To configure SADTA with Oracle RAC database with ASM:
1. Set up replication.
2. Configure Metrocluster with sites.
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3. Install and configure Oracle Clusterware.
4. Install Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) software.
5. Create the RAC database with ASM:

a. Configure ASM disk group.
b. Configure SGeRAC Toolkit Packages for the ASM disk group.
c. Create the RAC database using the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant.
d. Configure and test the RAC MNP stack at the source disk site.
e. Halt the RAC database at the source disk site.

6. Configure the identical ASM disk group at the remote site.
This step is required only for Oracle 11g R1.

7. Setup the identical RAC database at the remote site.
8. Configure the Site Controller Package.
9. Configure the Site Safety Latch dependencies.
10. Start the Disaster Tolerant RAC Database in the Metrocluster.
The subsequent sections elaborate on each of these steps.

Setting up replication
The procedure for setting up replication is identical to the procedure for setting up replication to
configure Oracle RAC with SADTA. For more information about setting up replication in SADTA
for configuring Oracle RAC database with ASM, see “Setting up replication” (page 196).

Configuring Metrocluster with sites
The procedure for configuring Metrocluster with sites for Oracle RAC database with ASM is
identical to the procedure for configuring Oracle RAC with SADTA. For more information about
configuringMetrocluster with sites for SADTA, see “ConfiguringMetrocluster with sites” (page 196).

Installing and configuring Oracle clusterware
After setting up replication in your environment and configuring Metrocluster, you must install
Oracle Clusterware. Use the Oracle Universal Installer to install and configure the Oracle
Clusterware. As SADTA requires two Oracle Clusterware sub-clusters, one at every site, you
must install and configure Oracle Clusterware twice in the Serviceguard cluster. When you install
Oracle Clusterware at a site, the sub-cluster installation is confined to a site and the Clusterware
storage is not replicated. As a result, Oracle Clusterware must be installed on a local file system
on every node in the site. The Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) and Voting disks must be shared
only among the nodes in the site.
For every Oracle RAC 11g R2 clusterware installation, one Single Client Access Name (SCAN),
which must resolve to one public IP, is required. SCAN allows clients to use one name in the
connection strings to connect to every sub cluster as whole. A client connection request can be
handled by any CRS sub cluster node. Because in a Metrocluster, there are two sites and two
CRS sub clusters, you must configure a separate SCAN for every CRS sub cluster.
To configure the storage device for installing Oracle clusterware, see the latest edition of Using
Serviceguard Extension for RAC available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs.

Configuring SGeRAC toolkit packages for every Oracle clusterware sub-cluster
To configure SADTA, the Clusterware daemons must be managed through Serviceguard. As a
result, the clusterware sub-cluster at the site must be packaged using the Serviceguard extension
for RAC toolkit. This configuration must be done at both sites in the Metrocluster. Also, ensure
that the package service is configured to monitor the Oracle Clusterware. For information about
configuring the Clusterware packages, see the see the HPE SGeRAC Toolkit README.
SGeRAC toolkit packages can be created using the Package Easy Deployment feature available
in Serviceguard Manager version B.03.10. For more details, see Using Easy Deployment in
Serviceguard and Metrocluster Environments on HP-UX 11i v3 available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs —> HPE Serviceguard.
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Installing Oracle RAC software
The Oracle RAC software must be installed twice in the Metrocluster, once at every site. Also,
the RAC software must be installed in the local file system in all the nodes in a site. To install
Oracle RAC, use the Oracle Universal Installer (OUI). After installation, the installer prompts you
to create the database. Do not create the database until you install Oracle RAC at both sites.
You must create identical RAC databases only after installing RAC at both sites. For information
about installing Oracle RAC, see the documents available at the Oracle documentation website.

Creating the RAC database with ASM
After installing Oracle RAC, create the RAC database from the site which has the source disks
of the replication. In this manual, this site is referred as the local site. The RAC database creation
is replicated to the remote site through physical replication and the identical RAC database can
be configured on the remote site from the replication target disks.

Configuring the ASM disk group
After installing Oracle RAC software installation, configure the ASM disk group for RAC database
from the site which has the source disks of the replication. In this manual, this site is referred as
the Source Disk Site. The ASM disk group configuration is replicated to the remote site through
physical replication. To configure the storage device for configuring ASM disk group, see the
latest edition ofUsing Serviceguard Extension for RACmanual, available at http://www.hpe.com/
info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->HPE Serviceguard Extension for RAC.

Configuring SGeRAC toolkit packages for the ASM disk group
To configure SADTA in Metrocluster for Oracle RAC database with ASM, the ASM disk group
must be packaged in Serviceguard MNP packages in both sites. Configure ASMDisk groupMNP
package dependency on the site’s Clusterware sub cluster MNP package.
For information about configuring the ASM disk group in the Serviceguard MNP packages, see
the HPE SGeRAC Toolkit README.

Creating the Oracle RAC database
After setting up the ASM disk group for the RAC database data files, you must create the RAC
database. You can use the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to create the RAC
database. After you login to the DBCA, select the Automatic Storage Management option as the
storage mechanism for the database and select the Use Oracle-managed files option to store
database files and provide the ASM DG that you created earlier.

Configuring and testing the RAC MNP stack at the Source Disk Site
To configure Oracle RAC Database with ASM in SADTA, the RAC database must be packaged
in Serviceguard MNP packages in both sites. Also, automatic startup of RAC database instances
and services at Clusterware startup must be disabled. For more information about disabling
automatic startup of RAC databases, see the How To Remove CRS Auto Start and Restart for
a RAC Instance document available at the Oracle documentation website. For information about
configuring the RAC database in the MNP packages, see the HPE SGeRAC Toolkit README.
Configure the RAC MNP package to have dependency on the site’s Clusterware sub-cluster
MNP package and the site’s ASM disk group MNP package.
This step completes the configuration of the RAC MNP stack at the Source Disk Site. Ensure
that in RACMNP package, the service is configured to monitor the Oracle RAC database. Before
halting the RAC MNP stack, test the configuration to ensure that the packages are configured
appropriately and can be started.

Halting the RAC database on the Source Disk Site
After creating the RAC database on the source disk site, you must halt it to replicate it on the
target disk site. If you are using 11g R2 RAC, you must change the remote_listener for the
database before halting the RAC database MNP stack as explained in step 1.
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1. When using Oracle 11g R2 with ASM, the remote_listener for the database is set to the
<SCAN name>:<port number> by default. But, in the Metrocluster for RAC configuration,
the SCAN name is different for every site CRS subcluster. So, the remote_listener for the
database must be changed to the net service name configured in the tnsnames.ora for the
database. This task must be done prior to halting the RAC database stack on the Source
Disk Site:
a. Log in as the Oracle user.

# su – oracle

b. Export the database instance on the node. In this example, hrdb1 is database instance
running on this node.
export ORACLE_SID=”hrdb1”

c. Alter the remote listener:
# sqlplus “/ as sysdba”

d. At the prompt, enter the following:
SQL> show parameter remote_listener;

SQL> alter system set remote_listener=’hrdb’;

2. Halt the RAC MNP Stack on the replication Source Disk Site node.
# cmhaltpkg <site1_rac_db_pkg> <site1_asmdg_pkg1>

Setting up identical RAC database at the target disk site
In the earlier procedures, the RAC database was created at the site with the source disk of the
replication disk group, referred as the source disk site. A RAC MNP stack was also created at
that site. Now, an identical RAC database using the target replicated disk must be configured
with the RAC MNP stack. The site to which the data is replicated is referred as Target Disk Site
in this section.
Prior to setting up an identical RAC database at the target disk site, the data replication must
first be split such that the target disk is in the Read/Write mode. The procedure to split the
replication depends on the type of arrays that are configured in the environment. Based on the
arrays in your environment, see the respective chapters of this manual to configure replication.
After preparing the replicated disk at the target disk site, a storage device must be configured.
For more information about configuring a storage device, see “Configuring the storage device
for complex workload at the target disk site” (page 40).

Configuring the Identical ASM Disk Group at the Target Disk Site
This procedure is required only if you are using Oracle 11g R1 with ASM. This procedure is not
required for Oracle 11g R2. In this procedure, the source disk site is referred as site1 and the
target disk site is referred as site2.
To configure the identical ASM disk group for Oracle 11g R1 with ASM:
1. Create the Oracle admin directory at the target disk site, if it is not already created.

In this example, run the following command from the first node in site1:
# cd /opt/app/oracle

# rcp -r admin <site2_node1>:$PWD

# rcp -r admin <site2_node2>:$PWD

2. Run the following command at the target disk site:
# chown -R oracle:oinstall /opt/app/oracle/admin

3. Copy the first ASM instance pfile and password file from the source disk site to the first
ASM instance node in the target disk site.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/admin/+ASM/pfile

# rcp -p init.ora <site2_node1>:$PWD
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# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# rcp -p orapw+ASM1 <site2_node1>:$PWD

The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
4. Setup the first ASM instance on the target disk site.

In this example, run the following commands from node1 in the site2.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# ln –s /opt/app/oracle/admin/+ASM/pfile/init.ora init+ASM1.ora

# chown -h oracle:oinstall init+ASM1.ora

# chown oracle:oinstall orapw+ASM1

5. Copy the second ASM instance pfile and password file from site1 to the second ASM
instance node in site2.
# cd /opt/app/oracle/admin/+ASM/pfile

# rcp -p init.ora <site2_node2>:$PWD

# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# rcp -p orapw+ASM2 <site2_node2>:$PWD

The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
6. Setup the second ASM instance on the target disk site.

In this example, run the following commands from node2 of site2:
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# ln –s /opt/app/oracle/admin/+ASM/pfile/init.ora init+ASM2.ora

# chown -h oracle:oinstall init+ASM2.ora

# chown oracle:oinstall orapw+ASM2

7. Add the ASM instances with the CRS sub-cluster on the target disk site.
In this example, run the following commands from any node on site2:
# export ORACLE_SID=”+ASM”

# srvctl add asm -n <site2_node1> -i “+ASM1” –o

/opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/

srvctl add asm -n <site2_node2> -i “+ASM2” –o

/opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/

Configuring the identical RAC database
Complete the following procedure to configure the replica RAC database. To explain this
procedure, it is assumed that the database name is hrdb and the instance hrdb1 is the first
instance on first node and hrdb2 is second instance on second node of the source disk site.
To configure the identical RAC database:
1. Copy the first RAC database instance pfile and password file from the source site to the first

RAC database instance node in the target disk site.
In this example, run the following commands from the first node in site1:
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# rcp -p inithrdb1.ora <site2_node1>:$PWD

# rcp -p orapwhrdb1 <site2_node1>:$PWD

The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
2. Setup the first RAC database instance on the target disk site.

In this example, run the following commands from the first node in site2:
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs
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# chown oracle:oinstall orapwhrdb1

# chown oracle:oinstall initrhrdb1.ora

3. Copy the second RAC database instance pfile and password file from the source site to the
second RAC database instance node in the target disk.
In this example, run the following commands from the second node in site1:
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# rcp -p inithrdb2.ora <site2_node2>:$PWD

# rcp -p orapwhrdb2 <site2_node2>:$PWD

The -p option retains the permissions of the file.
4. Set up the second RAC database instance on the target disk site.

In this example, run the following commands from the second node in site2:
# cd /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/dbs

# chown oracle:oinstall orapwhrdb2

# chown oracle:oinstall inithrdb2.ora

5. Create the directory for the database (in this example “hrdb”) that is replicated at the target
disk site, in the Oracle admin directory.
cd /opt/app/oracle

rcp -r admin/hrdb <site2_node1>:$PWD

rcp -r admin/hrdb <site2_node2>:$PWD

6. Run the following command at the remote site.
chown -R oracle:oinstall /opt/app/oracle/admin/hrdb

7. Log in to any of the nodes in the remote site using the Oracle user credentials.
su – oracle

8. Configure a listener for the database on this site using the Oracle Network Configuration
Assistant (NETCA).

9. Copy the tnsnames.ora file from the remote CRS sub-cluster and modify it to fit the local
environment.
In this example, the file contents will appear as follows:
# rcp <site1_node1>:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora
<site2_node1>:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

# rcp <site1_node2>:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora
<site2_node2>:$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora

10. Edit the tnsnames.ora file on the nodes at the target disk site and modify the HOST =
keywords to suit the target disk site environment.
In this example, you must edit the tnsnames.ora file on every node in this site.

11. Register the database with the CRS sub-cluster on remote site.
# srvctl add database -d hrdb -o /opt/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db_1/

# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb1 -n <site2_node1>

# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb2 -n <site2_node2>

After registering the database with the CRS sub-cluster on the remote site, you can run the
srvctl status command to view the health of the database.

Configuring the Site Controller package
The procedure to configure the Site Controller Package is identical to the procedure in configuring
Oracle RAC in SADTA. For more information about configuring the Site Controller Package for
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Oracle RAC database with ASM in SADTA, see “Configuring the Site Controller package for the
complex workload” (page 42).

Configuring the Site Safety Latch dependencies
After the Site Controller Package configuration is applied, the corresponding Site Safety Latch
is also configured automatically in the cluster. This section describes the procedure to configure
the Site Safety Latch dependencies.
To configure the Site Safety Latch dependencies:
1. Add the EMS resource details in ASM DG package configuration file.

RESOURCE_NAME /dts/mcsc/hrdb_sc

RESOURCE_POLLING_INTERVAL 120

RESOURCE_UP_VALUE != DOWN

RESOURCE_START automatic

You must apply the modified ASM DG package configuration using the cmapplyconf
command.

2. Verify the Site Safety Latch resource configuration at both sites.
Run the following command to view the EMS resource details:
# cmviewcl -v –p <ASM_DG_pkg_name>

3. Configure the Site Controller Package with the RAC MNP stack packages of both sites.

site  site1
critical_package <site1_RAC_DB_pkg_name>
managed_package <site1_ASM_DG_pkg_name>

site  site2
critical_package <site2_RAC_DB_pkg_name>
managed_package <site2_ASM_DG_pkg_name>

NOTE: Do not add any comments after specifying the critical and managed packages.

4. Re-apply the Site Controller Package configuration.
# cmapplyconf -v -P <site_controller_configuration_file>

After applying the Site Controller Package configuration, run the cmviewcl command to view
the packages that are configured.

Starting the disaster tolerant Oracle RAC database with ASM in the Metrocluster
The procedure to start the disaster tolerant Oracle RAC database with ASM is identical to the
procedure for starting a complex workload in a Metrocluster. For more information about starting
the complex workload in the Metrocluster, see “Starting the complex workload in the Metrocluster”
(page 49).

Failure scenarios in Metrocluster for RAC
This section elaborates on the failure scenarios in Metrocluster for RAC.
This section addresses the following topics:
• “Oracle RAC database failure ” (page 218)
• “Oracle RAC database instance failure” (page 219)
• “Oracle RAC database Oracle clusterware daemon failure” (page 219)

Oracle RAC database failure
When failures such as tablespace corruption, or errors arising out of insufficient storage space
occur, the RAC database instance processes on the nodes fail. When the Oracle RAC database
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instance fails at a site, the RACMNP package instance containing it also fails. The Site Controller
Package that monitors the RACMNP package detects that the RACMNP has failed. The database
failure is handled based on the manner in which the RAC MNP stack is configured with the Site
Controller Package.
When the RAC MNP package is configured as a critical_package, the Site Controller
Package considers only the RAC MNP package status to initiate a site failover. Since the RAC
MNP package fails when the contained RAC database fails, the Site Controller Package fails
over to start on the remote site node and initiates a site failover from the remote site.
When the RAC MNP package is configured as a managed_package along with other packages
in the stack, such as the CFSMP and CVMDG packages, the Site Controller Package considers
the status of all configured packages to determine a failure. When the RAC database fails, only
the RAC MNP package fails. All other managed packages continue to be up and running. As a
result, the Site Controller Package does not perform a site failover. The Site Controller Package
only logs a message in the syslog and continues to run on the same node where it was running
before the RAC database failed. Manual intervention is required to restart the RAC database
MNP package.

Oracle RAC database instance failure
Certain error conditions in the run time environment of a node can cause the Oracle RAC database
instance on the node to fail. This, in turn, causes the corresponding RACMNP package instance
on the node to go down. The RAC MNP package continues to run with one less instance being
up and the Site Controller Package continues to monitor the RAC MNP stack.
However, if the failed RAC database instance is the last surviving instance, the RACMNP package
is halted, after failing in the cluster. The Site Controller Package detects the failure and initiates
a site failover if the RAC MNP is configured as a critical_package.

Oracle RAC database Oracle clusterware daemon failure
The Oracle Clusterware is an essential resource for all RAC databases in a site. When the crsd
or evmd daemons are aborted on account of a failure, they are automatically restarted on the
node. When the cssd daemon is aborted on account of a failure on a node, the node is restarted.
The RAC MNP stack continues to run with one less instance on the site.
The Site Controller Package continues to run uninterrupted as long as there is at least one RAC
MNP instance running and the RAC MNP package has not failed. However, if the failed RAC
database instance is the last surviving instance on the site, when the node is restarted, it initiates
a failover of the Site Controller Package to the remote site. The Site Controller Package, during
startup at the remote site, will detect the failure and perform a site failover starting up the RAC
MNP stack configured in that site.

Administering Metrocluster for RAC
This section elaborates the procedures that must be followed to administer Metrocluster for RAC.

Online addition and deletion of nodes
Metrocluster requires equal number of nodes to be configured at the primary and remote data
centers. Therefore, whenever a RAC database instance is added or deleted at primary site, you
must add or delete the replica database instance at the remote site as well.
Online node addition involves procedures on both the sites of the redundant RAC database
configuration.
1. Online node addition on the primary site where the RAC database package stack is running.
2. Online node addition on the remote site where the RAC database package stack is down.
Similarly, online node deletion also involves performing the following tasks.
1. Online node deletion on the primary site where the RAC database package stack is running.
2. Online node deletion on the remote site with where the RAC database package stack is

down.
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NOTE: It is recommended to add or delete nodes online when the Site Controller Package is
halted in the DETACH mode.

Adding nodes online on a primary site where the RAC database is running
To add nodes online on a primary site where the RAC database package stack is running:
1. Install the required software on the new node and prepare the node for Oracle installation.
2. Halt the Site Controller Package in the DETACH mode to avoid unnecessary site failover of

the RAC database.
3. Ensure that the new node can access the Clusterware OCR and VOTE disks, and Oracle

database disks and add the node to the Serviceguard cluster.
4. Extend the Oracle Clusterware software to the new node.

For more information about extending the Oracle Clusterware software, see the Oracle
Database 10gR2 RAC documentation available at the Oracle site.

5. Modify the configured Oracle Clusterware package using the HPE SGeRAC toolkit to include
the details of the new node and start the Oracle Clusterware package on the new node.

6. Extend the Oracle database software on the new node.
For more information about extending software on a new node, see the Oracle Database
10gR2 RAC documentation available at the Oracle site.

7. Prepare storage for RAC database on new node.
For more information about preparing the storage device, see the Volume Manager
Operations manual.

8. Add a database instance to the new node.
For more information about adding a database instance, see the Oracle Database 10gR2
RAC documentation available at the Oracle site.

9. Modify the Oracle database package to add the details of the new node.
10. Start Oracle database package on the added node.
11. Re-configure the Site Controller Package to include the details of the new node.

Adding nodes online on a remote site where the RAC database is down
To add a node online on a remote site where the RAC database package stack is down:
1. Prepare the storage for RAC database instance.

a. For CFS or CVM, extend the RAC DG or the MP MNP packages to the node that must
be added.

b. For SLVM, import the RAC database volume groups on the node that must be added.
2. Copy the RAC database instance pfile and password files from the added node at the

other site to the node that is added at the current site.
3. Create the required Oracle database admin directories.
4. Add a listener for the database on the node using the Oracle Network Configuration Assistant

(NETCA).
5. Create a tnsnames.ora entry for the new instance on all the nodes in the site.
6. Register the new database instance with the Oracle Clusterware sub-cluster on remote site:

# srvctl add instance -d hrdb -i hrdb3 -n SJC_3

7. Modify the RAC package configuration on the remote site to add the details of the new node
at the remote site.

8. Start the Site Controller Package.

Deleting nodes online on the primary site where the RAC database package stack is running
To delete nodes online on the primary site where the RAC database package stack is running:
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1. Halt the Site Controller Package in the DETACH mode.
2. Halt the RAC database package only on the node that must be deleted. Then remove the

RAC database package configuration.
For more information about halting the package and removing the RAC database, see the
Serviceguard Extension for Oracle RAC toolkit documentation.

3. Delete an instance from the RAC database.
For more information about deleting an instance, see the documentation available at the
Oracle documentation website.

4. Delete the RAC database software and Oracle Clusterware.
For more information about deleting the RAC database and Oracle Clusterware, see the
documentation available at the Oracle documentation website.

5. Remove the node from the node list of the Site Controller Package.
6. Run the cmhaltnode command to halt the cluster on this node.
7. Remove the node from the cluster configuration.

For more information about removing a node from the cluster configuration, see theManaging
Serviceguard manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs.

Deleting nodes online on the site where the RAC database package stack is down
To delete nodes online on the site where the RAC database package stack is down:
1. Remove the RAC MNP package instance configuration on the node that must be deleted.
2. Remove access to RAC database storage from this node by removing the storage

configuration.
For more information about removing access to the RAC database storage device, see the
CFS, CVM, and SLVM documentation.

3. Clear the registration of the RAC database instance with the CRS subcluster on the site
using the following command:
# srvctl remove instance -i hrdb3 –d hrdb

4. Remove the tnsnames.ora entry for the instance being deleted on all nodes in the site.
5. Remove Oracle RAC and Oracle Clusterware software on the node.

For more information about removing Oracle RAC and Oracle Clusterware, see the Oracle
Database 10gR2 RAC documentation available at the Oracle documentation website.

6. Remove the node from the node list of the Site Controller Package.
7. Halt the cluster on this node using the cmhaltnode command.
8. Remove the node from the cluster configuration.

For more information about removing nodes from the cluster configuration, see theManaging
Serviceguard manual.

9. Start the Site Controller Package.

Starting a disaster tolerant Oracle database RAC
The disaster tolerant RAC database can be started in a Metrocluster by starting the Site Controller
Package of the corresponding database.
To start the disaster tolerant database:
1. Ensure that the CRS MNP package on the site is up and running.

# cmviewcl –p <site A crs package name>

2. If you have CVM/CFS configured, ensure that the Serviceguard CFS SMNP package is also
up and running in the Metrocluster.
# cmviewcl –p SG-CFS-pkg
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3. Ensure that the Site Controller Package is enabled on all nodes in the site where the database
must be started.
# cmmodpkg –e –n <site A node 1> -n <site B node 2>\

<site_controller_package_name>

4. Start the Site Controller Package by enabling it.
# cmmodpkg –e <Site Controller Package name>

The Site Controller Package starts on the preferred node at the site. At startup, the Site Controller
Package starts the corresponding RAC MNP stack packages in that site that are configured as
managed packages. After the RAC MNP stack packages are up, you must verify the package
log files for any errors that will have occurred at startup.
If the CRS MNP instance on a node is not up, the RAC MNP stack instance on that node does
not start. However, if CVM/CFS is configured, the CVM DG and CFS MP MNP will start.

Shutting down a disaster tolerant Oracle database RAC
The disaster tolerant RAC database can be shutdown by halting the Site Controller Package of
the corresponding database. To shutdown the database, run the following command on any
node in the cluster:
# cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

This command halts the Site Controller Package and the current active RAC MNP stack of the
database. After shutting down, verify the Site Controller Package log file and the RACMNP stack
package log files to ensure that the database shut down appropriately.
It is recommended that you manage the RAC database startup and shutdown using the package
administration commands. Halting the RAC database using the Oracle interfaces, such as srvctl
and sqlplus, will cause the RAC MNP package to fail. The Site Controller Package interprets
this as a failure and initiates a site failover, which is not necessary.

Halting and restarting the RAC database MNP packages
The RACMNP stack of the active database of a disaster tolerant RAC database can be shutdown
without impacting the remaining disaster tolerant infrastructure. The Site Controller Package can
continue to run on the site where the active database is running. Run the following command to
halt the RAC MNP package of the active database:
# cmhaltpkg <RAC MNP Package name>

To halt all RAC MNP stack packages, including the CFS MP and CVM DG MNP packages,
specify all the package names with the cmhaltpkg command.
This command halts all RAC MNP stack packages. The Site Controller Package continues to
run and does not initiate a site failover. You can restart the RAC MNP stack later on the same
site using the cmrunpkg command as long as the Site Controller Package is running on this
site.
However, special care must be taken when the Site Controller Package is halted after halting
the active RAC MNP stack on a site. The disaster tolerant RAC database cannot be started by
starting the RAC MNP stack packages as the Site Safety Latch is closed on both sites when the
Site Controller Package is halted in the cluster. In this case, the disaster tolerant RAC database
can be started only by restarting the Site Controller Package in the cluster.
To restart the database at the same site, the Site Controller Package must be started on that
site.

Maintaining Oracle database RAC MNP packages on a site
The RAC MNP package is a SGeRAC toolkit package. To complete maintenance procedures
on the RAC MNP package, follow the procedures recommended by the SGeRAC toolkit for RAC
MNP package maintenance. A maintenance operation on the RAC MNP package at a site can
also involve halting the RAC MNP package. Run the following command to halt the RAC MNP.
# cmhaltpkg <RAC MNP package name>
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Because the RAC MNP is down, as it is halted in the cluster, the Site Controller Package does
not interpret it as a failure. The Site Controller Package continues to run on the same site and
the Site Safety Latch will remain open.
After the maintenance procedures are complete, restart the RACMNP package at the same site.
Run the following command to restart the RAC MNP package:
# cmrunpkg <RAC MNP package name>

However, if the Site Controller Package is halted while the RAC MNP package is halted for
maintenance, it results in the RAC MNP stack on that site shutting down. In this scenario, the
RACMNP package can only be started by restarting the Site Controller Package. This is because
the Site Safety Latch closes when the Site Controller Package halts.

Maintaining Oracle database RAC
A RAC database configured using SADTA has two replicas of the RAC database configuration;
one at every site. The database configuration is replicated between the replicas using a replicated
storage. Most of the maintenance changes done at the site with the active database configuration
is propagated to the other site. However, some changes, such as service configuration, and
Oracle patch installation, are not replicated. Such maintenance operations must be performed
on the RAC database configurations at both the sites. For more information about maintaining
an Oracle RAC database, see the Oracle documentation. You must also see the Serviceguard
Extension for Oracle RACmanual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docs->
HPE Serviceguard Extension for RAC.
To complete maintenance operations that require that the RAC database or its instance to be
halted, requires the SGeRAC toolkit MNP package in the cluster or its instance to be halted. Run
the following command to halt the SGeRAC MNP package:
# cmhaltpkg <RAC MNP package name>

The Site Controller Package does not interpret halting of the RAC MNP Stack package as a
failure and continues to run uninterrupted. Once the maintenance procedures are complete,
restart the RAC MNP package. Run the following command to restart the RAC MNP package:
# cmrunpkg <RAC MNP package name>

However, if the Site Controller Package is halted while the RAC MNP package was halted for
maintenance, the RAC MNP stack can only be started by restarting the Site Controller Package.

Moving a site aware disaster tolerant Oracle RAC database to a remote site
To perform maintenance operations that require the entire site to be down, you can move the
disaster tolerant Oracle RAC database to a remote site. To move the RAC database to a remote
site, the local RAC database configuration must be first shut down and then the remote RAC
database configuration must be started.
To move the database to a remote site:
1. Halt the Site Controller Package of the RAC database.

# cmhaltpkg <site_controller_package_name>

2. Ensure the RAC MNP stack packages are halted successfully.
# cmviewcl -l package

3. Start the Site Controller Package on a node in the remote site.
# cmrunpkg <site_controller_package_name>

The Site Controller Package starts up on a node in the remote site and starts the RAC MNP
stack packages that are configured.
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Glossary
A

arbitrator Nodes in a disaster tolerant architecture that act as tie-breakers in case all of the nodes in a
data center go down at the same time. These nodes are full members of the Serviceguard
cluster and must conform to the minimum requirements. The arbitrator must be located in a
third data center to ensure that the failure of an entire data center does not bring the entire
cluster down.

asynchronous
data replication

Local I/O will complete without waiting for the replicated I/O to complete; however, it is expected
that asynchronous data replication will process the I/Os in the original order.

automatic
failover

Failover directed by automation scripts or software (such as Serviceguard) and requiring no
human intervention. In a Continentalclusters environment, the start-up of package recovery
groups on the Recovery Cluster without intervention.

B

BC (Business Copy) A PVOL or SVOL in a Storage XP series disk array that can be split from or
merged into a normal PVOL or SVOL. It is often used to create a snapshot of the data brought
at a known point in time. Although this copy, when split, is often consistent, it is not usually
current.

C

cluster A Serviceguard cluster is a networked grouping of HPE 9000 and/or HPE Integrity Servers
series 800 servers (host systems known as nodes) having sufficient redundancy of software
and hardware that a single failure will not significantly disrupt service. Serviceguard software
monitors the health of nodes, networks, application services, EMS resources, andmakes failover
decisions based on where the application is able to run successfully.

commanddevice A disk area in the Storage P9000 Disk Array family or Storage XP Disk Array series disk array
used for internal system communication. You create two command devices on every array,
every with alternate links (PV links).

complex
workload

Complex workloads are applications that are configured using multiple inter-related packages
that are managed collectively.

Continentalclusters
A group of clusters that use routed networks and/or common carrier networks for data replication
and cluster communication to support package failover between separate clusters in different
data centers. Continentalclusters are often located in different cities or different countries and
can span 100s or 1000s of kilometers.

Continuous
Access

A facility provided by the Continuos Access software option available with the Storage P9000
Disk Array family, Storage E Disk Array XP series. This facility enables physical data replication
between P9000 or XP series disk arrays.

D

data center A physically proximate collection of nodes and disks, usually all in one room.
data consistency Whether data are logically correct and immediately usable; the validity of the data after the last

write. Inconsistent data, if not recoverable to a consistent state, is corrupt.
data mirroring See See mirroring..
data replication The scheme by which data is copied from one site to another for disaster tolerance. Data

replication can be either physical (see physical data replication) or logical (see logical data
replication). In a Continentalclusters environment, the process by which data that is used by
the cluster packages is transferred to the Recovery Cluster and made available for use on the
Recovery Cluster in the event of a recovery.
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disaster An event causing the failure of multiple components or entire data centers that render unavailable
all services at a single location; these include natural disasters such as earthquake, fire, or
flood, acts of terrorism or sabotage, large-scale power outages.

disaster recovery The process of restoring access to applications and data after a disaster. Disaster recovery
can be manual, meaning human intervention is required, or it can be automated, requiring little
or no human intervention.

disaster recovery
services

Services and products offered by companies that provide the hardware, software, processes,
and people necessary to recover from a disaster.

disaster tolerant The characteristic of being able to recover quickly from a disaster. Components of disaster
tolerance include redundant hardware, data replication, geographic dispersion, partial or complete
recovery automation, and well-defined recovery procedures.

disaster tolerant
architecture

A cluster architecture that protects against multiple points of failure or a single catastrophic
failure that affects many components by locating parts of the cluster at a remote site and by
providing data replication to the remote site. Other components of disaster tolerant architecture
include redundant links, either for networking or data replication, that are installed along different
routes, and automation of most or all of the recovery process.

E, F

Environment File Metrocluster uses a configuration file that includes variables that define the environment for the
Metrocluster to operate in a Serviceguard cluster. This configuration file is referred to as the
Metrocluster environment file. This file needs to be available on all nodes in the cluster for
Metrocluster to function successfully.

ESCON Enterprise Storage Connect. A type of fiber-optic channel used for inter-frame communication
between EMC Symmetrix frames using EMC SRDF or between Storage E P9000 or XP series
disk array units using Continuous Access P9000 or XP.

failover The transfer of control of an application or service from one node to another node after a failure.
Failover can be manual, requiring human intervention, or automated, requiring little or no human
intervention.

G - I

high availability A combination of technology, processes, and support partnerships that provide greater application
or system availability.

J, K, L

local cluster A cluster located in a single data center. This type of cluster is not disaster tolerant.
local failover Failover on the same node; this most often applied to hardware failover, For Example local LAN

failover is switching to the secondary LAN card on the same node after the primary LAN card
has failed.

logical data
replication

A type of on-line data replication that replicates logical transactions that change either the
filesystem or the database. Complex transactions might result in the modification of many
diverse physical blocks on the disk.

M

Maintenance
mode

A recovery group is in the maintenance mode when it is disabled. The cmrecovercl
-dcommand moves a recovery group is moved into maintenance mode. The cmrecovercl -e
command moved the recovery group out of the maintenance mode. When a recovery group is
in the maintenance mode, recovery is not allowed.

Metrocluster A Hewlett Packard Enterprise product that allows a customer to configure an Serviceguard
cluster as a disaster tolerant metropolitan cluster.

Metrocluster
Environment File

Metrocluster uses a configuration file that includes variables that define the environment for the
Metrocluster to operate in a Serviceguard cluster. This configuration file is referred to as the
Metrocluster environment file. This file needs to be available on all nodes in the cluster for
Metrocluster to function successfully.
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mirrored data Data that is copied using mirroring.
mirroring Disk mirroring hardware or software, such as MirrorDisk/UX. Some mirroring methods might

allow splitting and merging.

N

network failover The ability to restore a network connection after a failure in network hardware when there are
redundant network links to the same IP subnet.

notification A message that is sent following a cluster or package event.

O

off-line data
replication.

Data replication by storing data off-line, usually a backup tape or disk stored in a safe location;
this method is best for applications that can accept a 24-hour recovery time.

on-line data
replication

Data replication by copying to another location that is immediately accessible. On-line data
replication is usually done by transmitting data over a link in real time or with a slight delay to
a remote site; this method is best for applications requiring quick recovery (within a few hours
or minutes).

P

package alert Time at which a message is sent indicating a problem with a package.
package event A package condition such as a failure that causes a notification message to be sent. Package

events can be accompanied by alerts, but not alarms. Messages are for information only; the
cmrecovercl command is not enabled for a package event.

package
recovery group

A set of one or more packages with a mapping between their instances on the cluster and their
instances on the Recovery Cluster.

physical data
replication

An on-line data replication method that duplicates I/O writes to another disk on a physical block
basis. Physical replication can be hardware-based where data is replicated between disks over
a dedicated link (For Example EMC’s Symmetrix Remote Data Facility or the Storage E Disk
Array XP Series Continuous Access), or software-based where data is replicated on multiple
disks using dedicated software on the primary node (For Example, MirrorDisk/UX).

PV links A method of LVM configuration that allows you to provide redundant disk interfaces and buses
to disk arrays, thereby protecting against single points of failure in disk cards and cables.

PVOL A primary volume configured in an P9000 or XP series disk array that uses Continuous Access.
PVOLs are the primary copies in physical data replication with Continuos Access on the P9000
or XP.

Q, R

RecoveryCluster A cluster on which recovery of a package takes place following a failure on the cluster.
recovery
package

The package that takes over on the Recovery Cluster in the event of a failure on the cluster.

remote failover Failover to a node at another data center or remote location.
resynchronization The process of making the data between two sites consistent and current once systems are

restored following a failure. Also called data resynchronization.
rolling disaster A second disaster that occurs before recovering from a earlier disaster, For Example, while

data is being synchronized between two data centers after a disaster, one of the data centers
fails, interrupting the data synchronization process. Rolling disasters might result in data
corruption that requires a reload from tape backups.

S

special device
file

The device file name that the HP-UX operating system gives to a single connection to a node,
in the format /dev/devtype/filename.
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sub-clusters Sub-clusters are clusterwares that run above the Serviceguard cluster and comprise only the
nodes in a Metrocluster site. Sub-clusters have access only to the storage arrays within a site.

SVOL A secondary volume configured in an P9000 or XP series disk array that uses Continuous
Access. SVOLs are the secondary copies in physical data replication with Continuos Access
on the P9000 or XP.

T

transparent
failover

A client application that automatically reconnects to a new server without the user taking any
action.

transparent IP
failover

Moving the IP address from one network interface card (NIC), in the same node or another
node, to another NIC that is attached to the same IP subnet so that users or applications might
always specify the same IP name/address whenever they connect, even after a failure.

U-Z

volume group In LVM, a set of physical volumes such that logical volumes can be defined within the volume
group for user access. A volume group can be activated by only one node at a time unless you
are using Serviceguard OPS Edition. Serviceguard can activate a volume group when it starts
a package. A given disk can belong to only one volume group. A logical volume can belong to
only one volume group.

WAN data
replication
solutions

Data replication that functions over leased or switched lines. See also Continentalclusters.
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E
extended
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F
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G
generic
failover attributes, 45

H
halt, 40

hardware, 18
storage, 18

HP-UX
device files, 21

J
journal
group, 14
pair state, 14
volume, 12

L
LVM volume group, 23
exporting, 23

M
MC/ServiceGuard, package configuration, 175
Metrocluster
deployment, 19
environment, 18
parameters, 32
redundant, 36
thin provisioning volumes, 61

Metroclustery
failover_policy, 19

Mitigation
network problems, 13

module, 30

O
Oracle Database Configuration Assistant, 204
Oracle NETCA, 202

P
package control script
distributing MetroCluster script to nodes, 175

pairresync, 72
PVOLs, 10

R
RAID
Manager, 14

Raid Manager
automatic, 23
hosts, 23

Remote array
instance, 55

remote support, 154

S
SADTA, 35
Serviceguard
replication, 19

Serviceguard cluster
sites configured, 35

Site Aware Failover
configuration, 18
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Site Aware Metrocluster configuration, 35
Site Controller package
Serviceguard Manager, 42

Site Safety Latch, 48
software, 18
stack
source disk site, 39

Storage
smart tiers, 61

storage device
source disk site, 37

support
Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 153

SVOLs, 10

T
target disk site
replicated disk, 40

U
updates
accessing, 153

V
Veritas, 40
volume
monitor, 29

Voting disks, 198
VxVM disk group, 23

W
websites, 153
customer self repair, 154
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